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The aim of present study was to address limitations in model design, anatomical data, and 
implementation of muscle force-length and force velocity relationships for the purpose of 
improving accuracy and validity of musculoskeletal modelling. To achieve these a 
comprehensive three dimensional musculoskeletal model of the leg was developed and 
implemented in the analysis of gait. 
The following were achieved: 
i) Anatomical data for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb, including skeletal co-
ordinate data to define muscle-tendon paths and moment arms throughout joint 
movements. 
ii) Optimisation of muscle model parameters to changes in muscle belly lengths to 
define an optimal fibre length and force-length relationship. 
iii) Equations describing muscle model geometry, force-length and force-velocity 
relationships to describe muscle model contraction dynamics. 
iv) A cost function which minimised the sum of squared normalised muscle forces with 
soft constraints on maximum and minimum muscle force, which allowed for the 
unconstrained minimisation of the cost function. 
v) An optimisation procedure that combined the equipollence equations, muscle 
excitation and contraction dynamics and muscle force limits in the minimisation of the 
cost function. 
The limitations identified include: 
i) Accuracy of velocity data achieved was not sufficient to determine muscle 
contraction dynamics which relied on muscle contractile element velocity to determine 
maximum muscle forces; 
ii) Calculation of moment arms from muscle-tendon co-ordinate data was extremely 
sensitive to errors including : 
• accurate location of body-fixed axes from external markers; 
• relative motion of muscle point co-ordinates and joint centres; 
• the use of straight as opposed to curved-line tendon paths; 
• accuracy of three dimension segment location during movement. 
iii) The muscle model predicted contractile element velocities larger than those 
modelled by the present force-velocity equations, indicating a need to scale force-
velocity relationships to the maximum contractile element velocities. 
iv) The optimisation approach predicted consistent forces for the 48 muscle elements 
of the lower limb, however limitations were: 
• determining initial muscle force estimates in accordance with the equipollence 
equations; 
• minimisation of the cost function did not change muscle forces significantly 
from their initial estimated values. 
Improvements suggested include: 
i) Improvements in moment arm prediction by: 
• use of pre-trial functional evaluations of predicted centres of rotation to improve 
location of body fixed axes; 
• improved location of muscle point co-ordinates to define muscle lines of action at 
varying joint angles. 
ii) Optimise the muscle model parameters to the range of muscle lengths determined by 
the end-range of motion instead of the motion within a trial to achieve a more realistic 
optimal fibre length and force-length relationship by considering the change in fibre 
lengths as an approximation of the maximum changes in fibre lengths. 
iii) Improve the validity of the joint models to: 
• determine moments to be balanced by muscular forces. 
• improve the optimisation procedure to obtain muscle forces. 
• increase accuracy of muscle force prediction. 
iv) Review the force-velocity relationship, the dynamic response of the muscle model, 
and assess the validity of the muscle model in predicting maximum muscle forces; 
v) Improved initial muscle force estimates which meet the equipollence equations and 
achieve convergence to a global minimum. 
vi) Apply the optimisation procedures to movements involving higher muscle forces, 
where accurate prediction of maximum muscle forces, modelling of joint passive 
forces, and excitation dynamics become more critical. 
While the present study succeeds in many respects, its succeeds most in identifying the 
complexity of the process and proposing methods to achieve greater success. 
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Mathematical modelling of the human musculoskeletal system provides an instrument which 
enables an understanding of human movement through the measurement of motion and forces. 
Muscle forces, under the control of the central nervous system, are transferred through bones 
and ligaments to overcome inertial forces to produce movement. As such individual muscle 
forces reflect muscle recruitment patterns and movement strategies adopted by the central 
nervous system. Individual muscle forces also contribute significantly to the loading of skeletal 
structures. As such a major area of biomechanics involves the prediction of individual muscle 
forces through mathematical modelling, to gain an insight into the control of movement by the 
central nervous system, as well as the forces placed on internal structures of the body. To 
successfully predict individual muscle forces the model must accurately reflect the structure 
and function of the musculoskeletal system, including that of the body segments, joints, muscle 
and the strategies employed by the central nervous system. 
The follbwing section presents the aims and purpose of this study. Initially the role of 
mathematical modelling in the clinical setting is presented. Then a brief review of the 
application of gait analysis and mathematical modelling to hip replacement surgery is presented 
as a means of introducing methods, assumption and limitations. Limitations in motion analysis 
and musculo-skeletal modelling to be addressed by the present study are then introduced. This 
is followed by the aims and purpose of the present study. Finally an .. outline of the present 
study is given and how the aims of the present study will met. 
1.1 Role of mathematical modelling and gait analysis in the clinical setting 
Mathematical modelling provides a means for quantifying human movement. Motion 
descriptors such as position, velocity, acceleration, force, energy, and work can be calculated 
for structures comprising the human body, such as rigid segments, joints, ligaments and 
muscles, or for the whole body. The benefits of this approach include: 
a) predicting internal forces acting within the human body from a kinematic 
description of the motion and measured external forces (inverse dynamics analysis); 
b) predicting kinematic responses of the human body from internal and external forces 
(forward dynamics analysis); or 
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c) predicting internal forces required to elicit a desired optimal performance criteria 
( optimisation or forward simulation analysis). 
Biomechanical modelling therefore provides a powerful tool for gaining indirect information 
and insight into human motion that may not otherwise be obtained. Applications include: 
i) Quantitative evaluation of movement and muscle pathologies to guide clinicians in 
the diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal disorders. Gait analysis has helped 
improve outcomes in the correction of cerebral palsy gait by surgical or clinical 
intervention (Gage, 1991; Gage & Coop, 1995). Analysis of gait has enabled a 
more precise determination of gait abnormalities and to accurately assess the 
outcomes of a particular treatment or intervention (Gage & Coop, 1995) thus 
improving the decision making process and outcomes in the correction of cerebral 
palsy gait (Gage, 1991). 
ii) Providing quantitative information on movement patterns and magnitudes of 
internal forces to aid in ergonomics, sports and the design of prosthetic devices. 
Mathematical modelling has helped improved occupation safety through changes to 
work practices to reduce the risk of injury in manual handling tasks (Chaffin & 
Andersson, 1991). By assessing movement patterns, loads lifted, frequency of 
lifting, height of lift, and reach distance, in combination with mathematical 
modelling and normative strength data, task demands can be established and 
compared to maximum permissible force limits, thus providing quantitative 
information for the re-design or remove the task from the workplace. 
Davis (1988) listed possible applications of biomechanical gait analysis applied specifically to 
. surgery as (i) quantification of the pre- and post-effects of surgery; (ii) evaluation of the 
effectiveness of prosthetic joint replacement; (iii) examination of improvements in orthotic and 
prosthetic design; and (iv) quantification of the effects of changes in prosthetic design. 
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1.2 Application of mathematical modelling and gait analysis to hip replacement surgery 
Studies of gait analysis following hip replacement surgery are presented to provide an 
introduction to the methods and assumption employed as well as to provide a background to 
limitations of gait analysis and mathematical modelling. Paul & Berme (1985) defined one of 
main aims of mathematical modelling in the clinical field as the prediction of load actions in 
non-standard anthropometry, anatomical structures and activities, or in the prediction of 
optimal gait for individuals suffering from pathologies restricting their motion. If a 
biomechanical study is to produce meaningful and valid results, it is therefore essential that the 
mathematical model be specific to the clinical condition under investigation and accurately 
represent the underlying structure and function of the musculo-skeletal system. Research 
presented in this section investigates the relationship between reconstructed hip geometry, 
muscle function, symmetry of gait, and the forces placed on the hip joint. The potential 
benefits include assisting in prosthetic design and surgery to decrease post-operative forces on 
the hip prosthesis and to attaining symmetry of gait with the aim of promote longevity of the 
prosthesis and mobility of the patient. Variables relevant to the outcome of prosthetic surgery 
which have been shown to contribute to asymmetrical gait, excessive hip joint forces and 
prosthetic failure are (Mulier, 1985): 
a) Type of hip prosthesis (Moore, Austin-Moore, McKnee-Farrar), including stem 
length and femoral head diameter. 
b) Placement of prosthesis: 
i) location of femoral head in relation to normal centre of rotation; 
ii) location of femoral head in relation to moment arms of force acting on 
femur; 
iii) orientation of prosthesis (angle of varus or valgus and frontal angle of 
femoral neck). 
c) Muscular reattachment and function of muscles crossing the hip joint. 
i) changes in muscle length; 
ii) changes in moment arms; 
iii) moment generating capacity. 





The general aims of the gait analysis studies presented involve maintaining moment-generating 
capacity of muscles, decreasing maximum contact forces, promoting optimal direction of the 
contact force vector between acetabulum and femoral head and reducing torsion loads about 
the prosthesis. 
Inman (1947) investigated functional aspects of the hip abductors, where hip joint centres and 
moment arms were measured from roentgenograms (x-ray pictures). By assuming the 
distribution of forces between the iliotibial tract and the abductor muscles was a function of 
pelvic tilt, and by assuming muscle force distribution between the gluteus medius, gluteus 
minimus, tensor fasciae latae muscles was in proportion to the respective musde mass, the 
author was able to estimate the direction of the resultant bone-on-bone force at the femoral 
head. This was found to be between 165-170 degrees for changing pelvis orientation, and is 
consistent with lines of medial trabecular in the femoral neck, and acts to thrust the head of the 
femur into the acetabulum. 
Murry, et al. (1972) conducted gait analysis of 30 patients before and up to six months after 
total hip replacement surgery. Limited to a two dimensional study, the authors noted a general 
improvement in gait, however abnormalities remained. As 1s common to the procedure, a slow 
return of hip muscle strength particular the abductors was observed. With the authors 
suspecting that muscle lengths were not significantly altered, the weaker abductor muscles 
may have resulted from trauma to gluteus maximus or minimus or incision through the tensor 
facia lata . 
Hodge and workers (Andriacchi & Strickland, 1985) investigated outcomes of total hip 
replacement with the use of x-rays and motion analysis to find that a femur placed in a valgus 
position promoted normal gait and improved clinical results. This finding confirmed clinical 
observations, but could not be explained. 
Andriacchi & Strickland (1985) demonstrated the complexity of the relationship between 
femoral head placement, muscle moments and gait. Patients with shortened abductor moment 
arms relative to the non-operated hip (i.e. valgus hip), produced gait patterns resembling 
normal. However, patients without shortened abductor moment arms showed a reduced range 
of motion during walking and increased maximum moments in flexion and extension. 
Unexpected to the authors, the extent of shortening of the abductor moment arms, relative to 
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the non-operated hip, showed no significant differences in abductor-adductor moments during 
gait. 
These studies indicate that in order to gain a more complete understanding of surgical and 
pathological changes in musculoskeletal mechanics following hip replacement surgery, a 
comprehensive approach is needed, including a three dimensional description of joint geometry 
and the effects of changing geometry on moment arms, maximum forces and moment 
generating capacity of muscles. In hip replacement surgery, changes in the hip joint centre, 
muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms are determined by the placement of the acetabular 
cup and femoral geometry (neck length, neck-stem angle, and antiversion angle, Andriacchi & 
Strickland, 1985; Delp & Maloney, 1993; Delp, et al., 1994; Free & Delp, 1996). However, 
predicting changes in maximum muscle force and moment generating capacity due to muscle-
tendon lengthening, resulting from changes in hip geometry, will depend on the ability of the 
muscle model to accurately represent muscle contraction dynamics and account for possible 
adaptations to these length changes following surgery. 
Delp & Zajac (1992) used a computer model of the lower extremity to investigate the effects 
of tendon lengthening on the moment generating capacity of the muscle-tendon complex. The 
authors found a decrease in muscle force due to tendon lengthening. Muscles with larger 
optimal fibre length, increased tendon elasticity and increased angle of pennation were less 
sensitive to tendon lengthening. The effect of tendon stretch on the force produced depended 
on the ratio of tendon length to muscle fibre length. However, few muscle possessed a 
pennation angle large enough (greater than 20 degrees) to significantly decrease sensitivity. 
Whether the change in muscle force affected total joint moments depended· on physiological 
cross sectional area (peak force) and moment arm of each muscle. 
The previous studies not only demonstrate the inter-relationship of muscle model parameters 
and that any one parameter cannot be considered in isolation but also the need for valid muscle 
models in drawing sound conclusions. The following studies also indicate the complexity of 
investigating changes in hip geometry and functional outcomes as well as the need for valid 
modelling techniques and limitations that are encountered. In the following four studies, a 
mathematical model was developed which generated maximum isometric force and moments 
for 25 modelled muscle elements crossing the hip joint. The first study looked at relationship 






muscles as predicted by the model. The remaining three studies investigated whether the 
reduced moment generating capacity of a superior displacement of the hip joint centre could 
be compensated for by changes in femoral neck length and trochanter transfer. The model used 
has several limitations as discussed by the authors: 
a) Only maximal isometric forces and moments were generated and considered, as 
calculated over a range of joint angles by scaling a generic muscle model; 
b) Forces and moments do not represent those generated during movements; 
c) The model does not account for muscle adaptation, including:. 
• changes in muscle and muscle fibre length; 
• changes in optimal fibre length; 
• changes in physiological cross sectional area; and 
• changes in force-length curves; 
d) Muscle model inputs were kept constant throughout (for example physiological 
cross sectional area, optimal fibre length, force length relationships, and tendon 
slack length); 
e) Hip internal and external rotators were not considered due to lack of experimental 
data on these muscles; 
f) The muscle model was applicable to a normal individual with nominal 
musculoskeletal data. Subject variability and pathological conditions would alter the 
model; 
g) Relative changes indicate relative effects rather than the importance of absolute 
values; and 
h) These studies only looked at changing muscular geometry and maximal forces 
produced by the muscles. Changing geometry will also affect muscular forces 
required during gait. The authors note that a superior, lateral and posterior 
displacement of the hip can substantially increase the moments required by the hip 
abductors. Medial displacement of the hip centre reduces abduction moments 
required by reducing the distance between the hip joint centre and the body's centre 
of mass. 
Delp & Maloney (1993), investigated the effects of changes in hip joint centre location on the 
moment-generating capacity of muscles crossing the hip joint. An inferior-medial positioning 
of the hip joint centre was desirable for maintaining or improving the moment-generating 
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capacity of the hip abductors, adductors and flexors. A supenor displacement decreased 
moment generating capacity of hip abductors, adductors, and flexors. Medial, lateral, anterior 
and posterior displacements had lesser effects on moment-generating capacity of muscle 
groups crossing the hip joint. In this study the femur was displaced as a unit, and the 
relationship between femoral head, femoral neck and greater trochanter was constant. 
Vasavada, et al. (1994) also investigated the effects of changes in hip joint centre on the 
moment-generating capacity of muscles. Expanding on Delp & Maloney (1993), this study 
adjusted femoral neck length to keep muscle lengths constant for changes in hip joint centre 
and as a result only moment arms were altered. In general when the hip centre was moved into 
a position that shortens the muscle, maintaining muscle length within model produced greater 
increases or small decreases in moment-generating capacity. Similarly, when the hip centre 
was moved into a position that lengthens the muscle, allowing the muscle to lengthen within 
the model produced greater increases or small decreases in moment-generating capacity. This 
was due to assumptions within the model which predicted greater muscle forces when the 
muscle length was increased and smaller forces when the muscle was shortened. In terms of 
preserving abductor muscle strength, the authors concluded that it is advantageous to maintain 
muscle length when the hip centre is moved superior or medially as maximum abductor force 
decreased by a smaller amount. 
Although it is known that certain locations of the hip joint centre theoretically increase the 
moment-generating capacities of muscles, the positions are not always practical in terms of 
acetabular placement (Vasavada, et al., 1994). A superior position may be required to obtain a 
more stable fixation (Mulier, 1985; Vasavada, et al., 1994), however, there may be an option 
to compensate for changes in muscle length and moment arms by altering the geometry of the 
hip. 
Delp, et al. (1994) investigated restoring the moment-generating capacity of hip abductors, 
adductors, flexors, and extensors after superior displacement of the hip centre by altering 
prosthetic neck length, neck-stem angle and antiversion angle. Using the mathematical model 
of the hip mentioned previously (Delp & Maloney, 1993; Vasavada, et al., 1994) the authors 
observed that the moment-generating capacity of all muscle groups decreased with superior 
placement of the hip joint, with the largest decrease reported for hip abductors. Increasing in 
neck length was found to restore the moment-generating capacity of the flexors, extensors and 
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adductors, however abductor moment arms decreased. The authors note that changing 
geometry may influence other variables not looked at such as, bending moments in the neck, 
stress and twisting moments at the bone-cement interface. 
Free & Delp (1996) investigated whether trochanter transfer could increase the capacity of the 
abductors to generate moments by increasing moment arms and muscle forces. The three 
dimensional model mentioned previously was used (Delp & Maloney, 1993; Vasavada, et al., 
1994; Delp, et al., 1994), however only the gluteus medius and minimus were modelled, with 
each muscle comprising three compartments. The effects of other muscle groups were not 
considered. Neck angle, neck length and antiversion angle were not considered. Maximum 
isometric force for each muscle compartment was calculated over a range of joint angles. With 
the hip in the neutral position a slight increase in abduction moment arm occurred with 
anterior and superior transfers while reductions in moment arm were seen in posterior-medial 
transfers. As most changes in moment arms were less than five percent, the authors concluded 
that trochanteric transfer had little biomechanical advantage when the hip joint is in its natural 
position and femoral geometry is restored. Free & Delp's (1994) study did however support 
the use of distal (inferior) transfer where the hip joint had been displaced superior to restore 
abductor moment-generating capacity. This result was due to the muscle model predicting 
increases in the force generating-capacity of the muscles as a result of muscle elongation 
increasing passive forces due to stretching of the muscle beyond it's resting length. Moment 
arms remained below normal. 
Critical to the success of the four previously mentioned studies in drawing valid conclusions is 
the ability of the model to predicting changes in maximum muscle force and hence moment 
generating capacity due to changes in muscle-tendon length as a result of changes in hip 
geometry. The muscle model used included both active forces produced by contractile 
elements and passive forces due to stretch of tendon and muscle connective tissue. For 
changes in hip joint centre, the model generally predicting an increase in maximum isometric 
muscle force for an increase in muscle-tendon length due to the increase in passive forces. 
Similarly, a decrease in maximum isometric muscle force was predicted for a decrease in 
muscle-tendon length due to a decrease in passive force. Hence, passive forces were modelled 
as having a significant contribution to changes in maximum muscle forces due to changes in 
muscle-tendon length resulting from changes in the nominal hip joint centre position. Vrahas, 







from near full extension to 60 degrees flexion at speeds similar to those of walking. The 
authors concluded that during most of the gait cycle it is reasonable to assume a negligible 
contribution of passive forces. Inman (1947), as mentioned previously, found that muscle 
lengths were not altered significantly, however gait asymmetries and weakness in abductor 
muscle forces were noted. These two studies indicate that passive force would play a minor 
role in gait asymmetries and weakness in abductor muscles following hip replacement surgery. 
Results which question the current model in which passive forces significantly influenced 
moment generating capacity of muscles following changes in muscle-tendon length. 
In the model 25 muscle elements crossing the hip were divided into abductors, adductors, 
extensors, and flexors and moments produced about each axis calculated from within these 
groups. This approach ignores moments produced by muscle elements about other axes, the 
relative contributions of which may vary significantly with changing moment arms during 
movement. Kotzar, et al. (1995) showed a complex relationship between torques about the 
prosthetic stem and stem directed forces following total hip replacement by using a 
telemetered hip component. During weight-bearing, a component of the joint contact force is 
directed along the stem, forcing the stem into contact with the surrounding bone. A second 
component of joint contact force acts out of plane of the prosthesis contributing to twisting 
moments about the stem axis and may contribute to stem loosening. While a third component 
of joint force acts in the plane of the prosthesis but perpendicular to the neck which may 
contribute to fracture of femoral components (Huiskes, 1985). Modelling joint shear and 
compressive contact forces requires a knowledge of individual muscle forces and moment 
arms. Limitations in the number of muscles and degrees of freedom modelled will limit the 
ability to understand the potentially complex relationship between internal forces, hip joint 
geometry and symmetry of gait. 
In presenting a brief review of methods and assumptions in mathematical modelling applied to 
predicting outcomes of hip replacement surgery, an insight is gained into limitations that occur 
and the depend ency of valid results and conclusion on the validity of the modelling techniques 
used. The review demonstrates the need to look at a comprehensive three dimensional 
mathematical models of the musculo-skeletal system, and at the same time the methods and 





1.3 Limitations in studies of motion analysis and musculo-skeletal modelling 
Limitations in three dimensional modelling of the musculoskeletal system were briefly 
introduced previously in a review of hip replacement surgery, however the limitations 
encountered are not specific to this area, and are applicable to all studies which involve the 
modelling of the musculoskeletal system for the purposes of evaluating forces on internal 
structures such as muscles, ligament, and joint contact surfaces. The limitations listed are by 
no means comprehensive to the three dimensional analysis of the musculoskeletal system. The 
limitation addressed by the present study are: 
i) There is limited information on the accuracy and validity of three dimensional modelling, 
specifically the ability to accurately reconstruct three dimensional motion from externally 
placed markers and the sensitivity of derived variables to these errors. Studies have reported 
that the use of three surface markers per segment is insufficient to accurately quantify three 
dimensional segment location (Miller, et al., 1980; Luchetti, et al., 1998) and that six to ten 
markers are required to account for motion artefact (Miller, et al., 1980). With limited marker 
numbers, the ability to discriminate small movements is reduced to the extent that unreliable 
values can occur about segment axes (Luchetti, et al., 1998). The sensitivity of rotations about 
body segments axes to errors in reproduced three dimensional location is increased by external 
markers being placed close to the axes of rotation. Even with six markers on the thigh and 
shank, Reinschmidt, et al. (1997) found that substantial errors occurred in internal-external 
rotation about the longitudinal axis and adduction-abduction rotations about the anterior-
posterior axis of the knee during running. Therefore, in three dimensional investigation of 
motion, errors of this nature can reduce the ability to draw conclusive or even valid results as 
certain motions and derived measures ( accelerations, resultant joint moments, moment arms, 
and muscle forces) may be unreliable. 
Segment accelerations, muscle moment arms and muscle force predictions are especially 
sensitive to errors in three dimensional segment position. Acceleration is derived through 
double differentiation of position data, which can be considered as consisting of higher 
frequency noise in addition to the lower frequency displacement. In the differentiation process, 
the magnitude of the output signal is proportional to the frequency, hence small errors in 
position data can lead to relatively large errors in acceleration, due to the higher frequency of 






dependent on the accuracy of two adjacent segments for accurate reproduction of joint centre 
and muscle lines of action crossing the joint, and are hence sensitive to errors in positions of 
individual segments. In addition to the errors in reconstructing segment axes from external 
markers containing movement artefacts, moment arms are sensitive to errors arising from 
differences in defining subject segment axes from external landmarks, and the skeletal 
reference axes from which joint centres and muscle co-ordinate data have been derived. Errors 
in the alignment of subject and skeletal axes will result in erroneous muscle and joint position 
data when the skeletal co-ordinate data are scaled to the individual and are used to describe 
moment arms for a range of joint angles. Muscle force prediction is also sensitive to accurate 
three dimensional segment location as muscle force is dependent on accurate moment arms. 
Therefore, small changes in moment arms affect the derived moment-generating capacity and 
predicted muscle forces. 
ii) Studies mentioned previously have shown the need to look at all three dimensions when 
investigating movements, forces and moments about the hip joint. Ignoring movements and 
forces in any one plane limits the ability of the study to draw comprehensive or conclusive 
results (Andriacchi & Strickland, 1985; Delp et al., 1994; Free & Delp, 1996). Muscles may 
be grouped into functional groups where the muscle may be considered to be producing 
moments about only one axis, ignoring contributions to other axes of rotation. Muscles, 
however, produce moments about all three axes of any joint they cross, and the relative 
moment arms and contributions to resultant joint moments can change significantly with 
changing joint angle. Insufficient data on muscle attachment sites and lines of action or the 
presence of sufficient errors or uncertainly in the three dimensional position of segment axes 
can, lead to some axes of rotation or muscle actions being ignored, thereby placing limits on 
the study. 
iii) There is a lack of data on muscle attachments and deflection points to describe muscle-
tendon lengths and moment arms of a comprehensive set of lower limb muscle elements that is 
also applicable to the range of joint angles at the pelvis, thigh, shank, and foot. The available 
information often limits studies to simply describing muscle paths only by an origin and 
insertion for the majority of muscles (Brand, et al., 1982; Dostal & Andrews, 1981). For many 
of the muscles of the lower limb, an origin and insertion is insufficient to describe muscle 
paths, lengths, velocities, and moment arms during human movement since muscle-tendon 
complexes may wrap around joint capsules, bone, retinacula, or other muscles. Pierrynowski 
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(I 995) provides provides comprehensive muscle-tendon co-ordinate data, with up to six 
points and both straight and curves line segments describing muscle-tendon paths. Moment 
arms can be calculated experimentally by the tendon travel approach where the muscle-tendon 
travel past a joint is divided by the change in angle of a joint (Spoor, et al., 1990; Spoor & van 
Leeuwen, 1992) and is well suited for use in cadavers where the disected muscle-tendon 
complex' s are used and only one joint is manipulated. The tendon travel approach provides 
valuable information on moment arms to validate muscle-tendon co-ordinate data, and the 
location of segment axes and joint centres over a range of joint angles. In the analysis of 
human motion where limited number of points describe muscle-tendon paths, the use of 
changes in muscle length divided by changes in joint angle to calculate moment arms is 
questionable. The validity of tendon travel approach is particularly questionable when the 
muscle-tendon complex is described only by an origin and insertion when it wraps around joint 
capsules or when applied to muscles that cross more than one joint with motion occuring at 
both joints. 
iv) For the purposes of video-based motion analysis of subjects, there is a need to express the 
local co-ordinates describing muscle origins, insertions and muscle paths relative to a set of 
axes that are clearly defined from internal bony landmarks, and can be accurately 
reconstructed from externally placed markers. For the application of skeletal co-ordinate data 
to patients, there is also a need to normalise the local co-ordinates describing muscle origins, 
insertions and paths relative to segment dimensions that can be readily measured on these 
subjects. For the pelvis axis system, this would involve normalising each co-ordinate to a 
respective media-lateral, antero-posterior and superior-inferior anthropometric measure 
(Seidel, et al., 1995). Normalising dimensions may well be bi-ASIS, mid-PSIS to mid-ASIS, 
and sitting height of the pelvis respectively, where sitting height of the pelvis is measured as 
bench-top to iliac crest as an approximation to inferior ramus of the pubis to iliac crest in the 
skeletal model. 
v) Subject specific joint centre and muscle-tendon co-ordinate data as well as muscle model 
parameters, including mass, pennation angle, fibre length, are required in order to describe 
individual muscle lengths, moment arms and muscle force-length, force-velocity relationships. 
Subject specific anatomical data is usually obtained by scaling data from a reference skeletal 
model to the individual using segment dimensions and circumferences (Pierrynowski and 
Morrison, 1985b; Seidel, et al., 1995) or total body height and length (Pierrynowski, 1995). 
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However, defining subject specific anatomical data by scaling skeletal reference data to the 
individual, is subject to considerable inaccuracies due to individual variations within the 
musculo-skeletal system (Pierrynowski, 1995). To reduce the inaccuracies in anatomical data, 
measurements of musculo-skeletal function can be used to optimise segment fixed axes 
location and muscle model parameters to the subject in order to achieve a satisfactory 
description of muscle moment arms and muscle excitation contraction dynamics (Audu & 
Davy, 1985; Herzog, 1985). The inaccuracies in obtaining subject specific anatomical data and 
the sensitivity of musculo-skeletal modelling to anatomical data, highlights the need for 
improved scaling methods and further development of optimisation techniques based on 
subject specific functional measures to adjust co-ordinate data and muscle model parameters 
to the individual. 
vi) Muscle models estimate force output from the instantaneous contractile conditions ( muscle 
length and velocities) and excitation dynamics ( activation levels) based on a reference muscle 
length at which fibre length, pennation angle, physiological cross sectional area, and tendon 
slack lertgth are known. Optimal fibre length, maximum isometric force and force length and 
velocity relationships are derived from these measures. Current muscle models do not account 
for adaptation of muscles through changes in optimal fibre length due to changes in the 
maximum and minimum (range) of muscle fibre lengths, changes in maximum isometric force 
due to changes in mass and physiological cross sectional area, or changes in the force-length 
and force-velocity characteristics of muscles. Muscle models, therefore, predict maximum 
force output based on an accurate set of model parameters that describe the geometry and 
contraction dynamics of the muscle, in short-term responses to changes in muscle length, 
velocity and excitation. An assumption on which these models are based is that the muscle 
model parameters are constant over this short-term period. Without accounting for muscle 
adaptation, musculo-skeletal models cannot predict force output over extended periods of 
time in response to changes in tendon or whole muscle length due to altered musculo-skeletal 
geometry. Over an extended period of time there is the likelihood of adaptation to the new 
conditions, resulting in changes to optimal fibre lengths, physiological cross sectional areas, 
maximum isometric forces, and the force-length, force-velocity relationships. 
vii) There is a need for a method that incorporates muscle force-length, force-velocity 
relationships and excitation dynamics into a muscle model. The muscle model would need to 
include variables such as fibre length, pennation angle, muscle belly length, and tendon slack 
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length. The fibre length in turn may include a contractile element and fibre series-elastic 
component, while tendon elasticity and cross sectional area gives rise to a tendon series elastic 
component. The resultant model and model parameters defining muscle force over a range of 
muscle-tendon lengths and velocities in the dynamic analysis of the musculo-skeletal system. 
Therefore, maximum force in the direction of the tendon is dependent on the velocity of the 
contractile elements, the maximum isometric force in the direction of the contractile elements 
at the current fibre length, and the pennation angle also at the current fibre length. Contractile 
element length is dependent on fibre length and fibre series elastic component length, although 
fibre series elastic component length is in itself dependent on the force in the direction of the 
contractile elements. Fibre length and pennation angle are dependent on the muscle length and 
tendon length. However, tendon length is dependent on the force in the direction of the 
tendon, which in turn is dependent on the pennation angle. This leads to the formulation of a 
set of non-linear simultaneously equations which need to be solved. 
1.4 Aim 
The aim of the present study is to present a comprehensive approach to the three dimensional 
modelling of the musculoskeletal system of the human lower limb. This modelling includes: 
i) Providing comprehensive anatomical data and methods required for the three dimensional 
modelling of the musculo-skeletal system of the lower limb, including: 
• defining a body fixed axis system from external markers for each segment; 
• defining rigid body centres of mass and joint centres from the body-fixed axes; 
• producing co-ordinate data on muscle origins, insertions and deflection points to define 
muscle paths in order to calculate muscle lengths and moment arms for a range of joint 
position for the muscles of the lower limb; and 
• expressing the anatomical data presented (muscle co-ordinate data, joint centres and 
centres of mass) relative to the same body fixed axes system for each segment and 
normalised to a set of anthropometric measures taken from palpable landmarks which 
can be accurately measured on live subjects. 
ii) An approach for the implementation of a muscle model and the force-length relationship to 




muscle model parameters, including fibre length and pennation angle, based on the force-
length relationship and the range of muscle lengths measured in the movement under 
investigation. A result of the process is the development of an optimal fibre length and optimal 
isometric force for each muscle; 
iii) Presenting a method for introducing muscle force-length and force-velocity characteristics 
into a muscle model for the estimation of maximum muscle forces. The muscle model 
incorporates a contractile element component, fibre series elastic component, fibre length, 
pennation angle, belly length, and a tendon slack length with tendon elasticity. The model will 
also need to account for the inter-dependency between variables through the solution of non-
linear simultaneous equations; 
iv) The introduction of a variation on an existing musculoskeletal cost function, based on 
minimisation of the sum of muscle stress (Siemienski, 1992) to produce a function that 
imposes both maximum and minimum soft constraints on muscle forces. The nature of the cost 
function·is to produce more realistic muscle forces near maximum and minimum resultant joint 
moments. The cost function also allows an unconstrained minimisation of the cost function in 
order to calculate individual muscle forces with less computational effort; 
iv) Presenting an approach for the determination of individual muscle forces involving the 
estimation of maximum and minimum muscle force values subject to muscle excitation and 
contraction dynamics and the unconstrained minimisation of the cost function presented 
earlier. A requirement of the optimisation procedure is an initial estimate of muscle forces 
which are required to meet the equipollence equations and be a reasonable approximation to 
the minimum solution. Therefore, an additional aim is to present an approach for obtaining 
muscle force first estimates for the minimisation procedure, based on an iterative procedure 
which distributes muscle forces based on moment generating capacity of the muscles; 
vi) Incorporating the anatomical data produced and methods developed into a three 
dimensional video-based analysis of movements of the lower limb. This will incorporate a 
model consisting of four segments (pelvis, thigh, shank, and foot), 27 segment markers (five 
pelvic, eight thigh, eight shank, six foot markers) and 48 muscle elements (33 crossing the hip 






kinematics and kinetics as well as muscle lengths, moment arms, fibre lengths, contractile 
element lengths, and muscle forces for the lower limb during human gait. 
1.5 Purpose 
In the application of three dimensional human movement analysis and musculo-skeletal 
modelling to clinical applications, it is necessary to utilise models and procedures which 
accurately reflect structure and function. Many studies (Inman, 1947; Andriacchi & Strickland, 
1985; Delp & Zajac, 1992; Delp & Maloney, 1993; Delp et al., 1994; Vasavada, 1994; Kotzar 
et al., 1995; Brand & Yack, 1996; Free & Delp, 1996) show the complexity of the relationship 
between components of this system, but ignore or do not account for certain variables. The 
assumptions and limitations of this previous research, increases the inaccuracies and decreases 
the validity of results and the ability to draw sound conclusions. 
When the model is required to predict individual muscle forces detailed musculoskeletal 
models are required which involve accurate predictions of segment position, resultant joint 
moments, accurate anatomical data ( co-ordinate data describing muscle-tendon origin, 
insertion and path, fibre length, pennation angle, physiological cross sectional area, tendon 
length, fibre types percentages, optimal fibre length, and joint centres), valid force-length and 
force-velocity and excitation characteristics, and a physiologically-based criteria for 
distribution of muscle forces. 
The prediction of individual muscle forces is required to determine internal forces that act on 
the skeletal system including joint compressive and shear forces, and is applied to a variety of 
applications such as aiding in rehabilitation, surgical intervention, and prosthetic design, and in 
investigative studies of muscular function. For movement analysis and musculo-skeletal 
modelling to be used successfully in clinical applications the accuracy and limitations of the 
data and procedures used must be known. 
The present study is to develop a three dimensional model for the analysis of the musculo-
skeletal system of the lower limbs, and attempts to address limitations in model design, 
anatomical data, and the implementation of the force-length and force velocity relationships. In 
addressing these limitations, anatomical data and procedures will be presented, implemented 








and musculo-skeletal modelling. Although in vivo muscle forces can not be measured in 
human movements (i.e. the gold standard) to which modelling result can be compared, we can 
still improve validity of the modelling process by integrating available knowledge to improve 
musculo-skeletal modelling and muscle force prediction towards what we know or can 
indirectly measure in human subject. Thus improving methods and at the same time reducing 
assumptions and limitations that are made within the modelling process. In the case of 
modelling the dynamics of muscle force production improved validity of the modelling process 
may be obtained by implementing current models derived from animal studies. Where theories 
and mathematical descriptions of muscle force production subject to excitation contraction 
dynamics and muscle pre-activity can be developed, involving more invasive research, and 
then applied to the human model (Herzog & Leonard, 1991; Hawkins & Bey, 1997; Baratta, 
et al., 2000). The present study will also provide a basis for further investigation into three 
dimensional modelling of the musculo-skeletal system including the reconstruction of three 
dimensional segment location and anatomical data, muscle-tendon modelling techniques, and 
the optimisation approach to musculoskeletal modelling. 
1.6 Outline of the present study 
A comprehensive three dimensional mathematical model of the musculoskeletal system will be 
developed. The process starts by defining rigid body segments and concludes with the 
prediction of individual muscle forces. During this process the methodologies and protocols 
will be developed and implemented to address certain limitations in the three dimensional 
mathematical modelling of the musculoskeletal system. The study will involve: 
i) Motion data derived from a video-based motion analysis system, utilising reflective markers 
to define segment trajectories. The protocol will involve four segments (pelvis, thigh, shank, 
foot) with 26 external markers placed on the lower limb (five, eight, eight and six markers on 
each segment respectively). Three walk and three step tasks will be analysed, the later 
involving stepping up onto a raised platform and returning. Ground reaction force data using a 
floor mounted force plate will be simultaneously collected; 
ii) A rigid body system of axes will be defined from external markers placed on anatomical 









segment centre of mass, joint centres, and muscle origins, insertions, and deflection points are 
defined; 
iii) Three dimensional segment locations will be reproduced and an inverse dynamics approach 
used to calculate resultant joint moments; 
iv) Acceleration of the centre of mass of each segment will be compared across trials and 
related to the three dimensional segment marker trajectories used to calculate segment 
location to access the present experimental design in terms of camera numbers and segment 
marker numbers, and the accuracy of three dimensional segment location; 
v) A database will be developed describing the origin, insertion and deflection points of 48 
muscle elements of the lower limb. The data suitable for describing muscle lengths and 
moment arms for a range of joint angles. The co-ordinates are expressed relative to the 
skeletal co-ordinate axes system for each respective segment and normalised using the same 
anthropometric measures as used to normalise locations of centre of mass, joint centres, and 
muscle model parameters of tendon cross sectional area and muscle mass. The skeletal axes 
location and orientation are the same as that defined from external markers for the video-based 
motion analysis; 
vi) A muscle model will be defined for the 48 muscle elements. The muscle model incorporates 
muscle fibre length, pennation angle, muscle belly length and tendon slack length. The fibre 
component, in turn, comprises a fibre contractile element and fibre series elastic component, 
while tendon elasticity and cross sectional area gives rise to a tendon series-elastic component. 
Reference muscle model parameters will be obtained from the studies of Pierrynowski & 
Morrison (1985a, 1985b) and include muscle fibre length and tendon length as percentages of 
a reference muscle-tendon length, pennation angle, tendon cross sectional area, muscle mass, 
tendon slack lengths, and fibre type percentages. The reference muscle length at which the 
reference model data apply will be the standing anatomical position. Muscle-tendon lengths in 
the standing anatomical position are obtained by reproducing segment positions of the subject 
while standing and applying the co-ordinate data defining muscle paths. To apply tendon 
cross-sectional area and muscle mass to individual subjects, these measures will be normalised 
to segment lengths and lean circumferences. Force-length and force-velocity relationships will 






vii) A method for incorporating the force-length and force-velocity relationship of muscles 
into the muscle model for determining muscle forces under known muscle-tendon lengths will 
be introduced. The maximum force produced by a muscle is dependent on fibre length and 
contractile element velocity. The length and velocity of these components, are in turn 
dependent on the inter-relationship between fibre series elastic component, tendon series 
elastic components, fibre length, pennation angle, contractile element length, as well as the 
forces produced by the contractile elements. To overcome this inter-dependency of muscle 
model parameters, a procedure is introduced to predict maximum isometric and dynamic 
muscle forces by the solution of series of non-linear simultaneous equation. The procedures 
are demonstrated on sample pennate and non-pennate muscle as well as in the optimisation of 
muscle parameters to muscle range of lengths for the 48 muscle elements in three dimensional 
analysis of a series of walk and step trials; 
viii) From the three dimensional reproduction of segment motion for a given task and the data 
describing each muscle-tendon path, the range of muscle lengths will be determined for the 
movement under investigation. With known standard muscle parameters, range of muscle-
tendon lengths, and equations describing the force-length relationship, muscle model 
parameters will be optimised to the range of fibre lengths ( change in muscle belly length) 
throughout the movement. The optimisation procedure also produces an optimal fibre length 
and optimal isometric force. Muscle model parameter optimisation ensures that the force-
length relationship is defined over the range of fibre lengths for the specific movement. An 
approach to the optimisation of muscle model parameters to the range of motion will be 
introduced and tested on sample muscles as well as in the three dimensional analysis of 
movements of the lower limb during the walk and step trials; 
ix) Muscle length and moment arms will be calculated over the range of each movement and 
compared across each trial. This enables assessment of the validity and consistency of the 
calculations in relation to the accuracy of three dimensional segment location and anatomical 
data describing origins, insertions and paths. Muscle lengths and moment arms will also be 
compared to previous research; 
x) A cost function and optimisation procedure will be introduced. The cost function involves 
soft constraints on maximum and minimum forces and is based on the minimisation of sum of 
muscle stress squared. The optimisation approach utilises a gradient projection algorithm, 
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given an initial estimate of muscle forces which meet the equipollence equations. A method for 
obtaining the first estimates of muscle forces as a starting point for the optimisation procedure 
will be developed. The validity of the cost function and optimisation approach will be tested by 
predicting muscle forces in a simple two-joint, eight muscle system at various resultant joint 
moments, as well as in predicting muscle forces in three dimensional movements of the leg; 
xi) Forces will be predicted for 48 muscle elements in three dimensional movement trials. 
Results of muscle forces, fibre length and contractile element length will be compared across 
trials. Furthermore, muscle force predictions will be compared to electromyogaphic data 
collected during the trials. 
1. 7 Limitations 
These will be discussed in detail when presenting the musculoskeletal model (Section 2.6) 
1.8 Delimitations 
The model was applied to only one healthy subject performing a series of motion trials (three 
walk trials and three step trials). It is expected that the numerical values may change between 
individuals, but it is anticipated that methods developed within this study for modelling the 
musculo-skeletal system would be valid and transferable to other healthy individuals 
performing similar tasks. The current aim is to develop and test methods for the three 
dimensional analysis of the musculoskeletal system of the lower limb, for improving the 
accuracy and validity of current modelling techniques. The information gained from the 
implementation of the model in movement trials, is specific to evaluating the performance 
outcomes of methods developed within this study, rather than the nature of the movement 
itself It is anticipated, that in implementing the model in a series of movement trials, the 
outcomes and conclusions drawn with respect to the methods developed are valid to the 
general application of the model. It is acknowledged that in the application of musculoskeletal 
models to the analysis of pathological conditions the model will have to adapt to specifics of 
the condition. However, the formulation of any model needs to be based on accurate and valid 
techniques to draw sound conclusions. In the present study, the accuracy and validity of the 











2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This section presents a review of literature on the three dimensional quantitative analysis of 
human motion. First, a brief introduction is given on methods for obtaining three dimensional 
segment locations from external segment markers via a video-based approach. Segment 
location history is fundamental to the quantification of human motion. Rigid body mechanics is 
then reviewed, starting with statics describing segment location and progressing to dynamics 
describing segment motion, inertia, momentum and kinetic energy. Euler equations of motion 
are introduced along with joint equipolance equations. Mathematical modelling of the human 
body is introduced, applying rigid body dynamics through link segment models, free body 
diagrams, estimating joint centres, and the inverse dynamics approach to calculating resultant 
joint forces and moments. A review is then presented of muscle force prediction from the 
equipolance equations. The review incluews redundancy and the distribution problem, muscle 
models, cost functions and the optimisation approach. 
2.1 Obtaining segment location 
A fundamental requirement in the analysis of human movement is to describe the orientation of 
limb segments and the relative rotations that are occurring at segmental joints. The complexity 
of human movement, and the need to make accurate, and at times detailed, assessment of 
human movement, has led to the use of three dimensional photogrammetric and rigid body 
techniques to record and quantify the motion of limb segments. The quantitative approach of 
modelling limb movements provides a large array of variables which describe motion that 
would not have otherwise been available as well as provides a basis for more complex and 
powerful dynamic models enabling the prediction of individual muscle forces, optimisation of 
movement and movement synthesis. The detail to which human movement can be described 
has enabled an expansion of research involving a wide range of aspects of human movement 
components. 
The biomechanical modelling of limb segments in human motion has predominantly been based 
on rigid body segments interconnected by joints without friction of varying degrees of freedom 
(Hatze, 1977; McGee, et al., 1979). This approach lends itself to established methods of rigid 
body mechanics. A body-fixed right-hand Cartesian co-ordinate system embedded in each 










inertial characteristics, as well as geometric and structural properties of the segment, are also 
expressed relative to the body-fixed axis. Knowing the location of the body-fixed axis relative 
to inertial space and to the body segment is therefore basic to the description of the 
kinematics, kinetics and energetics of individual segments and of the human body (Marshall, 
1985; Enoka, 1988; Winter, 1990). 
The location and orientation of a body-fixed reference frame and the associated rigid body 
segment can be established from at least three non-linear points located on that that segment 
(Spoor & Veldpaus, 1980). If the three dimensional co-ordinates of the segment markers are 
known in the inertial reference frame, as well as their local co-ordinates with respect to the 
segmental fixed axes, then the three translation and three rotational variables needed to specify 
the location the segment in the inertial frame can be readily obtained (Hussain, 1977; Miller, 
1980; Challis, 1995). Hussain (1977) confirmed the validity and repeatability of this approach 
when applied to the controlled motion of cadaver monkey limb segments by using ten external 
markers located on a plate which was physically attached to the femur and tibia bones. This 
approacli is seldom possible in analysing the movement of live subjects, and external markers 
placed on the surface of the segment are used to approximate a body-fixed axes system which 
in turn approximates the position of the segment. Miller (1980), in the case of live subjects, 
recommended the placement of between six to ten markers on the surface of the limb segment 
and a least squares solution was found to improve accuracy which accounted for the varying 
motion of individual markers produced by the movement of soft tissue. 
Stereophotogrammetry involves the reconstruction of three dimensional co-ordinate data from 
corresponding two dimensional co-ordinate data taken from multiple camera images. Various 
analytical photogrammetric techniques exist for taking measurement and calculations from 
camera image data. In the biomechanics literature the, Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) 
method, developed by Abdel-Aziz and Karara (Shapiro, 1978; Miller, et al., 1980; Cappozzo, 
1985) is widely used as a mathematical model for the reconstruction of object space co-
ordinates. This technique has several advantages over the more traditional stereometric model 
based on the colinearity equations. Namely, the DLT equations are linear making mathematical 
computations easier, the method does not require an exact knowledge of the experimental set-
up or of internal camera geometry, and the DLT method removes the inflexibility and 
laborious set-up procedure required with the use of the traditional colinearity equations. At the 
same time, it retains the same number of unknowns in the solution and yields a similar 
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accuracy as the traditional approach (Keating, 1977; Shapiro, 1978; Miller, et al., 1980; 
Cappozzo, 1985). 
The photographic and mathematical techniques that have been used in three dimensional 
quantification of human movement have developed out of disciplines such as surveying, 
mathematics, engineering, and medicine. The interdisciplinary nature of biomechanics has 
partly led to the differences in methodologies and nomenclature seen in the literature 
describing human movement. Such variations in biomechanical research make the 
understanding and comparison of both the methodologies and results more difficult. Authors 
have expressed the need for some uniformity in the form of standardisation in the approach to 
modelling of human motion. This would greatly facilitate the understanding and comparisons 
of the modelling techniques and results (Grood & Suntay, 1983; Small, et al., 1992), and has 
been pursued by the relevant profesional societies (for example, International Society of 
Biomechanics, Standardisation and Terminology Committee). 
2.2 Rigid body statics 
A rigid body comprises of a system of particles in which the distance between any two 
particles does not change regardless of the forces acting. The three dimensional motion of a 
rigid body can be described by three translation and three rotational parameters taken with 
respect to a suitable Cartesian axes system fixed in relation to the rigid body. These six 
parameters coincide with the number of degrees of freedom of a 'free' body. The origin of the 
body-fixed axes is generally taken as the centre of mass, but may well be taken as a proximal 
or distal joint centre when considering body segment motion. 
In biomechanical literature, various conventions have been used in both the placement of fixed 
axes system on body segments and in the method used to describe the orientation of the axis 
system with respect to an inertial axes system. Despite a right-hand axis system being generally 
placed perpendicular with the longitudinal, transverse and frontal-coronal planes of individual 
segments, differences lie in defining which axis (i, j, k) is perpendicular to which anatomical 
plane (Chao, 1980; Hatze, 1980; Grood & Suntay, 1983; Seireg & Avikar, 1989). A number 
of rotational conventions are used in the literature, including Eulerian two-axis (Z X' Z"), 
Cardan rotations or Eulerian three-axis (X Y' Z"), and screw axis to describe the orientation of 
the body-fixed axes. As would be expected, the different conventions produce similar results 
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(Small, et al., 1992). Whichever rotational convention is used, anatomically meaningful 
rotations and displacements should be generated to give results which are meaningful to 
readers of human motion studies. The screw axis method, for example, has no direct 
relationship with anatomical movements (Small, et al., 1992). Which prompted the 
development of the floating axis system of Grood & Suntay (1983). The floating axis 
convention does not use mutually orthogonal axis and therefore is not applicable to established 
methods of rigid body dynamics, but it does provide a set of axes which are anatomically 
meaningful in terms of rotations between segments. The same rotations can however, be 
achieved by appropriately placed orthogonal body-fixed axes and a Cardan rotation sequence 
at less numerical cost. As previously mentioned, the orthogonal body-fixed axes and Cardan 
sequence can be used to describe the dynamics of the rigid body. 
2.2.1 Co-ordinate transformation 
The relationship between two co-ordinate systems, one usually being a body-fixed (non-
inertial) co-ordinate system and the other an global space (inertial) co-ordinate system, can be 
expressed in the form of a matrix transformation. The transformation maps a position vector 
of a point, with components relative to one co-ordinate system, to a position vector of the 
same point expressed relative to a second co-ordinate system. The transformation is a function 
of the linear displacement of the two co-ordinate system origins and the directional cosines 
between respective axes (Fig. 2.2.1 ). 
In Fig. 2.2.1, a vector P in the local co-ordinate system X,Y,Z locating point 'p' can be 
expressed as components (x,y,z) projected along respective unit axes (i, j, k) with a,~' y 
being the angles between P and the unit axes i, j and k respectively. Alternatively point 'p' can 
be expressed as a unit vector n multiplied by the scalar length 'p'. 
P = xi +yj + zk 






p = (x,y,z) 
PI = (xr,Yr,zr) 
y 
Zr= (0,0,1) 
······· (a 11, a 12, a 13) 
~-----------,--.. Y1=(0,l,O) 
........................................ ] .. -··· Xro 
Figure 2.2.1 Location of a point with respect to global and body-fixed 
axes systems. The global axes are X1, Y1, and Z1 with unit vectors 
(1,0,0), (0, 1,0), and (0,0, I) respectively. The body-fixed axes are given 
by X, Y, and Z with unit vectors (a11,a12,a13), (a21,a22,a23), and 
(a31,a32,a33) respectively. The location of point 'p' can be given by the 
vectors P(x,y,z) or P1(x1,y1,z1) relative to the body-fixed or global axes 
respectively. 
The quantities cosa, cos~ and cosy form the directional cosines of P with respect to the unit 
axes i, j, and k. Similarly, the unit vectors i, j, and k can be expressed relative to the inertial 
axes X1, Y 1, Zr, by their projections onto these axes: 
where: 
i = a 11 i1 + a 12 j 1 +a13 k1 
( cos8 11 i 1 + cos8 12 h + cos8 13 k 1 ) 
j = a21 i1 + a22 j1 +a23 k1 
( cos8 21 i1 + cos8 22 j 1 + cos8 23 k 1) 
k = a31 i1 + a32 j1 +a33 k1 
= ( COS8 31 ii + COS8 32 j I + COS8 33 kl) 
8 ij = angle between axis i oflocal axes and axis j of inertial axes. 




Substituting (2.2.2) into (2.2.1 ), a vector P in the local co-ordinate system can be expressed 
relative to the global system by the directional cosines: 
p (x.cos8 11 + y.cos8 21 + z.cos8 31 )i 1 
+(x.cos8 12 +y.cos8 22 + z.cos832)h 
+(x.cos8 13 +y.cos8 23 +z.cos8 33 )k1 
2.2.3 
With the inclusion of the vector locating the origin of the local axes, the inertial co-ordinates 
of point 'p' can be given by the scalar equations: 
Xr = Xro + x.cos8 11 + y.cos8 21 + z.cos8 31 
Yr = Yro + x.cos8 12 + y.cos8 22 + z.cos8 32 
Zr = Zro + X.COS813 + y.cos823 + z.cos833 
Since for any two vectors: 
a.b JJaJJ. JJbJJ. cos( 8) 
The transformation can be expressed as: 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
Xr Xro i1.i i1.j ipk X 
Yr Yro h•i h•j h-k y 
Zr Zro k1.i k1.j k1.k z 
where: 
x, y, z = co-ordinates of point relative to local co-ordinate system 
x r, yr, zr = co-ordinates of point relative to inertial co-ordinate system 
X lo, Ylo, Z lo = origin of local co-ordinate system relative to inertial system 
i, j, k = orthonormal base vectors oflocal system 
i1 ,h,k 1 = orthonormal base vectors of inertial system 










\ __ ae, 
1 1 0 0 0 1 
Xi X1o au Cl12 Cl13 X 2.2.7 
Yi Y1o Cl21 Cl22 Cl23 y 
Zi Z1o Cl31 Cl32 Cl33 z 
In the case that the inertial axes system is described by: 
i1 (1,0,0) 
j 1 (o, 1,0) 2.2.8 
k1 = (0,0,1) 
Then: 
i1,i (1,o,o).(au,a12 ,a13 ) = au 
j I, i ( 0, 1,0).( au, a12 , a13 ) = a12 2.2.9 
k1,i ( 0,0, 1).( au, a12 , a13 ) = a13 
etc. 
With the result that the rotational transformation can be written: 
l '.I"'. i1,j J1,I jl.j 
k1,i k1,j 
2.2.10 
Therefore, if the inertial axes ii, j1, k1 take the form (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively, 
then the rotational matrix relating the non-inertial axes system to the inertial i:ixes system, is 
formed by the column space of the non-inertial unit axes, in this case (a11,a12,a13), (a21,a22,a23) 
and (a31,a32,a33). 










1 1 0 0 0 1 
X XO i. i I i. j I i.kl Xr 
2.2.11 
y Yo j.il j.j I j.kl Yr 








= origin of inertial co-ordinate system relative to local system. 
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Similarly, if the inertial axes ii, j1, k1 take the form (1,0,0), (0, 1,0) and (0,0, 1) respectively, 
then the rotational matrix relating the inertial axes system to the non-inertial axes system is 
formed by the row space of the non-inertial unit axes: 
['.·'.1 i.h i,k1 ] [ •u a12 a"] J·•1 j.j. j.k1 = a21 a22 a23 2.2.13 
k.i. k.h k.k1 a31 a32 a33 
2.2.2 Least squares calculation of transformation matrix 
In calculating the transformation matrix, the problem is usually one in which the inertial system 
is the global co-ordinate system describing object space and the location of the body-fixed 
axes system with respect to the global system is desired. In this situation both the global and 
local co-ordinates of markers attached to the rigid body are known. With a minimum of three 
body-fixed markers required to locate the rigid body, a least squares approach uses additional 
markers to improve the accuracy in calculating the transformation matrix. The transformation 













l'.c·'. iG .j ic.k J n lx~ J JG .I fo.j fo.k . y + Yoo 
kc.i kG.j kc.k z Zoo 
or as vectors: 
rG [RoL]. r + V Go 
where: 
x 0 , y O , z 0 = co - ordinates with respect to global system. 
[Rod = rotation matrix relating local to global co - ordinates. 
2.2.14 
2.2.15 
Using a least squares method, the problem of determining [Rod and VGo is equivalent to 
minimising (Challis, 1995): 
2.2.16 




At a minimum, equation 2.2.15 holds and the following relationship exists: 
2.2.18 






The object to be minimised ( equation 2.2.16) becomes: 
2.2.20 
On expanding equation 2.2.20 gives (Challis, 1995): 
2.2.21 
Since the first two terms of equation 2.2.21 are the sum of two squares and non-negative, 
minimising equation 2.2.16, or similarly equation 2.2.21, is equivalent to maximising: 
2.2.22 












The singular value decomposition of [C] yields: 
[ c] = [u].[w].[vr 2.2.26 
Where [U] and [V] are orthogonal matrices and [W] is a diagonal matrix which contains the 
singular values of [C]. Substituting equation 2.2.26 into equation 2.2.25 and introducing 
matrix [Q] gives: 
With 
tr{[RaLr.[c]} = tr{[RaLf .[U].(W].(Vf} 




Since [Vf, [Rad T and [U] are orthogonal, matrix [Q] is also orthogonal with maximal and 
minimal possible diagonal element values of plus or minus unity respectively. The diagonal 
elements of [Q] are multiplied by the singular values held in the diagonal matrix [W], which 
may be positive or negative. Therefore in order to maximise the sum of diagonal elements, as 
in equation 2.2.27, [R] is a matrix such that the resultant [Q] has maximum values of either 
plus or minus one on the diagonal elements depending on the signs of the diagonal elements of 
[W]. Hence the diagonal elements of [Q] and [W] are of the same sign. Therefore [Q] is given 
by: 
W11 0 0 
llwull 
[Q] = 0 W22 0 2.2.29 
llw22II 
0 0 W33 
llw33IJ 







To calculate [RaL], first matrix [C] is calculated as in (2.2.24). Then a singular value 
decomposition is performed on [C] to give matrices [U][W][Vt The elements on the 
diagonal of [Q] are then set to either+ 1 if the corresponding element of [W] is greater than 
one, or to -1 if the corresponding element of [W] is less than one. Matrix [Rad is then 
calculated by the product [U][Q] [V]T . 
To calculate the vector VGo equation 2.2.18 is used with known r, rG and [RaL]. 
2.2.3 Euler and Cardan rotations 
Euler and Cardan rotations involve three ordered rotations about the axes of a reference co-
ordinate system (inertial) in order to define the orientation of a second axes system (in this 
case body-fixed axes). Euler rotations take the form of various two-axis or three-axis 
conventions while Cardan rotations follow a three-axis convention. A rotation sequence about 
three consecutive axes following the right hand order of an axis system may be referred to as a 
three-axis Euler or Cardan rotation. In the present discussion, Euler rotations will refer to a 
two axis rotation sequence about Z1, X' , and Z" axes, while Cardan rotations will refer to 
rotations about X1, Y' , and Z" axes. The expanded form of the transformation matrix [T], 
involving Euler or Cardan angles, depends on the rotational convention used. 
2.2.3.1 Euler two axis rotations 
Euler two axes rotations can be defined by ordered rotations about three axes, the first and last 
axes being of common descent. The Euler two-axis rotation of interest involves consecutive 
rotations about the Z1 axis, X' axis and Z" axis (Fig. 2.2.2). Letting the three rotations be 
( cp, 8, <p) , the rotation matrix [R] can be expressed as three separate rotations which relate 
global to local co-ordinates. 
r = [R].r1 
2.2.31 











Figure 2.2.2 Euler two-axis rotation. The first rotation is about the Z1 axis of 
angle <I>, the second rotation about the X' axis of angle 8, and the third 
rotation about the Z" axis of angle <p. 
The expanded form of the rotation matrix, where the directional cosines are expressed in terms 
of the three individual rotations ( <I>, 8, <p) , can be derived by looking at each rotation in tum. 





x 1 . cos<!> + y 1 . sin<!> 
-x1.sin<I> + y1.cos<I> 
l cos~ sin<!> ~l -s:<I> cos<!> 0 











x" = x' 
y" = y'.cose + z'.sine 






A final rotation ( cp) about the Z" axis gives: 
and 
x = x". coscp + y". sincp 
y = -x".sincp + y".coscp 
z = z" 






Substituting equation 2.2.32a into equation 2.2.33a and then the resultant into equation 
2.2.34a, obtains a rotation transformation equation relating inertial co-ordinates (x1,y1,z1) to 
local co-ordinates. 
x = f1(x1,y1,z1,~,e,cp) 
Y = f2(xr,Yr,Zr,~,e,cp) 
z = fix1,y1,z1,~,e,cp) 
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Combining the rotational equations 2.2.35 with a translation of the origin between the two co-








-coscp. sincp. cos8 
zo sin8.sincp 
where: 
cl> = first rotation about k 1 . 
8 = second rotation about i'. 
cp = third rotation about k''. 
0 0 
coscp.sincp 
+sincp. coscp. cos8 
sine. sincp 
-sincp. sincp 
+coscp. coscp. cos8 
sin8.coscp 
-sin8.coscp cos8 
X 0 , Y0 , Z 0 = origin ofinertial axes, with components taken along body-fixed axes. 
2.2.37 
The expanded form of the inverse transformation [Rr1 relating local co-ordinates (x,y,z) to 
inertial co-ordinates (x1,y1,z1) can also be derived by looking at each individual rotation in tum. 
A rotation (-cp) about the Z axis gives: 
and 
[Rcpr1 
x" = x. coscp - y. sincp 
y" = x. sincp + y. coscp 
z" = z 
[cos~ -smcp 
f] smcp coscp 0 0 










x' = x" 
y' = y".cos8 - z".sin8 






A final rotation (-<I>) about the Z' axis gives: 
and 
x1 = x' .cos<!> - y'.sin<I> 
y1 = x'.sin<I> + y'.cos<I> 
Z1 = z' 
I cos <I> -cs
00
isn"'<I> o~.1 





Substituting equation 2.2.38a into equation 2.2.39a and then the resultant into equation 
2.2.40a, obtains a rotation transformation equation relating body co-ordinates (x,y,z) to 
inertial co-ordinates. 
XI = f1(x,y,z,<!>,8,<p) 
Y1 = f2 (x,y,z,<!>,8,<p) 2.2.41 
Z1 = fJ{x,y,z,<l>,8,<p) 
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Combining the rotational equation 2.2.41 with a translation of the origin between the two co-








sincp. cos<!>. cos8 
Z1o sine. sincp 
where: 
<I> = first rotation ab out k 1 . 
e = second rotation about i'. 




-coscp. sin<!>. cos8 
-sin<!>. sincp 
-sin8.cos<!> 
+cos<!>. coscp. cos8 
sin8.coscp cose 
Xro, Yro, Zro = origin of body axes, with components taken along inertial axes. 
From equation 2.2.37 and equation 2.2.43 it can be seen that: 
[Rf 
2.2.3.2 Cardan rotations 
2.2.43 
2.2.44 
Cardan rotation can be defined by a number of different ordered rotations about three different 
axes. This rotation sequence may also be called Byrant rotation or Euler three-axis rotations. 
The Cardan rotation of interest involves consecutive rotations about the X1 axis, Y' axis and 
Z" axis (Fig. 2.2.3). As with Euler rotations, the directional cosines between inertial and body 




Figure 2.2.3 Cardan three-axis rotation. The first rotation is about the X1 
axis of angle <I>, the second rotation about the Y' axis of angle 8, and the 
third rotation about the Z" axis of angle <p. 
A rotation (<I>) about the X1 axis gives: 
x' = Xr 
y' Yr-COSQ> + Zr.sin<!> 







A second rotation ( 8) about the Y' mas gives: 
x" = x'.cos8 - z'.sin8 
y" y' 










[Re] = [co;e ~ 
sine 0 
A third rotation ( cp) about the Z" axis gives: 
and 
x = x".coscp + y".sincp 
y = -x".sincp + y".coscp 
z = z" 





Similarly, combining the three rotations (equations 2.2.45a, 2.2.46a. 2.2.47a), or multiplying 
the three individual rotations and adding a translation of the origin, the expanded form of the 




Yo -sincp. cose 
zo sine 
where: 
<J> = first rotation about i1 . 
e = second rotation about j'. 
<p = third rotation about k''. 
0 
cos<J>.sincp 
+sin<J>. sine. coscp 
cos<J>.coscp 

















Similarly it can also be shown that: 
[Rf1 = [R~r-[Rer1-[R<pr 
= [Rf 
2.2.3.3 Rotational sequence dependency 
2.2.49 
The net rotational displacement produced by the sequence of rotations about its respective 
axes is dependent on the order in which they occur. Hence ordered rotations are sequence-
dependent. This can be show in the Euler and Cardan rotations by relating the expanded form 
the directional cosine matrix with the product of the three individual rotations. 
[R] 
[R] * 
[R<p ].[R0 ].[R ~ ] 
[Re ].[Rep ].[R~ ] 
2.2.3.4 Determining Euler and Cardan angles 
2.2.50 
The individual Euler and Cardan angles are determined by equating the expanded form of the 
transformation matrix (equation 2.2.35 and equation 2.2.29) with the unit vector directional 
cosines (equation 2.2.6). For the Euler two axes convention: 
cos8 k 1.k = k 1.(a3i,a32 ,a33) 
coscp = k 1.j/sin8 = k 1.(a21 ,a22 ,a23 )/sin8 2.2.51 
coscp 
For the Cardan convention: 
sine = i1.k = i1.(a31,a32,a33) 
sm<p = i1.j/-cos8 i1 .( a2i, a22 , a23 )/-cos8 2.2.52 
sincp jl'k/-cos8 = j 1.(a3i,a32 ,a33)/-cos8 
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Euler and Cardan angles can be related by equating directional cosines in equation 2.2.37 and 
equation 2.2.48, resulting in: 
i1 .k = sin8c = sin8E.sin<l>E 
j 1 .k = -cos8c.sin<l>c = -sin8E.cos<!>E 
k 1 .k = cos8c.cos<l>c = cos8E 
i1 .j = -sinq>c.cos8c = -sinq>E.cos<l>E -cosq>E.sin<l>E.cos8E 
2.2.3.5 Physical interpretation of Euler and Cardan angles 
2.2.53 
The three angles ( <I>, 8, q>) can be visualised by the movement of concentric gimbals attached 
to the rigid body. The Eulerian two axes rotational sequence is represented in Fig. 2.2.4. 
Figure 2.2.4 Euler two-axis sequence and gimbal rotations. 
In describing the orientation of a spinning top, the three angles of the Euler two axes 
convention can be given the notation 'precession', 'nutation', and 'spin' respectively. (Wells, 









Figure 2.2.5 Cardan sequence and gimbal rotations. 
In describing flight mechanics, the three Cardan angles may be given the notation 'pitch', 
'yaw' and 'roll', respectively (Small, et el., 1992). In describing whole body orientation the 
three Cardan angles may be given the notation 'somersault', 'twist' and 'spin', respectively 
(Yeadon: 1990a). 
2.2.3.6 Singularities in Euler and Cardan angles 
A point of singularity (gimbal lock) occurs in the Euler two-axis convention ( equation 2.2.40) 
if sine = 0, which occurs when the second rotation 8 = 0 or 180 degrees. A point of singularity 
(gimbal lock) occurs in the Cardan convention ( equation 2.2.41) if cos8 = 0, which occurs 
when the second rotation 8 = 90 or 270 degrees. At the points of singularity more than one 
combination of <l> and cp will arrive at the same body fixed axes location. Chao (1980) notes 
that the solution will also become unstable as a rotational scheme approaches a point of 
singularity. To overcome singularity problems in rotational based orientation schemes 
Schiehlen (1984) suggested using alternative schema near a region of instability, such as 
alternating between Eulerian and Cardan conventions or alternatively adopting other angular 













2.3 Rigid body dynamics 
The six spatial parameters ( x, y, z, <I> , e , cp ) describing the location of a rigid body are 
fundamental in describing rigid body dynamics. These six spatial parameters and their time 
derivatives enable the calculation of velocities, acceleration and energies of a rigid body. 
2.3.1 Angular velocity of rigid body 
The angular velocity of the rigid body with respect to the inertial system is given by the sum of 
rotations occurring about each axis of the rigid body system. 
(0 
where: 
ro x, ro Y, ro z = angular velocity about body-fixed axes 
i,j,k = unit vectors in body-fixed x,y,z axes 
2.3.1 
For the Eulerian two axes rotation (Fig. 2.2.2), the angular velocity along the i, j, k axes are 
found by the directional cosines between the i, j, k axes and the Z1, X' and Z" axes about 
which the three Euler rotations ~' 8, cj) are made. The directional cosines being: 
I j k 
Z1 sine.sincp sine.coscp cose 
2.3.2 
X' coscp -smcp 0 
Z" 0 0 I 
The components of angular velocity occurring along the axes of the body-fixed system are 
given by: 
(0 X ~- Sine. Sincp + 8. COS(p 
ro y = ~- sine. coscp - 8. sincp 2.3.3 














For the Eulerian three-axis rotation (Fig. 2.2.3), the angular velocity along the i, j, k axes are 
found by the directional cosines between the i, j, k axes and the X1, Y' and Z" axes along 
which the three Euler rotations ~' 8, cp are occurring. The directional cosines being: 
i j k 
X1 cos8.coscp -cos8. sincp sin8 
2.3.4 
Y' smcp coscp 0 
Z" 0 0 1 
The components of rotation occurring along each axes of the body-fixed system are given by: 
~- cose. coscp + e. sincp 
- ~- cos8. sincp + e. cos<p 
2.3.2 Linear velocity of a point mass 
2.3.5 
The linear velocity with respect to the inertial system of a point mass m located at (ai, bj, ck) 
in the body-fixed reference frame is given by the components of linear velocity along the 
instantaneous directions i, j, k. 
2.3.6 
where: 
linear velocity in body-fixed x, y, z axes 
The linear velocity of a point mass located at (a,b,c) resulting from the rotation of the rigid 
body is given by: 
vx 0) y·C - 0) z. b 
Vy ro z .a - 0) X .c 2.3.7 





The instantaneous angular velocities about the respective body-fixed axes roe, ro f ro g are a 
function of the respective Euler angles (<!>, 8, cp, ~' 8, cp ), as in equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.5). 
If the body-fixed axis origin has an inertial space linear velocity Vo with components Vox, Voy, Voz 
along the instantaneous directions of i, j, k, then the linear velocity of a point mass m is given 
by: 
vx = vox + O)y.C - ro 2 .b 
Vy voy + O)z.a - O)x .c 2.3.8 
vz voz +rox.b - roY.a 
where: 
linear velocity of body fixed axes origin, in body-fixed x, y, z axes 
This can be expressed in matrix form as: 
2.3.9a 




The velocity of point m as seen in the inertial frame and expresses with components along the 
body-fixed reference frame can be readily expressed with components along the inertial axes 
by a co-ordinate transformation (equation 2.6). 
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2.3.3 Linear acceleration of a point mass 
The linear acceleration with respect to the inertial system of a point mass m located at (ai, bj, 
ck) in the body-fixed reference frame is given by the components of linear acceleration along 
the instantaneous directions i, j, k. 
2.3.10 
The general expression for the acceleration of a point mass relative to inertial space, and 
expressed as components taken along the instantaneous directions of body fixed-axes, is given 
by Wells (1967): 
where: 
a, b, c = coordinates of point relative to body - fixed axes, with components 
along body fixed axes. 
a, b, c velocity of point relative to body fixed - axes, with components 
2.3. lla 




. . { 
a, b, c = acceleration of point relative to body - fixed axes, with components 
along body fixed axes. 
ax, ay, a 2 = acceleration of point relative to inertial space, with components 
along body-fixed axes. 
a0 x,aoy,a02 = acceleration of body-fixed axes origin relative to inertial 
space, with components along body-fixed axes. 
ro x,ro y,ro z = angular velocity of body-fixed axes relative to inertial space, 
with components along body-fixed axes . 
co x,co y,co z = angular acceleration of body-fixed axes relative to inertial space, 














The acceleration of a point mass can also be expressed in matrix form: 
l::1 l:::1 + m l roo, 
-0) z 










~x Jl:l 0 -0) y 0) X 
The acceleration of a point mass in vector form is given by (Wells, 1967): 
a= ro + a1 + co x r + ro x (ro x r) + 2.ro xv 
where: 
a = acceleration of the point relative to inertial space. 
r0 = double derivative of the position vector of origin of body axes. 
r = position vector of the point relative to body axes. 
v = velocity of the point relative to body axes. 
a 1 = acceleration of the point relative to body axes. 
ro = angular velocity of body axes. 
co = angular acceleration of body axes. 
2.3. llb 
2.3. llc 
The instantaneous angular velocities along the body-fixed axes ro x, ro Y ro z are a function of 
the Euler angles ( ~' 8, cp, ~' 8, <p). The instantaneous angular accelerations about the body-
fixed axes (ae, ar, ag) or equivalently(co e, co r, cog) are obtained from the time derivative 
of respective angular velocities. 
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2.3.3.1 Linear acceleration of rigid body centre of mass 
To calculate the acceleration of the centre of mass of a rigid body, ( a, b, c) is replaced by 
(a, b, c) and a= b = c = 0. The general formula above (equation 2.3.1 la) reduces to: 
2.3.12a 
-( 2 2) + -( · ) + -bf + · ) a0 z - C cox +coy a COxCOz -COY \COyCOz COx 
or in vector form: 
a ro + 0) xr + co x(co xr) 2.3.12b 
2.3.4 Moments of inertia and inertia tensor 
The moment of inertia of a particle of mass m about an axis is given by the product of the 
mass and the square of the distance from the axis of rotation. The moment of inertia of a rigid 
body about an axis can be thought of as the sum of inertia values over a continuous 
distribution of mass elements comprising the rigid body. 
2.3.13 
For a rigid body with a fixed Cartesian axis system embedded in it, separate rotations about 
each of the axes are given by the respective moments of inertia. With the position vector of 
mass element i being: 
r1 = x-i + Y·J· + z.k I I I 2.3.14 




Ixx Lffii.(Y? +zn 
Iyy Lm· {z~ +x~) 1· I I 2.3.15 
Izz Lmi.(xf +y0 
If rotations occur simultaneously about more than one axis, then a point mass element may 
have components of inertia common to the axes. The common inertia between any two axes is 
given by the products of inertia. 
Ixy = Iyx - Lmi.xi·Yi 
Iyz Izy -Lmi·Yi· 2 i 2.3.16 
Izx Ixz = -Lmi.zi.xi 
These nine quantities can be represented by an inertia matrix or tensor. 
2.3.17 
2.3.4.1 Inertia about a line passing through the axis system origin 
If the rigid body is rotating about an axis oa passing through the origin of the axis system for 
which the inertia tensor is known (Fig. 2.3 .1 ), and n being a unit vector in the direction of 
oa , then the angular velocity can be expressed as: 
ro = ron ro(cosai + cosf3j + cosyk) 2.3.18 
where: 










.......................................... 1 .. .:/oa.cos(a.) 
oa.cos(B) 
Figure 2.3.1. Directional cosines of a line passing through the axis 
system origin. 
The moment of inertia of the rigid body rotating about an axis oa is given by the directional 
cosines between oa and the axes X, Y, Z about which the inertia tensor is given (Wells, 1967): 
I 0 a = Ixx·cos
2a. + Iyy.cos2f3 + I 22 .cos
2y 2.3.19 
- 2.Ixy.cosa.cosf3 - 2.Iyz.cosf3.cosy - 2.Ixz.cosa..cosy 
By substituting l,m,n for the three respective directional cosines: 
2.3.20 
2.3.4.2 Inertia tensor for an axis system with a common axes origin 
An axis system which has undergone rotation about the origin can be expressed in terms of the 
inertial axes by directional cosines ( equation 2.2.11 ). Similarly, the inertia tensor for an axis 
system which has undergone a rotation about the origin can be expressed in terms of a known 
inertia tensor of the body-fixed axis system by directional cosines (Fig. 2.3.2). By letting a.ji 
represent the directional cosine between rotated axis G) and the known body-fixed axis (i), the 
inertia tensor for the rotated body axis system is given by (Wells, 1967): 
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Irxy = Ixy(a11<X22 + <X12<X21) + Ixz(a11<X23 + <X13<X21) + Iyz (a12<X23 + <X13<X22) 
- (a11a21Ixx +a12<X22Iyy +a13<X23Izz) 
Irxz = Ixy(a11<X32 +a12<X31) + Ixz(a11<X33 +a13<X31) + Iyz(a12<X33 +a32a13) 
- (a11<X31Ixx +a12<X32Iyy +a13<X33Izz) 
Iryz = Ixy ( <Xz1<X32 + <Xzz<X31) + Ixz ( <Xz1<X33 + <X31<X23) + Iyz ( <Xzz<X33 + <Xz3<X32) 
- (a21<X31Ixx +a22<X32Iyy +a23<X33Izz) 
2.3.21 
As seen in section 2.2.1, if the directional vectors of the body-fixed axis system (X,Y,Z) are 
(1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively, then the directional cosines are given by the 
orthogonal unit vectors ir, i, kr of the rotated axes (Xr,Yr,Zr). These unit vectors also form 





Figure 2.3.2. Directional cosines between two axes 
systems. (X, Y, Z) represent inertial axes of unit 
vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively, and 
(Xr, Yr, Xr) a second axis with unit vectors and also 
directional cosines of (a.11, a.12, a.13), (a.21, a.22, a.23), 
and (a.31, a.32, a.33) respectively. 
2.3.4.3 Inertia about a line, from a parallel axis passing through the centre of mass 
If the moment of inertia of a given axis is known, and it passes through the centre of mass, 
then the inertia of any parallel axis can be found by the product of the total mass of the body 
and the normal distance between the two axes (Fig. 2.3 .3). 
2.3.22 
The inertia tensor for an axis system can similarly be expressed in terms of the known inertia 
tensor for a parallel body-fixed axis system with an origin at the centre of mass (Fig. 2.3.3) 
(Wells, 1967): 
Ixx !xx+ M.(y2 + z2) 
Iyy = IYY + M.(x2 + z2 ) 











lxy = lxy + M.(x. y) 
Iyz Iyz + M.(y.z) 









Figure 2.3.3. Parallel axis and parallel axis system. Point o 
indicates the origin of the axis and axes system passing 
through the centre of mass. 
2.3.4.4 Inertia about a line, from an axis passing through the centre of mass 
2.3.23b 
For a known inertia tensor for a given axis system with an origin at the centre of mass, the 
inertia about any line oa can be written in terms of the tensor quantities of the known axis 
system by combining equations 2.3.20 and 2.3.23 (Wells, 1967): 
[1xx + M.(y2 + 22 )].12 + [1yy + M.(x2 + 22 )].m2 
+ [ lzz + M.(x2 + y2 )].n2 - (ixy + M.x.y).t.m 
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2.3.4.5 Inertia tensor for any parallel axis system 
Two parallel axes systems can be expressed in terms of a common parallel axes system located 
at the centre of mass (equation 2.3.24). The Ixx inertial component of the two axes systems 
takes the form: 
where: 
Ixxl 1xx + M(yf +zf) 
Ixx2 lxx + M(y~ +z~) 
Ixx inertial component of the first parrallel axis system. 
Ixx inertial component of the second parrallel axis system. 
Ixx = Ixx inertial component of the parrallel axis system with 
origin at the centre of mass. 
x1, y 1, z1 = co-ordinates of centre of mass with respect to first axis system. 
x2 , y 2 , z2 = co-ordinates of centre of mass with respect to second axis system 
Making use of the relation (Fig. 2.3.4): 
Xz = XO + X1 
Y2 = Yo + Y1 
Z2 = zo + z1 
where: 
X1, Y 1, 2 1 = co-ordinates of centre of mass with respect to first axis system. 
co-ordinates of centre of mass with respect to second axis system. 
2.3.25 
2.3.26 
= co-ordinates of origin of first axis system with respect to second axis system . 
The terms involving inertia quantities about a parallel axis system located at the centre of mass 
can be eliminated, leaving a function involving any two parallel axis systems. For a known 
inertia tensor for a body-fixed axes (first), the inertia tensor of a second parallel axis system 







lxx2 lxxl + M ( 
2 + 2) + 2 M ( - + - ) · Yo zo · · Yo ·YI zo · Zr 
Iyy2 lyyl + M.(x/ + z0 
2
) + 2.M.(x 0 .x1 +z0 .z1) 
lzz2 lzzl +M( 2+ 2) · Xo Yo + 2.M.(xo.xr +yo·Yr) 
Ixy2 Ixy1 + M.(xo·Yo) + M.(xo.Yr +yo.xi) 
Iyz2 Iyz1 + M.{yo.zo) + M.{yo.z1 +zo·Y1) 
lxz2 lxz1 + M.{xo.zo) + M.{xo.zl + Zo.x1) 
origin of first axis system with respect to second axis system 
~ centre of mass 
J------,...Y1 
: .•:..... 
. :/ X1 
····················" 
: Zo 
: .. ·· 
: .... Xo 
................................ ;.·· 
Yo 
Figure 2.3.4 Co-ordinates relating two axes systems and 
the centre of mass. The location of the first axis system 
origin 01 is given by (Xo,Yo,Zo) with respect to a second axis 
system with origin 02. The location of the centre of mass 
with respect to the first axis system is given by (x1,yi,z1). 
2.3.4.6 Principle axis of inertia 
2.3.27 
If the Cartesian axes system fixed in the body is defined in· such a way that the products of 
inertia are equal to zero, then the three axes are called principle axes of inertia for the rigid 







A property of the principal axes of the rigid body is that the mass distribution is symmetrical 
about the principle axes. If a rigid body rotates about a principle axis the direction of the 
angular momentum is in the same direction as the angular velocity. Products of inertia result 
from non-symmetrical mass distribution about the axis of rotation and produce an angular 
momentum that propagates about the axis of rotation. 
It can be seen that if the axis system located at the centre of mass are the principle axes 
{ixy = ixz = iyz = 0), a parallel set of axes may contain inertia products given by 
Ixy = M. x.y, etc. ( equation 2.3 .23). Thus the principle axes through any arbitrary point are 
in general, not parallel to the principle axes through the centre of mass (Wells, 1967). 
Body fixed axes used in modelling body segments usually assume no products of inertia, which 
implies that the segmental axes are principle axes. Hatze (1980), in defining body fixed axes 
for a 17 segment whole body model, placed the axes system at the origin of each segment with 
the unit vectors parallel to the principle moments of inertia about the segment centre of mass. 
This approach did not assume that axes defined from external markers (longitudinal, anterio-
posterior and medio-lateral) were aligned with the principle axes through the segment origin. 
2.3.5 External forces and torques 
The torque produced by an external force on a rigid-body is given by the sum of torque's 
acting about the instantaneous positions of the body-fixed axes i, j, k. 
2.3.29 
With an external force acting at (ai, bj, ck) and given by: 









or as matrices: 
= fz.b - /y.C 
= fx.c - fz.a 






The torque produced about any line oa (Fig. 2.3.1) can be given by the directional cosines 
with respect to i, j, k of the body fixed axes. 
where: 
I= cosa 
m = cos/3 
n = cosy 
'C oa = 'C X .l + '(; y · m + '(; z • n 
















2.3.6 Angular momentum of rigid body 
The angular momentum of a rigid body is given by the product of the inertia of the body about 
the instantaneous axis of rotation and the angular velocity about this axis. 
n I.ro 2.3.33 
For a rigid body containing a fixed Cartesian co-ordinate system, angular momentum can be 
expressed as individual components directed along each axis. 
2.3.34 
The components of angular momentum are: 
nx = Ixx·O) x + Ixy.ro y + Ixz.O)z 
ny = Iyx.O) X + Iyy.ro y + Iyz .ro z 2.3.35a 
nz = Izx·O) x + Izy·ro y + Izz·O) z 
In matrix form: 
2.3.35b 
The angular velocity of the rigid body about respective body-fixed axes can be given by 
equation 2.3.3. 
2.3. 7 Linear momentum of rigid body 
The linear momentum of a rigid body is given by the product of the mass of the body and the 
linear velocity of the centre of mass. 
p m.v 2.3.36 
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For a rigid body containing a fixed Cartesian co-ordinate system, linear momentum can be 
expressed as individual components directed along each axis. 
p 2.3.37 
The components of linear momentum are: 
PX = m.vx 
Py m.vY 2.3.38a 
p· = m.vz z 
In matrix form: 
2.3.38b 
The linear velocity of the centre of mass can be given by equation 2.3.6. 
2.3.8 Kinetic energy of rigid body 
The kinetic energy a rigid body is given by the sum of translation kinetic energy and rotational 
kinetic energy. The translation component is that of the centre of mass and the rotational 
component is about the instantaneous axis of rotation. 
T 2.3.39 











T= 1 M( 2 + 2 + 2) l Vox Voy Voz 
+ i(IxxO) ~ + Iyyro ~ +IZZO); + 2Ixyro XO) y + 2Ixzro XO) z + 2Iyzro YO) z) 
+M[v0 x(royz - rozy) + v0 Y(rozx - roxz) + v0 z(roxY - royx)] 
2.3.40a 
ro is the angular velocity of the body relative to inertial space and v0 is the linear velocity of 
the origin of the body-fixed axis system relative to inertial space. ro x, ro Y, ro z and 
v ox, v oy, v oz are the components of ro and Vo respectively along the instantaneous directions 
of i, j, k of the body-fixed axes. The inertia elements Ixx, Ixy etc., and the position of the centre 
of mass (x, y, z), are also determined with respect to i, j, k of the body-fixed axes. With i, j, 
k assumed to be body-fixed axes, the values of the inertia elements Ixx, Ixy etc., and x, y, z are 
constant. 
Expressed in matrix form: 




Ol y W" Ixy I~ ll 0 -0) z Oly l 0 -0) X . Iyx Iyy Iyz . ro z 0 -{l) X 
-0) y 0) 0 Izx Izy Izz -{l) y 0) X 0 X 
Under certain conditions, which in practice are not always met but are often assumed, the 
general expression for kinetic energy can be greatly simplified. If the origin of the body-fixed 
axes is located at the centre of mass, then x = y = z = 0 . If, in addition, the body-fixed axes 
were taken along the principle axes at the centre of mass, then the expression for the kinetic 








2.4 Euler equations of motion 
Euler Equations consist of two fundamental vector quantities which describe the translation 
and rotational motion of a rigid body (Wells, 1967). When describing three dimensional 
motion, these two vectors equations are written as three translation equations describing the 
translation motion of the centre of mass and three rotation equations describing the rotational 
motion of the body about its instantaneous axis of rotation. 
2.4.1 Translation equations of motion 
The translation equation of motion relates the sum of external forces acting on a rigid body to 
the acceleration of the centre of mass of that body, in vector form: 
M.a 
where: 
L F = sum of external forces acting on body. 
M = mass of body. 
a = acceleration of centre of mass relative to inertial space. 
2.4.1 
Expressing the sum of external forces relative to an orthogonal axes system, three scalar 
equations of translation motion result: 
LFx = M.ax 
LFY M.ay 
2.4.2 
LFz = M.az 
If the position of body-fixed axis system, with respect to the inertial frame, is given by three 
translations (Xro, Y10, Z10) and three rotations ( cl>, 8, <p) (Fig. 2.4.1 ), and the origin of the 
body-fixed axes is located at the centre of mass then, the translation equations of motion can 











"'°' F = sum of forces with respect to the inertial x,y, and z axes ~ x,y,z,I 
X1o, Y1o, Z1o = acceleration of the body-fixed axes orgin with respect to the inertial axes 
In this case the forces are summed with respect to the inertial axis system, and it is with 
respect to the inertial axes that the velocity of the origin the body-fixed axes are expressed. 
Making use of a co-ordinate transformation, the forces can equally well be summed with 






"'°' F = sum of forces in the body-fixed x, y, z axes ~ x,y,z 
i,j, k = unit vectors in the body-fixed x, y, z axes 
i 1, j 1 , k 1 = unit vectors in the inertial x, y, z axes 
2.4.4a 
2.4.4b 
In the general case where the body-fixed axes are not located at the centre of mass, but the co-
ordinates of the centre of mass of the rigid body are given with respect to the local axes by 
(a, b, c), then the general form of the translation equations of motion describing the 













0 ~1F, -(J) z ~.Jm LFY = M 0 . a0 Y + 0 M 0 LFz 0 M a0 z 0 0 M -co COX y 
[I 
0 ~1F, -co z roy ll O -co z ~·J[!] + M 0 -(Ox· (Oz 0 0 M -co (0 X 0 -(J) y (0 X y 
where: 
co x,co y,co z = instantaneous angular velocity about body-fixed axes 
ro x, ro Y, ro z = instantaneous angular acceleration about body-fixed axes 
a, b, c = co-ordinates of centre of mass relative to body fixed axes 
a0 x,aoy,aoz = acceleration of body-fixed axes origin in the local x,y,z axes 
2.4.Sa 
2.4.Sb 
In this case the forces are summed in the instantaneous directions of the body-fixed axes, and 
it is with respect to the local axes that the co-ordinates of the centre of mass and the 
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Figure 2.4.1. Location of body-fixed axes in inertial frame. Three 
translations (X10, Y10, Z10) specify the origin of the body-fixed axes 
and three rotations ( <I>, e, <p) specify the orientation of the body-fixed 
axes. Three forces (fi.,h,h) are shown to be acting on the rigid body. 
2.4.2 Rotational equations of motion 
The rotational equation of motion relates the sum of external moments acting on a rigid body 
to the angular acceleration of that body. In vector form, it can be written: 
Z:-c = i.a. 2.4.6 
The inertia of a rigid body is given by an inertia tensor with respect to the body-fixed axes and 
the angular acceleration given by the instantaneous angular accelerations along respect body-













L'Cx =:c= Ixx·ax - Ixy.ay - Ixz·az + (1zz - Iyy)roy.O)z 
- Izx·rox.roy - Izy·roy.roy + Iyx.rox.roz + Iyz.roz.roz 
+ M.( a0 z .y- a0 y.z) 
Iyy .ay - Iyx .ax - Iyz .az + (Ixx - Izz) 0) X .ro z 
- Ixy.roy.roz- Ixz.roz.roz+ Izx·rox.rox+ Izy·roy.rox 
+ M.(aox· z -a 0 z .x) 
Izz·CXz - Izx·ax - Izy·CXy + (Iyy- Ixx)rox.O)y 
- I yx :0) X • 0) X - I yz . 0) z . 0) X + I xy . 0) y . 0) y + I xz . 0) z . 0) y 
+ M.(a0 y.x -a0 x-Y) 
L -c = resultant moments about the body-fixed axes. 
~ 
Ixx,Iyy,Izz,Ixy,Ixz,Iyz = principle and products of inertia with respect to 
the body-fixed axes. 
x,y,z position of center of mass with respect to body-fixed axes. 
ro x, ro Y, ro z = angular velocity of rigid body about instantaneous directions 
of body-fixed axes as measured from inertial reference frame. 
ax,ay,az = angular acceleration of rigid body about instantaneous directions 
of body-fixed axes as measured from inertial reference frame. 
a 0x,aoy,aoz = linear acceleration of body-fixed axes origin in the 
body-fixed x,y,x axes 
The above rotational equations of motion can be expressed in matrix form (Nigg, 1994) 
[Lt,] lI= -I -Iu r·J xy L'CY -I Iyy Iyx . ay yx 
-Izx -Izy Izz az Z:-rz 
+ l roo, 
-0) z 
ro, r= -I -Iu r·J xy 0 -0) X • -Iyx Iyy yx . ro y 
-0) y 0) X 0 -Izx -Izy Izz 0) z 










or as vectors (Nigg, 1994): 
t [I].a +[ro ].[I].ro + M.[a 0 ].r 2.4.7c 
If the body-fixed axes are located at the centre of mass and these axes are principal axes, then 
the rotational equations of motion reduce to (Wells, 1967; Nigg, 1994): 
2.4.8a 
or in matrix form: 
[Lt,] [I~, 0 or,1 I:1:y Iyy O . ay 
I: 1 z 
0 lzz az 
r roo, -(Dz roy r~ 0 ol[ro'l + 0 -(DX, 0 Iyy 0 . (Dy 2.4.8.b 
-(Dy (DX 0 0 0 lzz (Dz 
or as vectors: 
[I].a + [ro ].[I].ro 2.4.8.c 
2.4.3 External forces (non-inertial forces) 
The rotational and translation equations describe the motion of a rigid body by equating 
inertial and non-inertial forces acting on the body. As described, the inertial forces are the 
product of mass and acceleration and inertial moments are the product of moment of inertia 
and angular acceleration, and both are relative to inertial space. Schematically, the equation 













Summation of moments ) 
due to external forces (
Summation of moments ) 
due to inertial forces 
2.4.9 
The left hand side of the Euler equations of motion are the sum of all forcei and moments that 
act on the segment. If the forces are given by (Figure 2.10): 
and act at point (ai, bj, ck) then the left hand side takes the form: 
where: 
LFx = fx1 + fxz + ···· + f xn 
L p y = Jy1 + j y2 + · · · · + j yn 
LFz = fzl + fzz + ···· + fzn 
L'Cx = fz1·b1 -fy1·C1 + fz2·b2 -Jy2.C2 + + fzn·bn -Jyn.Cn 
L'Cy = fx1·C1 - fz1·a1 + fx2·C2 - fz2·a2 + ···· + fxn.Cn - fzn.an 
L'tz = Jy1·a1 - fx1·b1 + Jy2.a2 - fx2·b2 + ···· + Jyn.an - fxn.bn 
°""' F = sum of forces in body-fixed x, y, z axes L... x,y,z 
J xi, J yi, f zi = components of external force in the body-fixed x, y, z axes 
L -c = sum of torques about body-fixed x, y, z axes 
x,y,z 
ai, bi,ci = co-ordinates of applied external force relative to body-fixed x,y, z axes 
2.4.10 
2.4.11 
In determining the equations of motion, the co-ordinate system used to evaluate the translation 
equations with respect to which forces are summated need not be the same as the co-ordinate 
system used in evaluating the rotational equations about which moments are summed. So long 
as, in each case, three orthogonal axes are used and accelerations of the body-fixed axes are 
expressed with respect to the inertia frame of reference. 
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2.4.4 Joint equipollence equations 
In a linked segment system, the external forces acting on a segment can be represented by 
resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments that act across each joint of a segment. In 
defining a joint, it is usual to assume it is frictionless and that muscular, ligament and bone 
contact are the only means by which forces are transmitted across a joint (Herzog & Binding, 
1994). Ajoint centre can be considered as a point in common to all segments that comprise a 
joint about which rotations occur. The joint centre may be a fixed point defined from 
anatomical landmarks, or a moving point defined mathematically from the motion of the 
segments involving the joint (Herzog & Binding, 1994). The later is termed the 'instantaneous 
joint centre'. It is at the joint centre that the resultant joint force and moment are considered to 
act. 
The joint equipolence equations relate joint muscular, ligament and bone forces to resultant 
joint forces and resultant joint moments, and take the following form (Herzog & Binding, 
1994; Herzog, 1996): 
m I b 
Rjnt LFiM + LFf + LF: 2.4.12a 










R jnt = resultant joint force 
't jnt = resultant joint moment 
FM = muscle force 
FL ligament force 
F8 = bone contact force 
rf = muscle moment arm 
r} = ligament moment arm 
rf bone contact moment arm 
m = number of muscles 
1 = number ofligaments 
b = number of bone contact points 
The equations of motion for a segment can now be simplified by the inclusion of resultant joint 
forces and resultant joint moments instead of individual bone, muscular and ligament forces 
acting at the joint. This greatly reduces the number of variables appearing in the equations of 
motion for each segment. With a segment typically having both proximal and distal resultant 
joint forces and moments, and with the inclusion of a term for any known external forces, the 
equations of motion can be written: 
2.4.13a 









LFx = Rxp - Rxd + m.gx + Lfxext 
LFY = RYP - Ryd + m.gy + Lf/xt 
LFz = Rzp - Rzd + m.gz + Lfzext 
'txp - 'txd + Rzp·bp -RYP.CP + Rzd·bd -Ryd·cd 
+ -b - + """(fext b j ext ) m.gz. - m.gy.C LJ z · ext - y .Cext 
L'ty 'typ - 'tyd + Rxp·cp -Rzp·ap + Rxd·cd -Rzd·ad 
L'tz = 'tzp - 'tzd + Ryp.ap -Rxp·bp + Ryd·ad -Rxd·bd 
+ rn.gy.a- m.gx.b + L(i/xt.aext -fxext.bext) 
gx,gy,gz = gravitational acceleration with respect to body-fixed x,y,z axes. 
{ aP, b P, cP) co-ordinates of proximal joint with respect to body-fixed x, y, z axes. 
(ad, bd, cd) co-ordinates of distal joint with respect to body-fixed x,y, z axes. 
( a, b, c) = co-ordinates of center of mass with respect to body-fixed x, y, z axes. 
(a ext, bext ,cext) = co-ordinates of applied external force with respect to 
body-fixed x,y,z axes. 
2.4.13.b 
If the body-fixed axes are placed at the proximal or distal joint or the centre of mass, then the 
location vector of the respective point will be zero and the respective terms will be removed 
from the sum of moments for the segment. 
The components of gravitational acceleration in the instantaneous directions of the body axes 
are given by a co-ordinate transformation from global (inertial) to body axes. Assuming the 











Resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments are the net result of all forces acting across 
a joint as required to satisfy the equations of motion, and hence to produce the motion as 
described by position and acceleration data. Resultant forces and moments do not account for 
co-contraction with agonist and antagonist forces in the three planes for which they are 
summed whether they be bone, muscular or ligament in nature. As such co-contraction of 
muscles are not represented in resultant joint forces and moments. 
2.5 Mathematical modelling of the human body 
The creation of a mathematical representation of the human body allows for the quantification 
of human movement. Descriptors such as position, velocity, acceleration, force, energy and 
work for segments or the body as a whole can be calculated for the purpose of: 
a) Inverse Dynamics: where internal forces acting within the human body are 
predicted from known external forces and kinematics of motion. 
b) Forward Dynamics (movement synthesis): where kinematic and kinetic 
responses of the human body are predicted from known internal and 
external forces. 
Kinematic analysis involves the description of motion which includes displacement, velocity 
and acceleration, without regard for the forces acting to producing the motion, while kinetic 
analysis includes the description of the forces that produced the motion. 
Biomechanical modelling therefore provides a powerful tool for gaining indirect information 
and insight into human motion that may not be otherwise obtained. As such, it is widely used 
in ergonomics, biomechanics, medicine, and other related fields. The development of a three 
dimensional model and the inverse dynamic analysis of the human musculo-skeletal system 
involves the following steps: 
1) The body is represented as a link segment model and a free body diagram 
established; 






3) The kinematics of motion are introduced and the inverse dynamics 
modelling approach is used to systematically calculate resultant joint 
moments and resultant joint forces acting on each segment; 
4) Segmental energy, work and power can be calculated for the multi-link 
model; 
5) Muscle insertions and lines of action are included in the model allowing 
establishment of equipolance equations; 
6) Muscle models can be introduced to establish muscle excitation contraction 
dynamics and impose limits on muscle forces; 
7) Individual muscle forces can be predicted from the equipolance moment 
equations. The indeterminacy problem may be overcome by the use of 
muscle equivalencies or the introduction of assumptions as to the 
recruitment strategies. The latter may involve a pre-established method of 
force-sharing or the use of a criteria ( cost function) to determine muscle 
force-sharing based on optimisation techniques; and 
8) Bone-on-bone forces can then be calculated by equating resultant joint 
forces with individual muscle forces. Bone-on-bone shear and compressive 
forces can then be calculated. 
2.5.1 Link segment model 
The human body can be modelled as a series of rigid links (Fig. 2.5.1). which permits rigid 
body dynamics to be applied to the human body. Required in the formulation of the model are 
locations of joint centres, as well as segment mass, centre of mass and moments of inertia. In 
practice, joint centres are approximated from external bone landmarks and previously 
established criteria are used to locate the joint centres. Segmental mass, centre of mass and 
inertia values are also estimated from statistical tables or predictive equations based on subject 








Figure 2.5.1 An anatomical (left) and link-segment model (right) of 
two dimensional lifting. The joints are represented as pinned joints 
and the segments by mass mi and moments of inertia Ii located at 
each segment's centre of mass. 
In representing the human body as coupled link-segments, the following assumptions are 
made: 
1) Each segment is rigid and of fixed mass which is considered a point mass 
located at it's centre of mass; 
2) The location of each segment's centre of mass remains fixed during the 
movement; 
3) The joints between link segments are considered frictionless and pinned; 
4) The mass moments of inertia of each segment about it's mass centre or 
proximal or distal end is constant during the motion; 
5) The length of each segment remains constant during the movement; and 
6) The mass, centre of mass and inertial properties used are accurate 
representations of the actual values, so as not to alter the derived measures 







2.5.2 Muscle path and line of action 
The force generated by a muscle is applied to the skeletal system at the muscle-tendon origin, 
insertion and at points where the muscle-tendon complex is deflected or wraps around under-
lying tissue. The path of the muscle-tendon will therefore determine the direction of the 
applied force at both the origin and insertion (line of action), the forces the muscle may exhibit 
on structures it passes and the length of the muscle. The straight line approach is widely 
employed for representing paths of muscles in models of the musculoskeletal system 
(Crowninsheild, et al., 1978; Dostal & Andrews, 1981; Rohrle, et al., 1984; Seireg & Arvikar 
1984; Hogfors, et al., 1987). A more accurate representation of muscle paths exists in the 
centroid line approach but is seldom used due to the added complexity of the method (Jenson 
& Davy, 1975). With the straight line approach, a muscle may be represented by one or a 
number of muscle elements depending on the geometry of the muscle. Each muscle element 
represents a different functional unit; for example, the gluteus medius may be represented by 
three muscle elements representing anterior, middle and posterior portions of this muscle. A 
muscle element may also include deflection points where the muscle wraps around other 
musculoskeletal structures (Fig. 2.5.2). At each deflection point a single muscle element is 
divided into two sub-elements which possess the same force. The origin, insertion and 
deflection points are inter-connected by straight lines. The length of the muscle and force 
generated are determined by the complete muscle, however each sub-element acts as an 
individual line of force with respective origins and insertions. Therefore to determine forces 
and moments of each muscle element, the insertion or origin relative to a given segment may 
well be a deflection point rather than a muscular attachment site (Fig. 2.5.2). For each point of 
deflection a reaction force is present which impinges on the underlying segment. Therefore, at 
each deflection point an additional force vector is included in the musculoskeletal model. 
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Figure 2.5.2 Muscle represented as two straight line muscle elements 
and a deflection point. 
To illustrate the inclusion of deflection points on the estimation of muscle and internal forces, 
a simplified model oflower limb extension is· presented (Figs. 2.5.3 and 2.5.4). For simplicity, 
it is assumed that the pelvis, thigh and shank-foot are at rest, the body-fixed axes are all 
aligned, and the only external force acting is that of gravity. To overcome the force of gravity, 
it is assumed that the iliopsoas, three vastus muscles, and the rectus femoris generate the 
required moments. For simplicity, the illioposoas and vastus group are each represented by a 
single muscle equivalent. 
Figure 2.5.3 Deflection point: vastus muscle-tendon element 
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Figure 2.5.4 Deflection point: Rectus femoris muscle-tendon 
element wrapping around patella in the pelvis-thigh shank-model. 




mSF · aSFx + msp · g. sine SF - f GRy · cose SF - f GRz · sine SF 
0 
msF·asFx + msp.g.cosesF + faRy·sinesF - faRz·cosesF 
'tKnee = i;~ox .asp -msF·g.asp·cosesF - f GRy. b.sinesF + / GRz. b.cosesF 
= msp.g.asp 
't Knee = 1~;M. asp - RsFpy. asp - / GRy. c. sinesF + f GRz. c. cose SF 
= msp.g.asF 
g = 9.81 m.s·2 











RTpx = mT.aTx + mT.g.sin8T + RTdx 
= 0 
RTpy mT.aTy + mT.g.cos8T + RTdy 
- mT.g - msF·g 
'CHip = r~ox .aT - mT.g.aT.cos8T - RTdy·LT + 'Cknee 
= mT.g.aT + m8p.g.LT + m8p.g.a8p 
'CHip = r~oM .aT - RTdy·{LT -aT) - RTpy·aT + 'Cknee 
msp.g.(LT -aT) + mT.g.aT + msp.g.aT + msp.g.aSF 
mT.g·aT + m8p.g.LT + m8p.g.a8p 
where: 
g = 9.81 m.s-2 
8T = 180° 
The equipolance equations for the resultant joint moments at the knee and hip are: 
'CKnee = fvastus·X1.sin81 + fvastus·Y1.COS81 + frectus·X1.Sin81 + frectus·Y1-COS81 
= (fvastus + frectus}x1.sin81 + (fvastus + frectus}Y1-COS81 
'C Hip = frectus · Xp · sin8 3 + frectus · Y p · COS83 + /mpos · X2 · sin8 4 + /mpos · Y 2 · COS8 4 
The equipolance equations for the resultant joint forces of the thigh and shank are: 
RsFpx = fvastus. cos81 + frectus. cos81 + fsFpx 
RsFpy = msF. g - fvastus. sine 1 - frectus. sin81 + fsFpy 
RTpx = frectus·cos83 + hllpos·cos84 + /Tpx 









For any system, the sum of all external force determines the acceleration of the centre of mass 
of the system, while the sum of all internal forces is equal to zero. Considering the pelvis, thigh 
and shank-foot as a system, the external forces are those due to gravity acting on the centre of 
mass of each segment, and an opposing force acting on the pelvis to maintain the static 
position of the system. Balancing external forces gives the resultant joint moments and 
resultant joint forces. For the shank-foot segment, the downward force and negative moment 
created by the weight of the segment is balanced by an upward resultant joint force and 
positive resultant joint moment at the knee. Similarly for the thigh, downward forces and 
negative moments created by the weight of the thigh and the resultant force and moment 
acting at the distant end are balanced by an upward resultant joint force and positive resultant 
joint moment at the hip. Internal forces resulting from the contraction of illioposoas, vasti and 
rectus femoris muscles generate the required moments at the hip and knee. All internal forces 
are balanced due to an equal but opposite forces acting at either end of each straight line 
muscle element. Bone-on-bone forces at a joint are the sum of forces resulting from internal 
and external sources. At the knee, the components of bone on bone force are the sum of the 
components of resultant joint force at the knee and the components of force of all muscle 
elements that cross the knee joint. 
The force that a deflection point impinges on the underlying body segment is found by 
summing all forces acting on the deflection point. With the patella modelled as a deflection 
point impinging on the femur, the contact force between the patella and femur (Fig. 2.5.5) is 
given by the sum of all forces acting on the patella, in this example (Fig. 2. 5. 5) given by: 
!pat X = frectus. COSS 3 + f vastus · COSS 2 - frectus · COS81 - frectus • COS81 
/paty = frectus·sin83 + fvastus·sin82 + frectus·sin81 + fvastus·sin81 
patella 
/vastus, /rectus 
thigh Cl ... I__ sh_a_n_k_-fi_o_o_t __ ____. 










2.5.3 Free body diagram 
A free-body diagram, drawn as a stick figure, is a simplified representation of a link-segment 
system in which each segment is isolated from it's surroundings and includes all the forces that 
act on the segment (Fig. 2.5.6 & Fig. 2.5.7). The lower limb can be represented by four 
segments - pelvis, thigh, shank, and foot, connected by three joints. Each segment's motion is 
governed by resultant joint reaction forces, resultant joint moments and a force due to gravity. 
A multi link segment free body diagram is a collection of the single link-segment diagrams 
which make up the system. Each link-segment is related to it's adjacent links in terms of forces 







Figure 2.5.6 Two dimensional multi link segment free body diagram. 
The inertial reference frame is given by vectors x and y. Rotation is 
restricted to an axis normal to the plane. The angle of the segment 
relative to the X axis is given by 8 , the angular velocity by E} and 
angular acceleration by 9 . The resultant joint reaction forces acting at 
the proximal and distal ends are represented as Rpx, Rpy and Rix, Riy 
respectively. The gravitational force mg acts through the centre of mass. 
The acceleration of the centre of mass is ax, ay. The resultant joint 









Figure 2.5. 7 Three dimensional multi link segment free body diagram. 
The inertial reference frame is given by the vectors x, y, z. Resultant 
joint reaction forces acting at the proximal and distal ends are 
represented as Rpx, Rpy, Rpz and Rix, Rty, Riz respectively. The 
gravitational force mg acts through the centre of mass. The linear 
acceleration of the centre of mass is ax, ay, az. The resultant joint 
moments are 'tpx, 'tpy, 'tpz and 'tdx, 'tdy, 'tdz· Three angles <I>, 8, cp define 
the body-fixed frame with respect to the inertial frame. The angular 
acceleration is given by ffi X, ffi y, ffi z . 
2.5.4 Equations of motion 
The equations of motion of the whole system are made up of the equations of motion for each 
link segment that comprise the system. The equations of motion for each segment are found by 
equating inertial and non-inertial forces acting on it, as represented in the segment's free body 
diagram (Hardt & Mann, 1980; Winter, 1990). The translation and rotational equations of 
motion, involving resultant forces and moments, as well as the translation and rotational 
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equipolance equations, involving individual muscle forces, can be expressed relative to either 
the inertial (global) or local body-fixed co-ordinate systems. 
2.5.4.1 Equations of motion - resultant forces and resultant moments 
For the two dimensional model, forces and moments can equally well be summed relative to 
the global or inertial axes. However for the three dimensional model, the local co-ordinate 
system has been chosen for computational efficiency. The reasons for this include: 
i) The inertia tensor is known with respect to the local axes system; 
ii) The angular velocity and angular acceleration of the rigid body are 
expressed relative to the instantaneous directions of the body-fixed axes; 
iii) The linear velocity of the centre of mass due to rotation of a rigid body 
about the body-fixed axes is expressed relative to the instantaneous 
directions of the body-fixed axes; 
iv) The co-ordinate of the centre of mass and distal joint centre are known with 
respect to the local axes system; 
v) In most cases, calculated resultant joint forces and moments will be 
expressed relative to a carefully placed local axis system to give results 
which are anatomically meaningful; 
vi) Potential benefits in computational efficiency by placing body-fixed axes 
along principle axes of inertia are lost when equating moments relative to 
global axes, as translating and/or rotating these axes will, in most cases, 
generate products of inertia; and 
vii) The linear velocity of the origin of the local axis system is expressed relative 
to the global axis system. However, these can be readily expressed relative 
to the local axis system by a co-ordinate transformation. 
The general form of the equations of motion for each two dimensional link segment is of the 
form (Fig. 2.5.6): 
LFix = mi.aix = Ripx - Ridx - mj.g,sinei 

















L 1 ~rox 
L Dist 't. IZ 
rrrox_ai = mi.g.yi.sin8i - mi_g.xi.cos8i 
+ Ridx · Yid - Ridy · Xid + 'tip - 'Cid 
= r!)ist a- - . 8 - 8 
i . i = mi.g·Yi·sm i - mi.g.xi.cos i 
+Ripy·Xip -Ripx·Yip +-cip -'Cid 
'°' ,.,.IZ~oM = ICoM R R R + R L.i. i .ai = ipy·xid - ipx·Yip - idy·Xid idx·Yid 




The equations of motion for the two dimensional link-segment model of the lower limb (Fig. 
2.5.6) are: 
LFTx = mT.aTx = RTpx - RTdx - mT.g.sin8T 
LFTy mT.aTy = RTpy - RTdy - mT.g.cos8T 
LFsx ms.asx = Rspx - Rsdx - m8 .g.sin8 8 
2.5.10 
LFsy ms.asy = Rspy - Rsdy - m8 .g.cos88 
LFFx mp.apx RFpx + foRy·cos8p + foRz·sin8p - mp.g.sin8F 












L "CProx Tz IProx T .aT 
L"CProx Sz IProx a s . s 
L"CProx Fz JProx a F · F 
or 
L"CDist = !Dist a Tz T · T 
L"CDist = Sz 
!Dist a s . s 
L"CDist Fz 
!Dist a 
F · F 
or 
L"C~M ICoM a T · T 
L"CCoM ICoM a = Sz s . s 
L"CCoM = ICoM a = Fz F · F 
where: 
g = 9.81 m.s-2 
= 
= 
mT.g·YT·sineT - mT.g.xT.coseT 
+RTdx·YTd -RTdy·XTd +1:H -"CK 
ms .g. y s. sines - ms .g. Xs. coses 
+ Rsdx · Y Sd - Rsdy · Xsd + "CK - "CA 
mp.g.yp.sineF - mp.g.xp.coseF 
faRz·XGR·coseF -fGRz·YGR·sineF 
- faRy·XGR·coseF - iGRy·YGR·sineF 
+"CA 
mT.g.yT.sineT - mT.g.xT.coseT 
+ RTpy · XTp - RTpx · Y Tp +"CH - "CK 
ms.g·Ys .sines - ms .g. Xs. coses 
+ Rspy · Xsp - Rspx · Y Sp + "CK - "CA 
m F. g. )' F . sine F - mp.g.Xp.CoseF 
faRz .xGR .coseF - j GRz · Y GR · sine F 
- iGRy·XGR .coseF - faRy·YGR·sineF 
+ R Fpy · X Fp - R Fpx · Y Fp + "CA 
RTpy · XTp - RTpx · Y Tp + RTdx · Y Td - RTdy · XTd 
+"CH -"CK 
Rspy · Xsp - Rspx · Y Sp + Rsdx · Y sd - Rsdy · Xsd 
+"CK -"CA 
R Fpy · X Fp - R Fpx · Y Fp + R Fdx · Y Fd - R Fdy · X Fd 
+ faRz·xGRF·coseF - faRz·YGR·sineF 




x,y = local co-ordinates measured from the point about which moments are summed 












x, y = local co-ordinates of centre of mass measured from the point about which moments are 







The choice of whether to sum moments about the proximal joint, centre of mass or distal joint 
depends on individual preferences. If the body-fixed axis system is located at one joint centre 
and all local co-ordinates are expressed relative to these axes, then it would be efficient to sum 
moments with respect to this joint centre. However, inertia tensors and local co-ordinates 
expressed relative to one axis system can always be calculated for another axis system. 
The general equations of motion for each three dimensional link-segment model take the form 
(Figure 2.5. 7): 
LFix mi.aix = Ripx - Ridx + mi.gix 
LFiy = mi.aiy = Ripy - R.d + mi.giy 2.5.12 I y 
LFiz = mi.aiz = Ripz - Ridz + mi.giz 
and 
L 1::rox m.gz·Y - m.gy.z - Rdz·Yd + Rdy·Zd + 'tpx - 'tdx 
L 't~rox = m.gx.Z - m.gz.x - Rdx·zd + Rdz·Xd + 'tpy - 'tdy 2.5.13a 
L 1:!rox m.gy.x - m.gx.y ~ Rdy·xd + Rdx·Yd + 'tpz - 'tdz 
or 
L,;;oM = Rpz·Yp - Rpy·Zp - Rdz·Yd + Rdy·Zd + 'tpx - 'tdx 
L't~oM Rpx·Zp - Rpz·Xp - Rdx· 2 d + Rdz·Xd + 'tpy - 'tdy 2.5.13b 





L 't~ist - -+R m.gz·Y - m.gy.Z pz·Yp - Rpy·Zp + 'tpx - 'tdx 
L 't~ist = - -+R m.gx.Z - m.gz.X px·zp - Rpz·xp + 'tpy - 'tdy 2.5.13c 
L 't~ist - -+R m.gy.x - m.gx·Y py·xp - Rpx·Yp + 'tpz - 'tdz 
where: 
g = 9.81 ms-2 
r::1-
r i.il i.h i.kj O ] 
j.il j.j I j,k1 . 0 
k.il k.jl k,k1 -9.81 
rforu, 1- rul i.j I i,k 1 lrfo~] fGRiy j.il j.jl j,k1 · fGRy 
fGRiz k.il k.jl k,k1 fGRz 
x, y, z = local co-ordinates measured from the point about which moments are summed 
(proximal, centre of mass or distal) 
x, y, z = local co-ordinates of centre of mass measured from the point about which moments 
are summed (proximal or distal) 
fGRix,fGRiy,JGRiz = ground reaction force with components along local axes 
gix,giy,giz = gravitational acceleration with components along local axes. 
The equations of motion for a three dimensional link-segment model of the lower limb (Figure 
2.5.7) are: 
2-65 
LFTx mT.aTx RTpx - RTdx + mT.gTx 
LFTy mT.aTy RTpy - RTdy + mT.gTy 
LFTz mT.aTz = RTpz - RTdz + mT.gTz 
LFsx ms.asx Rspx - Rsdx + ms .gsx 
LFsy ms.asy Rspy - Rsdy + ms .gsy 
LFsz = ms.asz = Rspz - Rsdz + ms· gsz 
LFFx = mF.aFx RFpx + faRJ<x + mF.gFx 
LFFy mF.aFy RFpy + faRJ<y + mF.gFy 
LFFz = mF.aFz = RFpz + faRJ<z + mF.gFz 
If moments are summed relative to the distal end: 
L 't~!st = mT.gTz·YT - mT.gTy .ZT + RTpz ·YTp - RTpy· 2 Tp +'tHx - 'tKx 
L 't~t = mT.gTx·ZT - mT.gTz·XT + RTpx· 2 Tp - RTpz·XTp +'tHy - 'tKy 
"",,.Dist= - - +R R + LJ 'Tz mT.gTy·XT - mT.gTx·YT Tpy·XTp - Tpx·YTp 'tttz - 'tKz 
"" 't Dist = LJ Sx 
"" 't Dist = LJ Sy 
ms.gsz·Ys -ms.gsy·Zs +Rspz·Ysp -Rspy·Zsp +'tKx -'tAx 
ms.gsx·Zs -ms.gsz·Xs +Rspx·Zsp -Rspz·Xsp +'tKy -'tAy 
L't~!st = mF.gFz·YF-mF.gFy·ZF +RFpz·YFp -RFpy· 2 Fp +'tAx 
+ f GRJ<z. y GRJ< - f GRJ<y. ZaRJ< 
"" ,,. Dist = - - + R R + LJ • Fy m F · g Fx · ZF - m F · g Fz · X F Fpx · z Fp - Fpz · X Fp 't Ay 
+ faRJ<x·ZGRJ< - faRJ<z·XGRJ< 
L 't ~~st = m F · g Fy · X F - m F · g Fx · Y F + R Fpy · X Fp - R Fpx · Y Fp + 't Az 
+ f GRJ<y • X GRJ< - f GRJ<x • Y GRJ< 
2.5.14 
2.5.15 
Forces and moments are summed with respect to the body-fixed axes. Resultant forces, 
moments and co-ordinates are likewise expressed with respect to body-fixed axes. 
The expanded form of the left hand side of equations (2.5.14) and (2.5.15) are given in section 
2.3 .3 .1 for the linear acceleration of the centre of mass, section 2.4.1 for the translation 




2.5.4.2 Equipollence equations 
The equipollence equations relate resultant joint moments and forces to muscle, bone contact, 
and ligament forces. In equating moments, the unknown variables are positive scalars in the 
form of individual muscle forces. Resultant joint moments and forces have previously been 
calculated along with all muscle elements' lines of action. The choice of axis system in which 
to express theses equations largely depends on the preferences of the researcher. In the 
method presented, the equipolance equations are expressed relative to local body-fixed axis 
systems. Points to be considered in the choice of either a global or local axes system relative to 
which forces and moments are to be summed, include (Fig. 2.5.8): 
i) Information on muscle origins, insertions and deflection points, as well as 
joint centre locations are expressed relative to local co-ordinate systems; 
ii) The position vectors of segment local axes origins are relative to global co-
ordinates; 
iii) · For each segment, two transformations are required to express the joint 
centre location and resultant moments relative to global axes, while two 
transformations are required to express the global vector connecting the two 
local axis systems relative to each local system; 
iv) Transformations of vectors locating axis origins, joint centres or components 
of resultant moments only have to be carried out once for any given 
instantaneous position; 
v) For each muscle, two transformations are required to express the origin and 
insertion relative to global axes, while two transformations are also required 
in order to express the opposing origin or insertion relative to each local 
system; 
vi) As a greater number of muscles are modelled than segments, for 
computational efficiency, the aim would be to minimise the number of 
transformations involving muscle co-ordinates (i.e. origins, insertions and 
deflection points) rather than transformations of moments and position 
vectors of body-fixed axes; 
vii) Little difference exists in the number of co-ordinate transformations required 
in summing moments relative to the global or local systems. The choice of 







viii) The directions of compressive and shear bone-on-bone forces are known 
relative to the local system and may coincide with carefully placed local axes 
systems; and 
ix) Moment arms and muscle lines of action calculated with respect to each local 
system may be anatomically more meaningful with carefully placed local axes 
than if these vectors were expressed relate to the global axes. 
Zr 
Xr 
Xo2r, Y 02r,Zo2r 
.. ···•·•• 
..... / Xon,Yon,Zon 
... · .. -· .::---·· 
Yr 
Figure 2.5.8 Body fixed axes related by position in a global axis system. 
Global axes are given by (Xr, Y1,Zr). The origin of two body-fixed axes 
are given by (Xou,You,Zou) and (Xo2r,Yo21,Zo2r). A muscle-tendon 
element is represented by two points M1 and M2 defined in each body-
fixed axis system (x1,Y1,z1) and (x2,y2,z2) respectively. A co-ordinate 
transformation is then required to express the muscle origin and 
insertion in a common axis system and calculate the direction of force 
ifx1h1/z1). 






The position vector of the origin of the muscle element relative to the first local system, 
whether it be a point of attachment or deflection in the second axes system, is given by: 
2.5. l 7a 
or 
l xm, 'l l '., ·'.r il • j I i1 .k1 llx,1211 Y o 1 = J1 ·11 jl.jl jl .kl · yo12 I 
2 mo I k1 .ii k1 .jl k1.k1 Zo121 
2.5. l 7b l '., ·'.1 i1 'j I i,.k, l l i1.i2 i1 .j 2 i1.k, r, 1 + Ji. •1 j1.jl j1.k1 · j1.i2 h,j2 j1,k2 · Y2 
k1. i1 k1 .jl k1,k1 k1,i2 k1.j2 k1,k2 Z2 
The force exerted by a muscle may be represented by a vector of appropriate magnitude with 
components expressed relative to an orthogonal axes system or as a product of magnitude and 
a unit vector in the direction of the force. Thus, muscle force may be given by: 
f = (fx i, /y j, / 2 k) 
= f(fux i, /uy j, fuz k) 
= f. f umt 
2.5.18 
A unit vector in the direction of the muscle line of action relative to the first local system is 
given by the origin and insertion of the muscle: 
!umt 1 = 
f muscle origin 1 - f 1 









The equipolance moment equations for a given joint equate resultant joint moments with the 
sum of moments produced by each muscle that crosses the joint Ligaments are assumed not 
to contribute to the resultant joint moment and only one bone-on-bone force is present which 
acts through the joint centre. The general form of these equations are: 
where 
m 
1 jntx = L ./i {fuzi .(yi -y j)- fuyi .(zi -zj)) 
i=l 
m 
1jnty = Lfi{fuxi·(zi -z)- fuzi·(xi -x)) 
i=l 
m 
1jntz = L.li{fuyi·(xi-xj)-fuxi·(yi-Y)) 
i=l 
1 jnt = resultant joint moment 
m = number of muscles crossing the joint 
Ji = scalar magnitude of force of muscle i 
fux,fuy,fuz = unit vector in direction of force 
x j, y j , z j = coordinates of joint centre 
xi, y i, zi = coordinates of insertion of muscle i 
If the origin of the body-fixed axes are coincident with the joint centre, then: 
For the simplified model of the lower limb, eight muscle groups can be represented (Fig. 






't Hip X 
't Hip y 
't Hip z 
f 1 (f uzlb · Y lb - f uylb · Z lb ) + f 2 (f uz2b · Y 2b - f uy2b · z 2b ) 
+ f 3 (f uz3b · Y 3b - f uy3b · Z 3b ) + f 4 (f uz4b · Y 4b - f uy4b · Z 4b ) 
f 1 (J uxlb · Z lb - f uzlb · X lb ) + f 2 (J ux2b · Z 2b - f uz2b · X 2b ) 
+ f 3 (J ux3b · Z 3b - f uz3b · X 3b ) + f 4 (J ux4b · Z 4b - f uz4b · X 4b ) 
f 1 (/ uylb · X lb - f uxlb · Y lb)+ f 2 (f uy2b · X 2b - f ux2b · Y 2b ) 
+ f 3 (f uy3b · X 3b - f ux3b · Y 3b ) + f 4 (f uy4b · X 4b - f ux4b · Y 4b ) 
't Knee x = /3 (fuz3d · Y 3d - fuy3d · Z3d) + f4 (f uz4b · Y 4b - fuy4b · Z4b) 
+ fs (f uz5d · Y 5d - fuy5d · Z5d) + f6 (f uz6b · Y 6b - fuy6b · Z6b) 
't Knee y = /3 (fux3d · Z3d - fuz3d · X3d) + f4 (fux4b · Z4b - f uz4b · X4b) 
+ fs(fux5d·Z5d -fuz5d·Xsd)+ f6(fux6b·Z6b - fuz6b·X6b) 
't Knee z = /3 (fuy3d · X3d - fux3d · Y 3d) + f4 (Juy4b · X4b - f ux4b · Y 4b) 
+ fs(fuy5d·Xsd - fux5d·Ysd)+ f6(fuy6b·X6b - fux6b·Y6b) 
't Ankle x = f 6 (f uz6b · Y 6b - fuy6b · Z6b) + f1 (fuz7b · Y 7b - f uy7b · Z7b) 
+ fs (f uz8b · Y 8b - fuy8b · Zgb) 
'tAnkley = f6(fux6b·Z6b -fuz6b·X6b)+ fifux7b·Z7b - fuz7b·x7b) 
+ fs (fux8b · Zsb - f uz8b · Xgb) 
't Ankle z = /6 (f uy6b · X 6b - f ux6b · Y 6b) + f1 (f uy7b · X7b - f ux7b · Y 7b) 




Similar expressions can be derived for the resultant joint moments occurring at the distal end 
of each segment: 
-'tHipx = f1(fuzla·Y1a - fuyla·Z1a)+ f2(fuz2a·Y2a - fuy2a·Z2a) 
+ f3 (f uz3a · Y 3a - fuy3a · Z3a) + f4 (fuz4a · Y 4a - fuy4a · Z4a) 
- 't Hip y = f1 (fuxla · Zia - fuzla ·Xia)+ f2 (fux2a · Z2a - fuz2a · Xza) 
+ f3(fux3a·Z3a - fuz3a·X3a) + fifux4a·Z4a - fuz4a·X4a) 
- 't Hip z = f1 (fuyla · Xia - fuxla · Y la)+ f2 (fuy2a · X2a - fux2a · Y 2a) 











- 'C Knee x = /3 (fuz3c · Y 3c - /uy3c, · Z3c) + /4 (fuz4a · Y 4a - fuy4a · Z4a) 
+f5 (fQz5c · Y 5c - fuy5c · Zsc) + f6 (f uz.6a · Y 6a - fuy6a · Z6a) 
-"CKneey = fifux3c·Z3c - fuz3c·X3c)+ f4(fux4a·Z4a - fuz4a·X4a) 
+ fs(fux5c·Z5c - fuz5c·Xsc)+ f6(fux6a·Z6a -fuz6a·X6a) 
- 'C Knee z = /3 (fuy3c · X3c - fux3c · Y 3c) + f4 (Juy4a · X4a - fux4a · Y 4a) 
+ fs (f uy5c · X 5c - f ux5c · Y 5c) + f6 (f uy6a · X6a - fux6a · Y 6a) 
- 'C Ankle x = f6 (f uz6a · Y 6a - fuy6a · Z6a) + f1 (fuz7a · Y 7a - fuy7a · Z7a) 
+ fg (f uzga · Y ga - fuy8a · Zga) 
- 'C Ankley = f6(fux6a .Z6a - fuz6a·X6a) + fifux7a·Z7a - fuz7a .X7a) 
+ fg(fuxga·Zga - fuzga·Xga) 
- 'C Ankle z = f6 (f uy6a · X6a - f ux6a · Y 6a) + f1 (fuy7a · X7a - fux7a · Y 7a) 
+ fg (fuyga · Xga - f uxga · Y ga) 
2.5.23b 
2.5.23c 
The equipolance force equations for a given joint equate resultant joint forces with the sum of 
forces produced by each muscle that crosses the joint and the bone-on-bone forces produced 
at the joint. Ligaments are assumed not to contribute to the resultant joint moment and only 
one bone-on-bone force is present which acts through the joint centre. The general form of 
these equations are: 
m 
Rpx = L(fix) + fvx 
i=l 
m 
RPY = Z:(/iy) + /py 2.5.24 
i=l 
m 











Figure 2.5.9 Free body diagram representing moments and forces of 
the lower limb. Resultant joint moments of the hip, knee, and ankle are 
given by 'tHx, 'tKx, and 'tAx respectively. Resultant proximal joint forces 
of the thigh, shank, and foot are given by (/Tpy, /Tpz), (/spy, /spz), and (/Fpy, 
.fopz) respectively. Ground reaction force is given by (/GRy, /GRz). Eight 
muscle-tendon elements are shown. 
For the simplified model of the lower limb (Fig. 2.5.9), the equipolant force equations are: 
RTpx = f1bx + f2bx + /3bx + /4bx + /Tpx 
RTpy = f1by + f2by + /3by + /4by + f Tpy 
RTpz = f1bz + f2bz + /3bz + /4bz + f Tpz 
Rspx = /3dx + f 4bx + fsdx + f6bx + fspx 
Rspy = /3dy + f 4by + fsdy + /6by + /spy 2.5.25 
Rspz = /3dz + /4bz + fsdz + f6bz + fspz 
RFpx = f6bx + f 7bx + f&bx + f Fpx 
RFpy = /6by + /7by + f&by + /Fpy 
RFpz = f6bz + f 7bz + f&bz + fFpz 









-RPdx = f1ax + f2ax + f3ax + f 4ax + f Pdx 
-RPdy = f1ay + f 2ay + f3ay + f 4ax + f Pdy 
-Rpc1z = f1az + f2az + fJaz + f4ax + fpc1z 
-RTdx =f +f +f +J, +f Jex 5ex 4ax 6ax Tdx 
-RTdy =f +f +f +J, +f Jey 5ey 4ay 6ay Tdy 2.5.26 
-RTdz = /Jez + fsez + f4az + f6az + f Tdz 
-Rsdx = f6ax + f ?ax + f 8ax + fsdx 
-Rsdy = f6ay + f 7ay + f8ay + fsdy 
-Rsc1z = f 6az + f 7az + fgaz + fsc1z 
with: 
lR,~ l [R~x] Rsdy [R] RApx 
Rsc1z RApx 
lRT~ l [ Rspx] 
RTdy = [R] Rspx 
RTdz Rspx 
lRH~l [R~x] RHdy = [R] RTpx 
RHdz RTpx 
Substituting the equipolance force and moment equations for a segment into the equations of 
motion involving resultant forces and moments results in Euler's translation and rotational 
equations of motion. Taking the thigh as an example and expanding equations (2.5.14) and 
(2.5.15): 
LfTx = f1bx + f2bx + fJbx + fTpx +/Jex+ fsex + f6ax + fTdx + mT.gTx 
LfTy = f1by + f2by + fJby + fTpy + fJey + fscy + f6ay + fTdy + mT.gTy 







""' Dist_ - - +j j +j ~ "CTx - mT.gTz·YT -mT.gTy·ZT lbz·Y1b - lby·zlb 2bz·Y2b 
- f2by · Z2b + fJbz · Y Jb - fJby · ZJb + f4bz · Y 4b - f4by · Z4b 
+!Jez· Y Je - fJey · ZJe + f4az · Y 4a - f 4ay · Z4a + fsez · Y 5e 
- fsey · Z5e + f6az · Y 6a - f6ay · Z6a + RTpz · Y Tp - RTpy · ZTp 
""' Dist - - +j j +f ~ "CTy = mT .gTx · ZT - mT .gTz · XT lbx · Zlb - lbz · X1b 2bx · Z2b 
- f2bz · X2b + fJbx · ZJb - fJbz · XJb + f4bx · Z4b - f4bz · X4b 
+!Jex· ZJe - fJez · XJe + f4ax · Z4a - f4az · X4a + fsex · Z5e 
- fsez · Xse + f6ax · Z6a - f6az · X6a + RTpx · ZTp - RTpz · XTp 
""' Dist _ - - + j j + f ~ "CTz - mT.gTy·XT -mT.gTx·YT lby·Xlb - lbx·Ylb 2by·X2b 
- f2bx · Y2b + fJby .XJb - fJbx ·YJb + f4by · X4b - f4bx · Y 4b 
+ fJey · XJe - fJex · Y Je + f4ay · X4a - f4ax · Y 4a + fsey · X5e 
- fsex·Y 5e + f6ay·X6a - f6ax·Y 6a + RTpy·XTp - RTpx·YTp 
2.5.28 
Note that the moments about the hip, "CHip, are calculated relative to the proximal joint centre. 
The vector (xTp, YTp, ZTp) is the position of the proximal joint centre relative to the distal joint 
centre, and the following are equivalent: j 1.(fuxla) and f 1ax. 
The unit vectors in the direction of the line of action of individual muscle elements (fux, /uy,/uz) 
will depend on each muscle's instantaneous position relative to each segment. The 
components of bone-on-bone forces directed parallel to the long axis of each segment (frpz, 
fspz, fFpz) gives the respective joint compressive forces, while the components of bone-on-bone 
force perpendicular to the long axis of each segment (JTpx, fTpy, fspx, fspy, flpx, fFpy) give the 
respective joint shear forces. When interpreting the direction of resultant force, moments or 
bone-on-bone forces, a positive sign means that it is acting in the same direction as shown on 
the free body diagram (Fig. 2.5.6, Fig. 2.5.7 and Fig. 2.5.9). 
The choice of whether to use equations (2.5.22) and (2.5.25) to sum moments and forces 
relative to the proximal end, or alternatively using equations (2.5.23) and (2.5.26) to sum 
moments and forces relative to the distal end of each segment is largely up to personal 
preference. Further discussion on conventions for placing body-fixed axes is made in Section 
3.3. However, if the body-fixed axes are placed at the distal end of each segment, and local 
co-ordinates of muscle origins and insertions are known relative to these axes, then it would 
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2.5.4.3 Solving for resultant joint moments and resultant joint forces 
With an accurate description of the kinematics of the movement, mass and inertial properties 
of segments and external forces, resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments can be 
calculated using the equations of motion (Section 2.5.4.1). This is done by starting at a 
segment where the distal forces acting on the segment are known. In a link-segment system of 
the human body, the most distal link will not contain resultant forces at a distal joint centre, as 
in the feet or hands (equations 2.5.10 and 2.5.14). Knowing the mass, acceleration of the 
centre of mass and all external force acting on the most distal segment, the resultant forces of 
the proximal joint can be calculated. For the next linked segment, the distal resultant joint 
forces, mass and acceleration of the centre of mass are now known, and proximal resultant 
joint forces can be calculated. For the two linked segments, respective distal and proximal 
resultant joint forces acting across the joint are equal in magnitude. In a similar fashion, 
resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments can be calculated for the whole linked 
segment system. 
In this progressive manner of calculating resultant force, the trunk should be avoided if 
possible due to the assumptions that are made in regard to its motion as a rigid link-segment. 
The trunk's motion is complex where each vertebrae may be thought of as link-segment 
capable of flexion, extension and rotation. Inherent errors arise in representing the trunk as 
one or two link-segments. Therefore in a model of the lifting task for example, the forces 
acting on the arms should be calculated from known loads on the hands rather than from 
ground reaction forces acting at the feet. 
2.5.5 Joint centre 
Accurate estimations of joint centre locations are required for the rigid body analysis of 
motion. In determining resultant joint moments for a rigid body system from the equations of 
motion, joint centre locations determine points at which forces are transmitted between 
segments and about which moments are calculated. When determining individual muscle 
forces, moment arms appear in the constraint equations ( equipolance equations which equate 
muscle forces to resultant joint moments) used in optimisation methods (Herzog, 1987). 
Moment arms may also appear in the cost function utilised in optimisation methods (Herzog, 




Crowninshield & Brand, 1987). An exception is the cost function proposed by Dul, et al. 
(1984a) where the minimum-fatigue criteria is independent of moment arm. In order to 
calculate an individual muscle's moment arms, the line of action of the muscle-tendon complex 
and the joint centre need to be defined (Herzog, 1996). An exception to this is determining 
moment arms by the tendon travel approach of Spoor, et al. (1990). 
Ajoint centre can be defined as a point representing segment contact through which bone-on-
bone forces are considered to be transferred. This point represents a mean point of the total 
contact surface and is not fixed with respect to the two joining segments. Joint centres can be 
determined using either a functional or predictive approach (Leardini, et al., 1999). In the 
functional approach a joint centre is taken as the pivot point associated with segment rotations 
while in the predictive method, regression equations are used to describe normal joint position, 
usually with respect to bony landmarks. 
2.5.5.1 Prediction approach 
In the predictive approach, joint centres are commonly described as a fixed point. This 
assumption reduces the complexity of human joints to simplified geometric structures of fixed 
centres of rotation. Joint centres would ideally be located through radiographic means, and the 
location of the joint centres expressed relative to external bony landmarks. In most studies 
however, direct measurements are not available, and predictive methods are used to locate 
joint centres based on radiographic and cadaver studies and expressed relative to external bony 
landmarks (Seidel, et al., 1995; Herzog, 1996; de Leva, 1996; Leardini, et al., 1999). For the 
lower limb, the following have been used: 
Ankle joint centre: In a transverse plane at the level of the inferior tip of the lateral 
malleolus of the fibula and a point 5 mm (Zatsiorsky, 1998) or 6 mm ( de Leva, 1996) 
inferior to the medial malleoli of the tibia. 
Knee joint centre: (Zatsiorsky, 1998) Midpoint of a line joining the centres of the 
posterior convexities of the femoral condyles, and ( de Leva, 1996) in a transverse 
plane 32 mm or 34 mm superior to the tibiale for females and males respectively. 
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Hip joint centre : (Seidel, et al., 1995) Pelvic axes placed at mid-ASIS and medio-
lateral passing through both ASIS and anterio-superior passing through pubic 
symphysis. Hip joint centre was located 36% of pelvic width laterally, 34% of pelvic 
depth posterior, and 79% of pelvic height inferior. Pelvic width is from right to left 
ASIS, pelvic height is from mid-ASIS to pubic symphysis, and pelvic depth is diagonal 
distance between contra-lateral ASIS and PSIS. 
Hip joint centre : (Leardini, et al., 1999) For the male pelvis, with pelvic axes placed at 
mid-ASIS and medio-lateral axis passing through both ASIS and the anterio-superior 
axis passing through mid-PSIS. Hip joint centre was located 39% of pelvic width 
laterally, 31 % of pelvic depth posterior, and 9.6% of leg length inferiorally. Pelvic 
width is from right to left ASIS, leg length is from ASIS to medial malleolus, and 
pelvic depth is mid-ASIS to mid-PSIS. 
Seidel, et al. (1995) and Leardini, et.al. (1999) found that in the pelvis axis system, the hip 
joint centre co-ordinates in the medio-lateral, superio-inferior and anterio-posterior directions 
were best correlated with pelvic width, pelvic or thigh length, and pelvic depth respectively. 
They concluded that each co-ordinate of hip joint location should be normalised to the 
corresponding dimension of the pelvis, when applying pelvic co-ordinate data to different 
subjects. However, pelvic width was found not to be a good predictor of pelvic depth or 
height, and pelvic depth was not found to be a good predictor of pelvic height. 
A disadvantage of the regression approach is the non-specific nature of the prediction, 
although relative measures are often used that are based on mean joint location and mean 
segment dimensions. When investigating clinical conditions, greater accuracy is often required, 
hence the need for subject-specific information on joint centre locations. However, 
radiographic measures are not always available. It has also been argued that joint axes of 
rotation and joint centres are not stationary but vary through the range of motion, and may 
vary widely between subjects (Zatsiorsky, 1998). 
2.5.5.2 Functional approach 
To improve accuracy, attempts have been made to represent centres of joint rotation and 








calculating instantaneous centres or rotation (ICR) and instantaneous helical axes (IHR) to 
better describe the rotations occurring at a joint. Physical joint centres have also been 
estimated by ICR, pivot point of IHA or moving contact point (Herzog, 1996; Zatsiorsky, 
1998, Leardini, et al., 1999). Herzog (1996) points out two disadvantages of using a moving 
contact point for the joint centre: i) the joint centre is hard to determine and ii) the moment 
produced by the distributed joint contact force cannot be ignored. 
2.5.5.2.1 Function approach - planar motion 
For planar motion, a finite segment movement can be viewed as a combination of both 
translation within a plane and rotation about an axes perpendicular to the plane. In the planar 
case the rotational axes defines the centre of rotation. The centre of rotation is not fixed with 
respect to the moving segment but migrates with time. As the movement progresses, the 
changing relative position of the centre of rotation maps out a path called a 'centrode' 
(Zatsiorsky, 1998). Therefore during any finite change in segment position, the centre of 
rotation is also changing. In calculating the instantaneous centre of rotation (ICR), the finite 
difference needs to be sufficiently small so that the changes in finite centre of rotation are also 
small and approach that of the ICR. 
In defining ICR (Zatsiorsky, 1998) as a point about which all points of a segment rotate. This 
point is not necessarily located on, or fixed in position with respect to the moving segment or 
any other segment. The movement of the segment with respect to any other point involves 
translation and rotation. The ICR therefore, does not represent a point of contact between 
segments or any other physical point. 
Methods to locate ICR in the planar case are given by Zatsiorsky (1998) . 
2.5.5.2.1.1 Reuleaux method 
A line connecting two consecutive positions of a single point approximates the direction of the 
velocity vector of the mid-point. A perpendicular to this vector at the mid-point then 
represents a radial line passing through the centre of rotation. If the mid-point and 
perpendiculars of two or more points are found, then the intersection of the radial lines is the 





mathematical derivation of the Reuleaux method for calculating ICR is given by Zatsiorsk:y 
(1998), where ICR is given by: 
1 (Y4 -y3)(x~ -Xi +y~ -yi)+(Y1 -Y2)(x~ -x; +y~ -yn 
2 (y4 -y3)(x2 -x1)-(Y2 -Y1)(x4 -x3) 
YrcR 
1 (x3 -x4)(x~ -Xi +y~ -yi)+(x2 -x1)(x~ -x; +y~ -yn 
2 (y4 -y3)(x2 -x1)-(Y2 -Y1)(x4 -x3) 
Al-. ..... 
Figure 2.5.10 Reuleaux method for locating an instantaneous 
centre of rotation . 
2.5.5.2.1.2 Point of zero velocity 
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V p = velocity of point in global frame 
V L = velocity of origin oflocal frame 
ro = angular velocity of local frame 
rp = location vector of point in local frame 
v P = velocity of point in local frame 
The ICR is the instantaneous point on the inertia frame about which all points of the moving 
frame are instantaneously rotating. Therefore the ICR is at rest with respect to both the inertia 
and moving frames of reference (Ve= vc = 0). Therefore, 
2.5.32 
where: 
re = position velctor ofICR 
For a rigid body (vp = 0), substituting equation 2.5.32 into equation 2.5.31, yields (Zatsiorsky, 
1998); 
in vector components: 
r
x~: l rrpxj rrcxj - [o o ro ,] x ~y - [o o ro ,] x ~y 
expanding gives scalar equations: 
and on rearranging: 
x = rcy- ro z - rPY. ro z 
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2.5.36 




Therefore, in the planar case if the angular velocity of the moving segment is known, in 
addition .to the local co-ordinates and global velocity of a point on the segment, then the ICR 
can be calculated for the segment. 
2.5.5.2.1.3 Kennedy's theorem 
When three bodies have planar motion, their instant centres lie on a straight line, called the line 
of centres. For three linked segments, three ICR exist (C12, cB and C23) where Cij is a point 
where segment j has zero velocity with respect to segment i (Fig. 2.5.11). The mathematical 
derivation of Kennedy's theorem for calculating ICR is given by Zatsiorsky (1998), where C13 
is given by (Fig. 2.5.11): 
where: 
C 12 = instantaneous center of rotation of segment 2 with respect to segment 1. 
C13 = position vector of the instantaneous center of rotation of segment 3. 
with respect to segement 1, with origin at C12 . 
C23 = position vector of the instantaneous center of rotation of segment 3 
with respect to segement 2, with origin at C12 . 
81 = angular velocity of the second segment, with respect to the first segment. 
82 = angular velocity of the third segment, with respect to the first segment. 
2.5.37 
This states that the position of C13 is dependent on the ratio of the angular velocities of the 
two joints comprising a three segment system. If the angular velocity of the second segment is 
zero relative to the first segment, then C13 is equal to C23. If the angular velocity of the second 
and third segments are equal, relative to the first segment (83 = 0, Fig. 2.5.11), then C13 is 
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Figure 2.5.11. Instantaneous centres of rotation for 
three link planar system. 
With application to the lower limb comprising foot, shank and thigh, the line of centres joins 
the ICR of the shank relative to the foot and the ICR of the thigh relative to the shank (Fig. 
2.5.12). The ICR of the thigh relative to the foot lies on the line of centres at a position 
determined by the angular velocities of the shank and thigh relative to the foot. 
Thigh (\\ 1J . ~ line of centers 
Shank .l..~•: ~~ 
Foot 
•.•. ·· CsF 
Figure 2.5.12 Instantaneous centres of rotation for 
three segments of the lower limb. 
2.5.5.2.1.4 Measurement error 
Planar methods of calculating ICR suffer from measurement errors (Zatsiorsky, 1998). In the 
two dimensional approach, it is necessary for the movement plane of the segment to be 
perpendicular to the optical axes viewing the motion (Zatsiorsky, 1998). When this is the case, 








image plane. In practice, the segment movement plane and two dimensional image plane will 
seldom align for the duration of three dimensional motion. With mal-alignment in image and 
movement planes, segment rotation will trace out ellipses in the image plane leading to errors 
in calculating finite joint centres (Zatsiorsky, 1998). Measurement error also results from the 
accuracy with which locations of points on the segment are measured in the image plane. 
Measurement error will introduce translations and rotations to the calculated segment 
position. The time period required to measure changes in segment position needs to be 
sufficiently large to measure a finite rotation given errors in position data. As proportionally 
large translation errors and relatively small rotations can result in large errors in centres of 
rotation and pure translation of the segment an undefined ICR will result. 
In summary, the existence of an ICR requires that, at any instant in time the segment rotates 
about an instantaneous point. This point is not associated with any physical point on the 
segment. During any finite time period, the ICR is not considered to be fixed but moves in 
time producing and instant centre pathway. The smaller the period between successive 
segment positions, the closer a calculated finite centre of rotation approximates the ICR. At 
the same time if the rotation is small or similarly, the time period is to short, calculating ICR 
suffers from potentially large inaccuracies due to measurement error (Zatsiorsky, 1998). 
Zatsiorsky (1998) further states that because of the complexities of motion of may joints 
(namely the existence of pure rotation), and measurement error, the measurement of finite 
axes of rotation can be an unreliable estimator of instantaneous centres of rotation. Smoothing 
successive marker positions prior to calculating ICR may help reduce variability and produce 
more meaningful results (Zatsiorsky, 1998). 
Planar methods are, in general, not suitable for the analysis of joint motion for the following 
reasons: 
i) Joint rotations can seldom be considered as occurring purely in one plane with a 
constant axis of rotation. Joint movements which may be considered planar may 
well involve migration of the IAR; 
ii) Planar methods are susceptible to measurement errors due to misalignment of 
image plane (optical axis) and joint movement plane (IAR); and 
iii) Joint axes of rotation might not align with anatomic planes or segment body-fixed 




2.5.5.2.2 Function approach - non-planar motion 
In this section, two methods for describing non-planar joint rotation are discussed - namely the 
instantaneous centre of rotation and the instantaneous helical axis. 
2.5.5.2.2.1 Instantaneous centre of rotation 
The calculation of instantaneous centre of rotation (ICR) in the planar case as presented in 
equation 2.5.34, can be expanded to three dimensional motion. On rewriting 2.5.34: 
2.5.38 
expanding gives scalar equations: 
x f pz • CO y - f PY • CO z - rcz·(Oy + rcy-(Oz 
y fpX'(O Z - fpz•(O X + fcz•(O X - fcx•(O Z 2.5.39 
z rpy·CO X - rpx·(O y - fey· CO x + rcx • CO y 
on rearrangmg: 
rcz·(O y - rcy•(Oz rpz·(O y - rpy·co 2 - x 
rcx·(O z - fCZ'(O X = rpx·(O z - fpz•(O X - y 2.5.40 
fcy•(O X - rcx·(O y = rpy•CO X - rpx·(O y - z 






Leardini, et al. ( 1999) tested the validity of the centre of rotation as a functional estimation of 
hip joint centre. In their experiment. four markers were attached to the pelvis and thigh, and 
their three dimensional position reproduced in hip movements involving flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction. The hip joint centre was the centre of the optimal spherical surface that 
fitted the trajectory of the thigh frame origin. No differences in HJC prediction were found 
between the two different movements, and the standard deviation for individual subjects in 
predicted HJC was in the range 2-4 mm. When compared with HJC location obtained from 
roentgen stero-photogrammetric analysis, the functional method proved an accurate and 
reliable predictor, with mean differences (functional minus roentgenographic) in medic-lateral, 
superio-inferior and anterio-posterior co-ordinates of -3.6 mm (std.= 3.5 mm), -1.7 mm (std. 
= 6.4 mm) and 4.2 mm (std. = 6. 7 mm) respectively. Carrying out a paired t-test of the data of 
Leardini, et al. (1999), the differences in function and roentgenographic HJC superio-inferior 
and anterio-posterior positions were not significantly different (p = 0.39 and 0.06 
respectively), however a significant difference was seen in the medic-lateral position (p = 
0.006). 
2.5.5.2.2.2 Helical axis 
The three dimensional position of a rigid body can be represented by a translation along and a 
rotation about an axis, called the helical or screw axis. As with instantaneous axes of rotation, 
helical axes change position and orientation with time as the three dimensional location of the 
segment changes. The path of the instantaneous helical axes (IHA) over a period of time is 
called the axode and the surface produced by the migration of the axis is referred to as the 
helical axis surface. Unlike Cardan or Euler rotation sequences to describe segment 
orientation, which are dependent on the direction of the body fixed axes (the respective axes 
corresponding to longitudinal, sagital and transverse anatomical axis) and rotational order, the 
screw axis and associated rotation are independent of the criteria used to define body fixed 
axes with respect to cardinal anatomical planes. Fioretti, et al. (1991) assessed the IHA as a 
functional tool in analysing joint motion. When applied to a physical joint model of the knee, 
the authors found that a weighted pivot point (WPP), defined as a point closest to all IHA' s in 
a weighted least squares sense, was a good approximation for the joint centre, with a reported 
error of 2.3 mm. The mean helical axis (MHA), referred to as an axis passing through the 
WPP and minimising the mean square distance between an arbitrary point on the axis and the 
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WPP of the hip proved to be a repeatable estimate of joint centre (within 0.01 meter of the 
mean value), although a radiographic based comparison was not available. The authors 
cautioned that the IHA was unreliable for the knee at slow rotational speeds during stance 
phase (angular velocity < 2 rad/sec), and that functional use of the IHA for the knee was 
limited due to measurement error arising from skin motion artefact of segment markers. The 
experimental protocol involved marker triads taped to the shank and thigh. Blankevoort, et al. 
(1990) in examining knee flexion, found the helical axis followed two distinct pathways 
depending on whether an internal or external axial load was applied to the long axis of the tibia 
during knee flexion. The knee joint, as evidenced by the oblique and varying helical axes, did 
not exhibit pure flexion with respect to the anatomical planes, but rather a combination of 
flexion and axial rotation. As cadaver knees were tested, ligament structures were likely to 
have provided motion constraints and, in doing so, determine the path of the joint and helical 
axis in response to external axial loading in the absence of neural and muscular responses. 
However, the natural locking action of the knee when extending to limit axial rotation at full 
extension, would suggest that similar patterns would be expected in live subjects undergoing 
knee extension when internal or external torques were applied to the tibia. 
For a series of IHA calculated over a period of joint motion, a mean pivot point can be defined 
as a point of intersection for all IHA' s over this period. Given that each axis is defined by an 
arbitrary point on the axis and a vector in the direction of the axis, then the parametric 
equation of the axis is (Fig. 2.5.13): 
where: 
(x, y, z) = arbitary point on line . 
(px, py, pz) = known point on line. 
(a, b, c) = vector parallel to line. 
x = px + t.a 
y = PY + t.b 
z = pz + t.c 
t = parameter describing arbitary point. 
2.5.42 
For any point to lie on the IHA, then a vector from this point to any point located on the axis 









( x - px y - py z - pz) x ( a b c) 
(y-py).c -(z-pz).b = 0 
(z-pz).a -(x-px).c = 0 
( x - px ). b - (y - py). a = 0 
c.y-b.z = py.c - pz. b 
a.z-c.x = pz.a - px.c 




For a single point to lie at the intersection of a number lines, that is the vectors formed by itself 
and any point on those lines, must be parallel to each respective vector located on each line, 
resulting in a series of equations to be solved simultaneously to give a mean pivot point. In 
matrix form: 
0 C1 -bi PY1-C1 - PZ1.b1 
-C1 0 a1 
l x., 1 
PZ1 .a1 - PX1 .c1 
bl -a1 0 . Ypp = PX1.b1 - PY1-a1 2.5.46 
zPP 
bn -an 0 PXn.bn - PYn·an 
where: 







If the axes used to describe the foot position are aligned with segment sagittal, transverse and 
longitudinal planes, a rotation about this joint will result in three distinct Eulerian rotations 
describing the movement of the foot. Similarly for the knee, if the rotational axes of the joint 
do not coincide with segment axes, then a pure joint rotation will be measured as three distinct 
Eularian rotations. Eularian, Cardan or Screw axes can equally be used to describe the 
dynamics of rigid body motion (Small, et al., 1982). In describing anatomically meaningful 
rotations, care must therefore be taken when distinguishing between rotations about body-
fixed axes (usually defined from anatomical landmarks) and joint axes determined from joint 
structure. Greene & Heckman (1994) present the rotational order and defined starting points 
from which rotations are measured for various joints in the clinical setting. 
The accuracy and reliability of calculated IHA or ICR and the meaningfulness of centrodes 
(ICR) or axodes (IHA) paths of human joints are dependent on the accuracy of measured 
segment location during movement. The motion occurring at a joint, in terms of both 
translation and rotation, depends on the shape of the joint surfaces and their congruity 
(Zatsiorsky, 1998). The more the joint surfaces approach simple congruent curved surfaces 
with similar radii of curvature, such as spheres or cylinders, the more stationary are the axes of 
rotation and the smaller the translation movements (Zatsiorsky, 1998). For joints with 
congruent joint surfaces of fixed radii of curvature and coincident centres of rotation (for 
example, simple hinge and ball and socket joints that do not allow translation within the joint), 
then the joint centre and ICR describe the same point and the instantaneous helical axis also 
passes through this point. In human joints, the axes of rotation have been reported to vary 
through the range of motion and vary widely between individuals (Zatsiorsky, 1998). The 
extent to which the ICR and pivot point of IHA coincide with the physical joint centre will 
depend on the magnitude of translation occurring at the joint contact surfaces. The 
relationship of ICR or mean pivot point derived from IHA to instantaneous joint centres and 
the influence of joint translation, joint surface and longitudinal rotations on the estimation to 
joint centres needs to be addressed before making conclusions on the validity and accuracy of 
functional predictions of physical joint centres. 
2.5.5.4 Moment arms - tendon travel approach 
Moment arms can be determined from joint morphometry obtained by radiographic images of 




centre position and tendon path can be determined (Spoor, et al., 1990). The moment arm 
with respect to this axis is the perpendicular distance from the tendon to joint axes in the plane 
of the rotation. For joints of several rotational degrees of freedom, the moment arm will 
depend on the rotation chosen and correct alignment of the radiographic image (Spoor, et al., 
1990). The accuracy of moment arm measurement is affected by the ability to align optical and 
joint axes, and to determine joint centres and tendon paths. These are factors are affected by 
(Spoor, et al., 1990): 
i) Changes in rotation axis and joint centre position with changes in joint 
angle; 
ii) Muscle-tendon crossing more than one joint; 
iii) Bulging of soft tissue, leading to changes in tendon position, with changes 
in joint angle; and 
iv) The presence of retinaculum and tendon sheaths, making determination of 
tendon paths more difficult. 
An alternative approach to determining moment arms is the tendon travel technique of Spoor, 
et al. (1990) and Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). For a change in joint angle, the effective moment 
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Figure 2.5.14 Tendon travel as a function of joint rotation. 
Tendon travel is measured on a slide scale for different joint 
angles. 
An advantage of this technique is that it does not require knowledge of joint centre position, 
however it does require a knowledge of the muscle-tendon pathway and how the muscle 
tendon length changes with segment rotation. In the approach of Spoor, et al. (1990) and 
Spoor & Leeuwen (1992), this was achieved in cadaver joints by cutting the muscle-tendon 
complex in order to leave the insertion closest the joint and passage of the tendon intact. Fine 
wire attached to a sliding scale was then fixed to the free end of the tendon so that tendon 
travel as a function of joint angle could be determined. The tendon travel technique is well 
suited for determining muscle-tendon moments arms in cadaver experiments (Spoor, et al., 
1990; Spoor & Leeuwen, 1992), and is preferred over other radiographic techniques (Spoor & 
Leeuwen, 1992; Herzog, 1996). As the tendon travel approach incorporates the notion of a 
moving joint centre and moving joint axes (Herzog, 1996), it brings together various structural 
properties of the tendon-joint complex (Spoor & Leeuwen, 1992). Spoor, et al. (1990) 
presented moment arms calculated for 13 muscles crossing the ankle, while Spoor & 
Leeuwen, (1992) presented nine muscle crossing the knee, and in both cases, cadavers and the 
tendon travel approach were utilised. These studies concluded that accurate moment arms can 
be attained from smoothed tendon travel versus joint angle data, and that individual muscle-
tendon lengths and consequently moment arms cannot be adequately predicted from segment 
lengths and joint angles alone. It was also concluded that correct moment arms can produce 









Despite the tendon travel approach providing a relatively accurate way of measuring moment 
arms, the invasive nature of the approach means that at present it is limited to cadaver studies. 
In applying the technique to live subjects a possibility may lie in surgically fixing radio-opaque 
markers to the tendon and through medical imaging of the involved limbs at varying joint 
angles, reproduce the changes in tendon length with changes in joint angle. However, this is 
purely speculative, but with the possibilities of measuring moment arms in vivo the application 
of the tendon travel approach to live subjects deserves further investigation. 
In the three dimensional modelling of human movement, researchers are faced with the task of 
determining moment arms from known three dimensional segment locations and a limited 
number of points to describe each muscle-tendon path (Fig. 2.5.15), usually constant relative 
to respective body-fixed axes. However, the accuracy of using the tendon travel approach in a 
three dimensional model of the musculo-skeletal system is unknown. If it is assumed that 
segment locations are accurately known, then tendon travel calculated from a limited number 
of body-fixed co-ordinates describing tendon path, will not take into account changing 
structural properties of the joint, or accurately reflect changes in tendon length with changes in 
joint angles (Fig. 2.5.15). To apply the tendon travel approach to the modelling of human 
movement improvements in the present methods of representing tendon paths are needed 
which accurately represent the changes in tendon length with changes in joint angle. 
Therefore, the tendon travel approach applied to cadaver studies may remain a criteria against 
which moment arms calculated from estimated jont centres and tendon paths are validated in 
the modelling of human movement. However, the tendon travel approach can provide valuable 
information on moment arms for accessing the accuracy of locating segment axes from 
external markers and the validity of co-ordinate data used to describe joint centres and muscle-




Figure 2.5.15 Muscle-tendon representation in 
rigid body model. Solid dots represent segment 




2.6 Muscle Force Prediction 
Muscles are the means by which inertial and external forces are overcome and voluntary 
movements are produced. A knowledge of the time history of individual muscle forces will 
give insight into: 
i) Forces on the skeletal system, including joint compressive and shear forces; and 
ii) The generation of movement by the central nervous system (Herzog, 1996). 
Knowledge of the individual muscle forces has application in the clinical study of pathological 
gait arising from surgical interventions and muscle activation abnormalities (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985). Prediction of forces that individual muscles exert in occupation and sport 
also has applications in efficiency of movement and risk of injury. 
2.6.1 Approaches to obtaining muscle forces 
Various method exist for the measurement or prediction of individual muscle forces, each with 
their advantages and disadvantages. Three methods are briefly introduced, consisting of direct 
measurement, electromyography and modelling. This is then followed by an extensive review 
of mathematical modelling as a means of predicting individual muscle forces. 
2.6.1.1 Direct measurement 
The direct measurement of ligament and joint contact forces within the human body is 
achieved with implanted force transducers, involving sophisticated instrumentation and 
recording techniques (Bogert, 1994). Due to the invasive nature the application of such 
techniques have been limited to a few structures, such as Achilles tendon, patella tendon and 
hip prostheses containing force measuring instruments. Also due to the invasive nature, the 
direct measurement approach is rarely adopted and is usually limited to case studies conducted 
under strict medical supervision. The extent to which the invasive techniques used compromise 
the movement under investigation is not known. However, such studies provide valuable 
information on internal forces during actual movements and can be used to validate other non-






2.6.1.2 Electromyography (EMG) 
The recording of electrical potentials of muscles by surface (non-invasive) or fine wtre 
(invasive) electrodes provides a means of identifying temporal activation patterns of muscles 
or motor units. As such, EMG has been widely used in studies of biomechanics, ergonomics 
and motor control to gain insight into whole muscle and muscle fibre activation patterns in 
human movement (Basmajian & de Luca, 1985). Despite the appeal of EMG in measuring 
temporal aspects muscle activity, there is no simple relationship between EMG signal and 
muscle force. Bogert (1994) summarised two types of models used to estimate muscle forces 
from EMG signals. The first was a muscle model, typically based on Hill's muscle model, 
which predicts muscular force output from muscle excitation which intern was estimated from 
EMG signals (Hof & Berg, 1981 ). The second model was a regression model relating EMG 
and kinematics to resultant joint moments (Olney & Winter, 1985). The prediction of 
individual muscle force from EMG analysis is limited to muscles that are accessible by surface 
electrodes, do not suffer unduly form cross-talk and, in the calibration procedure, mverse 
dynamics can provide a good estimate of muscle force (Bogert, 1994). 
2.6.1.3 Modelling 
Mathematical modelling of the musculo-skeletal system, via an inverse dynamics approach, is 
the most widely used method of estimating internal forces. As seen in previous sections 
dealing with rigid body dynamics, this method represents the human body as a set of rigid 
segments connected by joints of varying degrees of freedom. A mathematical model, in the 
form of the equations of motion, is used to describe the dynamics of the rigid body segments. 
From the equations of motion, known external forces, and known inertial properties of the 
segments, resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments can be calculated. A further 
mathematical model is developed involving the equipolance equations, and equations 
describing the dynamics of muscle force generation, transmission of forces through tendons, 
and passive forces of ligaments. From the equipolance equation, and equations describing 
muscle force generation and transmission within the musculoskeletal system, individual muscle 
forces need to be established in an over-determined system. Optimisation methods are typically 
used to resolve the indeterminacy when modelling individual muscle forces via the use of a 
criteria ( cost function) to assign muscle forces in a manner that reflects the neural process 






development as a way of indirectly determining the muscle activation patterns and internal 
force distribution within the musculo-skeletal system. As modelling and optimisation 
techniques continues to expand to describe the physiological processes of muscle excitation 
and contraction dynamics, as well as the neurological processes behind motor unit recruitment, 
the validity and accuracy of modelling the musculo-skeletal system will continue to increase. 
2.6.2 Mathematical modelling 
In the following sections, a mathematical approach is presented to obtain muscle forces from 
the equipolance equations. The redundancy problem is introduced along with reduction and 
optimisation methods used to solve the equipolance equations. The optimisation approach 
adopted in the present study is introduced. Several cost functions are introduce along with a 
'soft' constrained criteria used in the present study. Limitation and sources of error resulting 
from the modelling process and choice of cost function are discussed. A mathematical model 
of the muscle-tendon is then reviewed, including excitation and contraction dynamics. A 
method for obtaining subject specific muscle model parameters is presented and a method for 
optimisation of muscle parameters is developed, along with methods for implementing the 
muscle model. To complete the modelling process techniques used to establish joint centres 
and moments arms are reviewed. Finally, a gradient projection algorithm is presented for 
attaining individual muscle forces. 
2.6.2.1 Redundancy and the distribution problem 
When attempting to determine individual muscle forces, the redundant nature of the musculo-
skeletal system has to be overcome (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985; Collins, 1995; Buchanan 
& Shreeve, 1996; Herzog, 1996). The redundant nature is characterised by a large number of 
muscles crossing a given joint, hence the recruitment of muscles to generate a movement at 
the joint can be accomplished in more than one way. In the distribution problem we are 
concerned with predicting muscular recruitment when there are more unknowns in the form of 
structures transmitting forces across a joint, both muscles and ligaments, than there are 
degrees of freedom, or equivalently, equations of motion, for the joint. The result is an 
indeterminate system with a theoretically infinite number of solutions (Collins, 1995; Herzog 
1996). A system in which an infinite combination of muscle forces could be derived in order to 











described as the distribution or redundancy problem (Herzog, 1996). The distribution problem 
is described by the joint equipolant equations which relate the resultant joint forces and 
resultant joint moments to the forces transmitted by individual muscles, ligaments and articular 
contact surfaces that cross a joint (Herzog & Binding, 1994; Herzog, 1996) (see Section 2.4): 
m I b 
Rjnt = LFr + LFjL + LF: 2.6.la 
i=l j=l k=l 
2.6.lb 
where the nomenclature is as described previously (Section 2.4.4). 
When solving the distribution problem, the aim is to determine muscular, ligament and bony 
contact forces from known resultant joint forces and moments. The resultant joint moment and 
joint forces can be determined via the inverse dynamics approach where the kinematics and 
external forces are measured and resultant kinetics are calculated. Information on the points of 
application of muscle, ligament and bone contact forces, as well as respective moment arms 
required in the joint equipolance equations, are also known or approximated from anatomical 
data. The remaining unknowns in the joint equipolance equations are magnitudes of each 
muscle and ligament force as well as a vector for each bone contact force. The total number of 
unknowns is the number of muscles (m) plus the number of ligaments (I) plus three times the 
number ofbone contact points (3b) modelled (Herzog & Binding, 1994). 
When solving the distribution problem in practical situations, assumptions are typically made 
to simplify the equations (Herzog, 1996). It is common to model only one bone contact point 
(b = 1), and for that point to be located at the joint centre (rf 1 = 0), resulting in bone contact 
forces not contributing to the resultant moment about the respective joint. It is also common 
to assume the movement pattern is controlled by voluntary muscular forces and that ligament 
forces are not involved ( Ff = 0, for j = 1 ... L ), as opposed to a movement involving a sudden 









motion of the joints. Under these assumptions, the joint equipolance equations (2.6.1) reduce 
to (Herzog & Binding, 1994; Herzog, 1996): 
Rjnt 2.6.2a 
't jnt 2.6.2b 
The equipolance equations involve two vector equations in three dimensional space and 
therefore give six independent scalar equations. When calculating muscle force, the equation 
relating moments (2.6.2b) are generally used since the equation equating forces, (2.6.2a) 
although adding three scalar equations to the description of joint motion, also introduce one 
vector or three scalar unknowns in the form of bone-on-bone contact forces (Herzog, 1994). 
When individual muscle forces are known, equation (2.6.2a) can be used to determine joint 
bone-on-bone contact forces. The resultant joint moments and resultant joint forces of each 
joint are found experimentally through inverse dynamic analysis. The moment arms of each 
muscle crossing a joint are also found experimentally from cadaver or medical imaging studies 
and related to the current limb positions. This can be done by expressing positions of muscle 
origins and insertions and points defiping the muscle path relative to segmental axes and then 
calculating moment arms from the position of the local axes. As pointed out by Herzog 
(1996), arriving at relative segmental measures and the position of the body-fixed axes is by no 
means trivial and has not been solved conclusively. The remaining unknowns in equating 
moments are the muscle forces which generally exceed in number the three equations for each 
joint. The reduced equipolance equations (2.6.2), therefore still represent an indeterminate 
system. 
2.6.2.2 Solving the redundancy problem 
Two approaches are generally adopted to solve the redundant nature of the musculo-skeletal 
system when determining individual muscle forces (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985; Bogert, 
1994; Collins, 1995; Herzog, 1996). These are introduced along with the method adopted for 






2.6.2.2.1 Reduction approach 
The reduction approach involves reducing the complexity of the model to make the problem 
determinable. Strategies adopted include limiting the number of muscles modelled, increasing 
the constraints on the system, using lines of action representing functional muscle groups, or 
assigning muscle forces according to set criteria such as cross-sectional area, moment arms or 
electromyography (EMG) signals. By increasing the assumptions made in the model, the 
validity of the model is reduced. These studies are typically limited to examinations of single 
joints, without accounting for the co-contraction of antagonistic muscles or the action of 
muscle spanning more than one joint. A further approach, called limiting solutions, attempts to 
overcome some of these limitations and include the optimisation criteria in a reductionism 
approach. This is done by considering all combinations of a larger over-determined set of 
modelled muscles by taking a limited set at a time for which the equations of motion can be 
solved. An appropriate set of results is then selected from the larger set of muscle 
combinations based on a criterion to be optimised (Collins, 1995). 
An example of a reduction approach is the control model used by Pierrynowski & Morrison ( 
1985a). Reference muscle model data describing reference fibre length, reference pennation 
angle, optimal fibre length, and optimal (maximum) isometric muscle force, along with 
equations describing the force-length and force-velocity relationship of muscles, can be used 
to determine the maximum force of a muscle subject to the instantaneous dynamic conditions. 
In addition, the previous activation state and the maximum force of the muscle at the current 
instant in time can be used to predict the force generated by a muscle when experiencing a 
particular level of neural stimulation. The activation state of a muscle is given as the current 
muscle force divided by the maximum muscle force. 
2.6.3 
where: 
qcur = activation state. 
pCE current force produced by contracile elements. 
ACE 
F maximum force produced by contractile elements due 








If the activation state of the muscle at the previous instant in time is known, then the activation 
state at the current instant can be estimated based on the neural stimulation received by the 
contractile elements. 
qcur qpre + (2s-1).[1-exp(-Llt/f)].(1-qpre) 
where: 
qpre = activation at previous instant in time 
S = neural simulation received by muscle 
Ll t = change in time 
t = time constant for rise in activation 
t = time constant for fall in activation 
(0.5 < S < 1.0) 
2.6.4 
(o.o < s < o.5) 
When the activation level ( q) of a muscle at a previous instant in time is known then the 
maximum and minimum muscle force at the present instant in time can be obtained by letting 
the neural stimulation (S) equal one or zero respectively. 
The control model of Pienynowski & Morrison (1985a) selects muscle stimuli based on a 
neurophysiological model of muscle recruitment. In the neurophysiological model, constraints 
are placed on muscle recruitment. In voluntary muscle contractions, it is thought that muscle 
units are recruited in order of diminishing fatigue resistance (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 
1985a). It has also been suggested that when higher level muscle units are activated, lower 
level units are not deactivated. There is debate over whether all fibres of a lower level are 
recruited prior to a higher level fibre activation. Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985a) defined 
motor unit recruitment as occurring in a fixed order, with all SO fibres recruited first, followed 
by all FO, and then all FG fibres. 









In determining muscle force distribution, the generation of movement patterns is assumed to 
be done by a relatively autonomous pattern generator. This generator is assumed to operate at 
the spinal level, the functioning of which is also assumed to occur without supra-spinal control 
or afferent feedback. The support for such a model is based on observations of animal 
movement patterns which can be supported without supra-spinal input or afferent feedback. 
This would suggest that one or more spinal level pattern generators are capable of producing 
effective movement patterns. 
The control model of Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985a) assumes that up to three independent 
pattern generators exists for each joint - one for each degree of freedom. For each degree of 
freedom, the signal generated by the respective pattern generator both facilitates the agonists 
and inhibits the antagonist muscles. The control model also assumes that muscles are recruited 
in accordance to their ability to produce the resultant joint moments (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985a). The ability to generate the required torque can be defined by direction 
cosines relating the point of force application and direction of force to the axis about which 
the torque is acting. 
The moments about the three axes produced by a force F of components fx, fy, f2 applied at a 
point (x,y,z) are given by (Fig. 2.6.1): 
'[; X - fy . Z + f 2 . y 
'Cy fx. Z - f 2 . X 2.6.6 
't z = - fx . y + fy. X 
Using directional cosines the Cartesian co-ordinates of the point (x,y,z) may be expressed in 
terms of the polar co-ordinates of displacement magnitude rand angles 8 and <J> (Fig. 2.6.1). 
- fy . cos¢ . r + f 2 • sin¢. sinB . r 
fx. cos¢. r - f 2 • sin<jJ.cosB. r 
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Figure 2.6.1. Force vector expressed as Cartesian and polar co-
ordinates. Point of force application is given by Cartesian co-
ordinates (x,y,z) or polar co-ordinates (r, 8, <I>). The force vector is 
given by Cartesian co-ordinates (fx,fy,fz). 
Using directional cosines the Cartesian co-ordinates of the force (fx,fy,fz) may be expressed in 
terms of the polar co-ordinates of force magnitude f and angles a and f3. 
'tx - sinp .sina. f. cos¢ . r + cosfi. f. sin¢.sinB . r 
sinfi.cosa. f. cos¢ . r - cosp. f. sin¢ .cosB . r 
'tz - sinfi.cosa. f. sin¢ .sinB . r + sinfi.sina. f. sinrjJ.cosB . r 
2.6.8 
If the ability to produce the desired torque is considered as a property of the directional 
cosines, then the two magnitudes can be set to unity. The stimuli received by muscle 'i' from 
the three possible pattern generators for a joint, whose point of application and direction of 
force are given by polar co-ordinates, is given by: 
Si (single joint) 2.6.9 
with: 
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[- sin/Ji .cosai. sin¢i .sinBi + sin/Ji .sinai .sin¢i .cosed 
where: 
Si (single joint) = stimuli received by muscle 'i' from the three pattern 
generators associated with a single joint. 
ai,x = moment generating capacity of muscle about the x - axis. 
PG x = stimuli from pattern generator associated with the 'x' degree of freedom. 
ai,y = moment generating capacity of muscle about they - axis . 
PGY = stimuli from pattern generator associated with the 'y' degree of freedom. 
ai,z = ~oment generating capacity of muscle about the z - axis. 
PG z = stimuli from pattern generator associated with the' z' degree of freedom. 
'tx, 'ty, 'tz = resultant moments corresponding to each degree of freedom. 
2.6.10 
Each coefficient is multiplied by the sign of the torque corresponding to the respective degree 
of freedom and pattern generator. This is so moments of force that are in the same direction as 
the resultant moment are facilitated and moments of force in an opposing direction to the 
resultant torque are inhibited by the pattern generator. 
The total muscle stimuli received by a muscle from a multi-joint system is the sum of the 
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2.6. llb 






j = number ofjoints 
m = number of muscles 
If a muscle does not cross a given joint, then it will not receive stimuli from the actuators of 
that joint. Similarly, if the moment arm of a muscle is zero with respect to any degrees of 
freedom of a joint, then the muscle will receive no stimuli from the respective pattern 
generator. 
For the current instant in time, the moment arms, moment generating capacity (coefficients amj, 
Equ. 2.6.llb), and maximum and minimum muscle forces can be calculated. The equipolance 
equations can now be written in terms of each neural pattern generator stimuli, where muscle 
force is related to activation level by maximum muscle force (2.6.3), and activation level to 
muscle stimulation by non-linear equations describing muscle excitation contraction dynamics 
(2.6.4). Neural stimulation received by individual muscles can be related to each pattern 
generator by the moment generating capacity of each muscle (2.6. llb). The result is a system 
of non-linear equations which can be solved for the pattern generator stimuli (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985a) in which the number of equations (degrees of :freedom) is equal to the 
number of unknowns (pattern generator stimuli). Knowing each pattern· generator stimuli, the 
neural stimuli received by each muscle can be calculated, along with activation level, and 
individual muscle force. To solve this system of equations for individual muscle forces, the 
previous muscle activation levels need to be known (2.6.4). Previous activation levels need to 
be estimated or ignored for the beginning of a sequence, therefore the initial muscle forces 
predicted at the beginning of a sequence will be in error and should be ignored (Pierrynowski 
& Morrison, 1985a). 
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2.6.2.2.2 Optimisation approach 
The most common approach to predicting individual muscle forces is mathematical 
optimisation. In optimisation, the goal is to assign forces (controls) in such a way as to 
optimise a performance criterion, while at the same time, meet the equipolance equations and 
meet any additional constraints imposed on the magnitude of individual muscle forces. 
(Collins, 1995; Buchanan & Shreeve, 1996). The optimisation approach, therefore, involves a 
cost function to be minimised ( as a function of muscle force in static optimisation or muscle 
excitation in dynamic optimisation), and constraints in the form of equipolance equations of 
resultant joint forces or resultant joint moments, and constraints on maximal and minimal 
muscle forces. The choice of a performance criterion to be optimised is based on 
physiological principles in order to reflect strategies adopted by the central nervous system in 
controlling muscle fibre recruitment in the execution of the movement under investigation. 
Crowninshield & Brand (1981) were amongst the first to emphasis the need to base cost 
functions on known physiological relationships. The choice of a performance criterion is 
therefore crucial in that it determines the results of the optimisation procedure and the validity 
of the model. Unfortunately, not enough is known about the way in which the central nervous 
system recruits muscles in the execution of movement, and whether or not it follows an 
optimal control strategy. Thus, although the use of optimisation is mathematically and 
conceptually appealing, the results are still only approximations. 
Optimisation techniques can be grouped into three general categories which reflect the 
different results obtained in each of the three approaches. 
2.6.2.2.2.1 Static optimisation 
Optimisation techniques can produces a static solution when predicted individual muscle 
forces are not constrained by the muscle forces predicted at any previous or future instant in 
time. In the optimisation procedure, the equipolance equations and cost function are solved 
independently for each instant in time. The independent nature of the static optimisation 
procedure at each instant in time means that the control variables are not necessarily 
continuous from one instant of time to another and may display discontinuities in the time 
course of individual muscle activation. 
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2.6.2.2.2.2 Quasti-static optimisation 
Quasi-static solutions can be attained by optimisation procedures where muscle activation 
levels of the previous instant in time are used to constrain muscle forces in the solution of the 
equipolance equations at the current instant in time. With the inclusion of activation dynamics, 
this approach models different muscle fibre types and their possible change in activation level 
under both maximum and minimum neural stimulation, imposing limits on individual muscle 
forces from one instant in time to the next. A quasi-static solution results, where, as the series 
of individual optimisations proceed, limits are imposed on the model by the previous excitation 
levels of the muscles. Herzog (1996) was able to reproduce acceptable force-sharing patterns 
in the plantar flexors of cats, as shown by direct force measurement, by incorporating basic 
properties of the muscles in the musculo-skeletal model, which could not be produced via 
static optimisation. Herzog' s model was based on anatomical measurements, force-length and 
force-velocity relationships, and sinusoidal muscle length changes coupled with sinusoidal 
changes in activation. 
2.6.2.2.2.3 Dynamic optimisation or optimal control 
Amongst the first to introduce dynamic optimisation in human dynamic modelling were Davy 
& Audu (1987), who used it to overcome the problem of discontinuities in individual muscle 
force prediction that may occur in static optimisation (Herzog, 1996). Dynamic optimisation 
involves modelling muscle activation levels instead of muscle force, thus allowing each muscle 
to be represented by a dynamic model in which physiological (activation dynamics) and 
mechanical (force length and force velocity) properties of muscle are included with the 
optimisation (Bogert, 1994). Replacing each unknown force in the musculo-skeletal model 
with an unknown activation level does not reduce the number of unknowns (Bogert, 1994). 
However, it does reduce the plausible solutions, as the solution has to be consistent with the 
physiological and mechanical properties of muscle. An optimisation criterion is still required to 
overcome the problem of indeterminacy and to produce a unique solution, although the cost 
function usually involves a muscle activation term. Dynamic optimisation currently provides 
the most comprehensive model of the musculo-skeletal system and, as such, has the potential 
to obtain the best estimates of muscle forces from an inverse dynamics approach (Bogert, 
1994). However dynamic optimisation has not been widely used and few validation studies 
have been done or comparisons made between dynamic, static and quasi-static optimisation 
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techniques (Bogert, 1994; Herzog, 1996). A problem that exists with dynamic optimisation is 
obtaining accurate information on instantaneous contractile conditions and properties of all the 
muscles included in the model, including muscle lengths, tendon lengths, angles of petmation, 
PCSA and fibre composition. 
2.6.2.2.3 Approach adopted 
The approach adopted in the present study is a quasi-static optimisation procedure. A muscle 
model is adopted that consists of a contractile element and muscle fibre series-elastic element 
composing a muscle fibre with an angle of pennation contained within a muscle belly. Three 
different muscle fibre types and an elastic tendon are also included in the muscle model. 
Muscle excitation and contraction dynamics are modelled, leading to equations describing the 
force-length, force-velocity and excitation characteristics of each muscle element. From 
muscle physiological cross sectional area, reference fibre length, reference pennation angle, 
current length, and velocity of muscle fibres and contractile elements, plus the previous 
excitation level of the muscle, limits are imposed on the maximum and minimum forces the 
contractile elements can produce at the current instant in time. The force limits are included in 
a cost function aimed at minimising sum of squared muscle stresses across all muscles at an 
instant in time. A solution to the equipolant equation subject to minimising the cost function is 
achieved via a gradient projection algorithm. 
2.6.2.3 Cost function 
Several criteria have been proposed for predicting the recruitment strategy and hence force 
generated by individual muscles. These include the minimisation of the sum of muscle forces, 
normalised forces, minimal muscle stress, energy expenditure and fatigue, and for a summary 
see either Dul, et al. (1984a), Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b), Herzog & Binding (1994), 
Collins (1995), Buchanan & Shreeve (1996), Herzog & Leonard (1991), Herzog (1996), 
Glitsch & Baumann (1997), or Prilutsky, et al., (1997). These are outlined below: 
m 







minimise energy expenditure (Hardt, 1978) 
minimise (force)2 f (FiMr (Pedotti, et al., 1978) 
i=l 
m 2 
minimise (normal force) 2 L{FiM /F!1ax,i) (Pedotti, et al., 1978) 
i=l 
m 3 
minimise (stress) 3 L{FiM /PCSAi) (Crowninshield & Brand, 1981) 
i=l 
m 3 
mm1m1se L(Ft /1:~ax,i) (Herzog, 1987) 
i=l 
. (fatigue) L ( 1 ) (Dul, et al., (1984b) 
Muscle endurance time 
where 
m = number of muscles. 
Ft = force of muscle i. 
F!1axi maximum force of muscle i. 
't~ax,i maximum torque generated by muscle i. 







The different criterion functions used to evaluate muscular forces vary in the physiological 
parameters that are taken into account (Dul, et al., 1984a; Perrynowski & Morrison, 1985b; 
Collins, 1995; Siemienski, 1992; Buchanan & Shreeve, 1996). The minimum muscle force 
takes into account the moment arm of each muscle. The minimisation of muscular stress in 
addition takes into account physiological cross sectional area (PCSA). The minimisation of 
normalised force adds the specific tension ( a) of the muscles and the minimisation of fatigue 
includes muscle fibre composition in the function. 
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The major criticism against using linear criteria such as the sum of muscle force, is that it leads 
to unreasonably large forces in the most advantageous agonist muscles (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985; Collins, 1995), leaving other synergistic muscles inactive (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985; Siemienski, 1992; Buchanan & Shreeve, 1996). This generally results in 
predicted activity in one muscle per degree of freedom (Siemienski, 1992). The study of Yeo 
(Collins, 1995) found that minimal muscle force predicted fewer active muscles about the 
elbow than demonstrated by EMG. Attempts have been made to overcome this limitation by 
imposing limits on the maximum force or maximum stress present in each muscle, and these 
take the form of inequality constraints. The effect of these constraints on the linear cost 
function is to allow recruitment of synergistic muscles only after the more advantageous 
muscles have reach their respective limiting values (Siemienski, 1992). The use of non-linear 
cost functions is now the dominant method, which has the effect of spreading agonist muscle 
activity amongst other available synergistic muscles. Non-linear cost functions are based on 
linear cost functions except the term is raised to an integer power, usually squared or cubed. 
The reason behind their use is that additional cost is imposed on the solution if all the force is 
generated by one muscle, hence the minimising solution distributes forces amongst all available 
synergistic muscles. A non-linear cost function without constraint on maximum individual 
values will result in a linear relationship between muscle force and increasing joint moment for 
each muscle, with the more advantageous muscles having a greater proportion of the force 
(Siemienski, 1992). By imposing limits on maximum individual muscle values, thereby 
imposing inequality constrains, the relationship becomes piece-wise linear, with discontinuities 
occurring as each muscle reaches its maximum value (Siemienski, 1992). In the analysis of 
gait, Collins (1995) compared the effect of minimising the square of muscle force opposed to 
just muscle force with the former mentioned resulting in a reduced soleus activity and 
increased activity of the extensors of gastrocnemius and quadriceps. However, it is 
questionable as to the physiological appropriateness of imposing such constraints on the 
determination of muscular force (Collins, 1995). In addition, the solution may be dominated by 
the effects of the constraints instead of the effects of the cost function (Herzog, 1996). 
An approach adopted by Siemienski (1992) was to choose the form of the cost function so 
that the limits on maximum muscle force resulted from the unconstrained optimisation of the 
cost function. In this way the cost function was said to be 'soft constrained'. This eliminated 
the need for additional inequality constraints, here called hard 'constraints', to limit maximum 
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muscle force. By choosing a relative measure and a form that limited the admissible values, 
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i=l F max,i 
2.6.19 
The result is a non-linear relation between muscle force and joint moment for each muscle, 
eliminating the piece-wise linear relationships of hard constrained cost functions. This resulted 
in a more natural distribution of muscle forces over the full range of joint moments, with each 
muscle reaching its maximum force at the same point (Siemienski, 1992). 
Buchanan & Schreeve (1996) question the physiological relevance of any of the non-linear 
cost functions they evaluated (force, stress, normalised force, and fatigue) where small 
variations in predicted muscle activation occurred between them, however none adequately 
described muscle activation of the elbow. Although changes are seen in the solution of muscle 
forces between different object functions, the authors saw this as less important than the 
biomechanics of the model. The relative insensitivity of biomechanical models to the cost 
function used is also supported by Nelson (1983) and Marshall et.al. (1989). In addition, 
Buchanan & Schreeve (1996) note that it is becoming increasingly clear that muscle control 
schemes for any task may involve a highly complex process. The schema used may involve 
training, conditioning, motor learning, and/or psychological attitude. As such, the optimal 
approach to motor activation prediction may prove to be a difficult task. 
2.6.2.4 Sources of error 
An inverse dynamic analysis utilising either a reductionism or optimisation approach to predict 
muscular forces has several areas of inaccuracies or sources of error. These relate to both the 
inverse dynamics approach to determine resultant joint forces and moments and to the muscle 
optimisation procedure. Sources of error include: 
i) Reproducing the segmental position as opposed to external markers placed on 
the segment; 
ii) Determining segment model parameters such as mass and inertia, joint centres, 




iii) Determining muscle model parameters, including muscle resting length, tendon 
length, cross sectional area, pennation, and fibre composition; 
iv) The validity of the optimisation criteria. Included in this is the ability to 
determine synergistic muscle actions and co-contraction of antagonistic 
muscles, as well as consistency over different tasks; and 
v) Solving the equations of motion and muscle optimisation at discrete time 
intervals through the period of the movement results in a quasi-static solution, 
in that forces predicted in one instant in time are not necessarily continuous with 
forces predicted at prior points in time. 
Knowing the assumptions and limitations in the modelling process adopted, as well as the 
errors involved in the output data, is essential in determining the validity and the conclusions 
that can be drawn from the results. In establishing an expected error for the results of the 
modelling process, the size of the errors in the input data and the sensitivity of the results to 
these errors need to be known. This includes the sensitivity of resultant joint forces and 
moments to errors in position data, mass and inertial parameters, as well as the sensitivity of 
the optimisation procedure to errors in the muscle model parameters. 
2.6.2.4.1 Model design - degrees of freedom 
Muscles produce moments in all three axes of a segment which must be balanced either by 
other active muscles or by passive structures. The relative magnitude of these moment arms 
may change with changing joint angles. Buchanan & Shreeve (1996) found the results of 
muscle distribution were strongly dependent on the number of degrees of freedom that were 
actively balanced in the model of the elbow. One degree of freedom at the elbow resulted in 
the activation of muscles in a purely flexion or extension role. The inclusion of supination and 
pronation as a second degree of freedom saw the activation of pronator quadratus to balance a 
supinating moment produced by the biceps. With the inclusion of varus and valgus as a third 
degree of freedom, a large shift in the direction of activation was seen to support these 
moments. Buchanan & Shreeve (I 996) found that limiting the degrees of freedom that were 
actively balanced in the elbow had the effect of ignoring synergistic muscle actions, leading to 





In modelling muscle forces of the lower limb a protocol that has been used is to only actively 
balance with muscle forces, degrees of freedom that have significant movement and moment 
generating capacity (Glitsch & Baumann, 1997). This approach assumes that our control 
systems does not actively balance degrees of freedom possessing small rotations and moment 
generating capacity, leaving these moments to be balanced by bone and ligaments forces. 
Hence, in modelling the lower limb, abduction/adduction and internal/external moments at the 
knee and ankle joints are effectively ignored in the equipollence equations (Buchanan & 
Schreeve, 1996; Glitsch & Baumann, 1997). This approach has the advantage of reducing the 
complexity of the distribution problem, making determination of muscle forces simpler by 
reducing the degrees of freedom appearing in the equipollence equations. 
How biomechanical models are constructed and the role of muscles and ligaments in balancing 
moments about segment axes and the degrees of freedom that are effectively included in the 
model, will therefore have a significant effect on the muscle forces predicted. 
2.6.2.4.2 Muscle model parameters 
Muscle model parameters are central to the cost function and therefore the accuracy of 
parameters, will readily influence optimisation results. With errors in the order of 3 0 percent 
reported in the magnitude of moment arms and PCSA, careful selection of physiological 
parameters is required (Buchanan & Shreeve, 1996). Buchanan & Shreeve (1996) reported 
great variations in muscle force prediction due to small changes in muscle parameters of the 
elbow. Similarly, Brand et.al. (1986) found variations in the order of two to eight in muscle 
force prediction of the leg in gait when using different reported values for muscle parameters. 
Siemienski (1992) investigated the influence of different muscle stress limits on the muscle 
force distribution problem. The analysis involved forces in 17 muscle of the lower limb during 
running. Changing the stress limit produced slight alterations in muscle forces - a decreased 
stress limit resulted in a decrease in maximum muscle forces. In addition, a decreased stress 
limit resulted in a decrease in force for the muscles subject to greatest stresses, and an increase 
of force in muscles with lower stresses. No muscle reached their maximum force, however a 






2.6.2.4.3 Choice of cost function 
Despite knowledge of the neurophysiology of muscle contraction (for example, Sale, 1987; 
Enoka, 1988; Heckman & Sandercock, 1996; Gottlieb, 1996) the strategy employed by the 
brain in the recruitment of motor units is still unknown. The strategy behind motor unit 
recruitment may be a task-dependent act, the resultant of a range of criteria or a universal 
principle. Consequently, there remains considerable uncertainty and debate over the most 
appropriate criterion function and which, if any, are physiologically valid when tying to predict 
individual muscle forces (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985; Buchanan & Shreeve, 1996). Due 
to this uncertainty, the validity of muscle forces obtained via an optimisation procedure need 
to be established by comparison with other experimental results (Buchanan & Shreeve 1996). 
These could include other muscle modelling studies, EMG studies and established principles of 
functional anatomy. 
In companng different criteria Collins (1995) has shown that a number of different 
combinations of muscular, ligament and joint contact forces can be utilised effectively 
throughout the gait cycle and keep the limb in agreement with the equilibrium conditions. 
Conversely, Buchanan & Shreeve (1996) found that amongst several different non-linear cost 
functions tested, no single function could adequately describe the muscle activation about the 
elbow. However, improved result were obtained for the wrist, which was nearly a determined 
system modelled with five muscles and a four directions of movement. As mentioned by 
Collins (1995), Bogert (1994) and Herzog (1996), many of the previously considered global 
performance criteria for muscle selection cannot be successfully applied throughout the whole 
gait cycle. This finding is supported by other researchers who question the global application 
of minimisation principles to predict the performance of the musculoskeletal system. 
Furthermore, Collins (1995) suggests it may be unreasonable to suppose that the behaviour of 
muscular system is governed by a unique performance criteria over the entire gait cycle. 
2.6.2.4.4 Co-contraction 
A major limitation of current muscle optimisation procedures is the inability to account for co-
contraction of antagonistic muscles. This is mainly due to the nature of the performance 
functions. By minimising the sum of muscular forces, stresses or energy expenditure, the 









involve additional costs resulting from an increase activity of both antagonist and agonist 
muscles. As demonstrated by Collins (1995), optimisation criteria fail to predict quadriceps-
hamstring co-contraction in late swing and heel strike during the gait cycle - a phenomenon 
shown by EMG studies. Despite the absence of co-contraction in the study by Collins (1995), 
dynamic equilibrium could still be maintained around heel strike. It could be argued that a 
minimal principle based on the minimisation of muscular force, stress or energy expenditure 
would be invalid during late swing and early stance. In the study of Collins (1995), the 
different criteria had excellent agreement between EMG and single joint muscular activity but 
poorer agreement with double joint muscles. Herzog & Binding (1992) found that the non-
linear optimisation involving minimum muscle stress could predict co-contraction under 
certain circumstances in a multi joint system with single and double joint muscles. 
The functional significance of the co-contraction of agonist-antagonist muscle groups is still 
uncertain. One hypothesis is that co-contraction stabilises one or more joints in the 
anticipation of externally applied forces (Collins, 1995). In gait, heel strike involves relatively 
large impact forces occurring over a very small time period (5-25 ms), a time period too small 
for neuromuscular reflex loops to react to the applied loads. Therefore, the co-activation of 
hamstrings and quadriceps may be seen as a pre-programmed sequence in order to increase 
joint stiffness prior to an anticipated load (Collins, 1995). The nature of the quasi-static 
solution also has implication for predicting muscle forces in anticipation of applied external 
forces. Current inverse dynamic methodologies and cost functions cannot anticipate loads and 
therefore may not be able to predict co-contraction involving increasing stiffuess prior to an 
external load. 
2.6.2.4.5 Synergistic muscles 
Herzog (1996) presents a summary of studies where muscle forces were directly measured in 
the ankle (soleus, gastrocnemius, plantaris, and tibialis anterior) of cats at different walking 
speeds. Comparison of experimentally measured muscle forces with theoretically predicted 
forces revealed limitations in theoretical models. The algorithm predicted a unique relationship 
between the synergistic soleus and gastrocnemius muscles whereas experimentally, a given 
force in one muscle can be associated with a wide range of forces in another. The algorithm 










with increasing loads. However experimentally the soleus remained relatively constant while 
the gastrocnemius increased. 
2.6.2.5 Muscles 
In this section, a mathematical model of a muscle is presented which will describe the force 
and moment generated by a muscle. The force generated by a muscle is dependent many 
factors including size, structure, activation, instantaneous contractile conditions, and 
contractile history. The moment produced by a muscle about a joint is dependent on its 
moment arm, determined from the line of action of the muscle and a point representing the 
joint centre. Individual sections that follow address the issues of defining the muscle-tendon 
path, components of the muscle model, attaining muscle model parameters for an individual 
subject, modelling muscle excitation and contraction dynamics, muscle model parameter 
optimisation to changes in muscle belly lengths, implementation of the muscle model, and 
finishes with an example of the muscle model implementation and optimisation . 
2.6.2.5.1 Muscles modelled - lower limb 
The number of muscle modelled vary between investigators. Rohde et.al. (1984) included 38 
muscles which were modelled as 42 individual muscle elements. Twenty four muscle elements 
cross the hip joint, 16 cross the knee, 13 cross the ankle and four cross the 
metatarsophalangeal joint. Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985) also included 38 muscles which 
were modelled as 47 individual muscle elements (Table 2.6.1). Twenty nine muscle elements 
crossed the hip joint, 16 crossed the knee, 13 crossed the ankle and four cross the 
metatarsophalangeal joint. The difference between these two models was that Gluteus 
Maximus, Gluteus Medius and Gluteus Minimus were modelled as single elements in the study 
of Rohde, et al. (1984), as opposed to two, three and three elements respectively by 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985). Seireg & Arvikar (1989) included fewer muscles (28) which 
were modelled as 31 individual muscle elements. In their model, 15 muscle elements cross the 
hip joint, 13 cross the knee, 12 cross the ankle and four cross the metatarsophalangeal joint. 
Muscles not included in the later study were seven crossing the hip joint (Gremillus Superior, 
Gremillus Inferior, Obturator Internus, Obturator Externus, Pectinius, Quadratus Femoris, and 
Piriformus), two crossing the knee joint (Plantaris and Popliteus), and Iliopsoas modelled as 







muscle elements. This was similar to Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985), except the Popliteus 
and Plantaris were not included, the Gluteus Maximus was modelled as three elements, and the 
Adductor Brevis was modelled as two elements. These mentioned studies modelled both the 
Soleus and Psoas as one muscle element respectively. Glitsch & Baumann (1997) concluding 
that in modelling the musculoskeletal system, including 47 muscle elements was essential in 
determining three dimensional loading. A reduction in the number of muscles would have 









Table 2.6.1 Muscles modelled in the lower limb. From Pierrynowski 
& Morrison (1985). 
Muscle Joint Involved 
Hip Knee Ankle 
1 Psoas major * 
2 Iliacus * 
3 Gemellus Superior * 
4 Gemellus Inferior * 
5 Obturator Extemus * 
6 Obturator Intemus * 
7 Piriformis * 
8 Quadratus Femoris * 
9 Pectineus * 
10 Adductor Longus * 
11 Adductor Magnus (anterior) * 
12 Adductor Magnus (middle) * 
13 Adductor Magnus (posterior) * 
14 Adductor Brevis * 
15 Gluteus Minimus (anterior) * 
16 Gluteus Minimus (middle) * 
17 Gluteus Minimus (posterior) * 
18 Gluteus Medius (anterior) * 
19 Gluteus Medius (middle) * 
20 Gluteus Mmedius (posterior) * 
21 Gluteus Maximus (deep) * 
22 Gluteus maximus (superior) * 
23 Tensor Fasciae Latae * * 
24 Semimembranosus * * 
25 Semitendinosus * * 
26 Gracilis * * 
27 Satorius * * 
28 Rectus Femoms * * 
29 Biceps Femoris (long) * * 
30 Biceps Femoris (short) * * 
31 Vastus Lateralis * * 
32 Vastus Intermedius * * 
33 Vastus Medialis * * 
34 Popliteus * 
35 Gastrocnemius (lateral) * * 
36 Gastrocnemius (medial) * * 
37 Plantaris * * 
38 Soleus * 
39 Tibialis Anterior * 
40 Tibialis Posterior * 
41 Peroneus Longus * 
42 Peroneus Brevis * 
43 Peroneus Tertius * 
44 Extensor Digitomm Lonens * 
45 Extensor Hallucis Longus * 
46 Flexor Digitomm Lonens * 













2.6.2.5.2 Muscle model: lines of action 
Dostal & Andrews (1981) and Brand, et al. (1982) presented comprehensive data on the 
origin and insertion points for muscles of the lower limb. However, modelling muscle by a 
straight line approach between origin and insertion is seldom adequate to determine muscle 
lengths, change in lengths and moment arms in rigid body three dimensional analysis of 
segments of the lower limb during movement trials. 
In modelling 47 muscle elements 9f the lower limb Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985) defined 
the origin and insertion plus up to four additional points along which the muscle was 
constrained to pass. These points were expressed relative to the body-fixed axes of the 
segment to which the point was considered to belong. The muscle-tendon line of action was 
then defined by joining its defining points with a combination of either straight or curvilinear 
lines depending on the path of the muscle. The origin, insertion and deflection point co-
ordinate data were not presented. 
2.6.2.5.3 Muscle model: structure 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1995b) deemed six parameters to be important in describing muscle 
structure (Fig. 2.6.2 and Fig. 2.6.3), these being tendon and fibre lengths as a percentage of 
total muscle length; a muscle shape factor, which is the maximal anatomical cross sectional 
area divided by its mean anatomical cross sectional area; the cross sectional area of the tendon; 
the fibre angle of pennation; and the muscle mass. 
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Figure 2.6.2. Muscle structure: parallel fibres. L M = muscle length, LT = 
tendon length, LB = muscle belly length, LF = fibre length, AM = 
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Figure 2.6.3. Muscle structure: pennate fibres. L M = muscle length, LT= 
tendon length, LB= muscle belly length, LF = fibre length, a= pennation 
angle, AM = anatomical cross sectional area and AT = tendon cross 
sectional area, WM = functional width of muscle. 
The muscle model of Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) consisted of a senes elastic 
component of the muscle fibre (SEC), the contractile elements (CE) and a series elastic 
component of the tendon (Fig. 2.6.4 and Fig. 2.6.5). The CE is the only active component in 
the mechanical model, and its force output depends on its length, velocity and temporal 
phenomena. The resting lengths of the muscle fibre SEC was defined as being half of the 
optimal fibre length. It is at this length the muscle fibre can exert its maximum isometric force. 
The reference CE length is then given by the reference fibre length and the resting muscle fibre 
SEC. In their model, Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) omitted the parallel elastic component 
(PEC) of muscle fibres due to the small contribution it makes to passive forces in the muscle. 
The muscle mod~l used in the current work (Figs 2.6.4 & 2.6.5) assume that cross sectional 
width of the muscle is constant. This assumption is used to calculate pennation angles and 
fibre lengths from the changes in muscle belly length relative to a reference pennation angle 
and muscle belly length. This model represents the function of the whole muscle and 
importantly the force of the whole muscle in the direction of the tendon subject to the 
instantaneous pennation angle, fibre length and contractile element velocity of the model. The 
model does not represent the architecture of individual muscle fibres within the muscle or 
attempt to model forces perpendicular to the direction of the tendon, and therefore does not 
address the internal mechanics of fibre architecture and stability perpendicular to the direction 
of the tendon. In addition as the model uses a single pennation angle and fibre length to 









pennation of 45 degrees will result in zero force in the direction of the tendon. Hence 
minimum fibre length that the model can produce is at a pennation angle of 45 degrees and is 
given by the cosine of the reference pennation angle and reference fibre length. Still shorter 
belly lengths will result in pennation angles greater than 45 degrees and a negative force 
predicted by the model in the direction of the tendon. 
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Figure 2.6.4. Series elastic component in parallel fibres. LM = 
muscle length, LB= muscle belly length, LF = fibre length, a= 
pennation angle, L sEc muscle fibre series elastic component 
length, L CE = contractile element length, SEC = series elastic 
component and CE = contractile element. 
Figure 2.6.5. Series elastic component in pennate fibres. 
L M = muscle length, LB= muscle belly length, LF = fibre 
length, L sEc muscle fibre series elastic component length, 
L cE = contractile element length, SEC = series elastic 








2.6.2.5.4 Muscle model: PCSA 
The cross sectional area of a muscle can be measured by taking a cross sectional cut through a 
muscle perpendicular to the direction of the muscle fibres (Enoka, 1988) and is usually made 
by cadaver or radio-graphic means. The physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) of a muscle 
is a measure of cross sectional area that takes into account muscle fibre length and angle of 
pennation (Enoka, 1988; Herzog, 1986). Although both cross sections indicate cross sectional 
size of the muscle, the PCSA is thought to be a more appropriate measure of the number of 
sarcomeres in parallel and the muscle's ability to generate force (Enoka, 1988). The PCSA is 
calculated from the muscle volume and fibre length, where fibre length is a defined reference 
length (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b; Enoka, 1988; Herzog, 1996). The PCSA is related 
to the maximum isometric force of the muscle by the specific tension of the muscle (Enoka, 
1988; Herzog, 1986). If the reference pennation angle is also known at the reference fibre 
length, then the force in the direction of the tendon can be calculated (Herzog, 1996), as well 
as maximum forces at muscle lengths other than the reference length (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985b ). These authors also included a muscle shape factor in order to account for 
the change in size when using the maximum instead of mean PCSA of the muscle. The PCSA 
as given by Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) is: 
Where 
m 
---=p . E 
p.L 
AM = physiological cross sectional area at the reference fibre length. 
m = muscle mass. 
p = muscle density (1050 kg.m-3 ). 
r? = reference muscle fibre length. 
E = muscle shape factor. 
[
maximum anatomical cross sectional area] 
E= 





The PCSA has been calculated from cadaver studies and more recently radiographic 
techniques on live subjects. However, PCSA from cadaver studies have generally under-
estimated the cross sectional areas when compared to those obtained from live subjects 
(Herzog, 1996). As pointed out by Herzog (1996), most optimisation cost functions use ratios 
of PCSA when determining force-sharing between muscles, which according to Cutts & 
Seedhom (1993), were consistent between cadaver and live subjects. 
2.6.2.5.5 Muscle model: maximum force 
The maximum isometric force developed by a muscle in the direction of its fibres is the 
product of physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) and the specific tension (f) of the muscle 
(Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b; Enoka, 1988; Herzog, 1996). The specific tension is the 
maximum force developed by the muscle per unit of physiological cross-sectional area. Values 
for specific tension vary widely but are generally reported between 16 and 40 N/cm2 (Enoka, 
1988; Herzog, 1996). In the muscle model of Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985) 40 N/cm2 was 
used. The maximum isometric force produced is specific to the reference fibre length and 
reference pennation angle at which the PCSA was determined (see previous section). Hence, 
in this study the reference maximum isometric force refers to the maximum force calculated 






maximum isometric force in direction of muscle fibres 
at reference fibre length. 
~M 
A = maximum physiological cross sectional area at reference fibre length. 
f = specific tension at reference fibre length. 
2.6.21 
The component force generated by the fibres in the direction of the muscle's line of action is 
given by the cosine of the pennate angle (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b; Herzog, 1996). 
The pennate angle describes the angle between the muscle's line of action and the direction of 







F = F . cos(a) 
where: 
pM = maximum isometric force in direction of muscle line of action 
at reference fibre length. 
pCE = maximum isometic force in direction of muscle fibres 
at reference fibre length. 
a = reference pennate angle at reference fibre length. 
2.6.22 
To calculate the maximum force at muscle fibre lengths other than the reference fibre length 
and at velocities other than the isometric condition, the force-length and force-velocity 
relationship of the muscle fibres and contractile elements are used. The instantaneous length of 
the muscle fibres and contractile elements can be calculated, given the length of the muscle, 
the force exerted and the lengths of muscle fibre and tendon series elastic components. Once 
the length of muscle contractile elements as a function of time are known, velocities can be 
calculated, and length and velocity relationships can then be used to modify the maximum 
force output of muscles. 
2.6.2.5.6 Muscle model: fibre length 
In a parallel muscle model, the fibre length is equal to the belly length, and if the muscle belly 
length L 8 was to change by an amount 's', then the length of the fibre LF would also change 
(Fig. 2.6.2). In a pennate muscle with a change in muscle belly length L8 , the assumption is 
that the pennate angle will change but the functional width (Fig. 2.6.3) will remain constant 
(Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b). The new pennate angle after a change in muscle belly 
length ( s) can then be calculated from a known reference fibre length and corresponding 




V.cos(a) + s 
2-123 
where: 
a = pennate angle. 
I7 = reference fibre length. 
a = pennate angle at reference fibre length. 
s = change in muscle belly length from the reference muscle belly length. 
s = LB -LB 
- ve for decrease in length. 
+ ve for increase in length. 
LB = muscle belly length. 
LB = reference muscle belly length. 
With a change in muscle belly length the new fibre length of a pennate muscle can be 
calculated from the reference fibre length, corresponding reference pennate angle and the 
pennate angle at the new length. 
where: 
LF = muscle fibre length. 
a = pennate angle. 
LF = V. s~na 
sma 
-F 
L = reference muscle fibre length. 
a = pennate angle at reference muscle fibre length. 
2.6.24 
For a pennate muscle, a geometric limit exists on the minimum muscle fibre length defined by 
the muscle model (Fig. 2.6.3). The minimum model muscle fibre length must be equal to or 
greater than, the thickness of the muscle fibre, defined by the reference fibre length and the 
reference pennation angle, assuming that the functional width (Fig. 2.6.3) does not change 
with changes in fibre length (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b ). Therefore: 
L~F V . (-) mod = .Sill a 
where: 
f1:n0 d = minimum fibre length defined from muscle model. 
V = reference fibre length. 
a = reference pennation angle. 
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2.6.25 
2.6.2.5.7 Muscle model: series elastic component 
When a muscle is active, the force developed is transferred via the series elastic components of 
the muscle fibres (SEC) and tendons to the skeleton. The series elastic components do not 
alter the forces being transmitted through them, however they influence the instantaneous 
length and velocity of the contractile element (CE) and modify the force (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985b ). The length of a tendon (LT) for any force transmitted though it can be 
calculated from the force, anatomical length, cross-sectional area and modulus of elasticity. 
LT = v(1.o + pM J 
1400AT 
where 
LT = tendon length. 
I: = resting tendon length. 
FM = force generated by contractile elements in direction of tendon. 
AT = cross section area of the tendon. 
2.6.26 
In Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b), the resting length of the fibre SEC was defined as half 
the fibre length at which the muscle fibre can produce maximum force. Using this definition, 
the resting length of the muscle fibre SEC for this study was defined as half (0.5) of the 
optimal fibre length, and it is at this length that the muscle fibre can exert its maximum force. 
With this definition, the muscle fibre SEC will not be longer than the minimum possible 
modelled fibre length, which in the present study is modelled as O. 5 8 of the optimal fibre 
length using the relationship (2.6.33). The reference length of the CE, at zero force, is then 
defined from the resting length of the fibre SEC, also at zero force, and the reference fibre 
length. 
[SEC = 0.5 X !? 2.6.27 






[CE = reference length of contactile element, at zero force. 
[SEC = resting length of muscle fibre series elastic component. 
i::7 = optimal muscle fibre length. 
If the contractile elements produce force, the fibre SEC will change length, and in so doing 
change the length of the contractile elements for a given muscle length. Knowing the 
instantaneous force of the contractile elements, the length of the fibre SEC can be estimated 
(Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b). 
LsEc = [SEC + :f,F (Ax + Bx2 + C x3) 2.6.29 
where: 
LsEc = length of muscle portion of series elastic component. 
[SEC resting length of muscle portion of series elastic component. 
f,F = 1.8 x i::7 = maximum muscle fibre length. 
X = pCE /icE 
A = 0.21188 
B = -0.22625 
C = 0.08438 
pCE = force produced in direction of contractile elements. 
A 
=cE 
Fi = maximum isometric force produced at optimal fibre length 
in direction of contractile elements. 
2.6.2.5.8 Muscle model: activation time course 
The activation state of a muscle can be used to describe the generation of force by the 
contractile elements. In Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b ), muscle activation represented the 
amount of calcium bound to the troponin molecule. In generation of muscle force, this 
definition includes the number of contractile elements recruited as well as firing frequency. As 
muscle cannot be activated or relaxed instantaneously, the rise and fall of activation was 
represented by two exponential equations. Knowing the previous activation level, the rise and 
fall in activation level can be estimated based on the level of neural stimulation received by the 




q rise= q-"1T + (2S -1).[ 1- exp(-Lit/t)]. (1- q-"1T) ( 0.5 < S < 1) 
qran = q-i1T + (2S-l).[1-exp(-Llt/f)].(q_i1T) (O<S<0.5) 
where 
q-"1T = activation at time t - Llt. 
q rise = rise in activation at time t. 
q ran = fall in activation a time t. 
S = neural stimulation. 
t = time constant for rise in activation (0.5 < S < 1). 
t = time constant for fall in activation (0 < S < 0.5). 
2.6.30 
2.6.31 
In the approach adopted by Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b), muscles produce no force 
when activation ( q) is equal to zero, and produce maximum force when activation ( q) is equal 
to one. At the time period (t) under maximal neural stimulation (S =1), the upper boundary of 
muscle activation ( q) is given by q rise. At the same time period (t) under no neural 
stimulation (S=O), the lower boundary of muscle activation ( q) is given by q fall. When the 
neural stimulation (S) is equal to 0.5 the activation level does not change. In Pierrynowski & 
Morrison (1985b ), the time constant ( t) for the rise in activation (S>0.5) for the three fibre 
types were estimated at 0.003 second. The time constants (t) for the fall in activation (S<0.5) 
for slow-oxidative (SO), fast-oxidative (FO) and fast-glycolytic (FG) fibres were estimated by 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) as 0.073, 0.034 and 0.034 seconds respectively. 
Due to the varying time constants of SO, FO and FG fibre types within a muscle, the three 
distinct fibre types are modelled, as opposed to the activation of the muscle as a whole and a 
single fibre type, and the activation level of each is followed over time. Splitting the muscle 
model into three contractile elements, each with their own activation level, and three 
respective fibre SEC, will result in three varying force outputs. As a result of varying forces of 
the three fibre types, the respective fibre SEC will also vary in length and velocity. It is 
assumed in the present study that the three fibre types do not vary their length independently, 
but have a common length and velocity regardless of the force in each of the three fibre types. 




of the muscle in the direction of the contractile elements is the sum the force produced by each 
of the three fibre types. Since the total force determines the length of the tendon, the velocity 
of the muscle need not correspond to the contractile element velocity due tendon elasticity and 









Figure 2.6.6. Parallel muscle with three fibre types. A 
common fibre series elastic component is assumed, so 
that the three fibre type have a common length and 
velocity. 
2.6.2.5.9 Muscle model: force-length and force-velocity 
The contractile properties of skeletal muscle are described by the force-length and force 
velocity relationships (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1995; Herzog, 1996). The force-length 
relationship describes the maximum isometric force a muscle can exert as a function of its 
length. Herzog (1996) lists the following problems that arise when incorporating the force-
length relationship into a model aimed at predicting muscle force distribution: 
i) The force-length properties of most muscles are not known and an estimation must 
be used; 
ii) The force-length relationship is plastic and may adapt to the requirements of every-
day life; 
iii) The force-length properties for sub-maximal levels of contraction differs vastly 










iv) Force-length properties will differ with differences in the length that is measured 
and the length that was held isometric during experimentation; 
v) In determining force-length properties, artificial stimulation may be used which will 
introduce properties that are independent of muscle length. 
The mechanical properties of a muscle, namely the force-length-velocity relationships, can be 
estimated for each muscle based on anatomical dimensions (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 19 8 Sb). 
Relating muscle anatomical dimensions to mechanical properties avoids having to perform 
functional tests on subjects in order to ascertain these relationships. Pierrynowski & Morrison 
(1985b) used the equation of Hatze (1977) for modelling the force-length relationship for 






F = maximum isometric force in the direction of the contractile elements. I 
=cE 
Fi = maximum isometric force at optimal fibre length in the direction of 
the contractile elements. 
LF = fibre length. 
i:7 = optimal fibre length. 
2.6.32 
Equation 2.6.32 follows the force-length relationship of the muscle fibre and not of the whole 
muscle. The above equation results in a predicted maximum isometric force of zero at fibre 
lengths corresponding to 0.58 and 1.8 of the optimal fibre length (Fig. 2.6.7). These fibre 
lengths correspond to the maximum and minimum fibre lengths of the length-tension 
relationship. Therefore, the minimum and maximum muscle fibre lengths possible with 
equation 2.6.32 are 0.58 and 1.8 of the optimal fibre length, respectively: 
~F 
LAbs = 0.58 '.[F 2.6.33 
AF 









I? = optimal fibre length. 
~p 
L Abs minimum possible fibre length based on optimal fibre length. 
AF 
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Figure 2.6. 7. Force-length relationship for muscle fibre. Fibre length is 
expressed relative to optimal fibre length and force relative to the 
maximum isometric force at optimal fibre length. Maximum force of the 
contractile element occurs at optimal fibre length. 
Fibre lengths outside of this range will result in a negative maximum isometric force being 
predicted by equation 2.6.32. A measure of the functional change in muscle belly length can be 
obtained from the maximum and minimum muscle lengths produced by the range of motion of 
the joint system spanned by the muscle. Functional maximum and minimum muscle fibre 
lengths and pennation angles can be calculated from the reference fibre length and reference 
pennation angle knowing the changes in muscle belly length. A minimum required optimal 
fibre length can also be calculated to allow the fibre lengths modelled in equation 2.6.32 to be 
defined over the range of functionally-measured maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths. 






LFunc = minimum optimal fibre length to allow the functional maximum and 
minimum fibre length to be defined by the force - length relationship. 
~F 
LFunc functional minimum fibre length. 
AF 
LFunc functional maximum fibre length. 
An optimal fibre length can be calculated which will result in the maximum and minimum 
possible muscle fibre lengths evenly spanning the measured range of muscle fibre lengths, as 
calculated from the changes in muscle belly length. Combining equations 2.6.33 and 2.6.34: 
2.6.36 
The reference data, taken from a skeletal reference and approximated to the subject in the 
anatomical position (including reference pennate angles, reference PCSA, reference fibre 
lengths) may well not correspond to the optimal fibre length at which the muscle fibre can 
produce its maximal contractile force. 
The force-velocity relationship describes the maximum force a muscle can exert as a function 
of contractile speed. Herzog (1996) lists the following problems that arise when incorporating 
the force-velocity relationship into a model aimed at predicting muscle force distribution: 
i) The force-velocity properties of individual human skeletal muscles are virtually 
unknown and must be estimated; 
ii) Stretch related phenomena are also not well understood - for example, the abrupt 
decrease in muscle force when the muscle is stretched at a constant speed; 
iii) The force-velocity relationship appears not to be unique but differs depending on 
whether the experiment was performed using force or speed control; and 
iv) The force-velocity relationship for sub-maximal activation differs substantially 
from that obtained at maximal activation. 
The equation of Hill (193 8) is often used to describe the force-velocity relationship for 
concentric contractions (Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b; Herzog, 1996). Hill (1938) 




also holds at other lengths when the maximum isometric force at the fibre length of interest is 
used instead of the maximum isometric force at optimal fibre length (Herzog, 1996). In this 
equation for modelling concentric contractions, the velocity is the rate of shortening of the 
contractile elements and is therefore greater than zero (L CE > 0 ). 
(FiCE .b - a. i,CE) 
i_,CE + b 
which may also be expressed as: 
where: 
"CE F = maximum force in the direction of contractile elements 
relative to velocity of contractile elements and fibre length. 
"CE Fi maximum isometric force in the direction of contractile elements 
at specified fibre length. 
L CE = velocity of shortening of contractile elements. 
a,b = thermodynamic constants ofunits of force and speed, respectively. 
2.6.37a 
2.6.37b 
To describe the eccentric contraction condition of the force-velocity relationship ( L CE < 0) 
Pierrynowski and Morrison (1985) used the equation ofFitzHugh (1977): 











F;E = 1.25 (FiCE). 
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maximum force in direction of contractile elements 
relative to velocity of contractile elements and fibre length. 
maximum isometric force in direction of contractile elements 
at specified fibre length. 
maximum eccentric force in direction of contractile elements 
at a specified fibre length. 
L CE = velocity of shortening of contractile elements. 
a, b = thermodynamic constants of units force and velocity, respectively. 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) assigned the values of 0.20:FicE, 0.35:FicE and 0.35:FicE to 
the constant a for the SO, FO and FG fibre types respectively, while the constant b was 
assigned the values 0.40 LF, 2.25 I; and 2.25 LF for the three respective fibre groups. Bobbert 
et al. (1986) gave a value of a as 0.41 FtE and bas 5.2LF. Baratta et al. (1995) assign a value 
for b by the relationship: 
2.6.40 
where: 
L CE = maximum velocity of shortening. 
In addition to the problems in predicting force-length and force-velocity relationships, further 
problems arise when the two relationships are combined (Herzog, 1996). Substituting the 
maximum isometric force for varying fibre lengths into the force-velocity relationship results in 
force-velocity relationship scaled to the maximum isometric force attainable at the length of 
interest. As noted by Herzog (1996), a consequence of this is that the maximum velocity of 
shortening, in the unloaded condition, is also scaled, with maximum velocity of shortening 
occurring at the optimal fibre length, corresponding the maximum isometric force. Herzog 
(1996) points out that this is not supported by tests of single skeletal fibres where the velocity 
of unloaded shortening was similar with in a range of muscle fibre lengths. The validity of 
substituting maximum isometric forces at other fibre lengths may be questionable beyond 
maximal forces of slow contractile velocity near the optimal fibre length. The precise method 





If force-length and force-velocity relationships are known for a muscle, then in order to apply 
these properties, the instantaneous lengths and rates of change of length of the muscle fibres 
and contractile elements are required. The instantaneous contractile conditions of the muscle 
fibres· and contractile elements are approximated by a single representative fibre length and 
contractile element length, along with a representative pennation angle, fibre SEC length and 
tendon length. The fibre and contractile element lengths represent all muscle fibres included in 
the muscle model, which in turn, may represent part or all of the muscle. Individual fibres are 
seldom modelled despite knowledge of factors which effect the number of fibres recruited, 
order of fibre recruitment, and force generated by fibres individually or as a group, due to a 
limited knowledge of their interaction and how they should be modelled. Factors to be 
considered include muscle performance objectives, speed of contraction, fibre type, fatigue as 
well as the influence of fibre firing frequency and fibre firing synchronisation and how they 
effect individual fibre recruitment and force production. For this reason, the inclusion of 
individual muscle fibres and sarcomere length in the muscle model has not been achieved due 
to a lack of knowledge of how to model individual fibre characteristic. 
Attempts to measure in-vivo instantaneous contractile conditions, that is, fibre lengths and rate 
of change of lengths during muscle activities, have shown to be inconsistent in their findings 
(Herzog, 1996). Such comparisons show the need for improved methods and a greater 
understanding of contraction mechanics before information relating to instantaneous 
contractile condition can be used with confidence (Herzog 1996). 
2.6.2.5.10 Muscle model: contractile history 
The force developed by a muscle is dependent on the history of its contractile conditions 
(Forcinito, et al., 1998; Wu & Herzog, 1999). The isometric force developed after stretch is 
higher than that in the truly isometric case, while isometric force after release is lower 
(Herzog, 1996). Herzog (1996) found these changes were dependent on the rate of stretch or 
release, with slow stretches resulting in higher force and slower releases resulting in lower 
forces. The nature of force enhancement after stretch or decrement after release is not fully 
understood and as a result is rarely considered in the description of contractile conditions of 
skeletal muscles (Herzog, 1996). These observation although observed experimentally on 
muscle tissue preparations are not modelled in classical cross bridge models (Wu & Herzog, 






the classic model (Forcinito, et aL, 1998; Wu & Herzog, 1999), However, history dependence 
of muscle force production have not been included in the present model due to the lack of a 
clear understanding of mechanisms and accepted mathematical representation of this 
phenomena, Future research may provide a more precise understanding and appropriate 
mathematical representation in order to implement history dependence with force-length and 
force-velocity relationships. 
2.6.2.5.11 Muscle model: parameters 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) presented a detailed reference on the geometry of lower 
limb skeletal musculature. This was achieved by taking measurements from Eycleshymer & 
Shoemaker's (1970) atlas of cross-section anatomy, in combination with a comprehensive 
review of scientific literature. The resulting muscle geometry was measured relative to the 
anatomical length with the following explanations; 
i) The Gluteus Minimus and Gluteus Medius were split into three equal sections; 
ii) It was assumed that 25% of the Gluteus Maximus fibres inserted into the iliotibial 
tract; 
iii) Some values are of low confidence due to scarcity of relevant literature; and 
iv) Little data existed on the distribution of fibre types resulting in many values being 
estimated. 
In the present study, the reference muscle model parameters of Pierrynowski & Morrison 
(1985b) were used with the following exceptions (Table 2.6.2): 
i) Gluteus Maximus was modelled as three equal elements instead of two; 
ii) Gluteus Medius was modelled as two equal elements instead of three; and 
iii) Soleus was modelled as two equal elements instead of one. 
For these three muscles, the mass and tendon cross sectional area were redistributed evenly 
between elements comprising the muscle. The relative reference fibre length, resting tendon 
















Table 2.6.2 Muscle model parameters for 47 muscle elements of the lower limb. From 
Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b). See Table 2.6.1 for corresponding muscle names. 
Standard Muscle Geometrv Data 
Muscle %LF %i! a (o) E AT(mm2) Mass (g) %SO %FO %FG 
1 0.80 0.20 0.00 2.0 32.0 102.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
2 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.3 0.0 114.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
3 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 4.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
4 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 6.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
5 0.65 0.35 0.00 2.0 (15.0) 17.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
6 0.40 0.60 0.00 1.2 (15.0) 27.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
7 0.75 0.25 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 23.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
8 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.2 0.00 24.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
9 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.8 0.00 31.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
10 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.6 0.00 107.0 0.65 0.15 0.20 
11 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.4 0.00 22.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
12 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.1 0.00 80.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
13 0.75 0.25 0.00 2.1 15.0 248.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
14 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.3 0.0 57.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
15 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.9 19.0 17.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
16 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.9 19.0 17.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
17 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.9 19.0 17.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
18 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
19 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
20 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
21 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.6 69.0 89.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
22 0.30 0.70 0.00 1.6 23.0 265.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
23 0.15 0.85 0.00 1.7 5.0 23.0 0.70 0.10 0.20 
24 0.096 0.35 15.0 1.6 24.0 173.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
25 0.60 0.40 0.00 1.9 12.0 102.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
26 0.60 0.40 0.00 1.4 6.0 59.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
27 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.5 24.0 90.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
28 0.102 0.40 15.0 1.7 24.0 105.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
29 0.146 0.45 15.0 1.9 20.0 115.0 0.65 0.10 0.20 
30 (0.45) (0.55) 0.00 1.9 9.0 78.0 0.65 0.10 0.25 
31 0.188 0.20 20.0 1.9 89.0 407.0 0.45 0.20 0.35 
32 0.177 (0.25) 10.0 1.7 56.0 253.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
33 0.198 0.20 25.0 1.8 32.0 139.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
34 0.80 0.20 0.0 1.9 24.0 (12.0) 0.50 0.15 0.35 
35 0.130 0.65 10.0 1.7 (12.0) 53.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
36 0.121 0.65 15.0 1.7 (20.0) 90.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
37 0.20 0.80 5.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 0.,45 .• 0.15 0.40 
38 0.103 0.80 15.0 1.9 (17.0) 159.0 0.75 0.15 0.10 
39 0.208 0.80 10.0 2.2 20.0 63.0 0.70 0.10 0.20 
40 0.079 0.60 20.0 2.0 17.0 42.0 0.55 0.25 0.20 
41 0.087 0.80 10.0 2.2 21.0 (36.0) 0.60 0.10 0.30 
42 0.210 0.90 10.0 2.7 11.0 (20.0) 0.45 0.15 0.40 
43 0.200 0.55 (10.0) 1.0 4.0 (10.0) 0.35 0.20 0.45 
44 0.120 0.80 15.0 1.9 13.0 34.0 0.40 0.15 0.45 
45 0.120 0.85 10.0 2.5 13.0 10.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
46 0.085 0.65 20.0 2.0 12.0 12.0 0.40 0.20 0.40 





2.6.2.5.12 Muscle model: subject specific anatomical measures 
In order to implement the muscle model, subject-specific measures of fibre lengths, pennate 
angles, resting tendon lengths, and resting SEC lengths are required at a known muscle length. 
However, if the muscle geometry is known for a skeletal (or reference) specimen in the 
anatomical position, then these data can be used to approximate the muscle geometry of the 
subject while also in the anatomical position by scaling reference anatomical data to the 
subject. With reference fibre lengths and reference tendon lengths of the skeletal specimen 
being expressed as percentages of the respective muscle-tendon lengths, individual muscle-
tendon lengths of the subject are required while also in the anatomical position. Each muscle-
tendon path can be specified by a series of co-ordinates derived from a reference skeletal 
model. The reference co-ordinates define the origin, insertion and points along the muscle-
tendon path and are expressed in the local body-fixed axis system of the segment to which the 
respective points belong. These muscle-tendon co-ordinates, and along with centre of mass 
and joint centres, can be expressed relative to reference segment dimensions to enable the co-
ordinates to be scaled to the dimensions of the subject's respective segments to define muscle-
tendon paths and muscle-tendon lengths for the subject. With the subject 1n the anatomical 
position, the muscle-tendon lengths, muscle fibre lengths, pennation angles and resting tendon 
lengths of the subject muscles can be calculated based on reference data (Pierrynowski & 
Morrison, 1985b). The muscle data derived for the subject is specific to the reference, usually 
anatomical, position from which it was derived, however muscle geometric and force data can 
be calculated for other muscle lengths and velocities using the force-length and force-velocity 
relationships. The reference fibre length (i}) and resting tendon length ( i:) of the skeletal 
specimen are given in Table 2.6.2 as percentages of the reference muscle-tendon length. The 
pennate angles of Table 2.6.2 are also defined for the reference (or anatomical) position . 
To obtain estimates of subject muscle mass (m) and tendon cross sectional area (AT) it is 
neccesary to scale the skeletal or standard muscle masses and tendon cross sectional areas to 
that of the subject. Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) used the following method for scaling 
muscle mass and tendon area data they presented of the lower extremity (Table 2.6.2). Six 
measurements were taken: 
2-137 
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i) Thigh length, LT (greater tochanter to center of the knee joint); 
ii) Shank length, Ls (knee joint center to ankle joint center); 
iii) Thigh girth, GT (at mid thigh length); 
iv) Shank girth, Gs (at mid shank length); 
v) Thigh skinfold, ST (at mid shank length); and 
vi) Shank skinfold, Ss (at mid shank length). 
Two length and two area scaling factors were then defined: 
SLT LT/39.5 
SLS = Ls/45.5 
SAT = (GT -7t.ST)2 /1693 




For muscles contained within the pelvis or thigh, the muscle masses were obtained by the 
standard mass multiplied by the length and an area scaling factors of the thigh: 
1 = 1, 2 ... 33. 2.6.42 
For muscles contained within the pelvis or thigh, the tendon cross sectional areas were given 
by the standard tendon cross sectional area multiplied by an area scaling factor of the thigh: 
1 = 1, 2 ... 33. 2.6.43 
Simmilarly for muscles contained with in the shank: 
i = 34, 35 ... 47. 2.6.44 
1 = 34, 35 ... 47. 2.6.45 
Defining subject specific anatomical data by scaling skeletal reference data to the individual, 
whether it be muscle-tendon co-ordinates or muscle model parameters including muscle 
mass's, pennation angles and fibre lengths, is subject to considerable inaccuracies due to 
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individual variations within the musculo-skeletal system (Pierrynowski, 1995). In addition, 
scaling anatomical data from a reference skeleton produces approximate anatomical data at 
best as individual differences are not accounted for (Pierrynowski, 1995). Moment arms, 
defined from muscle-tendon co-ordinate data, and maximum muscle forces subject to muscle 
contraction dynamics, derived from muscle model parameters are particularly sensitive to 
errors in scaled anatomical data. As a result of the sensitivity of musculo-skeletal modelling to 
errors in defining subject specific anatomical data (Pierrynowski, 1995), measurements of 
musculo-skeletal function have been used to optimise segment fixed axes location and muscle 
model parameters to the subject in order to achieve a satisfactory description of muscle 
moment arms and muscle excitation contraction dynamics (Audu & Davy, 1985; Herzog, 
1985). Functional measures may include joint centres of rotation and maximum resultant joint 
moments under isometric and dynamic conditions. 
To derive subject specific muscle model parameters Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985a,b) 
provided individual muscle masses and tendon cross-sectional areas for the lower limb. 
Sufficient information was also presented to normalise individual muscle masses and tendon 
cross-sectional areas to the lean circumferences and lengths of the segment to which the 
muscle belly belonged (Circ2.Length and Circ2, respectively). In a later publication, 
Pierrynowski (1995) presented a simpler method for normalising these same parameters to 
either subject total body mass or total body height using allometric scaling with the assumption 
that length oc Mass4. Pierrynowski (1995) stating that because of the inaccuracies involved a 
simpler scaling method will likely give comparable results as a more complex method. 
However, the use of total body mass and height to scale individual muscle parameters, instead 
of segment measures, may be contra-indicative of achieving subject specific anatomical data of 
sufficient accuracy to adequately describe force-length force-velocity relationships in subjects 
without the need for subject specific functional experiments. 
The inaccuracies associated with scaling anatomical data to an individual and the sensitivity of 
musculo-skeletal modelling to anatomical data, highlights the need for improved methods for 
deriving subject specific anatomical data. This may involve improved scaling strategies and 
further development of optimisation techniques based on subject specific functional measures 




2.6.2.6 Optimisation - gradient projection algorithm 
The optimisation approach assumes that individual muscle are recruited in a manner which 
minimises a certain mechanical variable. The variable selected, such as muscle stress or energy 
expenditure, is usually based on physiological principles. Thus, a suitable cost function 
( objective function) is formulated along with constraints in the form of the equipolance 
equations as well as constraints on maximum and minimum control variables (muscle force or 
excitation level). Optimisation techniques are then used to calculate individual muscle forces. 
Siemienski (1992) points out that although the process is presumably reflective of some 
aspects of an optimal control pattern, the choice of cost ( objective function) to be minimised is 
often governed by computational convenience rather than the need for reasonable results. 
In obtaining a solution, let the unknown variables by given by the vector: 
F 2.6.46 
and the cost function to be minimised, by: 
cost function = g(F) 2.6.47 
In addition, the constraints due to the equipolance equations can be represented as: 
AF= b 2.6.48 
and the constrains due to boundaries: 
2.6.49 
From a current estimate of the unknown variables (F0 ) at a minimum of the cost function, a 







c; = predetermined step size. 
If the vector giving the direction of the step (z) for the current estimate (Fe) can be 
calculated, then equation 2.6.50 in tum, can be repeated until convergence at the minimum 
solution. Convergence is given by a criterion based on the size of improvements to the current 
estimate ( c;. z) . 
The task is to determine the direction of the step (z) for each estimate of the unknown 
variables (Fe), since the current and new estimates are required to meet the constraints in the 





A.z = o 2.6.53 
The quickest descent toward a minimum of the object function is given by the gradient 
evaluated at the current estimate of the unknown variables. Therefore, the direction of the 
quickest descent is given by: 
2.6.54 
but generally w will not meet the requirements of the equipolance equations: 
A.w * o 2.6.55 
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So z is found by getting the best approximation to w subject to condition 2.6.53. This is 
achieved by the relationship: 
w - z A . A.A .A.w T ( T)-1 2.6.56 
which can be written: 
:z = B.w 2.6.57 
where: 
2.6.58 
In determining a step size, the cost function used and the magnitude of the variables were 
considered. In the present example, with the use of the sum of normalised squared muscle 
forces with maximum and minimum soft constraints, the magnitude of entries in matrix z are 
approximately 1 divided by the result of Fi,max minus Fi,min- With a desired maximum initial 
correction in variable magnitude of approximately one tenth the initial value, a starting step 
size was chosen as: 
c; = max [ (Fi,max - Fi,min )2 X 0.1 ]._ 
1- l...m 
2.6.59 
An initial estimate must first be made for the muscle forces which will meet the equipolance 
equations and be close to the minimum of the cost function. The closer the initial 
approximation is the minimum of the cost function, the greater are the chances of convergence 
to the actual mipimum. For the present study, where the cost function involves the 
minimisation of muscle stresses, a reduction approach was adopted in which muscle forces 
were directly assigned according to their relative moment-generating capacity. For example, 
let four muscles cross a joint as described by the equipolance equation relating muscle forces, 
moments arms, and resultant joint moment: 





If the maximum muscle forces for the four muscles are: 
Fl,max = 160N 
F2,max = 200N 
2.6.61 
F3,max = 200N 
F4max = 280N , 
For the present example, the relative moment-generating capacity (RMGC) of each muscle is 
given by: 
( Fi,max · J_ i) 
RMGC-=~~~~~~~---'~~~-'--~~~~~~~ 
1 (160 X 0.02 + 200 X 0.03 + 200 X 0.04 + 280 X 0.03) 
For each of the four muscles, the RMGCs are: 
where: 
RMGC1 = 0.125 
RMGC2 = 0.234 
RMGC3 = 0.313 




For the present example, with a resultant moment of 20 Nm, the initial muscle forces are give 
by: 
2.6.65 







F1 = 125.0 N 
F2 = 156.0 N 
2.6.66 
F3 = 156.3 N 
F4 218.7 N 
The solution of the optimisation proceeds as follows: 
i) For the current instant in time, matrix A is determined and matrix B derived; 
ii) For the current instant in time, a first estimate of muscle forces is obtained which 
satisfies the equations of motion and these estimates are between any constraints 
placed on the magnitudes of the forces; 
iii) In an iterative procedure, 
• For the current muscle force estimates w and z are calculated; 
• The new muscle force estimates are calculated from z and a pre-defined 
step size; 
• If the new muscle force estimates are less than zero or greater than the 
respective maximum value, then the step size is reduced and the iteration 
repeated; and 
iv) The iteration proceeds until a convergence criterion is met. 
In the example given earlier of a single joint of one degree of freedom under the control of 
four muscles, where the cost function is the sum of squared normalised forces with soft 
constraints on both maximum and minimum muscle forces, the following can be derived: 
From the equipolance equations: 
where: 
A = [0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03] 
F1 







0.8947 -0.1579 -0.2105 -0.1579 
-0.1579 0.7632 -0.3158 -0.2368 
B= 2.6.69 
-0.2105 -0.3158 0.5789 -0.3158 
-0.1579 -0.2368 -0.3158 0.7632 
with the cost function: 
g(F) 4 ( ( J2 """' Fi -Fi min - Li l- ' 
i=l Fi.max - Fi,min 
2.6.70 
then: 
- {Fr,c - Fr,min) 
---------'--;::========= ' ..... . 
(F _ F . )2 . 1 -( Fr,c - Fr,min J 
2 




With the use of the sum of normalised squared muscle forces with maximum and minimum 
soft constraints, it can be seen from equation 2.6.65, that in order for the cost function to be 
defined for the current estimate of the muscle forces: 
( J
2 
Fc-F . I- 1, 1,mm 
Fi,max - Fi,min 
~ 0.0 2.6.71 
For this to be the case, the initial estimates of muscle forces must be a positive value between 





2.Fi,min - Fi,max 
if ( 2. Fi,min - Fi,max) < 0 
if ( 2. Fi,min - Fi,max) > 0 
Let the constraints on muscle forces for the current instant in time be: 
F1 min 60.0N. , 
F2,min = 90.0N. 
F3min 60.0N. , 
F4min = 150.0N. , 
Fl,max = 160.0N. 
F2,max 200.0 N. 
F3,max = 200.0N 




With the cost function and muscle force limits in the present example the range of values that 
may be used in the initial estimate of muscle forces are: 
0.0 s F1,c s 160.0 N. 
0.0 s F2,c s 200.0N. 
2.6.75 
0.0 s F3,C s 200.0N 
20.0 s F4,C s 280.0 N. 
The step size chosen was: 
5000 2.6.76 
If the sum of moments (L 't) is equal to 20 Nm for the current instant in time, then an initial 




= [150.0 183.33 127.5 213.33] 2.6.77 
For the first iteration of the unconstrained optimisation: 
w = [-0.02065 -0.01457 -0.00393 -0.00448] 2.6.78 
z = [-0.01464 -0.00556 0.00809 0.00453] 2.6.79 
[76.809 155.533 167.939 236.002] 2.6.80 
Should the step result in any of the muscle forces being less then zero or greater than the 
respective maximum muscle force, then the step size is reduced by an appropriate amount so 
that the muscle forces remain greater than zero and less than the maximum values and the 
iteration repeated. Convergence is achieved at: 





This chapter provides a description of the procedures adopted in the present study. Firstly the 
muscle model parameters required to define the 48 muscle elements of the lower limb are 
presented. A procedures is then presented to optimise muscle model parameters to the range 
of muscle belly lengths of the movement analysis to define a force-length relationship for the 
range of muscle fibre lengths. Procedures are then presented to combine muscle geometric 
model with force-length and force-velocity relationships to calculate maximum muscle forces 
accounting for the inter-dependence of muscle model parameters. This is followed by the 
optimisation procedure, including the analytical approach adopted in implementing maximum 
dynamic muscle forces and muscle excitation dynamics. Also included in the methods are test 
examples which implement the methods presented on muscle modelling and optimisation on 
both a simple one joint and two joint system. The methods used to derive body segment axes 
from external markers is then given, followed by the derivation of segment mass, inertia, 
centre of mass and joint centres. A description of the anthropometric measures used to 
normalise muscle model and segment parameters is also given. The anthropometric measures 
of the subject are required to scale the standard data presented. This is followed by a brief 
background on electomyography, as well as the method used in recording and analysing 
muscle activity in the present study. Finally, the experimental protocol is given, including 
subject preparation, test set-up, and how the subject trials were conducted. 
3.1 Muscle model 
In this section, the implementation of the muscle model is given. This involves the derivation 
of muscle co-ordinate data with respect to segment axes describing each muscle element path, 
standard muscle model parameters describing model geometry, scaling of the standard muscle 
data to the dimensions of a subject, optimisation of muscle model parameters to the range of 
muscle lengths presented in a movement trial, and finally, methods for implementing muscle 
force-length, force-velocity and excitation characteristics of muscle. This section is concluded 
with an example of a simple joint system involving both a pennate and non-pennate muscle in 
which the results of the optimisation procedure and implementation of force-length force-
velocity relationships are given. 
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3.1.1 Muscle model path co-ordinate data 
In order to describe muscle-tendon lengths, paths and moment arms during human movement, 
relative segment co-ordinate data are needed on muscle origins, insertions and deflection 
points that are applicable to a range of segment positions. In order to gain co-ordinate 
information on muscle paths a skeletal model was used in which 48 muscle elements of the 
lower limb were modelled by elastic cords attached to the skeleton at respective origins and 
insertions as well as passing through deflection points maintained by wire (Fig. 3.1.1, Fig. 
3.1.2, Fig. 3.2.3). Deflection points approximated the path of the muscle tendon complex as it 
was deflected around bone, other muscle, retinacula, and joint capsules. The location of 
muscle origins, insertions and deflection points were based on standard anatomical text 
(Romanes, 1972; Agur, et al., 1991; Marieb & Mallett, 1992; Williams & Bannister, 1995). 
The skeletal model was moved through a range of joint angles (Table 3 .1.1) to test the 
consistency of the deflection points in describing muscle path and moment arms. The number 
of points used, including origin and insertion, to define the 48 muscle elements in the present 
study are presented in Table 3 .1.2. Descriptions of the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot axes used 
to describe each segment are given in Section 3.3.1. The measures used to normalise the 
muscle co-ordinate data were also taken from the skeletal model. The pelvis (x, y, z) co-
ordinates were normalised to pelvic width, depth and height respectively, while the thigh, 
shank and foot (x, y, z) co-ordinates were normalised to segment width, width and length 
respectively. Descriptions of the segment measurements are given in Section 3.4. The 
normalised co-ordinates for origin, insertion and deflection points of the 48 muscle elements 
are presented in Appendix B. 
3.1.2 Muscle model parameters 
Standard muscle model parameters were required for each muscle element modelled to 
describe muscle geometry. A single muscle may need to modelled as more than one element to 
adequately describe the function of that muscle. Standard muscle model parameters were 
adapted from Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b), and included percent fibre lengths, percent 
tendon lengths, pennation angles, shape factors between mean and maximum cross sectional 
area, tendon cross sctional areas, muscle mass, and percent fibre type of 47 muscle elements of 
the lower limb. In the study of Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) Gluteus Maximus was 
modelled as two elements, Gluteus Minimus as three and Soleus as one element. In the present 
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study Gluteus Maximus was modelled as three elements, Gluteus Minimus as two and Soleus 
as two elements (Table 3.1.3). To adjust the model data of Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b) 
the mass and tendon cross-sectional areas of the elements comprising each muscle were 
summed and divided equally into the required number of elements for that muscle as used in 
the present study. In this way the three elements of Gluteus Maximus were of equal mass and 
tendon cross-sectional area, likewise for the two elements of both Gluteus Minimus and 
Soleus. All other muscle model parameters for Gluteus Maximus, Gluteus Minimus and Soleus 
remained unchanged. Similarly, all other muscle elements modelled were as in Pierrynowski & 
Morrison (1985b ). Individual muscle element mass and tendon cross-sectional areas in the 
present study were normalised using thigh and shank length and circumference measurements 
presented by Pierrynowski and Morrison (1985a). Muscle element masses were normalised by 
the square of segment lean circumference and segment length, while tendon cross-sectional 
areas were normalised by the square of segment lean circumference. The normalised muscle 
element masses and tendon cross sectional areas, along with the non-normalised segment 
measures used are presented in Appendix B. 
Table 3.1.1 Range of motion of skeletal model. 
Joint action Range of motion (degrees)* 
Hip flex.ion 70 
Hip extension 25 
Hip adduction 30 
Hip abduction 35 
Hip external rotation 40 
Hip internal rotation 25 
Knee flex.ion 90 
Knee extension 0 
Knee external rotation 10 (at 45° knee flex.ion) 
Knee internal rotation 10 (at 45° knee flex.ion) 
Ankle dorsi-flexion 25 
Ankle plantar flex.ion 40 
Ankle eversion 5 
Ankle inversion 15 








Table 3.1.2 Points used to describe muscle element paths. 
Muscle Number of co-ordinates 
1 PsoasMaior 4 
2 Iliacus 4 
3 Gemellus Superior 2 
4 Gemellus Inferior 2 
5 Obturator Extemus 2 
6 Obturator Intemus 3 
7 Piriformis 2 
8 Quadratus Femoris 2 
9 Pectineus 2 
10 Adductor Longus 2 
11 Adductor Magnus (anterior) 2 
12 Adductor Magnus (middle) 2 
13 Adductor Magnus (posterior) 2 
14 Adductor Brevis 2 
15 Gluteus Minimus (anterior) 2 
16 Gluteus Minimus (posterior) 2 
17 Gluteus Medius (anterior) 3 
18 Gluteus Medius (middle) 3 
19 Gluteus Medius (posterior) 3 
20 Gluteus Maximus (anterior) 4 
21 Gluteus Maximus (middle) 4 
22 Gluteus Maximus (posterior) 4 
23 Tensor Fasviae Latae 3 
24 Semimembranosis 3 
25 Semitendinosus 4 
26 Gracilis 3 
27 Satorius 4 
28 Rectus Femorus 4 
29 Biceps Femoris (long) 4 
30 Biceps Femoris (short) 4 
31 Vastus Lateralis 4 
32 Vastus Intermedius 4 
33 Vastus Medialis 4 
34 Popliteus 3 
35 Gastrocnemius (lateral) 4 
36 Gastrocnemius (medial) 4 
37 Plantaris 4 
38 Soleus (lateral) 2 
39 Soleus (medial) 2 
40 Tibialis Anterior 3 
41 Tibialis Posterior 4 
42 Peroneus Lonl!US 4 
43 Peroneus Brevis 3 
44 Peroneus Tertius 4 
45 Extensor Digitorum Lonrrus 4 
46 Extensor Hallucis Lonrrus 4 
47 Flexor Digitorum Lonrrus 4 








Figure 3.1.1 Skeletal model muscle paths - lateral view. 
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Figure 3.1.3 Skeletal model muscle paths - posterior view. 
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Table 3.1.3 Muscle model parameters for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb. 
Standard Muscle Geometry Data for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb* 
Muscle %I? %i: a (o) E AT(mm2) Mass (g) %SO %FO %FG 
1 0.80 0.20 0.00 2.0 32.0 102.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
2 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.3 0.0 114.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
3 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 4.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
4 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 6.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
5 0.65 0.35 0.00 2.0 (15.0) 17.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
6 0.40 0.60 0.00 1.2 (15.0) 27.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
7 0.75 0.25 0.00 1.5 (15.0) 23.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
8 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.2 0.00 24.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
9 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.8 0.00 31.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
10 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.6. 0.00 107.0 0.65 0.15 0.20 
11 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.4 0.00 22.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
12 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.1 0.00 80.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
13 0.75 0.25 0.00 2.1 15.0 248.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
14 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.3 0.0 57.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
15 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.9 29.0 26.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
16 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.9 29.0 26.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
17 · 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
18 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
19 0.85 0.15 0.00 1.8 13.0 47.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
20 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.6 31.0 118.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
.j 21 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.6 31.0 118.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
22 0.90 0.10 0.00 1.6 31.0 118.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
23 0.15 0.85 0.00 1.7 5.0 23.0 0.70 0.10 0.20 
24 0.096 0.35 15.0 1.6 24.0 173.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
25 0.60 0.40 0.00 1.9 12.0 102.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
26 0.60 0.40 0.00 1.4 6.0 59.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
27 0.80 0.20 0.00 1.5 24.0 90.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
28 0.102 0.40 15.0 1.7 24.0 105.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
29 0.146 0.45 15.0 1.9 20.0 115.0 0.65 0.10 0.20 
30 (0.45) (0.55) 0.00 1.9 9.0 78.0 0.65 0.10 0.25 
31 0.188 0.20 20.0 1.9 89.0 407.0 0.45 0.20 0.35 
32 0.177 (0.25) 10.0 1.7 56.0 253.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
33 0.198 0.20 25.0 1.8 32.0 139.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 







Table 3.1.3 cont. Muscle model parameters for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb. 
Standard Muscle Geometry Data for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb* 
Muscle %i? %1: a (o) E AT(mm2) Mass (g) %SO %FO %FG 
35 0.130 0.65 10.0 1.7 (12.0) 53.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
36 0.121 0.65 15.0 1.7 (20.0) 90.0 0.55 0.15 0.30 
37 0.20 0.80 5.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 0.45 0.15 0.40 
38 0.103 0.80 15.0 1.9 (9.0) 80.0 0.75 0.15 0.10 
39 0.103 0.80 15.0 1.9 (9.0) 80.0 0.75 0.15 0.10 
40 0.208 0.80 10.0 2.2 20.0 63.0 0.70 0.10 0.20 
41 0.079 0.60 20.0 2.0 17.0 42.0 0.55 0.25 0.20 
42 0.087 0.80 10.0 2.2 21.0 (36.0) 0.60 0.10 0.30 
43 0.210 0.90 10.0 2.7 11.0 (20.0) 0.45 0.15 0.40 
44 0.200 0.55 (10.0) 1.0 4.0 (IO.O) 0.35 0.20 0.45 
45 0.120 0.80 15.0 1.9 13.0 34.0 0.40 0.15 0.45 
46 0.120 0.85 10.0 2.5 13.0 10.0 0.50 0.20 0.30 
47 0.085 0.65 20.0 2.0 12.0 12.0 0.40 0.20 0.40 
48 0.090 0.65 20.0 1.8 15.0 30.0 0.50 0.15 0.35 
*Adapted from Pierrynowski & Morrison (1985b), where parentheses indicated values 
of low confidence. See Table 3.1.2 for corresponding muscle names. 
%LF = muscle fibre length relative to reference muscle length. 
%1: = tendon slack length relarive to reference muscle length. 
a (0 ) = muscle pennation angle in degrees at reference muscle length. 
AT = tendon cross sectional area. 
Mass = muscle mass. 
%SO = relative distribution of SO muscle fibre type. 
%FO= relative distribution of FO muscle fibre type. 
%FG= relative distribution of FG muscle fibre type. 
3.1.3 Muscle model parameter optimisation 
A functional maximum and minimum change in muscle belly length can be obtained from the 
maximum and minimum muscle lengths produced by the range of motion of the joint system. 
Limits exist in the range of fibre lengths defined by the force-length relationship when an 
optimal fibre length is defined. Limits can also be imposed on the pennation angle such that it 
lies between zero and a maximum angle at the minimum muscle belly length. Knowing the 
maximum and minimum muscle lengths necessary to produce the desired range of segment 
motion, reference muscle pennation angles and reference fibre lengths can be adjusted to 
accommodate the range of motion and pennation angle limits and at the same time derive an 







muscle-tendon lengths can be found by mathematically modelling each joint at it's full range of 
motion and applying the skeletal reference co-ordinate data defining each muscle path 
(Pierrynowski & Morrison, 1985b). Alternatively, maximum and minimum muscle-tendon 
lengths can be determined for the task under investigation for each segment position recorded, 
again by using skeletal reference co-ordinate data defining each muscle path. The optimisation 
in this case is specific to this task and the specific changes in belly length. Optimisation of 
reference fibre length and reference pennation angle to the maximum and minimum changes in 
muscle-tendon length, and calculation of an optimal fibre length can be achieved by the 
solution of simultaneous equations involving changes in muscle belly length and muscle 
architecture. 
The following variables are known from skeletal data fitted to the subject and from subject 
range of motion: 
[M = reference muscle - tendon length, at which reference muscle model data is defined. 
AM 
L = maximum muscle - tendon length. 
:[M minimum muscle - tendon length. 
i: = resting tendon length. 
[
8 = reference belly length. 
The maximum and minimum changes in muscle belly length relative to the reference belly 
length are given from the maximum and minimum muscle lengths, resting tendon length, and 
maximum tendon length. To avoid the mathematical problem of muscles being at their limit of 
modelled length, as described by the force-length relationship, and unable to produce force at 
the maximum and minimum range of motion for the movement trial, 15 % was arbitrarily added 
on to the changes in belly length as measured from the range of motion. In effect when the 
segments were at their limit of recorded range of motion the muscles were not at the limit of 
their modelled length. This is a practical solution, and the choice of 15% was arbitrarily chosen 
based on the shape of the muscle fibre force-length curve rather than on physiological rational, 
in order to ensure the fibre length and pennation angle are such that the change in fibre length 







The maximum belly length is given by the maximum muscle-tendon length minus the slack 
(resting) tendon length. The minimum belly length is given by the minimum sum of muscle-
tendon length minus tendon length under maximum isometric force at various muscle lengths. 
As tendon stretch will decrease the belly length and isometric force varies according to muscle 
fibre length. In the present study, minimum belly length was estimated as the minimum muscle-
tendon length minus the maximum tendon length. This is an overestimation of the actual 
minimum belly length but ensures the range of possible belly lengths is included. The maximum 
tendon length is calculated from the maximum contractile force of the muscle, being the 
optimal isometric force at the optimal muscle fibre length. Optimal isometric force for each 
muscle is calculated within the optimisation procedure from the resulting reference fibre 
length, pennation angle and optimal fibre length. Hence the maximum stretch of the tendon in 
the present model is not known until after the parameters have been optimised and optimal 
muscle force attained, requiring an initial estimate of maximum tendon length to start the 
optimisation procedure. 
As optimal fibre length and optimal force depend on the maximum and minimum belly length 
used in the optimisation procedure, maximum tendon length and consequently minimum belly 
length cannot be calculated directly. Instead, an iterative procedure was used with an initial 
estimation of maximum tendon length. The optimisation procedure was executed and an 
optimal fibre length and maximum isometric force calculated, and a new maximum tendon 
length was then calculated. If the change in maximum tendon length was greater than a 
specified value (say 0.5%) then a new minimum belly length was calculated and the 
optimisation procedure repeated. 
The optimisation procedure began with a minimum and maximum change in muscle belly 
length, calculated from the muscle lengths of the movement trial and reference tendon and 
belly lengths, and is given by: 
and 
(fM - V - V3) 
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where: 
ext.ALB= [(&B-&B)x 0.1s] + L'.1LB 
ext.&B = &,B - [(LlfB - &B) x 0.1s] 
AB 
& maximum change in muscle belly length from reference belly length. 
M} = minimum change in muscle belly length from reference belly length. 
AM 
L = maximum muscle - tendon length. 
f,M = minimum muscle - tendon length. 
i: = resting tendon length. 
[B = reference belly length. 
f T = maximum length of the tendon, calculated from optimal isometric force. 
ext. A[,B = extended maximum change in muscle belly length. 
ext. L1fB = extended minimum change in muscle belly length. 
3. l.2a 
3. l.2b 
First reference fibre lengths, reference pennation angles, and optimal fibre lengths are adjusted 
to the changes in belly length. First, the case of the non-pennate muscle is presented followed 
by the pennate muscle. 
For a non-pennate muscle the relationship between the optimal fibre length, reference fibre 
length and maximum and minimum changes in belly length are shown in Fig. 3 .1. 4 . 




Minimum Reference Maximum 
belly length fibre length belly length 
Figure 3.1.4 Relationship between optimal fibre length, reference fibre 
length and maximum and minimum changes in belly length for a non-
pennate muscle. The relationship between maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths and optimal fibre length are obtained from the force-length 






If the optimal muscle fibre length was chosen so that the maximum and minimum possible 
muscle fibre lengths, as described by the force-length relationship, evenly spanned the changes 
in muscle belly length, then from Fig. 3 .1. 4: 
:U = i: + ext. & B = (v x 1. 8 )- d 3.1.3 
3.1.4 
from which: 
d = ((1.sxi?)-(o.ssxf}))/2.38 3.1.5 
which also gives the optimal muscle fibre length as: 
It = (:LF + il) 
3.1.6 
2.38 
However, the minimum optimal fibre length required to span the changes in belly length is: 
"F ~p 
L - L 3.1.7 
1.22 
If the optimal fibre length calculated ( equation 3 .1.6) should be less than the nummum 
required ( equation 3 .1. 7) then the optimal fibre length will need to be changed to the minimum 
value and changes made to the reference belly length and reference muscle lengths in order to 
accommodate the range of motion. In the case (P < L~unc) : 












To start the procedure for the pennate muscle ( equation 3 .1.14 ), maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths and pennation angles can be calculated from the reference fibre length ( I: ) and 
reference pennation angle ( a ) given the maximum and minimum changes in belly length of the 
movement trial. If a limit is imposed on the maximum pennation angle and it is exceeded, then 
the reference pennation angle can be decreased and the reference fibre length increased to 
reduce the maximum pennation angle at minimum belly length. The procdure is then repeated, 
where the maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths and pennation angles can then be 
recalculated for the same changes in belly length. The optimal fibre length can be calculated 
from maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths (equation 2.6.36). A limit exists in the 
minimum optimal muscle fibre length to accommodate the changes in belly length ( equation 
2.6.35). If the optimal fibre length falls below this limit then reference fibre length can be 
increased to increase the optimal fibre length. The procdure is then repeated, where the 
maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths and pennation angles can then be recalculated for 
the same changes in belly length. The minimum possible muscle fibre length can be calculated 
from the optimal muscle fibre length (equation 2.6.33). However, a geometric limit exists on 
the minimum modelled fibre length (equation 2.6.25). If the minimum possible muscle fibre 
length falls below this limit then the reference pennation angle can be decreased and the 
reference fibre length increased to increase the minimum possible fibre length. The procdure is 
then repeated, where the maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths and pennation angles 
can then be recalculated for the same changes in belly length. The minimum pennation angle 
corresponding to the minimum possible muscle fibre length can be calculated from the 
reference muscle fibre length and the reference pennation angle. If a limit is imposed on the 
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maximum pennation angle and it is exceeded, then the reference pennation angle can be 
decreased and the reference fibre length increased to reduce the maximum pennation angle at 
minimum possible muscle fibre length. The procdure is then repeated, where the maximum and 
minimum muscle fibre lengths and pennation angles can then be recalculated for the same 
changes in belly length. To achieve a solution the following equations are solved 
simultaneously by iteration until the maximum and minimum fibre lengths produced by the 
reference pennation angle, reference fibre length and the changes in belly lengths of the 
movement trial are included in the maximum and minimum fibre lengths described by the 
optimal fibre length and force-length relationship. 
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if(EB < V. sin(a)) 
{EB= V .sin(a); V1 =EB+ i:} 
- ( -B -p -) a = f ext. & , L , a 
f! = J(a, V, a) 
fF = f(a, [F, a) 
if(a > 40°) 




f} + fF 
2.38 
if(EF < riunc) 
{ LF + +; continue;} 
fF = [F x sin(a) Mod 
-p F 
LAbs = L X 0.58 
(
-p -p ) 
if L Abs < LMod 
{a - -· [F + +· continue·} ' ' ' 
- (-p -p -) a Abs = f LAbs,L ,a 
if(a Abs > 40°) 




The result for both the pennate or non-pennate muscle is the reference muscle-tendon length, 
reference pennation angle, reference fibre length optimised to the maximum and minimum 
changes in muscle belly length, reference belly length, and the optimal muscle fibre length. The 
following can now be calculated for the reference muscle length: 
0.5 x LF 3.1.15 
:[CE = I: _ [SEC 3.1.16 
PCSA = (muscle mass x shape factor)/(muscle density x LF) 3.1.17 
~CE 
Fi = PCSA x muscle specific tension 3.1.18 
For a pennate muscle at the reference muscle length, if the maximum isometric force was 
generated, then the resultant tendon length and pennation angle are given by the solution of 
simultaneous equations. This is due to the dependency of the force generated by the 
contractile elements in the direction of the tendon on the pennation angle and the dependency 
of pennation angle on tendon length, which in tum is dependent on the force generated by the 
contractile elements. 
The following are known: 
With the first approximation: 
3.1.19 
The following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration until convergence is achieved 




In the pennate muscle the fibre length corresponding to the maximum isometric force at the 
reference muscle-tendon length is then: 
LF = V x (s~naj sma 3 .1.21 
For a non-pennate muscle at the reference muscle-tendon length, if the maximum isometric 
force was generated, then the resultant tendon length is given directly by: 
LT = 1:(1.0 + ~CE J 
1400AT 
3.1.22 
In the non-pennate muscle the fibre length corresponding to the maximum isometric force at 
the reference muscle-tendon length is: 
3.1.23 
A 
The maximum isometric force at optimal fibre length ( !\CE ) is then calculated from the 
maximum isometric force and corresponding fibre length and pennation angle calculated under 





The maximum tendon length for the muscle can be calculated knowing the maximum ( optimal) 
isometric force and the optimal muscle fibre length. For a pennate muscle the pennate angle 
when at the optimal muscle fibre length is: 
sin(a) ~ sin(u) x (gJ 3.1.25 
where: 
a = pennate angle at optimal muscle fibre length. 
For a non-pennate muscle the pennate angle is always zero. The maximum tendon length 
resulting from the maximum ( optimal) isometric force at optimal fibre length is given by: 
17 = 1:[1.0 + ~CE X cos(a)J 
1400AT 
3.1.26 
To conclude the optimisation procedure for both pennate and non-pennate muscles the 
minimum change in belly length is calculated with the new maximum tendon length, equation 
3 .1.1 b. If the minimum change in belly length is less than the extended minimum change in 
muscle belly length, equation 3 .1.2b, then the optimisation procedure is repeated with the new 
minimum change in belly length, from equation 3 .1.1 a. 
During the optimisation procedure certain geometric constraints have to be met, mainly: 










-M L = reference muscle - tendon length. 
a = reference pennation angle. 
i7 = resting tendon length. 
[
8 = reference belly length. 
[F = reference fibre length. 
Should the reference belly length need to be increased to accommodate changes in reference 
fibre length or reference pennation angle, then the reference muscle-tendon length will also 
need to be increased, as reference tendon length remains unaltered during the optimisation 
procedure. An increase in reference muscle-tendon length as a result of the optimisation 
procedure is stored along with reference muscle data (including, reference fibre length, 
reference pennation angle, reference belly length, reference fibre SEC length, reference 
contractile element length and optimal fibre length). Prior to the use of the reference muscle 
data in the analysis of muscle dynamics of movement for the respective subject, any increase in 
reference muscle-tendon length is added onto the respective muscle-tendon length every time 
muscle-tendon length is calculated. 
3.1.4 Muscle model maximum force prediction 
In the isometric case, knowing the instantaneous length of the muscle-tendon and reference 
muscle model data allows the maximum isometric force produced and the resultant muscle 
fibre length and pennation angle to be calculated. To do this however, the isometric force 
produced by the contractile elements is dependent on the fibre length, while the force 
produced by the muscle contractile elements in the direction of the tendon will depend on the 
pennation angle. Both fibre length and pennation angle are dependent on the belly length, 
which in turn is dependent on the length of the tendon. The length of the tendon is dependent 
on the force produced by the muscle contractile elements and pennation angle. This 
dependency can be solved by the solution of simultaneous non-linear equations via an iterative 




The following are known: 
Therefore with an approximat'ion for length of the tendon for the first iteration, 
3.1.28 
For the pennate muscle the following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration until 
convergence is achieved for the maximum isometric force c·f{E ): 
LF = /(a) 
3.1.29 
For the non-pennate muscle the following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration 









The result is the maximum isometric force produced for a given whole muscle-tendon length, 
as well as the resultant pennation angle, fibre length and tendon length. 
In the general case, knowing the instantaneous length and velocity of the muscle fibres and 
contractile elements allows for the calculation of the maximum force produced by the 
contractile elements, subject to the muscle model excitation contraction dynamics. In doing 
this however, the force produced by the muscle contractile elements is dependent on the length 
of the muscle fibre and velocity of the muscle contractile elements. The length of the 
contractile elements are dependent on the muscle fibre SEC length and muscle belly length. 
The muscle belly length is, in turn, dependent on the tendon length. The length of the fibre 
SEC is dependent on the force in the direction of the muscle fibre, while tendon length is 
dependent on force in the direction of the tendon. The force in the direction of the tendon will 
depend on the pennation angle, which, in turn, is dependent on the muscle belly length. Muscle 
belly length is dependent on the tendon length, which is, in turn, dependent on the force in the 
contractile elements and pennation angle. This dependency is not solved as readily as in the 
isometric case due to the need to calculate the velocity of the contractile elements which is 
dependent on the forces produced in the previous instants in time. However, knowing the 
previous contractile element length at time - ~ T , the maximum force generated by the 
contractile elements under the current dynamic conditions can be calculated via the solution of 
simultaneous non-linear equations. This is achieved via an iterative method given a first 
approximation for the length of the muscle fibre SEC and tendon. 
The following are known, 
M • M -sEC rT -s - -p =p T ~CE o o o L ,L ,I.: ,L ,L ,a,L ,L ,A ,Fi ,YoSO,YoFO,YoFG 
as well as from the previous instant in time: 
and with an approximation for the muscle series elastic component length and tendon length 





LSEC ~ [SEC 3.1.32 
For the pennate muscle the following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration until 
convergence is achieved for the maximum force ( pCE ) : 
LF = /(a) 
LlT 
Fiso = (FrE x %So)1100 
Ft0 = { Fi CE x %FO) I 100 
Ft0 = (FiCE x %FG)! 100 
pso = f(Fiso ,i,cE ,LF) 
pFO = f(Fto ,LCE ,LF) 










For the non-pennate muscle the following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration 
until convergence is achieved for the maximum force ( pCE ) : 
~T 
ACE 
= f(LF) F I 
Aso 
(:F?E x %SO) /100 F = I 
AFO 
(FrE x %FO)lloO F = I 
AFG (FiCE X %FG)t100 F = I 
Aso 
F = f(Fiso ,LcE ,LF) 
AFO 
F = f(Fto ,LcE ,LF) 
AFG 
F = f(F'tG ,LCE ,LF) 
while(( LIBso )11( LIBFo )11( LIBFG )) 
3.1.34 
The result of the above iterative procedures (3 .1.33 and 3 .1.34) is the maximum muscle 
contractile element force ( pCE) and corresponding maximum force in each fibre component 
(Fso, pFO, pFG) for the current instantaneous contractile conditions, and resultant pennation 









The model used to incorporate the SO, FO, and FG fibre types assumes that these fibres act in 
series as representative functional units within the contractile element component of the 
muscle model (Fig. 2.6.4, Fig. 2.6.5 and Fig. 3.1.5). This model assumes that the SO, FO, and 
FG components have the same velocity as the contractile element component, and that the 
contractile element force, which is the sum of the SO, FO, and FG component forces, acts 
through one representative muscle fibre series elastic component. 
Contractile Element 
Muscle fibre SEC 
SO Fibres 
FO Fibres - VV""-.-
FG Fibres 
Figure 3.1.5 Muscle Fibre incorporating SO, FO and FG fibre types. 
3.1.5 Muscle model excitation and muscle force limits 
Muscle excitation dynamics can be included in the muscle model with a knowledge of the 
individual excitation levels of each fibre type at the previous instant in time. Knowing the time 
interval to the current frame the maximum and minimum activation states ( q rise, q fall) can be 
calculated (equations 2.6.30 and 2.6.31) using simulation equal to one and simulation equal to 
zero respectively. For the SO fibre types maximum and minimum activation states are: 
where: 
so 






q~~e = activation level of SO fibres due to maximum rise in activation from 
previous activation level. 
q~~ = activation level of SO fibres due to maximum fall in activation from 
previous activation level. 
q~fT = activation level of SO fibres at previous instant in time. 
t = time constant for rise in activation (0.5 < S < 1.0). 
t = time constant for fall in activation (0 < S < 0.5). 
Llt = time interval. 
The muscle contractile element forces limits due to maximum and minimum simulation for the 
current instant in time are then given by: 
where: 
FCE fall [(qso X pSO) + (qFO X pFO) + ( FG X pFG)] fall fall q fall 
F~! = upper limit on contractile element force due maximum rise in activation 
relative to previous activation level. 
pCE = 
fall lower limit on contractile element force due maximum fall in activation 
relative to previous activation level. 
q~~e = activation level of SO fibres due to maximum rise in activation from 
previous activation level. 
q~~ = activation level ofFO fibres due to maximum rise in activation from 
previous activation level. 
q~~ = activation level ofFG fibres due to maximum rise in activation from 
previous activation level. 
q~~ = activation level of SO fibres due to maximum fall in activation from 
previous activation level. 
qf~ = activation level ofFO fibres due to maximum fall in activation from 
previous activation level. 
qfSi = activation level of FG fibres due to maximum fall in activation from 










Knowing the current muscle length and the muscle upper and lower contractile element force 
limits, due to previous excitation levels, the limits on the force in the direction of the tendon 
can be calculated. These upper and lower forces in the direction of the tendon form the 
boundary conditions in solving individual muscle forces from the equipolance equations. For a 
pennate muscle, the upper limit the force in the direction of the tendon is given by the solution 
of the following simultaneous equations. 
The following are known: 
LM '.C [B - -Lp AT FCE 
' ' 'a, ' ' rise 
Therefore, with an approximation for pennation angle for the first iteration, 
arise ~ a 3.1.39 
For a pennate muscle the following equations are solved simultaneously by iteration until 















For the non-pennate muscle the forces in the direction of the tendon are given directly by the 
contractile element forces as the pennation angle is equal to zero. The result are the maximum 
and minimum constraint forces in the direction of the tendon as a result of the previous 
activation levels in each fibre type. 
3.1.6 Combining excitation and contraction dynamics with mixed fibre types. 
The recruitment of force between the three fibre types (SO, FO, FG) is in order of SO, FO and 
then FG fibres, which reflects the size principle of motor unit recruitment. At low muscle 
forces activation of SO fibres would dominate, but with increasing force the activation of FO 
fibres and then FG fibres would increase. The analytical approach for incorporating mixed 
fibre types in the present model is as follows. 
i) For the previous frame the activation levels in the each of the three fibre types is known 
( q~fT, q:fT, q:2i,). For the current frame the maximum and minimum activation levels for 
each fibre type 1s predicted under maximum and mirumum simulation 
( q~~1, q~i~e, qf~, q~~, qfat q~~, Section 3.1.5, equations 3.1.35 and 3.1.36). Each fibre 
type having its own activation time cause. For the first frame the activation limits are 
assumed to be one and zero respectively for each fibre type. 
The maximum dynamic muscle force is then calculated subject to the current contraction 
dynamics. Due to stretch of series elastic component and tendon, steps iii), iv), v) and vi) are 
solved by iteration until convergence in maximum dynamic contractile element force (Section 
3.1.4, equation 3.1.33 for the pennate and 3.1.34 for the non-pennate muscle). 
iii) For the current series elastic component and tendon length, pennation angle (a), fibre 
length ( LF) and contractile element length (L CE) and velocity (t CE) are calculated. 
iv) For the current frame the maximum isometric force for the contractile elements ( FicE) 









v) The maximum isometric force in each fibre type ( :i\so }t0 }t0 ) is given by distributing 
the maximum isometric force ( F?E) to each fibre type in proportion to the percentage of 




Aso AFo AFG) For the current frame the maximum dynamic force for each fibre type F , F , F 
can be calculated from the maximum isometric force ( Fiso, Ft0 , Ft0 ) , contractile element 
velocity ( L CE) and force velocity relationship of each fibre type. 
The maximum dynamic force of the contractile elements (pcE) is given by the sum of the 
maximum dynamic forces in each fibre type (Fso }F0 }FG). 
viii) For the current maximum dynamic force of the contractile elements and pennation angle, 
the corresponding tendon length (LT) and series elastic component ( LsE) are calculated. 
The result is maximum dynamic forces m each fibre type (Fso }F0 ,FFG) and of the 
contractile elements ( pCE) . 
ix) For the current frame the upper and lower force limits for each fibre type 
(Fffa~, FJ~, Ffa~, FJ~, Ffa~, FJ:!) are calculated from the respective upper and lower 
actl·vat1'on 1 1 f h fib ty ( so so FO FO FG FG ) eve S O eac re pe qfau, qrise, qfall, qrise, qfall, qrise and the 
corresponding maximum dynamic force in each fibre type ( pso, pFo, pFG) . The upper and 
lower force limits for contractile elements ( F~ii', Fr?s!) are the sum of the forces in each of 
the three fibre types at either the upper or lower activation levels respectively (Section 
3.1.5, equations 3.1.37 and 3.1.38). 
x) Knowing the current muscle length and the upper and lower limits of contractile element 
forces ( F~ii', Fr?s!) the corresponding force limits in the direction of the tendon can be 
calculated (Fr~t, F~e, Section 3.1.5, equations 3.1.39-42). For a non-pennate muscle this 






xi) Optimisation is then carried out subject to maximum and minimum muscle force limits, 
resultant joint moments and the equipollence equations to determine individual muscle 
forces (Ft, Sections 2.6.2.6 and 3.2). 
xii) With known muscle force (FM), tendon length (LT) can be calculated along with 
pennation angle and fibre length, senes elastic component length (LsE), contractile 
element lengths ( L CE) and force in the direction of the contractile elements ( FcE) . The 
velocity of the contractile element for the frame is approximated by: 
3.1.43 
Li.T 
xi) The current force in each muscle fibre type (Fso, FF0 , FFG) is given by distributing the 
current predicted contractile element force ( FcE) . In the present study this achieved 
knowing the maximum and trurumum force limits m each fibre type 
( Fla?i, F~~, Ffa_?i, FJ~, Flat FJ~) calculated from the previous excitation levels 
( q~fT, q:fT, q:2i,). Force distribution was performed preferentially to SO, then FO and 
lastly FG fibres. Each fibre type was initially given its minimum force limit 
( Fla?i, Ffa?i, Fla_~) as predicted from previous excitation levels. Any remaining force was 
then distributed to the SO fibres until they reached there maximum force limit ( F~~) as 
predicted from previous excitation level. Similarly, any remaining force was then 
distributed to the FO fibre until they reached there maximum force limit ( F J~) , likewise 
for FG fibres with any force still remaining. 
xii) Knowing the current force in each fibre type (Fso, FF0 , FFG) and the maximum dynamic 




contractile conditions, the excitation level of the different fibre types can be calculated for 
the current frame ( q so , q Fo , q FG) . 
xiii)The current excitation levels of each muscle fibre type ( q so, q Fo , q FG) are then used to 
incorporate excitation dynamics at the next instant in time ( q~fT, q:fT, q:iT, Section 
3 .1. 5), similarly, the current contractile element length ( L cE) is used when calculating the 
contractile element velocity and muscle maximum dynamic forces in the next frame( L ~!T, 
Section 3 .1.4). 
3.1.7 Muscle model test example 
In the following example, a single muscle is considered to span a one degree of freedom joint 
(Fig. 3 .1.6). For purpose of comparisons, this muscle is modelled as a pennate and then again 





Figure 3.1.6 Single muscle crossing planar joint. 
The maximum and minimum muscle model lengths in this example, are given by rotating the 
joint and hence muscle insertion point to respective limits of the range of motion and 
calculating respective muscle lengths. 
0.2566 m 








Optimisation of the muscle model parameters to the changes in muscle belly lengths are given 
in Table 3.1.5. 
Table 3.1.4 Muscle properties for muscle model example. 
Measured: subject in reference position 
muscle length in reference position 0.25 m 
moment arm in reference position 0.04m 
ROM from reference position -10° to +80° 
Muscle insertion (x,y) ( 0.03,0.04) 
Muscle origin (x,v) (-0.22,0.04) 
From reference tables: 
Reference %tendon length 0.20 
Reference pennate angle (pennate) 0.262 rad 
Reference pennate angle (non-pennate) 0.0 rad 
Reference %fibre length (pennate) 0.32 
Reference %fibre length (non-pennate) 0.80 
Shape factor (E) 1.5 
Muscle mass (pennate) 0.028 kg 
Muscle mass (non-pennate) 0.070 kg 
Muscle density 1050 kg/m2 
Muscle specific tension 400,000 N/m2 
Tendon cross sectional area 20mm2 
Tendon elasticity 1400N/mm2 
Calculated for reference muscle length 
Reference tendon length 0.05 m 
Reference fibre length (pennate) 0.08m 
Reference fibre length (non-pennate) 0.20m 
Reference belly length 0.20m 
The optimised reference fibre length is used to calculate the reference muscle PCSA and 
maximum reference isometric force. The reference series elastic component length is 
calculated from the optimal fibre length. The reference series elastic component and the 
optimised reference fibre lengths are used to calculate the reference contractile element length. 
The muscle, belly, tendon and fibre lengths as well as pennation angle following maximum 
isometric contraction at the reference muscle length are presented in Table 3 .1. 6. The muscle, 
belly, tendon and fibre lengths as well as pennation angle following maximum isometric 






Table 3.1.5 Muscle parameters optimised to changes in muscle belly length. 
Pennate Non-Pennate 
Min.change in belly length* ( MP) -0.0758 m -0.0756 m 
Max.change in belly length* (M:3) +0.0173 m +0.0173 m 
Optimal fibre length ( 17) 0.0753 m 0.1436 m 
Reference muscle length ( [M) 0.2500 m 0.2500 m 
Reference belly length ( [B) 0.2000 m 0.2000 m 
Reference tendon length ( 1:) 0.0500 m 0.0500 m 
Reference fibre length ( [F) 0.1171 m 0.2000 m 
Reference pennate angle ( ii) 10.94° 0.00° 
Reference CE length ( [CE ) 0.0795 m 0.1282 m 
Reference SEC length ( [SEC) 0.0377 m 0.0718 m 
Reference PCSA 0.000342 m2 0.0005 m2 
Reference Max.Iso.Force ( pCE) 136.60 N 200.00N 
A 
557.42 N 398.28 N Optimal.Iso.Force ( FcE) 
Maximum muscle length** (LM) 0.2687 m 0.3084 m 
Maximum fibre length** ( fF) 0.1355 m 0.2584 m 
pennate angle** ( a) 9.45° 0.00° 
Minimum muscle length** ( iY) 0.1726 m 0.1333 m 
Minimum fibre length** ( fF) 0.0437 m 0.0833 m 
pennate angle** ( ci) 30.61 ° 0.00° 
* relative to reference belly length. 
* * at maximum or minimum model muscle length respectively determined 
from optimal fibre length. 
Table 3.1.6. Muscle parameters following maximum isometric 
contraction at reference muscle length. 
Pennate Non-Pennate 
Muscle length 0.250 m 0.250 m 
Belly length 0.1998 m 0.1996 m 
Tendon length 0.0502 m 0.0504 m 
Fibre length 0.1169 m 0.1996 m 







Table 3.1. 7 Muscle parameters following maximum isometric 
contraction at optimal fibre length. 
Pennate Non-Pennate 
Muscle length 0.2079 m 0.1943 m 
Belly length 0.1569 m 0.1436 m 
Tendon length 0.0510 m 0.0507 m 
Fibre length 0.0753 m 0.1436 m 
Pennate angle 17.176 degs 0.000 degs 
A graphical representation of the relationship between reference fibre lengths, optimal fibre 
lengths, maximum and minimum fibre lengths, and range of motion indicated by changes in 
belly length is presented in Fig. 3 .1. 7 and Fig. 3 .1. 8 for the non-pennate and pennate muscle 
examples respectively. 
0.58 x Optimal 
= 0.0833 m 
Optimal fibre length 1.8 x Optimal 
= 0.1436 m = 0.2584 m 
.. ~: 
1-----------1-------1-------+d = 0.0411 m 
Minimum 
belly length 






= 0.2173 m 
Figure 3.1. 7 Relationship between optimal fibre length, reference fibre 
length and maximum and minimum changes in belly length for non-
pennate muscle example. 
The force-length relationships, as expressed by equation 2.6.32, for two muscle fibres with 
optimal lengths of 0.0753 m and 0.1436 m respectively and optimal forces of 557.42 N and 




0.58 x Optimal 
= 0.0437 m 
at belly length 
= 0.1226 m 
Optimal fibre length 1.8 x Optimal 
= 0.0753 m = 0.1355 m 
at belly length at belly length 
= 0.1579 m = 0.2187 m 
. ~: 
r--------'----1-------+---+d = 0.0014 m 
Minimum 
belly length 






= 0.2173 m 
Figure 3.1.8 Relationship between optimal fibre length, reference fibre length 
and maximum and minimum changes in belly length for pennate muscle 
example. 
Table 3.1.8 Force length relationship for muscle fibres with optimal lengths 
of0.0753 m and 0.1436 m optimal forces of557.42 N and 398.28 N. 
Pennate Muscle Non-Pennate Muscle 
Relative fibre Fibre Length Force CE Fibre Length Force CE 
Length* (m) (N) (m) (N) 
0.58 0.0437 002.152 0.0833 001.537 
0.7 0.0527 268.452 0.1005 191.809 
0.8 0.0602 430.825 0.1149 307.824 
0.9 0.0678 527.092 0.1292 376.607 
1.0 0.0753 557.424 0.1436 398.279 
1.2 0.0904 463.135 0.1723 330.110 
1.4 0.1054 270.680 0.2010 193 .401 
1.6 0.1205 104.563 0.2297 074.710 
1.8 0.1355 032.286 0.2584 023.068 
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Figure 3.1.9 Force length relationship for muscle fibre with optimal 
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Figure 3.1.10 Force length relationship for muscle fibre with optimal 
fibre length of0.0753 m and optimal force of 557.424 N. 
The force-length relationship and resulting muscle model parameters over the theoretical range 
of muscle lengths for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples are presented in Tables 







Table 3.1.9 Muscle model parameters for non-pennate muscle during 
maximum isometric force through range of muscle lengths. 
Muscle Muscle arameters under maximum isometric force 
Len h m Force CE Fibre len h m Tendon Len h m 
0.13328 1.4807 0.08327 0.05000 
0.15079 191.3484 0.10045 0.05034 
0.16831 325.3835 0.11773 0.05058 
0.18582 390.9215 0.13513 0.05070 
0.20334 390.5237 0.15264 0.05070 
0.22086 339.0589 0.17025 0.05061 
0.23837 258.3730 0.18791 0.05046 
0.25589 171.3157 0.20558 0.05031 
0.27341 96.4975 0.22323 0.05017 
0.29092 45.7249 0.24084 0.05008 
0.30844 23.0499 0.25840 0.05004 
Table 3.1.10 Muscle model parameters for pennate muscle during maximum isometric 
force through range of muscle lengths. 
Muscle Muscle parameters under maximum isometric force 
Length Force CE Fibre Length Pennation Belly Length Tendon 
(m) (N) (m) (rads) (m) Length (m) 
0.17259 2.0299 0.04367 0.53423 0.12259 0.05000 
0.18220 245.2064 0.05182 0.44352 0.13181 0.05040 
0.19181 432.5549 0.06034 0.37741 0.14109 0.05072 
0.20142 537.6300 0.06918 0.32721 0.15051 0.05091 
0.21103 553.0444 0.07831 0.28791 0.16009 0.05095 
0.22064 491.1175 0.08766 0.25645 0.16980 0.05085 
0.23026 379.6658 0.09717 0.23087 0.17960 0.05066 
0.23987 253.0454 0.10676 0.20980 0.18942 0.05044 
0.24948 141.8637 0.11637 0.19226 0.19923 0.05025 
0.25909 66.0246 0.12595 0.17747 0.20897 0.05012 
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Figure 3.1.11 Fibre length and change in tendon length for non-
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Figure 3.1.12 Contractile element force for non-pennate muscle 
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Figure 3.1.13 Fibre length and change in tendon length for pennate 
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Figure 3.1.14 Pennation angle for pennate muscle example during 
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Figure 3.1.15 Contractile element force and tendon force pennate 
muscle example during maximum isometric contractions. 
The force-velocity relationship for both the pennate and non-pennate examples, at muscle 
lengths of O .25 m respectively, are presented in Table 3 .1.11 and graphically in Figures 3 .1.16 
and 3 .1.1 7. The muscle fibre compositions represented is 5 0% slow and 5 0% fast fibres, and 






Table 3.1.11 Force velocity relationship for pennate and non-pennate 
muscles examples. Muscle length is 0.25 m, fibre composition is 50% fast 
and 50% slow fibres, and the velocity is that of the contractile elements. 
CE Pennate Muscle Non-Pennate Muscle 
velocity SOFce FGFce TendFce SOFce FGFce TendFce 
(mis) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N) (N) 
-1.30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-1.26 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.522 0.522 
-1.22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.365 1.365 
-1.18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.250 2.250 
-1.14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.179 3.179 
-1.10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.156 4.156 
-1.06 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.186 5.186 
-1.02 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.271 6.271 
-0.98 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.417 7.417 
-0.94 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.630 8.630 
-0.90 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.914 9.914 
-0.86 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.277 11.277 
-0.82 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 12.726 12.726 
-0.78 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 14.269 14.269 
-0.74 0.000 0.304 0.298 0.000 15.916 15.916 
-0.70 0.000 1.293 1.270 0.000 17.678 17.678 
-0.66 0.000 2.369 2.326 0.000 19.568 19.568 
-0.62 0.000 3.542 3.477 0.000 21.599 21.599 
-0.58 0.000 4.827 4.739 0.000 23.788 23.788 
-0.54 0.000 6.240 6.126 0.000 26.155 26.155 
-0.50 0.000 7.801 7.659 0.000 28.721 28.721 
-0.46 0.000 9.536 9.363 0.000 31.514 31.514 
-0.42 0.000 11.475 11.266 0.000 34.564 34.564 
-0.38 0.000 13.656 13.408 0.857 37.911 38.768 
-0.34 0.000 16.128 15.834 2.830 41.599 44.430 
-0.30 0.000 18.952 18.607 5.220 45.684 50.904 
-0.26 0.000 22.211 21.806 8.173 50.233 58.405 
-0.24 0.000 24.035 23.598 9.927 52.706 62.633 
-0.22 0.716 26.014 26.243 11.916 55.329 67.245 
-0.20 1.867 28.166 29.486 14.190 58.115 72.305 
-0.18 3.223 30.514 33.123 16.815 61.080 77.895 
-0.16 4.842 33.087 37.239 19.878 64.242 84.120 
-0.14 6.809 35.920 41.951 23.501 67.621 91.122 
-0.12 9.251 39.053 47.425 27.850 71.242 99.092 
-0.10 12.363 42.538 53.901 33.170 75.131 108.302 
-0.08 16.461 46.441 61.756 39.826 79.321 119.147 
-0.06 22.106 50.842 71.618 48.392 83.851 132.243 
-0.04 30.371 55.850 84.649 59.829 88.765 148.594 
-0.02 43.633 61.616 103.329 75.871 94.123 169.993 
0.00 68.376 68.376 134.255 100.000 100.000 200.000 
0.02 80.037 73.504 150.737 113.742 104.932 218.674 
0.04 82.344 76.290 155.737 117.792 108.243 226.035 
0.06 83.335 78.048 158.435 119.734 110.625 230.359 
0.10 84.239 80.144 161.379 121.624 113.827 235.451 
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Figure 3.1.16 Force velocity relationship for the pennate muscle 
example. Muscle length is 0.25m, fibre composition is 50% fast and 
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Figure 3.1.17 Force velocity relationship for the non-pennate muscle 
example. Muscle length of 0.25m. Fibre composition is 50% fast and 
50% slow fibres. Force and velocity is that of the contractile element. 
The force-velocity relationship with varying fibre composition, for both the pennate and non-
pennate muscle examples, at muscle lengths of 0.25m respectively, are presented in Table 
3 .1.12 and graphically in Figures 3 .1.18 and 3 .1.19. The muscle fibre compositions being 
100% slow, 100% fast and 50% slow, 50% fast fibres. Velocity is that of the contractile 





Table 3.1.12 Force-velocity relationship for pennate and non-pennate 
muscle examples at varying fibre composition. Muscle length is 0.25m, the 
velocity is that of the contractile elements. 
CE Force in Tendon (N) 
velocity Pennate fibre distribution Non-Pennate fibre distribution 
(mis) all slow all fast 50/50 all slow all fast 50/50 
-1.30 0.000 0.000 
-1.26 1.043 0.522 
-1.22 2.729 1.365 
-1.18 4.499 2.250 
-1.14 6.357 3.179 
-1.10 8.312 4.156 
-1.06 10.371 5.186 
-1.02 12.543 6.271 
-0.98 14.836 7.417 
-0.94 17.261 8.630 
-0.90 19.831 9.914 
-0.86 22.559 11.277 
-0.82 0.000 0.000 25.459 12.726 
-0.78 0.000 0.000 28.548 14.269 
-0.74 0.597 0.298 31.846 15.916 
-0.70 2.539 1.270 35.374 17.678 
-0.66 4.651 2.326 39.158 19.568 
-0.62 6.956 3.477 43.226 21.599 
-0.58 9.480 4.739 47.612 23.788 
-0.54 12.258 6.126 52.354 26.155 
-0.50 15.329 7.659 57.498 28.721 
-0.46 18.742 9.363 0.000 63.097 31.514 
-0.42 22.558 11.266 0.000 69.214 34.564 
-0.38 26.852 13.408 1.723 75.924 38.768 
-0.34 31.722 15.834 5.664 83.319 44.430 
-0.30 37.290 18.607 10.435 91.509 50.904 
-0.26 0.000 43.718 21.806 16.331 100.629 58.405 
-0.24 0.000 47.320 23.598 19.834 105.589 62.633 
-0.22 1.410 51.224 26.243 23.804 110.848 67.245 
-0.20 3.664 55.469 29.486 28.344 116.434 72.305 
-0.18 6.318 60.102 33.123 33.584 122.378 77.895 
-0.16 9.486 65.180 37.239 39.700 128.716 84.120 
-0.14 13.336 70.769 41.951 46.932 135.488 91.122 
-0.12 18.113 76.950 47.425 55.616 142.741 99.092 
-0.10 24.200 83.825 53.901 66.240 150.527 108.302 
-0.08 32.220 91.515 61.756 79.534 158.909 119.147 
-0.06 43.269 100.175 71.618 96.651 167.956 132.243 
-0.04 59.463 110.003 84.649 119.519 177.753 148.594 
-0.02 85.491 121.252 103.329 151.625 188.396 169.993 
0.00 134.255 134.255 134.255 200.000 200.000 200.000 
0.02 157.279 144.205 150.737 227.573 209.782 218.674 
0.04 161.802 149.679 155.737 235.685 216.393 226.035 
0.06 163.733 153.143 158.435 239.565 221.160 230.359 
0.10 165.484 157.279 161.379 243.333 227.573 235.451 
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Figure 3.1.18 Force-velocity relationship for the pennate muscle 
example with varying fibre composition. The muscle length is 0.25m. 
Three fibre compositions of 100% slow, 100% fast and 50/50 are 
represented. The velocity is that of the contractile element and the 
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Figure 3.1.19 Force-velocity relationship for the non-pennate muscle 
example with varying fibre composition. The muscle length is 0.25m. 
Three fibre compositions of 100% slow, 100% fast and 50/50 are 
represented. The velocity is that of the contractile element and the 
force is that experienced by the tendon. 
The force-velocity relationship for varying muscle lengths, with a fibre composition of 50/50 
fast slow/fibres, for both the pennate and non-pennate examples, are presented in Table 3 .1.13 
and graphically in Figures 3 .1.20 and 3 .1.21. The force is that in the tendon and the velocity is 






Table 3.1.13 Force velocity relationship for pennate and non-pennate muscle 
examples at varying muscle lengths. The fibre composition is 50/50 slow/fast fibres, 
and the velocity is that of the contractile elements. 
CE Force in Tendon (N) 
velocity Pennate Muscle Length (m) Non-pennate Muscle Len~h (m) 






-1.10 0.000 4.156 
-1.06 1.565 5.186 
-1.02 3.287 6.271 
-0.98 5.110 7.417 
-0.94 0.000 7.044 8.630 
-0.90 1.569 9.098 9.914 
-0.86 3.974 11.285 11.277 
-0.82 6.547 13.617 12.726 
-0.78 0.000 9.307 16.109 14.269 
-0.74 0.298 12.274 18.779 15.916 
-0.70 1.270 15.472 21.646 17.678 
-0.66 0.000 2.326 0.000 18.930 24.733 19.568 
-0.62 0.663 3.477 1.123 22.681 28.067 21.599 
-0.58 3.858 4.739 2.865 26.764 31.677 23.788 
-0.54 7.390 6.126 4.789 31.224 35.601 26.155 
-0.50 0.000 11.317 7.659 6.923 36.117 39.880 28.721 
-0.46 4.408 15.708 9.363 9.305 41.509 44.565 31.514 
-0.42 11.003 20.649 11.266 11.981 47.480 49.718 34.564 
-0.38 18.553 26.253 13.408 15.008 54.129 55.411 38.768 
-0.34 0.000 27.284 32.662 15.834 18.459 61.579 61.858 44.430 
-0.30 3.414 37.495 40.063 18.607 22.433 69.983 72.599 50.904 
-0.26 8.035 49.599 48.706 21.806 27.056 83.082 85.120 58.405 
-0.24 10.730 56.533 53.594 23.598 29.663 91.277 92.210 62.633 
-0.22 13.741 64.175 58.931 26.243 32.502 100.279 99.971 67.245 
-0.20 17.128 72.641 64.780 29.486 35.723 110.231 108.517 72.305 
-0.18 20.965 82.071 73.776 33.123 40.892 121.314 117.995 77.895 
-0.16 25.350 92.640 84.817 37.239 46.759 133.768 128.598 84.120 
-0.14 30.408 108.326 97.543 41.951 53.498 147.914 140.581 91.122 
-0.12 36.306 129.442 112.434 47.425 61.350 164.198 154.300 99.092 
-0.10 44.064 154.876 130.200 53.901 70.674 183.269 170.260 108.302 
-0.08 57.047 186.367 151.960 61.756 82.028 206.114 189.220 119.147 
-0.06 74.116 226.938 179.629 71.618 96.360 234.336 212.381 132.243 
-0.04 98.135 282.567 216.865 84.649 115.459 270.769 241.791 148.594 
-0.02 136.552 367.728 271.959 103.329 143.297 321.042 281.292 169.993 
0.00 221.508 532.736 369.682 134.255 191.296 398.407 339.160 200.000 
0.02 255.996 609.287 419.083 150.737 215.421 442.056 373.560 218.674 
0.04 262.525 627.527 432.692 155.737 222.143 456.711 386.129 226.035 
0.06 265.570 636.638 439.811 158.435 225.673 464.880 393.329 230.359 
0.10 268.520 645.945 447.371 161.379 229.434 474.060 401.622 235.451 
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Figure 3.1.20 Force velocity relationship for the pennate muscle 
example at varying muscle lengths. The fibre composition is 50/50 
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Figure 3.1.21 Force velocity relationship for the non-pennate muscle 
example at varying muscle lengths. The fibre composition is 50/50 
slow/fast fibres and velocity is that of the contractile element. 
The maximum shortening velocity at varying muscle lengths for the pennate and non-pennate 
examples, are presented in Table 3.1.14 and Fig. 3.1.22. The maximum velocity of shortening 
for each respective muscle length was taken as the point where the force velocity curve 
extrapolates to zero force. The fibre composition was 50/50 slow/fast fibres, and the velocity 
is that of the contractile element. 
3-45 
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Table 3.1.14 Maximum velocity of shortening at various muscle 
lengths for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples. The fibre 
composition was 50/50 slow/fast fibres. The velocity is that of the 
contractile element. 
Pennate Non-Pennate 
Muscle Length Max. Velocity Muscle Length Max. Velocity 
(m) (mis) (m) (mis) 
0.135* 0.00 0.050* 0.00 
0.182 -0.32 0.151 -0.65 
0.208 -0.48 0.194 -0.92 
0.230 -0.63 0.221 -1.09 
0.250 -0.75 0.250 -1.28 
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Figure 3.1.22 Maximum velocity of shortening at various muscle 
lengths for the pennate and non-pennate muscles examples. Fibre 
composition was 50/50 slow/fast fibres and the velocity is that of the 
contractile element. 
For the non-pennate muscle example, if the reference fibre length (0.200 m) was to reduce to 
zero, then the reference muscle length (0.250 m) would equal the reference tendon length 
(0.05 m). This value (0.05 m) corresponds to the value obtained by extrapolating the muscle 
length versus maximum velocity of shortening data (Table 3 .1.14, Fig. 3 .1.22) to a muscle 
length corresponding to zero maximum shortening velocity. Similarly for the pennate muscle, 
if the cosine of the pennation angle multiplied by the reference fibre length [cos(0.1910) x 








equal the reference tendon length plus the reference belly length minus the portion of fibre 
length in the direction of the muscle (0.050 + 0.200 - 0.1150 = 0.135 m). This value (0.135 m) 
corresponds to the value obtained by extrapolating the muscle length versus maximum velocity 
of shortening data (Table 3 .1.14, Figure 3 .1.22) to a muscle length corresponding to zero 
maximum shortening velocity. This. observation is of no practical significance since, through 
optimisation of the muscle model parameters to the range of muscle lengths of the task, the 
maximum and minimum fibre lengths will not exceed the optimal fibre length times 1. 8 or fall 
bellow the optimal fibre length times 0.58 respectively. In fact the range fibre lengths, for the 
task to which the muscle parameters were optimised, will fall evenly within the maximum and 
minimum fibre lengths. 
3.2 Optimisation 
A cost function is introduced involving the sum of squared normalised muscle forces with soft 
constraints on maximum and minimum muscle forces. The results of this are tested on a simple 
joint of. varying resultant joint moments balanced by four muscles. The results are also 
compared to two previous cost functions, sum of squared normalised forces, and sum of 
squared normalised forces with soft constraints on maximum muscle forces. The analytical 
approach is introduced which combines estimation of maximum muscle forces, calculation of 
muscle forces limits, the calculation of muscle force initial estimates subject to resultant joint 
moments, the optimisation procedure, and the calculation of muscle excitation values based on 
the predicted muscle forces. A test example is then given on a two-joint, three segment 
system, involving eight muscles. The muscles used in this model are both single and double 
joint and of varying moment arms and maximum forces. Individual muscle force prediction is 
given for a range of resultant joint moments at each joint. 
3.2.1 Cost Function 
Extending the method of Siemienski (1992), the cost function can also be expressed in a form 
that will impose soft constraints on both maximum and minimum muscle forces: 
L i - mini M ( ( Fm Fm J
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The result is a non-linear relation between muscle forces and joint moment for each muscle, 
eliminating the hard constraints of minimum muscle forces from equation 2.6.19. If the 
minimum muscle forces are all zero then equations 2.6.19 and 3.2.1 are equivalent, producing 
the same muscle forces over the range of joint moments. 
For a single muscle the cost function has a minimum of -1 at Fi,min and two maxima of zero at 
Fi,rnax and at Fi,min - (Fi,rnax - Fi,min). The cost function it not defined outside of this range (Fig. 
3.2.1). 
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Figure 3.2.1 Cost function of a single muscle - squared normalised 
muscle force with maximum and minimum soft constraints. 
To compare the effects of the form of cost function on the pattern of muscle recruitment, the 
three functions (2.6.14, 2.6.19 and 3.2.1) which minimise a function involving normalised 
muscle forces were compared. A single joint of one degree of freedom with four muscle was 
used, the details are in Table 3.2.1. The results of the optimisations are presented in Tables 
3.2.2 - 3.2.4 and graphically in Figures 3.2.2 - 3.2.4. The optimisation method adopted is 
presented in Section 2.6.2.6 and it's implementation in the following section. 
Table 3.2.1 Muscles included in cost function comparison. 
MUSCLE 
ml m2 m3 m4 
PCSA(cm2) 4 5 5 7 
/(N/cm2) 40 40 40 40 
r.L (m) 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 
min (N) 0 0 0 0 












Table 3.2.2 Muscles forces resulting from minimising the sum of squared 
normalised muscle force. 
Joint Muscle Force (n) sum of 
Moment(Nm) ml m2 m3 m4 normal 
forces 
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
5 14.2 33.2 44.3 64.9 0.71 
10 28.3 66.4 88.5 130.0 1.42 
15 42.5 99.6 132.8 195.2 2.12 
20 56.6 132.8 177.0 260.1 2.83 
21.6 60.9 142.6 190.3 279.7 3.04 
22.15 63.9 149.7 199.5 280.0 3.15 
24.1 85.3 199.8 200.0 280.0 3.53 
25.6 160.0 200.0 200.0 280.0 4 
Table 3.2.3 Muscles forces resulting from minimising the sum of squared 
normalised muscle force with soft constrained maximum muscle force. 
Joint Muscle Force (n) sum of 
Moment (Nm) ml m2 m3 m4 normal 
forces 
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 
2 5.7 13.4 17.8 25.7 0.28 
5 14.5 33.6 44.2 64.5 0.71 
10 30.6 68.7 87.6 127.3 1.43 
15 51.4 107.4 129.4 186.2 2.17 
20 83.3 150.6 167.3 237.5 2.96 
23 115.3 178.0 186.6 262.9 3.48 
25.6 160.0 200.0 200.0 280.0 4 
Table 3.2.4 Muscles forces resulting from minimising the sum of squared 
normalised muscle force with soft constrained maximum and minimum 
muscle forces. Minimum muscle forces were ml= 60 N, m2 = 90 N, m3 = 
60 N and m4 = 123.33 N, resulting in a minimum joint moment of 10 Nm. 
Joint Muscle Force (n) sum of 
Moment (Nm) ml m2 m3 m4 normal 
forces 
0 - - - - -
5 - - - - -
10 60.0 90.0 60.0 123.33 1.57 
12.5 67.4 103.4 88.6 150.1 1.92 
15 75.5 117.6 116.2 177.6 2.28 
20 97.4 150.9 164.8 231.1 3.01 
23 120.9 176.4 186.9 260.4 3.50 
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Figure 3.2.2 Distribution of muscle forces over the full range of joint moments 
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Figure 3.2.3 Distribution of muscle forces over the full range of joint moments 
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Figure 3.2.4 Distribution of muscle forces over a range of joint moments 
predicted from the sum of squared normalised force with soft constrained 
maximal and minimum forces. Minimum forces were ml= 60 N, m2 = 90 N, m3 






3.2.2 Muscle force prediction: analytical approach 
The analytical approach describes how the separate methods described previously are 
combined in the estimation of muscle forces. Firstly, at the current instant in time, an 
estimation of maximum muscle forces is made based on the length and contraction dynamics 
of the muscle ( section 3 .1. 3). This will give maximum force for each muscle as well as the 
maximum force of each fibre type (SO, FO, FG). Calculation of muscle forces limits is then 
made knowing the activation states of each fibre type at a previous instant in time and 
assuming either maximum or minimum stimulation of the muscle (Section 2.6.2.5.8). The 
calculation of muscle force initial estimates is then made which will meet the required resultant 
joint moments. The optimisation procedure is then undertaken to minimise the cost function 
starting at the initial muscle force estimates. Optimisation involves a gradient projection 
algorithm (Section 2.6.2.6) where the steepest descent of the cost function is followed at the 
same time as maintaining the equipolance equations (Section 2.5.4.2). From the predicted 
muscle forces the forces produced by each fibre type are estimated, and knowing the 
maximum force of each fibre type, excitation values of each fibre type are then calculated for 
the current frame. 
From video-based motion analysis, three dimensional co-ordinates of the 10 external 
calibration markers and 27 external segment markers have been reproduced with the subject 
standing in the anatomical position. Reproduction of each segment local axes allows the local 
co-ordinates of each segment marker to be calculated. From video-based motion analysis of 
the subject trail, the three dimensional paths of each of the 27 external segment markers is 
reconstructed. Segment positions, velocities and accelerations have been derived from three 
dimensional reproduction of segment location via a least squares routine utilising the markers 
local co-ordinates. Application of the equations of motion for the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot 
have given the resultant joint moments for the ankle, knee and hip. A single frame of the 
subject standing in the anatomical position has been collected, from which segment positions 
have been reproduced and the muscle origin, insertion and path data used to obtain reference 
muscle lengths. From reference muscle lengths, reference muscle model data are obtained for 
muscle fibre length and tendon slack length. Pennation angles and fibre type distribution are 
obtained directly from reference values, while muscle mass and tendon cross sectional areas 
are scaled to length and circumference measurements from the respective segments of the 








using the muscle co-ordinate data, and the muscle model parameters optimised to the range of 
muscle lengths of the specific task. Optimisation of muscle model parameters also yields an 
optimal fibre length and optimal isometric force, hence for each muscle the following model 
parameters are known: reference muscle-tendon length, reference fibre length, reference 
pennate angle, optimal fibre length, optimal isometric force, muscle specific tension, muscle 
density, muscle mass, resting tendon length, tendon cross sectional area, tendon modulus of 
elasticity, ratio between average and maximal muscle cross sectional area, and the percentage 
of slow oxidative, fast oxidative, and fast glycolytic fibres. For each frame joint centres and 
muscle moment arms are calculated and equipolance equations have been established. 
At each instant in time the goal is to predicted muscle force subject to the excitation and 
contraction dynamics for that instant in time. The first objective is to establish the maximum 
force that can be generated by the contractile elements given the instantaneous length and 
velocity of the muscle fibres and contractile elements respectively (Section 3 .1.4). The 
maximum forces in each fibre type are given in the calculation of maximum contractile force. 
Then, given the excitation levels of each fibre type for the previous instant in time, the 
excitation dynamics can be used to establish maximum and minimum force limits of each fibre 
type. Summing the forces of each fibre type gives the maximum and minimum boundaries for 
the force of the contractile elements at the current instant in time, from which the upper and 
lower force limits in the direction of the tendon are calculated (Section 3.1.5). With upper and 
lower boundaries placed on the force generated by each muscle, and the choice of a cost 
function, optimisation techniques can be used to assign individual muscle forces (Sections 
2.6.2.6 and 3.2.1). 
Knowing the muscle force from the optimisation procedure and muscle-tendon length, the 
current tendon length, fibre length, contractile element force, series elastic component length, 
contractile element length and velocity for the current instant in time can be calculated 
(Sections 3.1.5-6). The current force in each muscle fibre type is given by distributing the 
current predicted contractile element force (Section 3.1.6). Force distribution was then 
performed preferentially to SO, then FO and lastly FG fibres. Knowing the current force in 
each fibre type and the maximum forces possible in each fibre type, as a result of the 





The current excitation levels of each muscle fibre type can then be used to incorporate 
excitation dynamics at the next instant in time (Section 3 .1. 6), similarly the current contractile 
element length is used when calculating the contractile element velocity and muscle maximum 
dynamic forces in the next frame. 
3.2.3 Muscle force prediction: test example 
In the following example, a planar three segment, two joint system, is spanned by eight 
muscles (Fig. 3.2.5). In this example the muscles are assumed to be non-pennate with 
parameters listed in Table 3.2.5. The muscle joint system does not represent any anatomical 





Figure 3.2.5 Eight muscles crossing two planar joints. 
Table 3.2.5 Muscle properties for muscle force prediction example. Forces, moment 
arms and moments are in arbitrary units. 
Maximum Moment Arms Maximum Moments Max. Fibre Force 
Muscle Force Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 1 Joint 2 so FO FG 
1 10 +1.0 +0.5 +10.0 +5.0 5 2 3 
2 20 +0.3 0.0 +6.0 0.0 10 4 6 
3 10 +0.4 0.0 +4.0 0.0 5 2 3 
4 15 -0.6 0.0 -9.0 0.0 10 2 3 
5 20 -0.2 -0.5 -4.0 -10.0 10 4 6 
6 6 -0.4 +0.5 -2.4 +3.0 3 1 2 
7 10 0.0 +0.4 0.0 +4.0 5 2 3 
8 10 0.0 -0.5 0.0 -5.0 5 2 3 
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For the purposes of this simplified model, let the required resultant joint moments for the 
example be + 10 Nm for Joint 1 and + 12 Nm for Joint 2. Initial muscle force estimates are 
obtained which meet the resultant joint moments and will act as a starting point and allow the 
optimisation procedure to converge to a minimum. This is achieved by an iterative procedure 
assigning muscle forces in accordance to their force generating capacity while reducing the 
difference between current and required joint moments (Appendix J). The muscle force initial 
estimates are listed in Table 3.2.6 and the joint moment produced in Table 3.2.7. 
Table 3.2.6 Muscle force initial estimates and corresponding 
fibre type activation levels in muscle force prediction example. 
Activation levels 
Muscle Force so FO FG 
1 9.88 1.00 1.00 0.96 
2 8.38 0.84 0.00 0.00 
3 3.62 0.72 0.0 0.0 
4 2.35 0.23 0.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 6.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 
7 10.0 1.00 1.00 1.00 
8 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 3.2. 7 Joint moments after initial muscle force estimates and 
following the optimisation procedure. 
Resultant joint moment 
required first estimate* optimisation 
Joint 1 10.0 10.04 10.02 
Joint 2 12.0 11.94 11.86 
* convergence criteria was 0.06. 
With the absence of muscle pre-activation levels of each fibre type at a prior instant in time, 
the initial muscle force estimate will act as muscle pre-activation levels (Table 3.2.6) in the 
present example. From the pre-activation levels of each fibre type, for a given time period 
(0.0167 sec. in this example), the maximum and minimum fibre type activation levels and 
muscle forces can be calculated for the current instant in time (Table 3.2.8). 
With the initial muscle force estimates and the muscle force limits, the optimisation routine 






minimises muscle stress. The improvements in the cost function for each iteration is presented 
in Table 3.2.9 and the final muscle force values and activation levels in Table 3.2.10. In the 
present example the improvement in cost function was obtained by very small changes ( < 0 .1) 
in the eight muscle forces. 
The activation levels obtained for each fibre type of each muscle then being used as the 
previous activation levels for the next moment in time. 
Muscle force prediction at varying resultant joint moments of the two joints are presented in 





Table 3.2.8 Muscle force limits from pre-activation levels in muscle force 
prediction example. In the present example the pre-activation levels were 
taken as the activation level obtained from the initial muscle force 
estimates (Table 3.2.6). 
Muscle so FO FG whole muscle 
1 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 5.00 2.00 3.00 10.0 
min. Activity 0.80 0.61 0.59 0.68 
lower force 3.98 1.23 1.77 6.97 
2 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 10.00 4.00 6.00 20.00 
min. Activity 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.33 
lower force 6.68 0.00 0.00 6.68 
3 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 5.00 2.00 3.00 10.00 
min. Activity 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.29 
lower force 2.88 0.00 0.00 2.88 
4 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 10.00 2.00 3.00 15.00 
min. Activity 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.12 
lower force 1.87 0.00 0.00 1.87 
5 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
, upper force 10.00 4.00 6.00 20.00 
min. Activity 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
lower force 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 3.00 1.00 2.00 6.00 
min. Activity 0.80 0.61 0.61 0.70 
lower force 2.39 0.61 1.23 4.23 
7 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
· upper force 5.00 2.00 3.00 10.00 
min. Activity 0.80 0.61 0.61 0.70 
lower force 3.98 1.23 1.84 7.04 
8 max. Activity 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
upper force 5.00 2.00 3.00 10.00 
min. Activity 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 3.2.9 Improvements in cost function from 
optimisation procedure in muscle force prediction example. 
Iteration Step size Cost Function 
initial initial -5.26 
1 0.09 -5.71 
2 0.04 -5.80 
3 0.01 -5.83 
Table 3.2.10 Muscle force estimates and corresponding activation 
levels in muscle force prediction example. 
Activation levels 
Muscle Force so FO FG 
1 9.84 1.00 1.00 0.95 
2 8.38 0.84 0.00 0.00 
3 3.61 0.72 0.0 0.0 
4 2.36 0.24 0.0 0.0 
5 -0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6 5.91 1.00 1.00 0.95 
7 9.96 1.00 1.00 0.99 






Table 3.2.lla Muscle forces predicted following optimisation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at +20.0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of-15.0 and +12.0 units. 
+20.0 Muscle 
Moment2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 9.93 19.93 9.81 0.00 0.47 0.00 0.00 9.75 
-12 9.93 19.93 9.81 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 9.75 
-8 9.93 19.93 9.81 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 9.75 
-4 9.93 19.93 9.81 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 9.75 
0 9.95 19.92 9.79 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 9.20 
+3 9.96 19.91 9.77 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.02 3.39 
+6 9.88 19.91 9.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.54 0.56 
+9 9.98 19.90 9.75 0.00 0.00 0.16 9.35 0.00 
+12 10.00 20.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 10.00 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12a Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at +20.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and+ 12.0 units. 
Moments 
+20 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.90 +19.74 0.00 -0.26 
Joint 2 -15.0 -0.24 -0.14 -14.86 0.00 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.91 +19.75 0.00 -0.25 
Joint 2 -12.0 -0.22 -0.12 -11.88 0.00 
Joint 1 +20.0 + 19.91 +19.75 0.00 -0.25 
Joint 2 -8.0 -0.22 -0.13 -7.87 0.00 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.91 +19.75 0.00 -0.25 
Joint 2 -4.0 -0.22 -0.13 -3.87 0.00 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.90 +19.76 0.00 -0.24 
Joint 2 0.00 +0.10 +0.16 0.00 +0.16 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.92 +19.78 0.00 -0.22 
Joint 2 +3.0 +3.08 +3.12 0.00 +0.12 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.90 +19.76 0.00 -0.24 
Joint 2 +6.0 +6.06 +6.08 0.00 +0.08 
Joint 1 +20.0 +19.91 +19.79 0.00 -0.21 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.90 +8.81 0.00 -0.19 
Joint 1 +20.0 + 19.91 +19.91 0.00 -0.09 









Table 3.2.llb Muscle forces predicted following optimisation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at + 15. 0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of -15.0 and+ 12.0 units. 
+15.0 Muscle 
Moment 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 8.90 19.91 9.78 0.00 19.93 0.00 0.00 9.82 
-12 8.91 19.91 9.78 0.00 19.93 0.00 0.00 9.82 
-8 7.67 19.86 9.67 0.00 13.56 0.00 0.00 9.71 
-4 6.20 19.67 9.40 0.00 5.57 0.00 0.00 8.25 
0 7.51 16.73 8.15 0.00 4.94 0.00 0.00 2.48 
+3 5.84 18.69 8.88 0.00 0.49 0.15 1.71 0.75 
+6 6.92 16.50 7.96 0.00 0.00 0.57 5.39 0.00 
+9 8.46 14.71 7.09 0.12 0.00 1.52 9.51 0.00 
+12 9.94 15.23 7.60 0.59 0.00 5.73 9.91 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12b Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at+ 15.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
+15 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 +14.80 0.00 -0.20 
Joint 2 -15.0 -10.54 -10.42 -4.58 0.00 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.94 +14.81 0.00 -0.19 
Joint 2 -12.0 -10.53 -10.42 -1.58 0.00 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 +14.78 0.00 -0.22 
Joint 2 -8.0 -7.94 -7.80 0.00 +0.20 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 +14.75 0.00 -0.25 
Joint 2 -4.0 -3.93 -3.81 0.00 +0.19 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 +14.81 0.00 -0.19 
Joint 2 0.00 0.00 +0.05 0.00 +0.05 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.94 +14.84 0.00 -0.16 
Joint 2 +3.0 +3.06 +3.06 0.00 +0.06 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 + 14.83 0.00 -0.17 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.95 +5.90 0.00 -0.10 
Joint 1 +15.0 + 15.06 +15.03 0.00 +0.03 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.93 +8.80 0.00 -0.20 
Joint 1 +15.0 +14.93 +14.90 0.00 -0.10 





Table 3.2.llc Muscle forces predicted following opt1m1sation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at + 10. 0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of-15.0 and +12.0 units. 
+10.0 Muscle 
Moment 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 3.93 19.89 9.76 0.00 19.94 0.00 0.00 9.82 
-12 3.63 19.56 9.59 0.00 17.54 0.00 0.00 9.76 
-8 3.41 16.76 8.32 0.00 9.45 0.00 0.00 9.63 
-4 3.36 15.22 7.34 0.00 5.07 0.00 0.00 6.01 
0 4.99 11.17 5.46 0.00 3.29 0.00 0.00 1.64 
+3 4.14 11.85 5.70 0.00 0.00 0.23 2.22 0.09 
+6 5.56 9.73 4.64 0.07 0.00 0.75 6.81 0.00 
+9 6.83 9.99 4.98 0.88 0.00 3.19 9.62 0.00 
+12 9.84 8.38 3.61 2.36 0.00 5.91 9.96 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12c Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at+ 10.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
+10 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.93 +9.81 0.00 -0.19 
Joint 2 -15.0 -13.04 -12.92 -2.08 0.00 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.95 +9.83 0.00 -0.17 
Joint 2 -12.0 -11.95 -11.84 0.00 +0.16 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.97 +9.87 0.00 -0.13 
Joint 2 -8.0 -7.96 -7.84 0.00 +0.16 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.96 +9.84 0.00 -0.16 
Joint 2 -4.0 -3.95 -3.86 0.00 +0.14 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.95 +9.87 0.00 -0.13 
Joint 2 0.00 0.00 +0.03 0.00 +0.03 
Joint 1 +10.0 +9.96 +9.89 0.00 -0.11 
Joint 2 +3.0 +3.04 +3.03 0.00 +0.03 
Joint 1 +10.0 + 10.01 +9.99 0.00 -0.01 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.96 +5.88 0.00 -0.12 
Joint 1 +10.0 +10.03 +10.01 0.00 +0.01 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.96 +8.86 0.00 -0.14 
Joint 1 +10.0 +10.04 +10.02 0.00 +0.02 






Table 3.2.lld Muscle forces predicted following optumsation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at +5.0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of -15.0 and+ 12.0 units. 
+5.0 Muscle 
Moment 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 0.08 17.54 8.71 0.00 19.93 0.00 0.00 9.75 
-12 1.98 12.19 6.09 0.00 16.02 0.00 0.00 9.63 
-8 1.85 9.61 4.80 0.00 8.66 0.00 0.00 8.97 
-4 1.72 8.30 4.09 0.00 4.57 0.00 0.00 5.01 
0 2.49 5.59 2.74 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00 0.81 
+3 2.78 4.86 2.31 0.03 0.00 0.36 3.44 0.00 
+6 3.78 4.82 2.33 1.03 0.00 1.32 8.35 0.00 
+9 5.56 4.98 2.48 2.11 0.0 4.43 9.69 0.00 
+12 9.85 0.68 0.00 4.43 0.00 5.91 9.96 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12d Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at +5.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and+ 12.0 units. 
Moments 
+5 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 +5.0 +4.93 +4.84 0.00 -0.16 
Joint 2 -15.0 -14.93 -14.80 0.00 +0.20 
Joint 1 +5.0 +4.95 +4.86 0.00 -0.14 
Joint 2 -12.0 -11.95 -11.84 0.00 +0.16 
Joint 1 +5.0 +4.97 +4.92 0.00 -0.08 
Joint 2 -8.0 -7.96 -7.89 0.00 +0.11 
Joint 1 +5.0 +4.98 +4.93 0.00 -0.07 
Joint 2 -4.0 -3.98 -3.93 0.00 +0.07 
Joint 1 +5.0 +4.98 +4.93 0.00 -0.07 
Joint 2 0.00 0.00 +0.02 0.00 +0.02 
Joint 1 +5.0 +5.01 +5.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 +3.0 +2.98 +2.94 0.00 -0.06 
Joint 1 +5.0 +5.03 +5.01 0.00 +0.01 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.97 +5.89 0.00 -0.11 
Joint 1 +5.0 +5.02 +5.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.96 +8.87 0.00 -0.13 
Joint 1 +5.0 +5.05 +5.03 0.00 +0.03 
Joint 2 +12.0 + 11.95 + 11.86 0.00 -0.14 
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Table 3.2.lle Muscle forces predicted following optimisation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at 0.0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of -15.0 and+ 12.0 units. 
0.0 Muscle 
Moment 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 0.03 7.62 3.81 0.00 19.92 0.00 0.00 9.71 
-12 1.52 3.21 1.62 0.00 16.04 0.00 0.00 9.14 
-8 1.01 2.14 1.07 0.00 10.66 0.00 0.00 6.15 
-4 0.51 1.07 0.53 0.00 5.32 0.00 0.00 3.08 
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
+3 2.49 0.00 0.00 1.86 2.43 2.21 4.58 0.00 
+6 5.01 0.00 0.00 3.73 4.87 4.46 9.08 0.00 
+9 7.49 0.00 0.00 7.30 3.52 5.90 9.94 0.00 
+12 9.94 0.00 0.00 12.55 0.02 5.89 9.95 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12e Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at 0.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
0.0 Resultant 1 st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 0.0 -0.06 -0.14 0.00 -0.14 
Joint 2 -15.0 -14.93 -14.80 0.00 +0.20 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 -0.08 0.00 -0.08 
Joint 2 -12.0 -11.95 -11.83 0.00 +0.17 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 
Joint 2 -8.0 -7.97 -7.90 0.00 +0.10 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 
Joint 2 -4.0 -3.98 -3.95 0.00 +0.05 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 +0.01 0.00 +0.01 
Joint 2 +3.0 +2.99 +2.97 0.00 -0.03 
Joint 1 0.0 0.00 +0.01 0.00 +0.01 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.97 +5.93 0.00 -0.07 
Joint 1 0.0 +0.03 +0.05 0.00 +0.05 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.96 +8.92 0.00 -0.02 
Joint 1 0.0 +0.04 +0.05 0.00 +0.05 







Table 3.2.llfMuscle forces predicted following optimisation. The resultant moment 
at Joint 1 is held at -5.0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
-5.0 Muscle 
Moment2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 0.03 2.18 1.10 3.78 19.92 0.00 0.00 9.71 
-12 0.00 0.79 0.41 4.43 14.02 0.00 0.00 9.65 
-8 0.00 0.00 0.01 5.17 9.53 0.00 0.00 6.20 
-4 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.08 5.89 0.23 0.27 2.54 
0 0.92 0.00 0.00 6.23 6.42 2.13 4.10 0.00 
+3 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.76 0.00 2.25 4.53 0.00 
+6 0.14 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 3.91 9.65 0.00 
+9 3.91 0.00 0.00 10.84 0.00 5.89 9.93 0.00 
+12 6.41 0.00 0.00 14.96 0.00 5.88 9.91 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12f Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at -5.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
-5 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 -5.0 -5.06 -5.12 0.00 -0.12 
Joint 2 -15.0 -14.93 -14.80 0.00 +0.20 
Joint 1 -5.0 -5.03 -5.06 0.00 -0.06 
Joint 2 -12.0 -11.95 -11.84 0.00 +0.16 
Joint 1 -5.0 -5.04 -5.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 -8.0 -7.97 -7.86 0.00 +0.14 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.98 -4.92 0.00 +0.08 
Joint 2 -4.0 -4.02 -3.99 0.00 +0.01 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.98 -4.96 0.00 +0.04 
Joint 2 0.00 -0.02 -0.05 0.00 -0.05 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.98 -4.96 0.00 +0.04 
Joint 2 +3.0 +2.98 +2.94 0.00 -0.06 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.99 -5.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.97 +5.88 0.00 -0.12 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.96 -4.95 0.00 +0.05 
Joint 2 +9.0 +8.96 +8.87 0.00 -0.13 
Joint 1 -5.0 -4.94 -4.92 0.00 +0.08 





Table 3.2.llg Muscle forces predicted following optimisation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at -10.0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of-15.0 and +12.0 units. 
-10.0 Muscle 
Moment2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 0.00 0.30 0.16 10.33 19.77 0.00 0.00 9.67 
-12 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.16 15.78 0.00 0.00 8.06 
-8 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.12 11.80 0.51 0.56 5.12 
-4 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.63 9.13 0.99 2.20 1.59 
0 1.84 0.00 0.00 12.45 12.86 4.30 8.17 0.00 
+3 0.00 0.00 0 00 13.98 0.00 3.49 3.10 0.00 
+6 0.00 0.00 0 00 13.48 0.00 4.56 8.98 0.00 
+9 1.40 0.00 0.00 14.97 0.00 5.88 9.91 0.00 
+12 1.41 0.00 0.00 14.97 0.00 5.88 9.91 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12g Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at -10. 0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
-10 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 -10.0 -10.06 -10.00 0.00 0.00 
Joint 2 -15.0 -14.93 -14.72 0.00 +0.28 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.95 -9.85 0.00 +0.15 
Joint 2 -12.0 -12.04 -11.92 0.00 +0.08 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.96 -9.83 0.00 +0.17 
Joint 2 -8.0 -8.03 -7.98 0.00 +0.02 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.96 -9.80 0.00 +0.20 
Joint 2 -4.0 -4.04 -3.98 0.00 +0.02 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.96 -9.92 0.00 +0.08 
Joint 2 0.00 -0.04 -0.09 0 00 -0.09 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.96 -9.78 0.00 +0.22 
Joint 2 +3.0 +2.96 +2.99 0.00 -0.01 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.97 -9.91 0.00 +0.09 
Joint 2 +6.0 +5.95 +5.87 0.00 -0.13 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.95 -9.93 0.00 +0.07 
Joint 2 +9.0 +7.72 +7.60 +1.40 0.00 
Joint 1 -10.0 -9.94 -9.92 0.00 +0.08 






Table 3.2.llh Muscle forces predicted following opt1m1sation. The resultant 
moment at Joint 1 is held at -15. 0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
moments of-15.0 and +12.0 units. 
-15.0 Muscle 
Moment2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-15 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.80 19.92 4.67 0.00 9.27 
-12 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.78 19.83 4.73 0.00 8.59 
-8 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.86 17.81 5.56 1.95 5.17 
-4 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.89 17.45 5.67 4.61 0.00 
0 0.10 0.00 0.00 14.96 18.26 5.84 9.88 0.00 
+3 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.97 17.52 5.85 9.89 0.00 
+6 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.97 17.51 5.85 9.89 0.00 
+9 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.96 17.51 5.85 9.89 0.00 
+12 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.97 17.51 5.85 9.89 0.00 
max. force 10.0 20.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 10.0 
Table 3.2.12h Resultant moments and moments produced by predicted muscle 
forces. The joint moments produced by muscle forces following the first 
approximation and following the optimisation procedure are shown, as well as any 
ligament forces required to balance joint moments. The resultant moment at joint 
one is held at -15.0 units while joint two is varied between resultant moments of -
15.0 and +12.0 units. 
Moments 
-15 Resultant 1st estimate Optimisation Ligament difference 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.74 0.00 +0.26 
Joint 2 -15.0 -12.59 -12.48 -2.52 0.00 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.72 0.00 +0.28 
Joint 2 -12.0 -11.94 -11.85 0.00 +0.15 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.70 0.00 +0.30 
Joint 2 -8.0 -8.00 -7.93 0.00 +0.07 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.70 0.00 +0.30 
Joint 2 -4.0 -4.05 -4.04 0.00 -0.04 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.87 0.00 +0.13 
Joint 2 0.00 -2.13 -2.21 +2.21 0.00 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.83 0.00 +0.17 
Joint 2 +3.0 -1.83 -1.88 +4.88 0.00 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.82 0.00 +0.18 
Joint 2 +6.0 -1.83 -1.87 +7.87 0.00 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.82 0.00 +0.18 
Joint 2 +9.0 -1.83 -1.87 +10.87 0.00 
Joint 1 -15.0 -14.93 -14.82 0.00 -0.18 
Joint 2 +12.0 -1.83 -1.87 +13.87 0.00 
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Figure 3.2.6a Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at +20 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 
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Figure 3.2.6b Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment 
at Joint 1 is held at + 15 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
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Figure 3.2.6c Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at + 10 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 
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Figure 3.2.6d Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment 
at Joint 1 is held at +5 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant 
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Figure 3.2.6e Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at O. 0 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 
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Figure 3.2.6f Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at -5 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 
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Figure 3.2.6g Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at -10 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 
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Figure 3.2.6h Muscle force prediction test example. The resultant moment at 
Joint 1 is held at -15 units while Joint 2 is varied between resultant moments 








3.3 Body segments 
The location and structure of each body segment is described with reference to a body-fixed 
Cartesian co-ordinate system embedded in each body segment. The following two sections 
define the body-fixed axes for each segment of the lower limb, and then give segment 
parameters that are used to describe the structure of each segment for the purposes of 
calculating resultant joint forces and resultant joint moments. 
3.3.1 Subject segment axes 
A body-fixed Cartesian co-ordinate system embedded in each body segment is used to 
describe the location of the associated segment. Segment local axes for a subject are defined 
from external calibration markers placed on bony landmarks of the subject. A subject 
calibration procedure allows the calculation of local segment axes from external calibration 
markers as well as the calculation of local co-ordinate data for each segment marker relative 
the respective segment local axes. The local co-ordinates of segment markers allows for 
reproduction of the segment axes during subject movements from the global positions of these 
external markers. The segment local axes of the subject corresponding to the respective 
skeletal axes are used to express reference skeletal data of segment centre of mass, inertia, 
joint centres and muscle co-ordinate data. 
Calibration markers placed on the medial knee and medial ankle were not always visible by 
two cameras with the present camera set-up, with only four cameras used. In the present study 
the medial knee and medial ankle markers consisted of non-reflective markers placed in the 
centre of two reflective markers placed on a thin metal rod (Fig. 3.3.1). In subsequent sections 
the medial knee and medial ankle calibration markers refers to the average position calculated 





Figure 3.3.1 Medial knee and medial ankle calibration marker. A 
non-reflective marker placed on the anatomical site is at the centre 
of two reflective markers. 
3.3.1.1 Pelvis 
The pelvic segment axes are defined from the three external markers placed on the mid-PSIS, 
right ASIS and left ASIS positions (Appendix A). Firstly, the mid-ASIS point is calculated, 
and the y-axis defined as a unit vector from the mid-PSIS marker to the mid-ASIS point. A 
vector is then defined from the right to left ASIS markers. The pelvic z-axis is then defined as 
the vector cross-product of the vectors from right to left ASIS and the y-axis. With the z-axis 
expressed as a unit vector, the x-axis is then the cross-product of y-axis and z-axis. The origin 
of the pelvic local axes is found by translating the mid-ASIS point along the y-axis; a distance 
which will coincide with the mid-ASIS points of the skeletal axes. This translation includes 
skinfold thickness above the ASIS, the stand height of the external marker, and the radius of 







Figure 3.3.2 Pelvic local axes from external markers. Where A = 









The thigh segment axes are defined from two external markers placed on the medial and lateral 
femoral condyles and from the position of the centre of the acetabulum, as defined from the 
pelvis local axes (Appendix A). Firstly, the centre of the acetabulum is calculated from the 
position of the pelvic local axes and relative co-ordinates of the hip joint centre. In the present 
study the centre of the right acetabulum in the pelvis axes system was given as (-
0. 3 SxPelvic Width) in the x-axis, (-0.383xPelvicDepth) in they-axes and (0.413xPelvicHeight) 
in the z-axis (Appendix B). The midpoint of the medial and lateral condyle markers is 
calculated and the z-axis is defined as a unit vector from the hip joint centre to the mid-
condular point. A vector is then defined from the lateral to medial femoral condyle markers for 
the right leg. The thigh y-axis is then defined as the vector cross-product of the z-axis and the 
vector from lateral to medial condyle markers of the right leg. With the y-axis expressed as a 
unit vector, the x-axis is then the cross-product of y-axis and z-axis. A rotation was then 
performed about the z-axis to account for the alignment of the condyle markers in the 
horizontal (transverse) plane and the medial-to-lateral direction of the segment x-axis (Fig. 
3.3.3). In the present study this rotation was -25.0 degrees. The origin of the thigh axes is at 
the hip joint centre, or equivalently the centre of the acetabulum. 
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Figure 3.3.3 Thigh local axes from external markers. Where 8 = angle 
between alignment of the condyle markers in the horizontal (transverse) 








The shank segment axes are defined from two external markers placed on the medial and 
lateral maleoli and from the position of the centre of the tibial plateau at the height of the 
tibiale, as defined from the thigh local axes (Appendix A). Firstly, the centre of the tibial 
plateau is calculated from the thigh z-axes and the distance from the origin of the thigh axes, at 
the hip joint centre, to the tibiale. In this study, the hip joint centre to tibiale distance is 
approximated by ( 1. 041 xThighLength, from de Leva, 1996), where thigh length is the distance 
from the Greater Trochanter to the inferior margin of lateral femoral condyle. The midpoint of 
the medial and lateral maleoli markers is calculated and the z-axis is define as a unit vector 
from the tibial plateau to the mid-maleoli point. A vector is then defined from the lateral to 
medial maleoli markers for the right leg. The shank y-axis is then defined as the vector cross-
product of the z-axis and the vector from lateral to medial maleoli markers of the right leg. 
With the y-axis expressed as a unit vector, the x-axis is then the cross-product of y-axis and z-
axis. A rotation was then performed about the z-axis to account for the alignment of the 
maleoli markers in the horizontal (transverse) plane and the true medial to lateral direction of 
the segment x-axis (Fig. 3.3.4). In the present study this rotation was -15.0 degrees. The 
origin of the shank axes is at the centre of the tibial plateau to the level of the tibiale. 








Figure 3.3.4 Shank local axes from external markers. Where 8 = angle 
between alignment of the maleoli markers in the horizontal (transverse) 






The foot segment axes are defined from external markers placed on the posterior calcaneus, 
and 1st and 5th metatarsal heads (Appendix A). Firstly, the midpoint of the 1st and 5th 
metatarsal markers is calculated and the z-axis is define as a unit vector from the posterior 
calcaneus marker to the mid-metatarsal point. A vector is then defined from the 5th to the 1st 
metatarsal markers for the right leg. The foot y-axis is then defined as the vector cross-product 
of the z-axis and the vector from 1st to 2nd metatarsal markers of the right leg. With the y-
axis expressed as a unit vector, the x-axis is then the cross-product of y-axis and z-axis. In the 
present study the 5th metatarsal marker was placed superior to this point to avoid being hit by 
the contra-lateral leg, while the 1st metatarsal marker was placed lateral to this point. Three 
rotation were then performed about the x, y, and z axes to account for the alignment of the 1st 
and 2nd maleoli markers in the horizontal (transverse) plane foot and the true medial-to-lateral 
direction of the segment x-axis, as well as the shift laterally of the mid-metatarsal point (Fig 
3.3.5). In the present study the rotations were 10 degrees about the x-axis, 5.0 degrees about 
the y-axis and -10. 0 about the z-axis. The origin of the foot local axes is found by translating 
the posterior calcaneus marker along the z-axis a distance which will coincide with the 
posterior calcaneus point of the skeletal axes. This translation includes skinfold thickness 
above the posterior calcaneus, the stand height of the external marker, and the radius of the 
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Figure 3.3.5 Foot local axes from external markers. Where A = offset 
between posterior calcaneus external marker and posterior calcaneus, 8 = 
angle between mid-metatarsal from external markers and the segment z-
axis, q> = angle between alignment of the maleoli markers in the horizontal 
(transverse) plane of the foot and the segment x-axis. 
3.3.2 Segment Parameters 
A set of segment parameters are used to descibe each segment. For the purpose of calculating 
resultant joint moments, mass, centre of mass, inertia and joint centres of each segment need 
to be described. 
3.3.2.1 Segment mass 
Segment masses for the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot were taken from de Leva (1996). Each 





3.3.2.2 Segment centre of mass 
A description of the derivation and normalised co-ordinates for the pelvis, thigh, shank and 
foot centre of mass used in the present study are presented. 
Pelvis centre of mass location was adapted from Hatze (1980), who described the centre of 
mass location relative to a pelvic axes with origin in the mid horizontal cross section at the 
height of the umbilicus. Due to the asymmetry about the coronal plane, the axes were rotated 
about the mediolateral axes to coincide with the principal axes of the pelvis. Using pelvic axes 
and centre of mass location as described by Hatze (1980), the centre of mass location relative 
to the present skeletal axes system was estimated and expressed relative to normative data on 
width, depth and length for the male and female pelvis given by de Leva (1996). A description 
of the pelvic axes is given in Section 3 .3 .1.1. Relative to the pelvic axes the normalised co-
ordinates of the pelvic centre of mass were (0.0, -0.450, 0.048) for the female pelvis and (0.0, 
-0.450, 0.079) for the male pelvis, and are expressed relative to pelvic width, pelvis depth and 
pelvis height respectively (Appendix B). 
Segment centre of mass locations for the thigh, shank and foot were adapted from de Leva 
(1996). The author expressed standard centre of mass locations with respect to bony distances 
that are not always possible to measure directly on live subjects. Using standard 
anthropometric data also presented by the author, absolute centre of mass location were 
calculated for the male and female populations refered to in the article. Then, again using 
standard anthropometric data as presented by de Leva (1996), relative centre of mass location 
were calculated for male and female populations with respect to anthropometric measures 
between bony landmarks used in the present study. A description of the thigh, shank and foot 
axes are given in Sections 3.3.1.2 - 3.3.1.4 respectively. Relative to the thigh axes, the 
normalised co-ordinates of the thigh centre of mass were (0.0, 0.0, 0.334) for the female thigh 
and (0.0, 0.0, 0.382) for the male thigh ,and expressed relative to thigh width, thigh width and 
thigh length respectively (Appendix B). The normalised co-ordinates of the shank centre of 
mass relative to the shank axes were (0.0, 0.0, 0.402) for the female shank, and (0.0, 0.0, 
0.405) for the male shank, and expressed relative to shank width, shank width and shank 
length respectively (Appendix B). The normalised co-ordinates of the foot centre of mass 






male foot, and expressed relative to foot width, foot width and foot length respectively 
(Appendix B). 
3.3.2.3 Segment inertia 
Segment radii of gyration data were adapted from de Leva (1996) for the three anatomical 
axes of each segment. The author expressed radii of gyration values with respect to bony 
distances that are not always possible to measure directly on live subjects. As with centre of 
mass locations, absolute radii of gyration values were calculated for the male and female 
populations refered to in the article, using standard anthropometric data presented by the 
author. Then, again using standard anthropometric data presented by de Leva (1996), relative 
radii of gyration values were calculated for male and female populations with respect to 
anthropometric measures between bony landmarks used in the present study. In the present 
study, products of inertia were ignored due to lack of data and the assumption that products of 
inertia will be small due to the approximate· alignment of the body-fixed axes with segment 
principal· axes. A description of the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot axes are given in Sections 
3.3.1.1 - 3.3.1.4 respectively. The normalised radii of gyration relative to the pelvic axes were 
(2.425, 1.323, 2.136) for the female pelvis, and (4.001, 2.261, 3.399) for the male pelvis. The 
three co-ordinates are expressed relative to pelvic depth and height, pelvic width and height, 
and pelvic width and depth respectively (Appendix B). The normalised radii of gyration 
relative to the thigh axes were (4.659, 4.723, 11.349) for the female thigh, and (4.235, 4.235, 
10.497) for the male thigh. The three co-ordinates are expressed relative to thigh width and 
length, thigh width and length and thigh width squared respectively (Appendix B). The 
normalised radii of gyration relative to the shank axes were (4.248, 4.311, 7.784) for the 
female shank, and (3.981, 4.077, 8.664) for the male shank. The three co-ordinates are 
expressed relative to shank width and length, shank width and length and shank width squared 
respectively (Appendix B). The normalised radii of gyration relative to the foot axes were 
(4.669, 5.003, 5.968) for the female foot, and (4.099, 4.301, 5.324) for the male foot. The 
three co-ordinates are expressed relative to foot width and length, foot width and length and 








3.3.2.4 Joint centre location 
Joint centre locations were measured on the skeletal reference model from which muscle 
origin, insertion and deflection point data were also measured. The relative joint centre 
locations used in the present study are presented in Appendix B. A description of each joint 
centre is given below. 
3.3.2.4.1 Hip 
Hip joint centre was location at the centre of the acetabulum. A description of the pelvic axes 
is given in Section 3 .3 .1.1. The normalised co-ordinates of the right hip joint centre relative to 
the pelvic axes were (-0.350, -0.383, 0.413), with the three co-ordinates expressed relative to 
pelvic width, pelvis depth and pelvis height respectively (Appendix B). As the local thigh axes 
system origin was located at the centre of the acetabulum, the local thigh co-ordinates of the 
hip joint centre are all zero (Appendix B). 
3.3.2.4.2 Knee 
Knee joint centre was located at the mid-point between the centres of curvature of the 
posterior borders of the medial and lateral condyles of the femur. Knee joint centre was 
modelled as a single point which was stationary with respect to the thigh and shank local axes. 
A description of the thigh axes is given in Section 3 .3 .1.2. The normalised co-ordinates of the 
knee joint centre relative to the right thigh axes were (0.0, -0.197, 1.001), with the three co-
ordinates expressed relative to thigh width, thigh width and thigh length respectively 
(Appendix B). A description of the shank axes is given in Section 3 .3 .1.3. The normalised co-
ordinates of the knee joint centre relative to the right shank axes were (0.0, -0.217, -0.036), 
with the three co-ordinates expressed relative to shank width, shank width and shank length 
respectively (Appendix B). 
3.3.2.4.3 Ankle 
The ankle joint centre was located in the mid-sagittal plane of the ankle by the lateral maleoli 
of the ankle. The ankle joint centre was modelled as a single point which was stationary with 







3 .3 .1.3. The normalised co-ordinates of the ankle joint centre relative to the right shank axes 
were (0.0, 0.0, 1.000), with the three co-ordinates expressed relative to shank width, shank 
width and shank length respectively (Appendix B). A description of the foot axes is given in 
Section 3 .3 .1.4. The normalised co-ordinates of the ankle joint centre relative to the right foot 
axes were (0.0, 0.474 , 0.308), with the three co-ordinates expressed relative to foot width, 
foot width and foot length respectively (Appendix B). 
3.4 Anthropometry 
Anthropometric measures are required for the scaling of segment reference data to the 
individual subject. For scaling reference segment masses to the subject, total body mass was 
used. For scaling muscle model data of individual muscle mass and tendon cross-sectional 
areas to the subject, segment circurnf~rences and segment lengths were used. For scaling 
pelvic centre of mass location to the subject, pelvic length and depth were used, while the 
centre of mass of the thigh, shank and foot were scaled to segment lengths. For scaling pelvic 
radii of gyration to the subject, pelvic length, width and depth were used depending on the 
axes, while radii of gyration of the thigh, shank and foot, were scaled to segment lengths and 
widths. For scaling pelvic muscle co-ordinate data and joint centre locations to the subject, 
pelvic length, width and depth were used, and muscle co-ordinate data and joint centre 
locations of the thigh, shank and foot were scaled to segment lengths and widths measures. 
In the present study reference data derived from different sources have been nornalised to 
common anthropometric segment measures. The anthropometric measures chosen being 
directly measurable on the subject, in addition to general body measures such as age, height 










Table 3.4.1 Segment length, width and depth measurements. 
Segment Width and Length Measurements 
Pelvis width right ASIS to left ASIS. 
Pelvis depth mid-PSIS to mid-ASIS 
Pelvis length sitting height: seat (inferior ramus of ischium) to iliac crest 
Thigh width bicondylar width, medial to lateral femoral condyles 
Thigh length G.Trochanter to inferior margin of lateral femoral condyle 
Shank width between medial and lateral maleolus. 
Shank length superior margin of medial condyle of tibia to medial maleolus 
Foot width 1st to 5th metatarsal heads 
Foot length posterior calcaneus to 2nd metatarsal head 
Table 3.4.2 Segment circumference measurements. 
Segment Circumference Measurements 
pelvis In the transverse plane at the level of the ASIS. 
thigh measured in the transverse plane at a level 2 cm. 
below the gluteal fold. 
calf measured in the transverse plane at the widest 
circumference of the calf 
foot measured in the transverse plane ( around arch of 
foot), at the level of the head of the 5th metatarsal. 
Table 3.4.3 Skin folds . 
Skin Folds 
Thigh mid anterior thigh 
Calf medial calf 
Segment lengths, widths and breadths were measured with a Harpenden Anthropometer 
(Holtain, U.K.), skin folds were taken with a skinfold calliper (British Indicators Ltd., 
England), and circumferences were taken with an anthropometric tape measure. Each 
measurement was taken three times by cycling through all measurements so that any single 
measure was not taken consecutively. The median of the three values was used as the 







Electromyography produces an over all manifestation of the electrical activity in active muscle 
in proximity to the electrode pair (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995). Hillstrom & Triolo (1995) 
recorded electrical activity in muscles whose fibres are close to the dermis using surface 
electrodes. However, electromyography is not suitable for small or deep muscles (Hillstrom & 
Triolo, 1995; Soderberg & Knutson, 1995) due to cross talk from surrounding muscles. 
Electrical activity is detected by a pair of electrodes (Silver - Silver Chloride, Ag-AgCl) of 1 
mm to 5 mm diameter contact area (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995) and a spacing of 1 cm 
(Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). Raw EMG signals are in the order of 10 µv to 3 mv amplitude 
and in the range of 10 Hz to 1 KHz bandwidth and are usually pre-amplified to reduce the 
signal to noise ratio, with common mode rejection (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995). The use of pre-
amplifies, skin preparation usually only requires cleansing the skin with denatured alcohol 
(Zipp, 1982; Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). However, additional skin preparation is suggested 
by Zipp "(1982) in the case of small electrode contact area, low amplifier input impedance, 
motion artefact, and electrical interference. Placing electrodes parallel to the fibres of the 
muscle is essential to ensure a phase delay between each electrode when receiving the same 
motor unit action potential. Electrodes placed perpendicular to the direction of muscle fibres 
may receive the same motor unit action potential at the same time and be eliminated by 
common mode rejection, although frequencies whose wavelengths are multiples of the 
electrode spacing will be partially rejected (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995). The closer the 
electrode spacing, the wider the bandwidth that can be recorded, with wide electrode spacing 
acting like a low pass filter (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995). Small electrodes and narrow spacing 
must be employed with small muscle or if high discrimination is desired between ECG and 
adjacent muscles (Zipp, 1982). Larger electrodes and wider separation can be used with larger 
muscles if more global information on the state of the muscle is desired, or if a high signal 
amplitude is required. An inter-electrode distance of 4-5 cm and a contact area of 50 mm2 are 
recommended for medium to large muscle to be selective, representative and of sufficient 







There is no standard electrode placement available for individual muscles. In describing EMG 
electrode placement, Zipp (1982) uses the convention of the 'lead line' which connects two 
anatomical land marks and the 'central lead point' about which electrodes are placed 
symmetrically on the lead line. Electrode placement is generally based on previous research 
and judgement (Soderberg & Knutson, 1995), although, placement of EMG electrodes should 
meet several requirements (Zipp, 1982): 
i) Repeatability in electrode placement; 
ii) Consideration of individual body dimensions; and 
iii) High signal yield. 
To meet these requirements, it is desirable to place electrodes such that (Zipp, 1982): 
i) Positions are specified relative to anthropometrical landmarks and in relation to 
individual body dimensions; and 
ii) Electrodes are located on the muscle bulk parallel to the direction of the 
muscle fibres. 
In addition to these guidelines, if large movements are expected, it is recommended to attach 
the electrodes while the subject assumes an intermediate limb position in order to minimise the 
strain on the attachment (Zipp, 1982). Also placement must ensure that electrodes do not meet 
as the muscle shortens. Ground electrode should be placed near to the recording electrodes, 
preferably over an inactive site (Zipp, 1982). 
The desired sampling rate for surface EMG is in the order of 500-1000 Hz, while for 
indwelling sample rates are in the range of 1000-2000 Hz (Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). 
Artefact recorded with surface EMG include electrode movement (typically below 10 Hz), 
mains power (either at 50 or 60 Hz), and EKG (Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). To eliminate 
artefacts, pre-processing the EMG signal may involve a 10 Hz high pass filter and a 50 Hz or 
60 Hz notch filter, and a 500 Hz low pass anti-aliasing filter. 
EMG recorded during gait are generally normalised to a percentages of the gait cycle 
(Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). It is also advantageous to look at several gait cycles and use an 
average rather than looking at just one cycle. Soderberg & Knutson (1995) suggest that three 
cycles should be sufficient. 
3-82 
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Common EMG signal processing is linear envelope detection (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995). The 
linear envelope consists of full wave rectification followed by a low pass filter. Generally, the 
lower the cut-off :frequency, the smoother the result. As changes in muscle force or torque 
have a lower :frequency than raw EMG (Hillstrom & Triolo, 1995) the linear envelope is often 
used to reflect muscular tension (Knutson & Soderberg, 1995). 
The determination of the on-set and off-set of muscular activity can be done quantitatively by 
either (Soderberg & Knutson, 1995): 
i) 5% of a maximum voluntary contraction, as done on a separate maximal tests; or 
ii) 2-3 standard deviations above a quiet base-line value. 
The signal is required to remain above this value for at least 50 ms to be considered "on", or 
below for 100 ms to be considered "off'. Resting levels of EMG should be defined while the 
effected limbs are at rest, as in sitting or lying, rather than minimal during activity (Knutson & 
Soderberg, 1995). Reference minimum or maximum activity levels should be done with the 
same electrode placement as used for the trial, ideally without removing and re~attaching 
electrodes, and specific to the subject. However there is no collective agreement as to precise 
on-off determination (Soderberg & Knutson, 1995). 
The relation between force and EMG amplitude is complex and is influenced by both 
technique and physiological factors (Knutson & Soderberg, 1995), including: 
i) Size and placement of electrodes; 
ii) Skin preparation; 
iii) Size of muscle; 
iv) Depth of muscle including adipose tissue; 
v) Cross talk from and activity in adjacent muscles; 
vi) Movement artefacts; 
vii) Eccentric, isometric or concentric muscle action; 
viii) Length-tension and force-velocity relationships; 
ix) Fibre composition; 
x) Muscle fatigue; and 






In the present study, Blue Sensor ECG disposable electrodes, type SP-00-S (Medicotest, 
Denmark) were used. The electrode pair separation distance was 3 cm. Eight muscle were 
recorded: 
• Lateral portion of Gastronemius 
• Lateral portion of Soleus 
• Tibialis Anterior 
• Vastus Medialis 
• Vastus Lateralis 
• Biceps Femoris 
• Rectus Femoris 
• Gluteus Medius 
Three ground electrodes were placed on the right ASIS, lateral femoral condyle and lateral 
maleolus of the ankle. The ground was common to all channels. The Rectus Femoris and 
Gluteus Medius ground leads were connected to the right ASIS ground electrode. The Vastus 
Medialis; Vastus Lateralis and Biceps Femoris ground leads were connected to the lateral 
femoral condyle ground electrode. Gastronemius, Soleus and Tibialis Anterior ground leads 
were connected to the lateral maleoli ground electrode. 
The following the procedures recommended by Zipp (1982) were used to place the surface 
electrodes on the muscle belly's or ground positions of the leg; 
i) The subject assumed a standing position; 
ii) The centre of the muscle belly and the direction of the fibres were identified, as 
well as the site for the ground electrodes; 
iii) The area was cleaned with denatured alcohol, and allowed to dry; and 
iv) The electrode pair was placed in the centre of the muscle belly at a separation of 3 
cm in a direction parallel with the muscle fibres. 
The signal was pre-amplified at a lead distance of approximately 14 cm. from the recording 
electrodes. A 50 Hz notch filter was applied to each signal before sampling. The sample rate 
was 1000 Hz. Processing of the signal consisted of: 
i) 1 O Hz high pass filter; 
ii) Full wave rectification; and 







• Determing the average and standard deviation ofEMG signal within every 50 
ms window across the trial; 
• Determining the average plus three standard deviations for each 50 ms 
windows across the trial; 
• Ssetting the base line as the minimum of the average plus three standard 
deviations for each 50 ms windows across the trial; 
iv) Determination of the on-set and off-set ofEMG activity by: 
• On-set as EMG activity remaining above the base line value for 50 ms; and 
• Off-set as EMG activity remaining below the base line value for 100 ms 
3.6 Subject testing protocol 
Three dimensional video-based motion analysis, ground reaction force measurement and 
electromyographic recording were undertaken of three gait cycles and a three stepping tasks 
for a single subject. The three dimensional movement analysis obtaining kinematics and 
kinetics ·of the pelvis and right leg during tasks to which anatomical data and modelling 
methods presented in the present study can be applied to human movement. 
The subject tested was female, 29 years in age, 1.66 metres in height and weighed 55.1 kg. 
The subject presented no gait abnormalities, leg length discrepancies, or history of gait 
problems. Testing was carried out in bare feet, and the subject has not been prescribed 
orthotics. 
The video capture was carried out usmg Motion Analysis System (Motion Analysis 
Corporation, Santa Rosa, California). The system used four NEC CCD video cameras with 
infrared light sources to capture the motion of retro-reflective markers placed on the subject. 
The camera frequency was 60 Hz. Digitisation of the video images and generation of two 
dimensional co-ordinate data of the reflective markers for each camera view was carried out 
by a VPI 10 Video Processor (Motion Analysis Corporation). 
Ground reaction force data were obtained from an AMTI (Advanced Mechanical Technology 
Inc., Watertown, Massachusetts) OR6-5-1000 force platform mounted in the floor. The 





My, Mz). The signals were amplified by an AMTI SGA20 Amplifier. Collection of the force 
data was done by Lab View data acquisition and analysis software. 
Synchronisation of force and video data was done by a common switch which was activated 
by hand at the beginning of each gait trial. The switch placed an audio event marker on all four 
video recordings of the gait trial, and was used to trigger the start of the Lab View analog 
collection system used to collect the force plate and EMG data. This event marker therefore 
indicated the starting point of the kinematic and kinetic analysis of each trial. 
The laboratory comprised of a test area three metres long, one meter wide and 1. 5 meters 
high, which was visible in all camera fields of view. The force platform was located towards 
the end of the test area, and four video cameras were placed on one side of the test area (Fig. 
3.6.1). This enabled the video capture of the swing and stance phases of gait and the step task 
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Figure 3.6.1 Test area, force platform and camera positions. 
Subject preparation involved taking anthropometric measures, placement of electromyogaphic 
electrodes and leads, and the placement of reflective markers on the subject (Figures 3.6.2 -
3.6.4). Descriptions of the anthropometric measurements and materials used are given in 










with the median value used. Descriptions of the methods and materials used in placing 
electrodes on the eight muscles and three ground sites are give in Section 3. 5. The pre-
amplifies for each electrode pair were also fixed to the subject by the use of adhesive tape. 
Similarly, the leads between electrodes and respective pre-amplifies and leads leaving the pre-
amplifiers were fixed to the subject with adhesive tape. Finally, 30 reflective markers were 
placed on the subject, consisting of 10 calibration markers (Table 3. 6 .1) and 2 7 segment 
markers (Table 3.6.2). Marker names may appear twice if they were used as both calibration 
and segment markers, or are used to locate two segments. Double sided adhesive tape was 
used to adhere markers to the skin. To aid adhesion of the markers Skin-Prep (Smith and 
Nephew) protective barrier wipes were used, and this was applied to the skin and allowed to 
dry before the markers were placed on the skin. 
Table 3.6.1 Calibration markers. These markers are used to define 





Medial femoral condyle 




1st Metatarsal head 






Figure 3.6.1 Subject preparation - lateral view. Shown are electromyographic 
electrodes, pre-amplifies and leads as well as both calibration and segment 






Figure 3.6.2 Subject preparation - anterior view. Shown are electromyographic 
electrodes, pre-amplifies and leads as well as both calibration and segment markers. 






Figure 3.6.3 Subject preparation - posterior view. Shown are electromyographic 
electrodes, pre-amplifies and leads as well as both calibration and segment markers. 











Table 3.6.2 Segment markers. These markers are used to define 
segment location during movement trials. The local co-ordinates of 
these markers, with respect to local segment axes, are obtained in 
the subject calibration procedure. 
Segment Marker ( descriptive name) 
Pelvis Navel 
right ASIS 
right Iliac crest 
Posterior belt 
mid-PSIS 
Thigh Anterior superior thigh 
Anterior middle thigh 
Anterior inferior thigh 
Lateral superior thigh 
Lateral inferior thigh 
Lateral knee 
Posterior superior thigh 
Posterior inferior thigh 
Shank Anterior superior shank 
Anterior middle shank 
Anterior inferior shank 
Lateral superior shank 
Lateral inferior shank 
Lateral ankle 
Posterior superior shank 
Posterior inferior shank 





Middle lateral foot 
Video recording involved four stages: camera calibration, force platform location, subject 
calibration, and the movement (gait and step) trials. Camera calibration and force plate 
location were done prior to the subject testing session. Camera calibration involved collecting 
one second of video image of an eight point calibration frame for each camera. The calibration 
frame comprised of eight reflective spheres of known spatial location with respect to a 
laboratory (global) co-ordinate system. The size of the calibration cube was 0)5 m long, 0.5 
m wide and 0.78 m high, in the global X, Y and Z directions respectively. Digitising the eight 
calibration points enabled DLT calibration coefficients to be calculated for each camera. The 
DLT transformation was orthogonalised according to Hatze (1988). The length of the area 










before the calibration cube and ended 5 cm after the cube. The height of the area included in 
the walk trial, in the global Z direction, was 20 cm higher than the calibration cube. Camera 
calibration enabled the 3D paths of all markers to be reconstructed from the four cameras over 
the entire area of the walk trial. 
Force plate location involved collecting one second of video image of three reflective spheres 
placed on the force platform. The spheres were placed on the axes origin, positive 'x' and 
positive 'y' of the force platform. The radius of the spheres were also recorded. The 
reproduction of the three dimensional co-ordinates of the three force platform markers enabled 
a transformation matrix to the calculated which would. convert centre of pressure and force 
vectors from the force platform local axes system to the global laboratory axes system. 
Subject calibration involved collecting one second of video image of the subject while standing 
with all calibration and segment markers on (Tables 3 .6.1 and 3 .6.2). The reproduction of the 
three dimensional co-ordinates enabled the reproduction of segment axes (Section 3 .3 .1) and 
the calculation of co-ordinates of all segment markers with respect to local segment axes. 
Prior to the movement trials the medial ankle and medial knee markers were removed. The left 
ASIS calibration marker was left on during the trials but was seldom reproduced from two or 
more cameras. 
The walk trials consisted of the subject walking at a slow, self-determined pace along the test 
area (Fig. 3.6.1), with the right foot making contact with the force platform. Video, force 
platform and electromyography were recorded simultaneously. After a period of 
familiarisation, the subject undertook three walk trials, one stride (right toe-off to right toe-
ofl:) of the right leg was recorded from each walk trial. The step trials consisted of the subject 
standing facing a raised platform placed on the force plate. The subject then placed the right 
leg on the raised platform, and at slow self determined rate, raised themselves onto the raised 
platform. After pausing on top of the raised platform, the subject returned to the initial 
standing position, again using the right leg. The left leg did not make contact with the raised 
platform. Video, force platform and electromyography were recorded simultaneously. After a 
period of familiarisation the subject undertook three step trials, one step (right toe-off the 









Analysis of the movement trials required obtaining digitised co-ordinate data for each segment 
marker, in each trial, and from each video image. Digitisation of video images, including those 
required for both camera and subject calibration, was achieved through the use of Motion 
Analysis System's video acquisition and digitisation programs. Camera calibration, the 
reproduction of three dimensioanl co-ordinates for subject calibration and the tracking of three 
dimensional paths of the movement trials were achieved via custom writen software. Likewise, 
the reproduction of three dimensional segment location from local segment marker co-
ordinates and respective three dimensional paths of the segment markers was achieved via 
custom writen software. 
Application of the musculoskeletal model, previously presented, to the analysis of movement 
trials allowed the calculation muscle model parameters to evaluate performance outcomes of 
the model. Muscle model parameters included acceleration of segment centre of mass, 
resultant joint moments, muscle lengths, muscle velocities, moment arms, muscle forces, 
contractile element lengths and contractile element velocities. These are presented and 














The first section presents anthropometic measures taken from the subject. The following three 
sections present the results from camera calibration, force platform location and subject 
calibration which obtained local body-fixed axes co-ordinates of segment markers. The next 
two sections presents comparative results of the three walk trials and comparative results of 
the three step trials. Results of individual trials are presented in Appendix L. The final section 
presents results obtained from EMG analysis. 
4.1 Anthropometry 
Subject descriptive data appears in Table 4.1.1. Anthropometic measurements of segment 
lengths, width and breadths, circumferences and skin-folds appear in Tables 4.1.2 - 4.1.4 
respectively. Additional measurements taken for calibration purposes are listed in Table 4.1.5, 
and illustrated in Figure 4 .1.1. 
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Table 4.1.2 Subject length, width and depth measurements. 
Measure Description Measurement (mm) 
#1 #2 #3 Median 
Pelvic Width right ASIS to left ASIS 206.5 205 203 205 
Pelvic Depth mid-PSIS to mid-ASIS 155 154.5 155 155 
Pelvic Height Sitting height 199 202 207 202 
(bench top to iliac crest) 
Right Left 
Thigh Width bicondular width #1 89 87 
(medial to lateral condyles) #2 88.5 88 
#3 90 88 
Median 89 88 
Thigh Length Greater trochanter to #1 409.5 396 
inferior margin of lateral #2 405 392 
/ femoral condyle. #3 406 394.5 
Median 406 394.5 
Shank Width Medial to lateral maleoli. #1 64 60 
#2 63 60 
I ., #3 63.5 60.5 
Median 63.5 60 
Shank Length Tibiale to sphyrion. #1 382 379.5 
(Superior margin of #2 384 382 
lateral condyle of tibia #3 382 382.5 
to medial maleolus) Median 382 382 
Foot Width 1st to 5th metatarsal #1 82.5 79 
heads. #2 81.5 81.5 
#3 80 79 
Median 81.5 79 
Foot Length Posterior calcaneus to #1 185 184 
2nd metatarsal head. #2 184 184 
#3 184 ·183.5 





Table 4.1.3 Subject circumference measurements. 
Circumference Description Measurement ( cm) 
#1 #2 #3 Median 
Pelvic In the transverse plane at 81.0 81.4 81.8 81.4 
the level of ASIS 
Right Left 
Thigh In the transverse plane at #1 53.4 53 
a level 2 cm below the #2 53.4 53.5 
gluteal fold. #3 52.4 53.1 
Median 53.4 53.1 
Shank In the transverse plane at #1 33.2 33 
the widest circumference #2 33 32.8 
( of the calf #3 33.1 32.9 
Median 33.1 32.9 
Foot In the transverse plane at #1 22.1 22.6 
at the level the head of #2 22 21.8 
the 5th metatarsal. #3 22.1 22.7 
Median 22.1 21.8 
Table 4.1.4 Subject skin-fold measurements. 
Skin-fold Description Measurement(mm) 
Right Left 
Thigh mid anterior thigh #1 26 28 
#2 25.5 26 
#3 26 28.5 
Median 26 28 
Shank medial calf at the widest #1 16.5 18 
circumference of the calf #2 16.5 18.5 
#3 16.5 18 
Median 16.5 18 
Table 4.1.5 Additional calibration measurements. 
ASIS markers 
stand height 42mm 
sphere diameter 26mm 
Post.Calcaneus marker 
stand height 0mm 
sphere diameter 26mm 
Force plate 
origin to plate surface 60.9 mm 
sphere diameter 29mm 






Subject specific segment centre of mass and joint locations are listed in Table 4.1.6. Subject 
specific segment mass and radii of gyration are listed in Table 4 .1. 7. Co-ordinate locations, 
masses, radii of gyration have been obtained by multiplying normalised reference data in 
Appendix B by the subject anthopometric measures listed above. Lean thigh and shank 
circumferences are shown in Table 4.1.8, as calculated from respective circumference and 
skin-fold measurement listed above. 
Table 4.1.6 Segment centre of mass and joint location. Locations are found 
by using segment measures in Table 4.1.2 and normalised co-ordinates of 
AppendixB. 
Segment Point Co-ordinate* (m 
X y z 
Pelvis centre of mass 0 -0.0698 0.0097 
L5-S 1 joint centre 0 -0.0969 -0.0149 
hip joint centre -0.0718 -0.0594 0.0834 
Thigh centre of mass 0 0 0.1356 
hip joint centre 0 0 0 
knee joint centre 0 -0.0175 0.4064 
Shank centre of mass 0 0 0.1536 
knee joint centre 0 -0.0138 -0.0138 
ankle joint centre 0 0 0.3820 
Foot centre of mass 0 0 0.0944 
ankle joint centre 0 0.0386 0.0567 
* relative to local axes as described in Appendix A 
Table 4.1.7 Segment mass and radii of gyration. Values were found using 
segment measures in Table 4.1.2 and normalised co-ordinates of Appendix B. 
Segment Mass (kg) Radii of gyration* (m) 
X y z 
Pelvis 6.89 0.0759 0.0548 0.0679 
Thigh 8.15 right 0.1683 0.1707 0.0899 
left 0.1617 0.1640 0.0879 
Shank 2.64 right 0.1030 0.1046 0.0314 
left 0.0974 0.0988 0.0280 
Foot 0.72 right 0.0700 0.0750 0.0396 
left 0.0679 0.0727 0.0372 






Table 4.1.8 Segment lean circumference. Lean 
circumference is circumference minus Pi*skin-fold. 
Segment Lean Circumference (cm) 
Right Left 
Thigh 45.2 44.3 
Shank 27.9 27.3 
4.2 Camera calibration 
The laboratory co-ordinates of the eight calibration cube markers are listed in Table 4.2.1 and 
the camera co-ordinates of the eight respective markers are listed in Table 4.2.2. 
Table 4.2.1 Laboratory co-ordinates of camera calibration 
cube markers . 
Calibration Laboratory ( global) Co-ordinate (m) 
Marker X y z 
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0369 
2 0.7483 0.0000 0.0368 
3 0.7500 0.5024 0.0378 
4 0.0006 0.5004 0.0372 
5 -0.0004 0.0005 0.7863 
6 0.7480 -0.0007 0.7876 
7 0.7481 0.4500 0.7877 
8 -0.0004 0.5012 0.7871 
Table 4.2.2 Camera co-ordinates of eight calibration cube markers. 
Marker Camera 1 Camera2 Camera 3 Camera4 
X y X y X y X y 
1 79.14 79.43 109.00 93.29 111.92 73.22 140.11 68.23 
2 155.44 66.38 183.13 89.81 187.84 69.70 203.00 77.81 
3 181.00 79.22 180.50 105.81 175.00 75.41 169.00 86.29 
4 110.07 89.29 115.00 108.34 107.27 79.19 109.44 78.38 
5 78.84 162.62 108.59 163.81 116.59 149.81 140.73 153.60 
6 157.35 159.59 186.41 161.34 192.58 144.34 204.69 154.47 
7 183.15 162.08 184.18 170.55 179.66 142.67 170.08 155.92 





Identifying the eight calibration points on the calibration cube yielded the following calibration 
results. The linearized DLT calibration parameters for each camera are listed in Table 4.2.3. 
The lab point standard error's (LPSE) and conjugate point error (CPE) for each camera are 
listed in Table 4.2.4 and Table 4.2.5 respectively. The camera perspective centres, found 
during the calibration procedure from the intersection of perspective lines, are listed in Table 
4.2.6. Finally the normalisation curve for lab point error and angle for two point identified in 
two cameras is listed in Table 4.2.7. 
Table 4.2.3 DLT parameters for each camera. 
parameter Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera3 Camera 4 
1 79.709 94.768 106.010 114.421 
2 86.551 38.602 16.515 -36.621 
3 -2.984 -7.654 6.222 -2.420 
4 79.166 108.959 111.583 140.069 
5 -26.467 -5.850 -3.364 24.580 
6 40,626 56.296 30.287 38.177 
7 105.478 82.920 101.279 110.034 
8 75.234 89.660 69.612 63.078 
9 -0.141 -0.019 0.025 0.150 
10 -0.227 0.235 0.241 0.229 
11 -0.035 -0.069 -0.003 -0.024 
Table 4.2.4 LPSE for three dimensional points 
produced from three and four camera points. 
Cameras LPSE (m) 
mean std.dev. 
4 0.0007 0.0003 
3 0.0009 0.0005 
Table 4.2.5 CPE for each camera. 
Camera CPE* 
mean std.dev. 
1 0.229 0.104 
2 0.210 0.122 
3 0.215 0.122 
4 0.170 0.100 





Table 4.2.6 Camera perspective centres. 
Camera Laboratory ( global) Co-ordinates (m) 
X y z 
1 2.1857 -2.8948 0.9502 
2 0.5099 -3.7737 1.5167 
3 -0.4453 -4.0948 0.5224 
4 -2.1264 -2.8779 0.8912 
Table 4.2. 7 Normalisation curve of lab point error from 





minimum= 0.0089 at 1.591 radians 
Curve= cO + cl *radians+ c2*radians*radians. 
Where radians is the angle formed by camera perspective 
centre, lab point and the second camera perspective centre. 
4.3 Force plate calibration 
Three dimensional co-ordinates of three reflective spheres placed on the plate surface at the 
plate axes origin, positive 'x' and positive 'y' directions are shown in Table 4. 3 .1 as 
reproduced from the four camera views. 
Table 4.3.1 Force platform axes location. 
Marker Laboratory ( global) Co-ordinates (m) 
X y z 
+vex 0.209 0.071 0.004 .. 
0.508 0.069 0.005 ongm 
+veY 0.505 0.517 0.004 
Z axes translation 0.075 m 









4.4 Subject calibration 
A graphical reproduction of the plotted calibration markers and segment markers for the post-
trial subject calibration is presented in Fig. 4.4.1. 
Figure 4.4.1 Markers used in subject calibration . 
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The reproduced three dimensional co-ordinates of the pre-trial and post-trial subject 
calibrations are presented in Table 4.4.1 and Table 4.4.2 respectively. Local segment axes 
origin and unit vectors with respect to global space of the pre-trial and post-trial subject 
calibrations, defined from three dimensional laboratory positions of calibration markers for the 
respective segment, are presented in Table 4.4.3 and Table 4.4.4 respectively. Local axes co-
ordinates of segment markers from the pre-trial and post-trial subject calibrations are 
presented in Table 4.4.5 and Table 4.4.6. The differences between local axes co-ordinates of 
the segment markers for the pre-trial and post-trial subject calibrations are presented in Table 
4.4.7. Reference muscle lengths calculated from the reference segment positions of the pre-
trial and post-trial subject calibrations are presented in Table 4.4.8 and Table 4.4.9. The 
reference segment positions were subject standing, as used for segment calibration. 
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Table 4.4.1 Laboratory points reproduced for pre-trial subject calibration. 
Marker Lab ( global) Co-ordinate (m) Cameras and Camera point 
X y z total 1 2 3 4 
mid-PSIS -0.2122 -0.0989 0.9617 3 - 1 26 1 
PostBelt -0.1841 -0.2199 0.9467 3 - 30 1 2 
IlliacCrest -0.1054 -0.2987 0.9437 4 1 3 2 3 
r.ASIS 0.0244 -0.2473 0.9332 4 2 4 3 4 
1.ASIS 0.0660 -0.0286 0.9171 2 3 2 - -
Navel 0.0820 -0.1650 0.8928 3 4 5 4 -
ThighPostSup -0.1926 -0.2530 0.6729 4 5 6 5 5 
ThighAntSup 0.0147 -0.2377 0.6627 4 6 7 6 6 
ThighMidSup -0.0878 -0.3076 0.6472 4 7 8 7 7 
ThighAntMid -0.0033 -0.2199 0.5790 3 9 9 10 -
ThighPostlnf -0.1825 -0.2518 0.5755 4 22 10 8 8 
ThighMidlnf -0.0984 -0.3001 0.5633 4 8 11 9 9 
ThighAntlnf -0.0237 -0.2180 0.5009 4 10 13 12 11 
# lMedialKnee -0.2600 -0.1288 0.4937 3 - 12 11 10 
LateralKnee -0.0889 -0.2877 0.4637 4 11 14 13 12 
#2Media1Knee 0.0015 -0.1831 0.4058 4 12 15 14 13 
> ShankAntSup -0.0672 -0.2478 0.3588 4 14 16 16 14 
\ 
ShankMidSup -0.1604 -0.3004 0.3553 4 13 17 15 15 
ShankPostSup -0.2288 -0.2159 0.2844 3 - 18 17 16 
ShankAntMid -0.0812 -0.2533 0.2760 4 15 19 18 17 
ShankMidlnf -0.1687 -0.2928 0.2333 4 16 20 19 18 
j ShankAntlnf -0.0899 -0.2558 0.1701 4 17 22 20 19 
ShankPostlnf -0.2116 -0.2134 0.1478 3 - 21 21 21 
#lMedAnkle 0.0119 -0.1964 0.1266 4 18 23 22 20 
FootSuperior -0.0466 -0.2564 0.0734 4 20 25 24 22 
LateralAnkle -0.1612 -0.2666 0.0683 4 19 26 23 23 
MedialToe 0.0003 -0.2386 0.0371 4 21 27 27 26 
#2MedAnkle -0.2530 -0.1697 0.0291 3 - 24 25 24 
PostCalc -0.1996 -0.2194 0.0283 3 - 31 30 25 
_, LateralToe -0.0559 -0.3077 0.0198 4 24 29 29 28 
FootMidLat -0.1122 -0.2793 0.0192 4 23 28 28 27 









Table 4.4.2 Laboratory points reproduced for post-trial subject calibration. 
Marker Lab (global) Co-ordinate (m) Cameras and Camera points 
X y z total 1 2 3 
mid-PSIS -0.2663 0.0371 0.9741 3 - 31 1 
PostBelt -0.2251 -0.0753 0.9534 4 1 1 2 
IlliacCrest -0.1406 -0.1467 0.9432 4 21 3 3 
r.ASIS -0.0178 -0.0840 0.9327 4 2 4 4 
1.ASIS -0.0010 0.1284 0.9146 2 3 30 -
Navel 0.0250 O.OOll 0.8928 3 4 5 5 
ThighPostSup -0.2246 -0.1088 0.6669 4 5 7 6 
ThighAntSup -0.0205 -0.0654 0.6651 3 6 6 7 
ThighMidSup -O.ll29 -0.1465 0.6449 4 7 8 8 
ThighAntMid -0.0379 -0.0441 0.5838 3 8 9 10 
ThighPosthif -0.2118 -0.1093 0.5696 4 9 IO 9 
ThighMidhif -0.1201 -0.1373 0.5618 4 10 ll ll 
ThighAnthif -0.0589 -0.0386 0.5028 3 ll 29 13 
# I MedialKnee -0.3121 -0.0067 0.4693 4 12 12 12 
LateralKnee -0.1073 -O. ll62 0.4610 4 13 13 14 
#2Media1Knee -0.0354 0.0128 0.4244 3 14 14 15 
ShankAntSup -0.0898 -0.0689 0.3606 3 15 15 17 
ShankMidSup -0.1723 -0.1423 0.3507 4 16 16 16 
ShankPostSup -0.2533 -0.0700 0.2818 4 17 17 18 
ShankAntMid -0.0983 -0.0786 0.2762 4 18 18 19 
Shank:Midhif -0.1778 -0.1269 0.2270 4 19 19 20 
ShankAnthif -0.1056 -0.0763 0.1708 4 20 20 21 
Shank:Posthif -0.2307 -0.0524 0.1464 4 23 21 22 
#lMedAnkle -0.0085 -0.0013 0.1265 4 22 22 23 
FootSuperior -0.0625 -0.0601 0.0738 4 24 24 24 
LateralAnkle -0.1693 -0.0961 0.0688 4 28 25 26 
#2MedAnkle -0.2841 -0.0098 0.05ll 4 29 23 25 
MedialToe -0.02ll -0.0365 0.0391 4 25 26 27 
PostCalc -0.2127 -0.0346 0.0255 3 0 2 28 
FootMidLat -0.1239 -0.1049 0.0243 4 26 27 29 
LateralToe -0.0658 -O.ll52 0.0184 3 27 28 30 






































Table 4.4.3 Local segment axes origin and unit vectors with respect to global 
space for the pre-trial subject calibration. 
Segment Description Laboratory (global) Co-ordinate 
(m) 
X y z 
Pelvis Origin -0.020 -0.128 0.934 
X unit vector 0.141 0.988 -0.066 
Y unit vector 0.979 -0.149 -0.139 
Z unit vector -0.147 -0.045 -0.988 
Thigh Origin -0.101 -0.194 0.865 
X unit vector 0.140 0.988 -0.071 
Y unit vector 0.990 -0141 -0.010 
Z unit vector -0.020 -0.069 -0.997 
Shank Origin -0.109 -0.223 0.443 
X unit vector 0.180 0.984 -0.021 
Y unit vector 0.980 -0.181 -0.082 
Z unit vector -0.085 -0.006 -0.996 
Foot Origin -0.187 -0.223 0.028 
X unit vector 0.187 0.981 0.048 
Y unit vector 0.139 -0.074 0.987 
Z unit vector 0.972 -0.178 -0.151 
Table 4.4.4 Local segment axes origin and unit vectors with respect to global 
space for the post-trial subject calibration. 
Segment Description Laboratory (global) Co-ordinate 
(m) 
X y z 
Pelvis Origin -0.075 0.026 0.937 
X unit vector 0.043 0.996 -0.078 
Y unit vector 0.980 -0.057 -0.192 
Z unit vector -0.196 -0.068 -0.978 
Thigh Origin -0.153 -0.048 0.872 
X unit vector -0.073 0.997 -0.023 
Y unit vector 0.997 0.074 0.027 
Z unit vector 0.029 -0.021 -0.999 
Shank Origin -0.140 -0.057 0.450 
X unit vector -0.023 1.000 0.017 
Y unit vector 0.999 0.024 -0.046 
Z unit vector -0.047 0.016 -0.999 
Foot Origin -0.200 -0.038 0.026 
X unit vector 0.122 0.990 0.068 
Y unit vector 0.122 -0.083 0.989 
Z unit vector 0.985 -0.112 -0.130 
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Table 4.4.5 Segment marker local co-ordinates, pre-trial subject calibration. 
Segment Point Local Axes Co-ordinate (m) 
X y z 
Pelvis mid-PSIS 0.000 -0.196 0.000 
PostBelt -0.115 -0.148 0.016 
IlliacCrest -0.181 -0.059 0.011 
r.ASIS -0.111 0.062 0.000 
l.ASIS 0.111 0.072 0.000 
Navel -0.019 0.112 0.028 
Thigh ThighPostSup -0.058 -0.080 0.198 
ThighAntSup -0.013 0.123 0.202 
ThighMidSup -0.095 0.031 0.225 
ThighAntMid 0.008 0.103 0.285 
··< ThighPostlnf -0.048 -0.070 0.294 
ThighMidinf -0.083 0.021 0.308 
ThighAntlnf 0.013 0.084 0.363 
LateralKnee -0.063 0.029 0.406 
Shank ShankAntSup -0.015 0.053 0.081 
ShankMidSup -0.084 -0.029 0.093 
ShankPostSup -0.011 -0.105 0.169 
ShankAntMid -0.021 0.047 0.165 
ShankMidlnf -0.075 -0.028 0.215 
ShankAntinf -0.023 0.048 0.271 
ShankPostlnf -0.003 -0.078 0.303 
LateralAnkle -0.045 -0.012 0.378 
Foot FootSuperior -0.004 0.067 0.136 
LateralAnkle -0.036 0.046 0.027 
MedialToe 0.020 0.036 0.184 
\ 
PostCalc 0.001 -0.002 -0.013 
LateralToe -0.059 0.016 0.144 
FootMidLat -0.041 0.006 0.084 
.\ 
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' Table 4.4.6 Segment marker local co-ordinates, post-trial subject calibration. 
Segment Point Local Axes Co-ordinate (m) 
X y z 
Pelvis mid-PSIS 0.000 -0.195 0.000 
PostBelt -0.109 -0.144 0.020 
IlliacCrest -0.175 -0.056 0.018 
r.ASIS -0.107 0.063 0.000 
I.ASIS 0.107 0.071 0.000 
Navel -0.017 0.108 0.025 
Thigh ThighPostSup -0.051 -0.082 0.204 
ThighAntSup -0.022 0.125 0.211 
ThighMidSup -0.096 0.026 0.230 
t ThighAntMid 0.002 0.107 0.291 
ThighPostlnf -0.050 -0.072 0.302 
ThighMidlnf -0.084 0.017 0.313 
ThighAntlnf 0.011 0.084 0.371 
LateralK.nee -0.062 0.029 0.413 
Shank ShankAntSup -0.015 0.054 0.086 
( ShankMidSup -0.087 -0.029 0.099 
ShankPostSup -0.014 -0.105 0.173 
ShankAntMid -0.026 0.050 0.171 
ShankMidlnf -0.073 -0.029 0.223 
ShankAntlnf -0.025 0.047 0.276 
ShankPostlnf 0.001 -0.076 0.307 
LateralAnkle -0.045 -0.012 0.381 
Foot FootSuperior -0.002 0.066 0.132 
LateralAnkle -0.051 0.051 0.031 
MedialToe 0.024 0.035 0.173 
PostCalc 0.001 -0.002 -0.013 
,\ 
LateralToe -0.061 0.015 0.142 





Table 4.4. 7 Differences between pre-trial and post-trial subject calibration of local 
segment marker co-ordinates. 
Segment Point Pre and Post subject calibration Differences 
in Local Axes Co-ordinates (m) 
dX dY dZ 
Pelvis mid-PSIS 0.000 +0.001 0.000 
PostBelt +0.006 +0.004 +0.004 
IlliacCrest +0.006 +0.003 +0.007 
r.ASIS +0.004 +0.001 0.000 
1.ASIS -0.004 -0.001 0.000 
Navel +0.002 -0.004 -0.003 
Thigh ThighPostSup +0.007 -0.002 +0.006 
ThighAntSup -0.009 0.002 +0.009 
ThighMidSup -0.001 -0.005 +0.005 
ThighAntMid -0.006 +0.004 +0.006 
ThighPostlnf -0.002 -0.002 +0.008 
ThighMidlnf -0.001 -0.004 +0.005 
ThighAntlnf -0.002 0.000 +0.008 
LateralKnee +0.001 0.000 +0.007 
Shank ShankAntSup 0.000 0.001 +0.005 
ShankMidSup -0.003 0.000 +0.006 
ShankPostSup -0.003 0.000 +0.004 
ShankAntMid -0.005 +0.003 +0.006 
ShankMidlnf +0.002 -0.001 +0.008 
ShankAntlnf -0.002 -0.001 +0.005 
ShankPostlnf +0.004 +0.002 +0.004 
LateralAnkle 0.000 0.000 +0.003 
Foot FootSuperior +0.002 -0.001 -0.004 
LateralAnkle -0.015 +0.005 +0.004 
Medial Toe +0.004 -0.001 -0.011 
PostCalc 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Lateral Toe -0.002 -0.001 -0.002 
FootMidLat -0.016 +0.007 -0.001 
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Table 4.4.8 Reference muscle lengths, pre-trial subject calibration. 
Muscle Lernrth ( m) 
Psoas_Major 0.307 
Iliacus 0.193 
Gremellus _ Superior 0.099 
Gremellus Inferior 0.094 
Obturator Extemus 0.114 
0 bturator _ Intemus 0.163 
Piriformis 0.136 
Quadratus Femoris 0.074 
Pectineus 0.137 
Adductor _Longus 0.210 
Adductor_ Magnus(ant) 0.113 
Adductor_ Magnus(mid) 0.188 
/ Adductor_ Magnus(int) 0.319 
Adductor_ Brevis 0.152 
Gluteus_ Minim us( ant) 0.096 
Gluteus_ Minim us(pos) 0.127 
Gluteus_ Medius( ant) 0.115 
Gluteus_ Medius(mid) 0.134 
Gluteus_ Medius(pos) 0.142 
Gluteus_ Maximus(ant) 0.205 
Gluteus_ Maximus(mid) 0.205 
Gluteus_ Maximus(pos) 0.211 






Biceps_ Femorus(long) 0.423 
Biceps_ Femorus(short) 0.242 
V astus _ Lateralis 0.289 
Vastus _ Intermedius 0.330 
Vastus _ Medialis 0.311 
Popliteus 0.085 
Gastrocnemius(lateral) 0.444 




Tibialis _ Anterior 0.343 
Tibialis _ Posterior 0.352 
Peroneus _ Longus 0.395 
I ' 
Peroneus Brevis 0.225 
Peroneus Tertius 0.158 
-/ 
Ext_Digit_Longus 0.403 
Ext_ Halluc _ Longus 0.278 
Flex_Digit_Longus 0.437 
Flex Halluc Longus 0.342 
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Table 4.4.9 Reference muscle lengths, post-trial subject calibration. 
Muscle Length (m) 
Psoas _ Major 0.303 
Iliacus 0.189 
Gremellus _ Superior 0.103 
Gremellus Inferior 0.096 
Obturator Extemus 0.111 
Obturator Intemus 0.167 
Piriformis 0.142 
Quadratus Femoris 0.072 
Pectineus 0.130 
Adductor_Longus 0.199 
Adductor_ Magnus(ant) 0.105 
Adductor_ Magnus(mid) 0.183 
Adductor_ Magnus(inf) 0.318 
Adductor Brevis 0.143 
Gluteus_Minimus(ant) 0.095 
Gluteus_Minimus(pos) 0.130 
Gluteus_ Medius( ant) 0.115 
Gluteus_ Medius(mid) 0.140 
Gluteus_ Medius(pos) 0.151 
Gluteus_Maximus(ant) 0.214 
Gluteus_ Maximus(mid) 0.214 
Gluteus_ Maxim us(pos) 0.221 





Rectus Femorus 0.558 
Biceps_Femorus(long) 0.426 
Biceps_ Femorus(short) 0.242 
/ Vastus Lateralis 0.289 
Vastus Intermedius 0.330 





\ ...... Soleus(lateral) 0.306 
Soleus(medial) 0.325 
\ 
Tibialis Anterior 0.353 
Tibialis Posterior 0.365 
Peroneus _ Longus 0.399 
Peroneus Brevis 0.227 
Peroneus Tertius 0.166 
Ext_ Digit_ Longus 0.411 
Ext_Halluc_Longus 0.288 
Flex _Digit_ Longus 0.449 
Flex Halluc Longus 0.353 
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4.5 Walk trials: comparative 
The following graphs compare results from the three walk trials. The data from each walk trial 
has been normalised using the occurrences of the first toe-off, heel strike and second toe-off 
events. First toe-off occurs at frame zero, heel strike at frame 31 and second toe-off at frame 
80. As swing and ·stance phases varied slightly in duration between walk trials, normalisation 
effectively equated the respective time intervals between first toe-off, heel-strike and second 
toe-off 
Variables which did not require a knowledge of ground reactions forces at the foot, were 
analysed from the first to last frames from which the three dimensional segment locations 
could be reproduced from video images. Results from the first ten and last ten frames analysed 
were eliminated from each trial, due to the requirement of previous data points in smoothing 
and differentiation procedures to obtain accurate position, velocity and acceleration data. As 
such, Cardan rotations, centre of mass acceleration, muscle lengths, and muscle velocities 
were obtained over the entire trial. Variables which required a knowledge of the ground 
reaction forces were analysed from first toe-off to second toe-off of the walk. As such, 
resultant joint moments, muscle forces, and contractile element lengths and velocities were 
analysed within this period. For all results presented, first toe-off is taken as frame zero .. The 
frames over which segment marker were visible for each trial, are presented in Tables 4.5.1, 
4.5.3 and 4.5.5, while frames used for kinematic and kinetic analyses for each trial, are 
presented in Tables 4.5.2, 4.5.4 and 4.5.6. 
Comparative results of the relative Cardan rotations between the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot 
are presented in Figures 4.5.1 - 4.5.9. The three rotations X, Y' and Z" correspond to segment 
flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal-external rotation. Comparative centre of 
mass acceleration of the pelvis, hip, shank and foot for the three walk trials are presented in 
Figures 4.5.10 - 4.5.21. Comparative resultant joint moments about the hip, knee and ankle 




Table 4.5.1 First walk trial - frames in which paths were repoduced. 
Parentheses indicating when path started or ended within the frames 




























Table 4.5.2 Event occurrences and frames analysed for first walk trial. 
Subject Toe Off Heel Toe Off Subject 
first (on-oft) Strike (on-oft) last 
visable (off-on) visable 









Table 4.5.3 Second walk trial - frames in which paths were reproduced. 





























Table 4.5.4 Event markers and frames analysed for second walk trial. 
Subject Toe Off Heel Toe Off Subject 
first (on-off) Strike (on-off) last 
visable (off-on) visable 
Frame 16 77-78 106-107 154-155 164 
Kinematics 26-------------------------------------------------154 




Table 4.5.5 Third walk trial - frames in which paths were reproduced. 
Parentheses indicating when path started or ended within the frames 




























Table 4.5.6 Event markers and frames analysed for third walk trial. 
Subject Toe Off Heel Toe Off Subject 
first (on-ofl) Strike (on-oft) last 
visable (off-on) visable 
Frame 1 48-49 78-79 128-129 152 
Kinematics 11-------------------------------------------------14 2 
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Figure 4.5.1 Walk trials 1st Cardan rotation of the thigh. The rotation 
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Figure 4.5.2 Walk trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the thigh. The rotation 
corresponding to adduction-abduction of the thigh relative to the pelvis. 
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Figure 4.5.3 Walk trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the thigh. Corresponding 
to internal-external rotation of the thigh relative to the pelvis. 
Shank: 1st Cardan angle - X 
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Figure 4.5.4 Walk trials 1st Cardan rotation of the shank. The rotation 
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Figure 4.5.5 Walk trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the shank. The rotation 
corresponding to adduction-abduction of the shank relative to the thigh. 
Shank: 3rd Cardan angle - Z' 
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Figure 4.5.6 Walk trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the shank. Corresponding 
to internal-external rotation of the shank relative to the thigh. 
Foot: 1st Cardan angle - X 
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Figure 4.5.7 Walk trials 1st Cardan rotation of the foot. The rotation 
corresponding to flexion-extension of the foot relative to the shank. 
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Figure 4.5.8 Walk trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the foot. The rotation 
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Figure 4.5.9 Walk trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the foot. Corresponding 
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Figure 4.5.10 Walk trials - pelvis centre of mass acceleration in global x axis. 
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Figure 4.5.11 Walk trials - pelvis centre of mass acceleration in global y axis. 
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Figure 4.5.15 Walk trials - thigh centre of mass acceleration in global z axis . 
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Figure 4.5.18 Walk trials - shank centre of mass acceleration in global z axis. 
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Figure 4.5.19 Walk trials - foot centre of mass acceleration in global x axis. 
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Figure 4.5.21 Walk trials - foot centre of mass acceleration in global z axis. 
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Figure 4.5.22 Walk trials - resultant joint moments about hip x axis. 
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Figure 4.5.24 Walk trials - resultant joint moments about hip z axis. 
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Figure 4.5.27 Walk trials - resultant joint moments about knee z axis. 
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Figure 4.5.30 Walk trials - resultant joint moments about ankle z axis. 
Fifteen muscles were chosen to compare predicted muscle forces across the three walking 
trials as presented in Figures 4.5.31 - 4.5.45. Comparative moment arms for the 48 modelled 
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Figure 4.5.42 Walk trials - Popliteus predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.5.45 Walk trials - Peroneus Longus predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.5.56 Walk trials - Adductor Magnus(ant), hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.5.66 Walk trials - Gluteus Maximus(mid), hip moment arms. 
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Graci I is - Knee 
Frame 
-- first walk- X 
-- first walk- Y 
first walk- Z 
-- second walk- X 
-- second walk- Y 
-- second walk- Z 
-- third walk- X 
-- third walk- Y 
-- third walk- Z 
Figure 4.5.74 Walk trials - Gracilis, knee moment arms. 
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Frame 
-- first walk- X 
-- firstwalk-Y 
first walk- Z 
-- second walk- X 
-- second walk- Y 
-- second walk- Z 
-- third walk- X 
-- third walk- Y 
-- third w alk- Z 
Figure 4.5.78 Walk trials - Rectus Femoris, knee moment arms. 
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Frame 
-- first walk- X 
-- first walk- Y 
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-- second walk- X 
-- second walk- Y 
--second walk- Z 
-- third walk- X 
-- third walk- Y 
-- third walk- Z 
Figure 4.5.96 Walk trials - Tibialis Posterior, ankle moment arms. 
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-- first walk- X 
-- first walk- Y 
first walk- Z 
-- second walk- X 
-- second walk- Y 
-- second walk- Z 
-- third walk- X 
-- third walk- Y 
-- third walk- Z 
Figure 4.5.101 Walk trials - Ext.Hallucis Longus, ankle moment arms. 
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4.6 Step trials: comparative 
The following graphs compare results from the three step trials. The data from each step trial 
has been normalised using the occurrences of the floor toe-off, step contact, step toe-off and 
floor contact events. Floor toe-off occurs at frame zero, step contact occurs at frame 52, step 
toe-off at frame 216 and floor contact at frame 270. As leg raise, step contact (comprising 
body rise, one legged stance and body lowering) and leg return phases varied in duration 
between step trials, normalisation effectively equated the respective time intervals between 
floor toe-off, step contact, step toe-off and floor contact. 
Variables which did not require a knowledge of ground reactions forces at the foot, were 
analysed from the first to last frames from which the three dimensional segment locations 
could be reproduced from video images. Results from the first ten and last ten frames analysed 
were eliminated from each trial, due to the requirement of previous data points in smoothing 
and differentiation procedures to obtain accurate position, velocity and acceleration data. As 
such, Cardan rotations, centre of mass acceleration, muscle lengths, and muscle velocities 
were obtained over the entire trial. Variables which required a knowledge of the ground 
reaction forces were analysed from floor toe-off to ground contact at completion of the step. 
As such, resultant joint moments, muscle forces, and contractile element lengths and velocities 
were analysed within this period. For all results presented, floor toe-off is taken as frame zero. 
The frames over which segment marker were visible for each trial, are presented in Tables 
4.6.1, 4.6.3 and 4.6.5, while frames used for kinematics and kinetic analyses for each trial, are 
presented in Tables 4.6.2, 4.6.4 and 4.6.6. 
Comparative results of the relative Cardan rotations between the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot 
are presented in Figures 4.6.1 - 4.6.9. The three rotations X, Y' and Z" correspond to segment 
flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal-external rotation. Comparative centre of 
mass accelerations of the pelvis, hip, shank and foot of the three step trials are presented in 
Figures 4.6.10 - 4.6.21. Comparative resultant joint moments about the hip, knee and ankle 
joints of the three step trials are presented in Figures 4.6.22 - 4.12.30. 
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Table 4.6.1 First step trial - frames in which paths were reproduced. 
Parentheses indicating when path started or ended within the frames 




























Table 4.6.2 Event markers and frames analysed for first step trial. 
First Floor Step Step Floor Last 
Frame Toe-Off Contact Toe-Off Contact Frame 
(on-oft) (off-on) (on-oft) (off-on) 
Frame 1 46-47 93-94 231-232 280-281 300 
Kinematics l 1---------------------------------------------------------290 
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Table 4.6.3 Second step trial - frames in which paths were reproduced. 
Parentheses indicating when path started or ended within the frames 




























Table 4.6.4 Event markers and frames analysed for second step trial. 
First Floor Step Step Floor Last 
Frame Toe-Off Contact Toe-Off Contact Frame 
(on-oft) (off-on) (on-oft) (off-on) 









Table 4.6.5 Third step trial - frames in which paths were reproduced. 
Parentheses indicating when path started or ended within the frames 




























Table 4.6.6 Event markers and frames analysed for third step trial. 
First Floor Step Step Floor Last 
Frame Toe-Off Contact Toe-Off Contact Frame 
(on-oft) (off-on) (on-oft) (off-on) 
Frame 4 52-53 100-101 228-229 279-180 300 
Kinematics 14---------------------------------------------------------290 








Thigh: 1st Cardan angle - X 
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-- Second Step 
Third Step 
Figure 4.6.1 Step trials 1st Cardan rotation of the thigh. The rotation 
corresponding to flexion-extension of the thigh relative to the pelvis . 
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Figure 4.6.2 Step trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the thigh. The rotation 






Thigh: 3rd Cardan angle - Z' 
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-- Second Step 
Third Step 
Figure 4.6.3 Step trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the thigh. Corresponding 
to internal-external rotation of the thigh relative to the pelvis. 
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Figure 4.6.4 Step trials 1st Cardan rotation of the shank. The rotation 
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Figure 4.6.5 Step trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the shank. The rotation 
corresponding to adduction-abduction of the shank relative to the thigh. 
Shank: 3rd Cardan angle - Z' 
-- First Step 
-- Second Step 
Third Step 
Frame 
Figure 4.6.6 Step trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the shank. Corresponding 
to internal-external rotation of the shank relative to the thigh. 
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Figure 4.6. 7 Step trials 1st Cardan rotation of the foot. The rotation 
corresponding to flexion-extension of the foot relative to the shank. 
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N N N N 
-- First Step 
-- Second Step 
Third Step 
Figure 4.6.8 Step trials 2nd Cardan rotation of the foot. The rotation 
corresponding to adduction-abduction of the foot relative to the shank. 
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Figure 4.6.9 Step trials 3rd Cardan rotation of the foot. Corresponding to 
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Figure 4.6.10 Step trials - pelvis centre of mass acceleration in global x axis. 
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Figure 4.6.11 Step trials - pelvis centre of mass acceleration in global y axis. 
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Figure 4.6.12 Step trials - pelvis centre of mass acceleration in global z axis 
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, \ Figure 4.6.13 Step trials - thigh centre of mass acceleration in global x axis. 
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Figure 4.6.14 Step trials - thigh centre of mass acceleration in global y axis. ,. 
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Figure 4.6.15 Step trials - thigh centre of mass acceleration in global z axis. 
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Figure 4.6.16 Step trials - shank centre of mass acceleration in global x axis. 
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Figure 4.6.17 Step trials - shank centre of mass acceleration in global y axis. 
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Figure 4.6.18 Step trials - shank centre of mass acceleration in global z axis. 
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Figure 4.6.19 Step trials - foot centre of mass acceleration in global x axis . 
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Figure 4.6.24 Step trials - resultant joint moments about hip z axis. 
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Figure 4.6.27 Step trials - resultant joint moments about knee z axis. 
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Figure 4.6.30 Step trials - resultant joint moments about ankle z axis . 
Fifteen muscles were chosen and predicted muscle forces were compared across the three step 
trials as presented in Figures 4.6.31 - 4.6.45. Comparative moment arms for the 48 modelled 
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Figure 4.6.32 Step trials - Obturator Extemus predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.6.36 Step trials - Gluteus Minimus(ant) predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.6.42 Step trials - Popliteus predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.6.45 Step trials - Peroneus Longus predicted muscle forces. 
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Figure 4.6.47 Step trials - Iliacus, hip moment arms . 
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Figure 4.6.48 Step trials - Gremellus Superior, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.50 Step trials - Obturator Externus,hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.51 Step trials - Obturator Internus, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.53 Step trials - Quadratus Femoris, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.54 Step trials - Pectineus, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.59 Step trials - Adductor Brevis, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.60 Step trials - Gluteus Minimus(ant), hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.63 Step trials - Gluteus Medius(mid) hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.65 Step trials - Gluteus Maximus(ant), hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.66 Step trials - Gluteus Maximus(mid), hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.68 Step trials - Tensor Fasciae Latae, knee moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.69 Step trials - Tensor Fasciae Latae, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6. 71 Step trials - Semimembranosis, hip moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.74 Step trials - Gracilis, knee moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.78 Step trials - Rectus Femoris, knee moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.89 Step trials - Gastrocnemius(med), ankle moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.90 Step trials - Gastrocnemius(med), knee moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.95 Step trials - Tibialis Anterior, ankle moment arms. 
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Figure 4.6.99 Step trials - Peroneus Tertius, ankle moment arms. 
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Results of electromyography (EMG) analysis for eight muscle of the lower limb during the 
walk and step trials are presented. For each muscle recorded the EMG signal following 
filtering and following full wave rectification are presented. A Butterworth digital filter was 
used for all EMG signals, with a band-pass of 30-450 Hz. The threshold value was the largest 
sum of mean signal plus three standard deviations calculated from all 50 ms windows of the 
full wave rectified EMG signal. For all EMG signals an on-set occurred if the full wave 
rectified EMG signal was above the threshold for 50 ms while on offset occurred if the full 
wave rectified EMG signal was below the threshold for 100 ms. 
For the walk trials, results for both filtered and full wave rectified EMG for the eight muscle 
of the lower limb, are presented in Figures 4.7.1 - 4.7.48. Displayed with the filtered EMG 
results for the walk trials are toe-off and heel strike occurrences, while for the step trials the 
floor and step toe-off as well as step and ground contact occurrences are displayed. Displayed 
with the results of full wave rectified EMG are calculated on-sets and offset of electrical 
activity for each trial. On-sets and offset of electrical activity are also presented in tabular 
form for each walk trial in Tables 3.7.1 - 3.7.3, along with the base-line signal used in their 
calculation and the RMS for the electrical signal during each interval between on-sets and 
offset. 
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Figure 4.7.4 Second walk trial - Soleus (lat) electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.6 Third walk trial - Soleus (lat) electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.7 First walk trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.11 Third walk trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.12 Third walk trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.18 Third walk trial - Tibialis Anterior electromyography on/offsets . 
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Figure 4.7.23 Third walk trial - Vastus Medialis electromyography . 
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Figure 4.7.28 Second walk trial - Vastus Lateralis electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.30 Third walk trial - Vastus Lateralis electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.35 Third walk trial - Biceps Femoris electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.36 Third walk trial - Biceps Femoris electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.39 Second walk trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.40 Second walk trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.42 Third walk trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.43 First walk trial - Gluteus Medius electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.44 First walk trial - Gluteus Medius electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.48 Third walk trial - Gluteus Medius electromyography on/offsets. 
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Table 4.7.1 First walk trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- first walk trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 650, 1195, 1787,2464,2797,3630 
RMS 0.031, 0.007, 0.028, 0.004, 0.024, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0057 at 2.65 sec. 
Gastrocnemius (lateral) 
On/Off 707,893,2001,2146,3176,3325 
RMS 0.012, 0.036, 0.013, 0.029, 0.015, 0.029, 0.011 
Baseline 0.0154 at 1.30 sec. 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 907, 1272, 1550, 1688,2230,2517,2722,2960,3549, 
3682 
RMS 0.028, 0.038, 0.024, 0.052, 0.015, 0.038, 0.014, 0.045, 
0.017, 0.049, 0.026 
Baseline 0.0174 at 3.15 sec. 
V astus Medialis 
On/Off 372,518, 1449, 1823,2824,2927 
RMS 0.005, 0.008, 0.003, 0.007, 0.004, 0.009, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0036 at 1.15 sec. 
V astus Lateralis 
On/Off 351,625, 1604, 1815,2768,3026 
RMS 0.004, 0.007, 0.004, 0.010, 0.003, 0.008, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0035 at 1.25 sec. 
Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 292,513, 1501, 1701,2535,2881,3698,3980 
RMS 0.010, 0.023, 0.006, 0.031, 0.006, 0.027,0.003, 0.019, 
0.013 
Baseline 0.0047 at 3.25 sec. 
Rectus F emoris 
On/Off 1, 73,556,871, 1111, 1282, 1768,2007,2381,2468, 
3002,3258 
RMS 0.040, 0.005, 0.014, 0.004, 0.031, 0.006, 0.017, 0.004, 
~ 
0.058, 0.008, 0.018, 0.018 
Baseline 0.0048 at 2.25 sec. 
Gluteus Medius 
.\ On/Off 401,808, 1632,2075,2791,3133 
RMS 0.002, 0.009, 0.002, 0.007, 0.002, 0.008, 0.002 
Baseline 0.0033 at 3.35 sec. 
\ 
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Table 4.7.2 Second walk trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- second walk trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 887, 1223,2177,2534,3409,3844 
RMS 0.008, 0.039, 0.008, 0.037, 0.010, 0.040, 0.007 
Baseline 0.0091 at 1.55 sec. 
Gastrocnemius (lateral) 
On/Off 1029, 1121,2364,2431,3685,3762 
RMS 0.013, 0.033, 0.015, 0.037, 0.015, 0.031, 0.013 
Baseline 0.0170 at 3.95 sec. 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 10,762, 1292,2042,2560,3258 
RMS 0.015, 0.026, 0.017, 0.035, 0.017, 0.032, 0.015 
Baseline 0.0142 at 3.55 sec. 
V astus Medialis 
On/Off 364,679, 1651,2022,3014,3328 
RMS 0.002, 0.005, 0.003, 0.008, 0.002, 0.008, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0034 at 3.90 sec. 
Vastus Lateralis 
On/Off 575,680, 1652,2036,3140,3312 
RMS 0.003, 0.007, 0.003, 0.008, 0.003, 0.008, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0037 at 1.10 sec. 
}- Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 434,802,985, 1304, 1563,2120,3085,3908 
RMS 0.006, 0.024, 0.004, 0.010, 0.007, 0.021, 0.007, 0.013, 
0.003 
Baseline 0.0036 at 0.30 sec. 
Rectus F emoris 
On/Off -
RMS -
Baseline 0.0032 at 3.65 sec. 
Gluteus Medius 
On/Off 553, 1069, 1915,2324,3217,3430 
RMS 0.008, 0.003, 0.007, 0.002, 0.008, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0041 at 1.50 sec. 
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Table 4.7.3 Third walk trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- third walk trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 255,697, 1723,2202,3045,3419 
RMS 0.030, 0.008, 0.032, 0.007, 0.036, 0.006 
Baseline 0.0081 a 1.05 sec. 
Gastrocnemius (lateral) 
r On/Off 3170,3302 
RMS 0.014, 0.029, 0.012 
Baseline 0.0167 at 1.20 sec. 
'1 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 11,370,685, 1038, 1356, 1628,2185,2390,2698, 
'.''{ 2871,3557,3897 
RMS 0.012, 0.038, 0.013, 0.030, 0.020, 0.036, 0.014, 0.041, 
0.018, 0.038, 0.019, 0.028, 0.020 
Baseline 0.0162 at 3.00 sec. 
\ V astus Medialis 
On/Off 13,232, 1418, 1670,2710,2913 
RMS 0.004, 0.005, 0.003, 0.005, 0.003, 0.007, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0033 at 0.95 sec. 
Vastus Lateralis 
On/Off 1,242, 1380, 1657,2755,2918 
RMS 0.000, 0.007, 0.003, 0.007, 0.003, 0.008, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0037 at 3.55 sec. 
Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 1,134,460,762, 1326, 1571,2058,2204,2652,2927 
-,, RMS 0.001, 0.020, 0.003, 0.019, 0.004, 0.027, 0.004, 0.008, 
0.006, 0.025, 0.006 
Baseline 0.0043 at 0.30 sec. 
Rectus F emoris 
On/Off -
t:- RMS -
Baseline 0.0027 at 2.45 sec. 
Gluteus Medius 
2-! 
On/Off 67,565, 1464, 1929,2814,3212 
RMS 0.003, 0.007, 0.003, 0.007, 0.003, 0.008, 0.002 
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Figure 4.7.54 Third step trial - Soleus (lat) electromyography on/off-sets . 
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Figure 4.7.55 First step trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.57 Second step trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.59 Third step trial - Gastrocnemius (lat) electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.62 First step trial - Tibialis Anterior electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.63 Second step trial - Tibialis Anterior electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.66 Third step trial - Tibialis Anterior electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4. 7 .69 Second step trial - Vastus Medialis electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.70 Second step trial - Vastus Medialis electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.74 First step trial - Vastus Lateralis electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.78 Third step trial - Vastus Lateralis electromyography on/offsets. 
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Figure 4.7.85 First step trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.87 Second step trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography. 
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Figure 4.7.90 Third step trial - Rectus Femoris electromyography on/offsets. 
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Table 4.7.4 First step trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- first step trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 1714,3474,4600,4943 
RMS 0.012, 0.031, 0.008, 0.028, 0.013 




Baseline 0.0155 at 3.65 sec. 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 681,4963 
RMS 0.007, 0.055, 0.016 
Baseline 0.0083 at 0.10 sec. 
V astus Medialis 
On/Off 1651,3870,4511,4916 
RMS 0.002, 0.024, 0.003, 0.006, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0032 at 0.60 sec. 
Vastus Lateralis 
On/Off 1641,3795,4541,4929 
RMS 0.003, 0.021, 0.003, 0.005, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0039 at 0.10 sec. 
Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 1806,2441,4559,4968 
RMS 0.005, 0.012, 0.005, 0.013, 0.012 
Baseline 0.0043 at 4.05 sec. 
Rectus Femoris 
On/Off 716,4286,4606,4939 
RMS 0.002, 0.011, 0.004, 0.005, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0028 at 0.35 sec. 
Gluteus Medius 
On/Off 1804,3673 
RMS 0.003, 0.012, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0036 at 0.15 sec. 
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Table 4.7.5 Second step trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- second step trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 696, 1248, 1870,4121,4403,4832 
RMS 0.009, 0.015, 0.006, 0.039, 0.009, 0.012, 0.006 




Baseline 0. 0206 at 4.15 sec. 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 612,4975 
RMS 0.005, 0.073, 0.036 
Baseline 0.0061 at 0.05 sec. 
Vastus Medials 
On/Off 1872,4263 
RMS 0.002, 0.021, 0.002 
Baseline 0.0031 at 0.15 sec. 
Vastus Lateralis 
On/Off 1836,4466 
RMS 0.003, 0.020, 0.002 
Baseline 0.0037, 0.35 sec. 
Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 249,548, 1869,4160 
RMS 0.005, 0.006, 0.003, 0.009, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0033 at 1.70 sec. 
Rectus F emoris 
On/Off 926, 1720, 1937,4920 
RMS 0.002, 0.015, 0.003, 0.009, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0032 at 0.10 sec. 
Gluteus Medius 
On/Off 1966,4055 
RMS 0.003, 0.017, 0.004 
Baseline 0.0045 at 0.15 sec. 
,\ 
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Table 4.7.6 Third step trial - electromyography on-sets and offsets. 
Electromyographic activity- third step trial 
Soleus (lateral) 
On/Off 824,4296,4921,4972 
RMS 0.004, 0.026, 0.007, 0.013, 0.024 




Baseline 0.0145 at 0.45 sec. 
Tibialis Anterior 
On/Off 759,4980 
RMS 0.007, 0.70, 0.020 
Baseline 0.0044 at 0.10 sec. 
V astus Medialis 
On/Off 1712,3645 
RMS 0.002, 0.027, 0.003 
( Baseline 0.0030 at 0.85 sec. 
Vastus Lateralis 
On/Off 1708,3693 
RMS 0.003, 0.025, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0034 at 0.00 sec. 
Biceps Femoris 
On/Off 1836,3529 
RMS 0.003 , 0.007 , 0.003 
Baseline 0.0040 at 0.20 sec. 
,\ Rectus F emoris 
On/Off 1039, 4111 
~ 
RMS 0.003, 0.012, 0.003 
Baseline 0.0031 at 0.25 sec 
,> 
Gluteus Medius 
> On/Off 1808,3838 
RMS 0.003, 0.015, 0.002 


















The discussion chapter consists of five sections. The first deals with the accuracy of three 
dimensional segment locations in the present study and the influence of the number of markers 
per segment on the accuracy of derived musculoskeletal parameters. This was done using the 
three walk trials and instances where changes occurred in the number of markers used to 
reproduce segment three dimensional location and the continuity of derived parameters. The 
next section discusses the muscle model which includes limitations in the muscle-tendon local 
co-ordinate data used to define muscle-tendon paths over a range of joint motions, the use of 
muscle parameter optimisation to define force-length relationships over a range of joint 
motions, and the integration of muscle force-length force-velocity relationships in the present 
study. The third section discusses the optimisation procedure including the cost function used, 
obtaining initial muscle force estimates and the influence on muscle force prediction. The 
results of the movement trials are then discussed. This includes the accuracy of segment centre 
of mass acceleration, the accuracy and validity of muscle moment arms derived from the 
present musculo-skeletal model, and muscle forces predicted in comparison to 
electromyographic recordings. Throughout the discussion, limitations and inaccuracies in the 
methods are presented along with possible changes and corrections, which leads to the final 
section concerning future research arising from the present study . 
5.1 Three dimensional segment location 
The accuracy of reproducing three dimensional segment position is essential in determining 
segment acceleration, moment arms and muscle forces. As reported in previous research 
(Carman, 1996) when reproducing the three dimensional location of a single point from video.:. 
graphic analysis, a significant improvement can be made with the use of three cameras as 
opposed to just two. No significant difference in accuracy was seen between three and four 
cameras, however a small but significant improvement was seen when using five compared to 
three cameras. When using two cameras the accuracy was dependent on the angle between 
camera perspective centres and the three dimensional point, with the minimum error occurring 
at 90 degrees. The error approached infinity at O and 180 degrees. Furthermore, the minimum 
error at 90 degrees and the rate at which the error increases as camera angle moved away from 
90 degrees was dependent on the accuracy of the photogrammetric system. When using three 











location and the dependency on camera angle was eliminated. This is of significance to the 
present study which relies on the accuracy of three dimensional segment location which in turn 
are reproduced from the three dimensional location of external points located on each 
segment. In this study, tracking three dimensional paths displayed small step discontinuities 
where the tracked point alternated between being visible in either three or two cameras. The 
sections comprising the path were continuous but were displaced from each other due to a 
jump in three dimensional location which occurred between the least squares point and a point 
derived from two cameras. The greater errors in reproducing a path with two cameras also 
produced greater variability in the path. 
Similar errors to those seen when reproducing three dimensional point location resulting from 
changes in the number of cameras were ·also seen in the reproduction of three dimensional 
segment location of the pelvis and foot, where there were changes in the number of markers 
used to determined segment location during the movement trial. This was due to markers 
being obscured from the view of cameras during the trials and therefore unable to be 
reproduced in three dimensional space. The influence of marker numbers on segment accuracy 
and derived measures is now discussed. 
5.1.1 Pelvis and foot segment location 
Significant oscillations in the centre of mass acceleration occurred which corresponded to 
frames at which there was a change in the number of segment markers use to reproduce pelvis 
and foot three dimensional location. This would indicate a significant shift in segment location 
due to the change in segment marker numbers, and that the use of lesser number of markers 
was not sufficient to reproduce segment location and acceleration when compared to the 
accuracy of the greater number of markers. In this section results are presented for the first 
walk trial to demonstrate the findings, however, the same observation could be made and 
conclusions drawn from the second and third walk trials. 
In the walking trials not all markers of the pelvis were visible in a least two cameras for the 
whole step cycle. For the first walk trial the three dimensional location of the navel marker 
was not reproduced from frames 110 to 158 (Table 4.5.1). Hence for the first walk trial, the 
pelvis location was reproduced from five markers from frames 8 to 109, while from frames 




















Markers per segment* 
8---------------( 5)-------------109: 110----------( 4)--------15 8 
8-----------------------------(8)------------------------------l 5 8 
8-----------------------------( 8 )------------------------------15 8 
8---( 5)---22:23----------( 6)---------13 6: 13 7----- ( 5)-----15 8 
*The number of markers are indicated by bold type in brackets, plain type 
indicate frames. 
In the three walk trials, not all markers of the foot were visible in at least two cameras for the 
whole step cycle. For the first walk trial the three dimensional location of the medial toe 
marker was not reproduced from frames 137 to 158, and the posterior calcaneus was not 
reproduced from frames 8 to 21 (Table 4.5.1). Therefore for the first walk trial, from frames 8 
to 21 the foot was reproduces from five markers, from frames 22 to 136 the foot was 
reproduced from six markers and from frames 137 to 158 the foot was reproduced from five 
markers (Table 5.1.1). Changes in the number of markers the foot was reproduced from 
occurred at frames 22 and 136. 
In the first walk trial significant oscillations in the pelvis centre of mass acceleration (Figures 
4.5.10 - 4.5.12, and Appendix L) were seen at frame 109 in the global y-axis(± 2.5 m/s2) and 
z-axis ( ± 2.0 m/s2). In the global x-axis no significant errors in centre of mass accelerations 
could be seen at frame 109. In the first walk trial significant oscillations in the foot centre of 
mass acceleration (Figures 4.5.19 - 4.5.21, Appendix L) were seen in the global x-axis at 
frame 133 ( ± 2.0 m/s2). In the global y-axis, significant errors in the foot centre of mass 
acceleration were seen at frame 22 (± 1.0 m/s2). 
Significant spikes in muscle velocities were seen corresponding to frames at which a changes 
occurred in the number of segment markers used to reproduce pelvis and foot three 
dimensional location. However, not all frames where segment marker numbers changed 
produced sharp spikes in velocity data and not all muscles attaching to the respective segment 
were effected. The effect of shifts in the pelvis or foot location on muscles may depend on the 












Contractile element velocities predicted by the muscle model were also effected due to the 
dependency on muscle velocity as well as contractile element force. 
For the first walk trial Adductor Longus, Adductor Brevis, Adductor Magnus (ant) and 
Pectineus displayed distinct spikes in muscle velocities at frame 109 (Appendix L). Quadratus 
Femoris, Gluteus Minimus (ant) showed deviations in muscle velocities at frame 109 
(Appendix L). Peroneus Longus, Peroneus Brevis showed distinct spikes in muscle velocities 
at frame 136. 
For the three walk trials, no errors in the form of sharp oscillations were seen in the resultant 
joint moments of the hip (Figures 4.5.22 - 4.5.24) and ankle (Figure 4.5.28 - 4.5.30) 
corresponding to frames where changes occurred in the number of markers used to determine 
segment location. Therefore, in the present study involving slow movements of the lower limb, 
errors seen in segment location that resulted in significant oscillation in segment acceleration 
were not significant in the determined resultant joint moments. Similarly, for the first walk trial 
no significant shifts occurred in muscle lengths (Appendix L), muscle fibre and contractile 
element lengths (Appendix L), or muscle moment arms (Figures 4.5.46 - 4.5.103) 
corresponding to frames where changes in segment marker numbers occurred. 
In the present study the experimental set-up used was not sufficient to accurately reproduce 
the locations of the pelvis and foot consistently during the movements analysed, as indicated 
by segment centre of mass acceleration and muscle velocities. This was due to insufficient 
markers on the pelvis (five) and insufficient cameras to record the movement of all the markers 
on the pelvis and foot during the entire movement. With the limitation of four cameras, which 
were placed on one side of the subject, the contra-lateral ASIS marker was seldom visible in 
two cameras in both the walk and step trials. The navel marker was only reproduced in the 
first half of the walk trials while the PSIS markers was only reproduced in the second half, as 
the subject progressed through the test area. Similarly for the foot, the medial toe was visible 
in two cameras for the first half of the walk trials and the posterior calcaneus was only 
reproduced in the second half the walk trials. As a result of the present study, in order to 
accurately reproduce the three dimensional location of the pelvis and foot it is necessary to 
increase the numbers of markers on the pelvis to at least six, as this segment is subject to 
movement artefact. This will allow the reproduction of a contra-lateral ASIS marker on the 





possible placement of the cameras would be to the front and rear of the subject on the contra-
lateral side compared to the present four camera set-up. However, the current experimental 
set-up and achieved accuracy was sufficient to obtain resultant joint moments in slow walking, 
as shown by the insensitivity of these measures to errors in segment accelerations and segment 
inertial forces. This may not be the case in other activities involving larger segment inertial 
forces and small external forces. The current experimental set-up and achieved accuracy is not 
sufficient to determine muscle contraction dynamics which rely on muscle contractile element 
velocity to determine muscle maximum dynamic forces, as muscle contractile element velocity 
was significantly effected by the accuracy of segment location in the present study. 
5.1.2 Thigh and shank segment location 
In the three walk trials the thigh and shank were reproduced from all eight segment markers 
for the entire gait cycle analysed: frames 18 to 148 for the first walk trial (Table 4.5.1 and 
4.5.2), frames 26 to 154 for the second walk trial (Tables 4.5.3 and 4.5.4), and frames 11 to 
142 for the third walk trial (Tables 4.5.5 - 4.5.6). 
In the present study the locations of the thigh and shank were reproduced consistently in the 
three walk trials with eight markers on the respective segments and four cameras position on 
the ipsi-lateral side of the subject. This was reflected in segment centre of mass acceleration 
(Figures 4.5.13 - 4.5.18) and muscle velocities of the first walk trial (Appendix L). It is not 
known whether more than eight markers would increase the accuracy beyond the. present 
study. However, additional cameras may increase accuracy by allowing anterior and posterior 
markers of the thigh and shank to be viewed and reproduced by three cameras instead of two, 
thereby increasing the accuracy of the three dimensional points used to calculate three 
dimensional segment location. 
5.2 Muscle model 
A discussion of the three areas which have been developed to improve the application of the 
muscle modelling to the force prediction in the analysis of three dimensional movement are 
now presented. These are: (i) muscle model co-ordinate data used to describe muscle-tendon 
path during a range of joint angles; (ii) muscle parameter optimisation to range of muscle 












5.2~1 Muscle model: muscle co-ordinate data 
In order to describe muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms during a range of joint motion of 
the ankle, knee and hip, local segment co-ordinate data are presented describing muscle 
origins, insertions and deflection points for 48 muscle elements of the lower limb. It was 
considered that a larger number of deflection points defined around a joint capsule, bony 
prominence or retinaculum would more accurately represent the muscle-tendon path. 
However, if these deflection points are expressed as segment-fixed local co-ordinates, then 
with changes in joint angle, points defining different segments may coincide, cross adjacent 
points or move into adjacent segments. Hence, with fixed local co-ordinates describing 
deflection points, there are limitations placed on where they may be defined in order to best 
describe muscle-tendon paths for. a range of joint angles. Therefore, limitations were placed on 
the number of deflection points that may be used to describe a muscle-tendon path when 
applied to a range of joint angles. Equally, the muscle co-ordinate data presented are only 
valid within a given range of joint angles measured from the standing anatomical position 
(Section T 1.1 ). Therefore, limitations to the range of motion at which the present co-ordinate 
data can describe muscle path resulted from: 
a) Two deflection points of a single muscle-tendon complex, both defined relative to 
adjacent segments, that come in close proximity to one another with changes in joint 
angle. If the moment arm is calculated from the vector joining the two deflection 
points, then the vector represents the line of action of the muscle-tendon complex with 
respect to the joint centre. Ideally, with changing joint angle the deflection points 
would move apart or together but would not meet resulting in an overlap in muscle 
tendon paths. In the non-ideal case, with the inclusion of errors in three dimensional 
segment locations, erroneous and erratic moment arms would result if two deflection 
points move in close proximity to each other. In this situation, the length of the 
muscle-tendon would be affected to a lesser extent, due to the small distances between 
the deflection points. However, large variations in the direction of the vector joining 
the two points, and consequently moment arms, would result. 
b) The use of a fixed local co-ordinate to identify deflection points means that with 
changing joint angle, the point is fixed and cannot change due movement of the muscle 















bone or other tissue as the joint angle changes. This also introduces error when 
segment rotations may cause a change in the position of the muscle or tendon relative 
to the underlying bone due to movement of the surrounding soft-tissue structures. 
c) The line joining origin, insertion and deflection points meeting or passing through a 
joint capsule or bone. The true path of the tendon would be expected to pass around 
such structures, and therefore, at these joint angles, the muscle tendon length and 
moment arm would be underestimated. 
The following limitations to joint range of motion resulting from the fixed local positions of 
muscle-tendon defection points were encountered in the present study: 
a) Hip flexion was limited by Psoas and Iliacus deflection points on the femur, located 
anterior to the femoral head, rising up to meet the Psoas and Iliacus deflection point 
on the pelvis. By moving Psoas and Iliacus deflection point along the z-axis of the 
Femur inferior to its present location, would result in an increase in hip flexion. By 
manipulating the present muscle model, it is estimated that an inferior relocation of this 
deflection point of approximately 1. 5 cm would increase the range of hip flexion of the 
present muscle model to 90 degrees. 
b) Hip extension from the anatomical position was limited by the line joining Psoas and 
Iliacus deflection points of the femur and pelvis passing inside the joint capsule. Hip 
extension was also limited by, in order of priority, Obturator Externus, Obturator 
Internus, Gremellus Superior, Gremellus Inferior, and to a lesser extent Piriformis 
muscle lines passing through the posterior margin of the rim of the acetabulum and the 
joint capsule. By moving Psoas and Iliacus deflection point more anteriorly on the 
pelvis, and the deflection point on the femur more anteriorly, an increase in hip 
extension would result. It is estimated that an anterior shift of approximately O. 5 cm. in 
both the femur and pelvis deflection points of Psoas and Iliacus and introducing a 
deflection point for Obturator Externus, Obturator Internus, Gremellus Superior, 
Gremellus Inferior, and Piriformis at the posterior margin of the rim of the acetabulum 












c) Hip adduction was limited by Psoas and Iliacus deflection point on the femur 
moving into the bone of the pelvis at the superior ramus of the pubis. By moving Psoas 
and Iliacus deflection point on the Femur inferiorly and anteriorly to its present 
location, an increase in hip flexion would result. 
d) Hip abduction was limited by the insertion points of Gluteus Medius (ant) and to a 
lesser extent Gluteus Medius (mid) on the femur rising up to meet their respective 
deflection points on the pelvis. By moving the both Gluteus Medius (ant) and Gluteus 
Medius (mid) deflection points on the pelvis more superiorly, an increase in hip 
abduction would result. The line of the Obturator Externus moving into the hip joint 
capsule also limited hip abduction. It is estimated that a superior shift of approximately 
1.0 cm and 0.5 cm to the pelvis deflection points of Gluteus Medius (ant) and Gluteus 
Medius (pos) respectively, and introduction of a deflection point for Obturator 
Externus at the posterior margin of the rim of the acetabulum, would increase hip 
abduction in the present model to 45 degrees. 
e) Hip internal rotation was limited by, in order of priority, the lines of Obturator 
Externus, Obturator Internus, Gremellus Superior, Gremellus Inferior, and to a lesser 
extent, Piriformus muscles passing through the hip joint capsule. Hip internal rotation 
was also limited by the deflection points of Psoas and Iliacus on the femur moving into 
the bone of the pelvis at the superior ramus of the pubis. Moving the deflection points 
of Psoas and Iliacus inferior to it present location would increase hip flexion. It is 
estimated that an inferior shift of approximately 1. 5 cm in the femur deflection points 
of Psoas and Iliacus and introducing a deflection points for Obturator Externus, 
Obturator Internus, Gremellus Superior, Gremellus Inferior, and Piriformis at the 
posterior margin of the rim of the acetabulum would increase hip internal rotation in 
the present model to 3 5 degrees. 
f) Knee flexion was limited by Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris 
(long), and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection points on the shank meeting their 
respective deflection points on the femur. By moving Semimembranosus, 
Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long), and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection points 
on the femur superior and moving Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short) 

















would result. Knee flex.ion is limited to a lesser extent by Gastrocnemius (lat), 
Gastrocnemius (med) and Plantaris deflection points on the shank meeting their 
respective deflection points on the femur. By moving Gastocnemius (lat), 
Gastrocnemius (med) and Plantaris deflection points on the femur more anteriorly, an 
increase in knee flexion would result. It is estimated that a superior shift of 
approximately 1.5 cm in Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long) 
and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection points on the shank, an inferior and posterior 
shift of approximately O. 5 cm and 1. 0 cm respectively in the shank deflection point of 
Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short), and an anterior shift of 
approximately 0.5 cm of Gastocnemius (lat), Gastrocnemius (med) and Plantaris 
deflection points on the femur, would increase knee flexion in the present model to 
110 degrees. 
g) Knee internal and external rotation with knee flex.ion was limited by 
Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long), and Biceps Femoris 
(short) deflection points on the shank meeting their respective deflection points on the 
femur. As with knee flexion, by moving the Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, 
Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection points on the femur more 
superioly, and by moving Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection 
points on the shank more inferiorly and posteriorly, an increase in knee internal and 
external rotation would result. 
In the present model of muscle-tendon paths, limits placed on the range of motion of hip 
external rotation, knee extension and movements of the ankle were due to physical joint 
constraints of the skeletal model rather than muscle origin, insertion and deflection points 
limiting the range of motion. 
When analysing muscle moment arms over the step and walk trials, moment arms in the 
anatomical position were as expected when compared to previous research, however, some 
moment arms showed inconsistencies towards the end ranges of motion within the walk and 
step trials. See section 5.4.2 for a detailed discussion of muscle moment arm results and the 
errors involved in reproducing moment arms from segment motion. To reduce errors 
associated with the relative motion of segment fixed points used to define muscle-tendon 















moment arms in walking and stepping trials, the muscle-tendon co-ordinate data were 
reviewed. This was achieved by going back to the skeletal model and suggesting changes in 
location of deflection point data so as to increase the range of motion over which moment 
arms could be defined and at the same time not adversely effect moment arms in the 
anatomical position. 
The following changes are recommended to the muscle co-ordinate data presented in the 
present study to increase the range of joint angles over which the co-ordinate data is valid in 
describing muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms. The results of the changes are an 
estimated increase of 20 degrees in joint ranges of motion for hip flex.ion and knee flex.ion, an 
increase of 10 degrees in internal and external rotation at 90 degrees knee flex.ion, and an 
increase in 10 degrees in hip extension, hip adduction and hip abduction over those presented 
in Section 3 .1.1. Possible magnitudes of the changes in location are expressed in brackets: 
a) Moving Psoas and Iliacus deflection points on the femur inferiorly (1.5 cm) and 
anteriorly (0.5 cm); 
b) Moving Psoas and Iliacus deflection points anteriorly on the pelvis (0.5 cm); 
c) Introducing deflection points on the posterior margin of the rim of the acetabulum 
for Obturator Externus, Obturator Internus, Gremellus Superior, Gremellus 
Inferior, and Piriformis muscles; 
d) Moving Gluteus Medius (ant) and Gluteus Medius (mid) deflection points 
superiorly on the pelvis (1.0 cm and 0.5 cm respectively); 
e) Moving Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long), and Biceps 
Femoris (short) deflection points superiorly on the femur (1.5 cm); 
f) Moving Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short) deflection points on the 
shank inferiorly (0.5 cm) and posteriorly (1.0 cm); and 
g) Moving Gastrocnemius (lat) and Plantaris deflection points of the femur anteriorly 
(0.5 cm). 
With the possible exception of Quadratus Femoris and Soleus muscles, all other muscle 
elements modelled in the present study required three or more points expressed relative to 
local fixed segment axes to adequately describe muscle-tendon path and moment arms for a 












5.2.2 Muscle model: parameter optimisation 
In the present study a muscle model comprising a fibre length, a contractile element length, a 
fibre series elastic component length, pennation angle, muscle belly length, and tendon length 
was used to represent a muscle or muscle element. The muscle model reference fibre length 
. and reference pennation angle are defined at the reference muscle length, which was taken at 
the standing anatomical position for the lower limb musculature. Reference belly length was 
used to determine the changes in muscle belly lengths for the muscle model. For any given 
movement, a range of muscle lengths can be determined and expressed as a maximum and 
minimum change in muscle belly length from the reference belly length in the reference body 
position. The muscle model also describes a force-length relationship which has a unique 
maximum and minimum fibre length determined by the optimal fibre length of the muscle 
model. Muscle model parameter optimisation ensures that the muscle model parameters of 
reference fibre length and pennation angle can describe a maximum and minimum change in 
muscle belly lengths that includes the changes in muscle belly length determined for the 
movement. The model must also ensure the optimal fibre length can also describe a maximum 
and minimum fibre length that includes the fibre lengths required of the maximum and 
minimum changes in belly length of the movement trial. The maximum and minimum belly 
lengths obtained from the movement trial establish the minimum required changes of length, 
however reference fibre lengths and pennation angles or optimal fibre lengths may well 
describe a range of muscle belly lengths greater than those required for the current movement 
trial. 
Muscle model fibre length, pennation angle, series elastic component, and contractile element 
length represent the structure and function of the whole muscle and as such, represent the 
function of all muscle fibres of that muscle. The muscle model parameters of reference fibre 
length, pennation angle, belly length, and optimal fibre length are modified during the 
optimisation procedure to describe estimated length and force characteristic of the whole 
muscle. Therefore, fibre length, pennation angle and optimal fibre length produced in the 
present study do not represent an individual muscle fibre. Similarly, following muscle 
parameter optimisation, muscle reference belly length may no longer represent the anatomical 
belly length for the respective muscle as it may be lengthened to accommodate changes in 
reference pennation angle and reference fibre length. However, this fact does not alter the 















used to calculate new pennation angles and fibre lengths relative to the reference fibre length 
and reference pennation angle. Muscle belly length is calculated from muscle length and 
tendon length. In the present study optimisation of muscle model parameters does not alter 
tendon slack length as scaled from reference skeletal data. 
Muscle model parameter optimisation involves solving a set of simultaneously equations to 
arrive at a reference fibre length, reference pennation angle, reference belly length, optimal 
fibre length and optimal isometric force. These equations describe the relationship between the 
maximum and minimum fibre lengths and pennation angles derived from the changes in belly 
length of the movement trial, and the maximum and minimum fibre lengths determined from 
the optimal fibre length. Three assumptions were made in the muscle parameter optimisation 
routine which introduced three equations and one conditional statement into the set of 
simultaneous equations. 
1) The first assumption was that muscles were able produce a contractile element force 
at th·e maximum and minimum belly lengths and corresponding segment positions 
determined from the range of motion of each movement trial. The optimisation 
procedure produces an optimal fibre length which describes a force-length relationship 
between a maximum and minimum fibre length. A constant 15% was added to the 
measured maximum and minimum changes in belly length, as determined from the 
movement trial, to ensure the maximum and minimum fibre length at which force can 
be generated, as described by the force-length relationship, encompassed the fibre 
lengths of the movement trial. The value of 15% was made on visual observation, so 
that the maximum fibre lengths of the movement trial would avoid the asymptotic 
region of force-length profile at larger fibre lengths. An increase of 15% would result 
in the maximum fibre lengths of the actual movement trial falling at the start of the 
asymptotic region (Section 3.1.3). This introduced two equations to the iterative 
procedure that increased the respective changes in muscle belly length determined 
from the movement trial. 
2) The second assumption was that the maximum and minimum fibre length derived 
from the optimal fibre length equally spanned the maximum and minimum fibre lengths 
derived from the changes in muscle belly length of the movement trial, see Fig. 3. 1.4. 


















minimum fibre lengths determined from the changes in muscle belly length of the 
movement trial to optimal fibre length. 
3) The third assumption was that the maximum allowable pennation angle was 40 
degrees. This prevented the pennation angle of the muscle model from approaching or 
going beyond 45 degrees producing zero tendon force or negative tendon forces in the 
muscle model. This introduced a condition into the iteration equations and, if this 
condition was met, the reference pennation angle and reference fibre length were 
changed and the iteration repeated. 
The assumption that the maximum and minimum fibre lengths derived from the optimal fibre 
length and force velocity equation should equally span the required fibre lengths of the 
movement was supported by Hawkins & Bey (1997) who, in measuring the force-length 
properties and range of lengths at which the rat Tibialis Anterior operates in vivo, found that 
during movements involving a normal range of motion, the Tibialis Anterior operated within 
the optimal region of its force-length relationship. However the authors noted that similar 
studies on different muscle and different animals produced varying results, with muscles 
operating in different regions of the force-length curve. Therefore, with respect to the present 
study, it would be more appropriate to use the maximum range of joint motions and resulting 
changes in muscle belly length in the optimisation of muscle model parameters. This would 
describe a more realistic optimal fibre length and force-length relationship for the muscle 
length presented in the movement trial. 
Due to the highly non-linear nature of the equations, an iterative procedure was used where, 
with the same number of equations as unknowns and each muscle model parameter given by a 
separate equation, each parameter estimate was sequentially improved by cycling though each 
equation and solved in turn based on an improved parameter estimate. The cycling continued 
until the magnitude of the change in parameters fell below a criterion value and convergence 
was achieved. With an appropriate ordering of equations and a starting estimate involving 
muscle model parameters that do not vary to a large extent from the initial values, 
convergence was achieved. 
Prior to implementing the iterative procedure, the three dimensional segment locations for the 















insertions and deflection points applied to establish maximum and minimum muscle lengths for 
the movement trial. In addition reference muscle model parameters would also need to be 
determined by scaling reference data to the reference muscle lengths of subject. The reference 
muscle lengths were determined by the three dimensional segment locations while in the 
reference position. From the reference muscle model data for the subject and from the muscle 
lengths derived from the movement trial, the following are known: 
i) Reference muscle-tendon length at current joint angles and segment positions; 
ii) Maximum and minimum muscle-tendon lengths for each movement trial; 
iii) Tendon slack length; and 
iv) Reference muscle belly length. 
The changes in belly length required by the muscle model are determined from the muscle 
lengths of the movement trial, as well as the maximum and minimum tendon lengths. From 
these, the extended changes in muscle belly length are calculated to ensure contractile forces at 
full range of motion are also known. To start the optimisation procedure, the maximum tendon 
length under optimal isometric force is first approximated by tendon slack length. Then, from 
equation 3.1.1: 
a) the positive or maximum required change in belly length is given from the 
maximum muscle length, tendon slack length and reference belly length; 
b) the negative or minimum required change in belly length is given from the 
minimum muscle length, maximum tendon length and reference belly length; 
c) extended maximum change in muscle belly length is given by the maximum 
required change in belly length plus 15% of the difference between maximum and 
minimum required changes in muscle belly lengths; and 
d) extended minimum change in muscle belly length is given by the minimum required 
change in belly length minus 15% of the difference between maximum and 
minimum required changes muscle belly lengths. 
In the case of a non-pennate muscle, the fibre length is given directly from the muscle belly -
length and the pennation angle is always zero, leaving only the reference fibre length to be 













e) maximum and minimum fibre lengths are given directly from the maximum and 
minimum extended changes in belly lengths and reference belly length; 
f) minimum optimal fibre length required is given from the difference between 
maximum and minimum fibre lengths; 
g) optimal fibre length is given from the sum of maximum and minimum fibre lengths; 
h) if the optimal fibre length is less than the minimum required optimal fibre length 
then the optimal fibre length is set to the minimum required optimal fibre length; 
i) maximum and minimum fibre lengths are given from the optimal fibre length; 
j) reference fibre length is given from the maximum fibre length and maximum 
extended change in belly length; 
k) ·reference belly length is given directly from the reference fibre length; and 
1) reference muscle-tendon length is given from the reference belly length and tendon 
slack length. 
In the case of the pennate muscle, changes in muscle belly length from the reference muscle 
belly length are used to calculate new pennation angles relative to the reference pennation 
angle and reference fibre length. With the new pennation angle, a new fibre length is 
calculated. In order to determine reference pennation angle, reference fibre length and 
reference muscle belly length, an iterative procedure is required due to their inter-dependency. 
To start the iterative procedure, reference fibre length, reference pennation angle and reference 
muscle belly length determined from skeletal reference data are used. Then, from equation 
3.1.14: 
e) if reference muscle belly length is less than reference fibre length multiplied by the 
f) 
sine of reference pennation angle, then the reference muscle belly length is set 
equal to the reference fibre length multiplied by the sine of the reference pennation 
angle. Reference muscle-tendon length is set equal to the sum of the reference 
muscle belly length and tendon slack length; 
maximum pennation angle is given from the maximum extended change in belly 
length; 
g) minimum pennation angle is given from the minimum extended change in belly 
length; 
h) maximum fibre length is given from the maximum pennation angle; 















j) if the pennation angle at minimum change in belly length is less than 40 degrees, 
then the reference pennation angle is decreased and the reference fibre length is 
increased and the iteration procedure is repeated from e ); 
k) minimum optimal fibre length required is given from the difference between 
maximum and minimum fibre lengths; 
1) optimal fibre length is given from the sum of the maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths; 
m) if the optimal fibre length is less than the minimum required optimal fibre length, 
then the reference fibre length is increased, and the iteration procedure is repeated 
from e); 





length and reference pennation angle; 
absolute minimum fibre length of the force length relationship is given by the 
optimal fibre length; 
if the absolute minimum fibre length is less then the minimum model fibre length, 
then the reference pennation angle is decreased and the reference fibre length is 
increased, and the iteration procedure is repeated from e ); 
minimum absolute pennation angle of the force length relationship is given from 
the absolute minimum fibre length of the force-length relationship; 
if the absolute minimum pennation angle of the force-length relationship is less 
than 40 degrees, then the reference pennation angle is decreased and the reference 
fibre length is increased, and the iteration procedure is repeated from e ); 
s) while there is a change in reference fibre length or reference pennation angle, the 
iteration procedure is repeated from e). 
The result of both the pennate and non-pennate procedures provide the reference muscle-
tendon length, reference belly length, reference fibre length, reference pennation angle, and 
optimal fibre length. For both the pennate and non-pennate muscles, the reference series elastic 
component length, contractile element length, physiological cross section area, and maximum 
isometric force at the reference muscle-tendon length can be calculated ( equations 3 .2.15 -
3.1.18). The fibre length resulting from the maximum isometric force at the current muscle-
tendon length is then calculated followed by the optimal isometric force ( equations 3 .1.19-
3. l. 24). For the pennate muscle, knowledge of the optimal isometric force, optimal fibre 
















( equations 3 .1.25 - 3 .1.26). For the non-pennate muscle, the maximum tendon length is given 
directly from the optimum isometric force (equation 3.1.26). 
To conclude the optimisation procedure, the minimum change in muscle belly length is re-
calculated from the minimum muscle length, reference muscle belly length and new maximum 
tendon length and then compared to the extended minimum muscle belly length used in the 
optimisation procedure. For the first iteration, the tendon slack length was used as an 
estimation of the maximum tendon length. In the event that the minimum change in muscle 
belly length was greater than the extended minimum muscle belly length, then both the 
maximum and minimum changes in belly length were increased and the optimisation procedure 
repeated. This situation may occur in muscles with small fibre lengths and changes in muscle 
belly length compared to the length of the tendon. From Section 3 .1.3, the following can be 
described: 
t) a new minimum change in muscle belly length is given from the minimum muscle 
length, maximum tendon length and reference muscle belly length; 
u) if the new minimum change in belly length is less than the extended minimum 
change in muscle belly length, then the minimum and maximum changes in belly 
length as calculated from the movement trial are increased and the optimisation 
procedure repeated from c). 
If, in the course of the procedures, reference muscle-tendon length is increased from the 
originally calculated value at the reference segment positions, then the quantity added is stored 
for the respective muscle element. Whenever the muscle-tendon length is subsequently 
calculated from segment positions, the muscle-tendon length is increased if required prior to 
the use of the optimised reference muscle model parameters and muscle model in predicting 
muscle force. 
In the present study, muscle model parameter optimisation was successful for all applications 
of the equations, including a muscle model test example (Section 3 .1. 6) and in modelling 48 
muscle elements of the lower limb during walking and stepping tasks (Appendix F). In the 
muscle model test example (Section 3.1.6), muscle model parameter optimisation was 
presented for both a pennate and non-pennate muscle example. The two muscles were 















reference muscle belly length, and both muscles were optimised to the same changes in muscle 
belly length. However, the pennate muscle had a smaller reference fibre length and muscle 
mass than the non-pennate muscle example (Table 3.1.4). In the non-pennate muscle example, 
the required maximum and minimum fibre lengths were the same as the maximum and 
minimum changes in muscle belly length. Also, in the non-pennate example, the optimal fibre 
length calculated was greater than the minimum optimal fibre length required to span the range 
of fibre lengths. Therefore, this optimal fibre length was used without alterations to the 
reference fibre length (Table 3 .1.5). The geometric relationship between reference fibre length, 
maximum and minimum belly lengths, optimal fibre length, and maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths calculated from the optimal fibre length are presented in Fig. 3 .1. 7. 
For the pennate muscle, a smaller reference fibre length resulted in a reduction in the both the 
maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths produced by the maximum and minimum changes 
in muscle belly length (Table 3.1.5). As a consequence, the optimal fibre length, calculated as a 
function of the sum of maximum and minimum muscle fibre lengths, was also reduced. In the 
pennate muscle, the minimum optimal fibre length required to span the range of muscle fibre 
lengths was slightly reduced due to the angle of pennation. However, the required changes in 
muscle belly length were the same for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples. Also, in 
the pennate example, reference muscle fibre length was increased and reference pennation 
angle reduced to increase the sum of the maximum and minimum fibre lengths produced by the 
changes in muscle belly length. This also increased the optimal fibre length. 
In the present example the iterations would have proceeded until the maximum and minimum 
fibre length described by the optimal fibre length included the maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths produced from the changes in muscle belly length, the reference muscle fibre length, 
and reference pennation angle. The geometric relationship between reference fibre length, 
reference pennation angle, maximum and minimum muscle belly lengths, optimal fibre length, 
maximum and minimum fibre lengths, and corresponding muscle belly length calculated from 
the optimal fibre length are presented in Fig. 3.1.8. 
For both the pennate and non-pennate examples, the reference muscle-tendon length, reference 
muscle belly length and tendon slack lengths were unaltered by the optimisation procedure. 
The optimal fibre length of the non-pennate muscle producing a larger range of muscle fibre 














muscle, the range of muscle fibre lengths has been increased by the optimisation procedure to 
just cover that required by the changes in muscle belly lengths. In the present examples the 
larger optimal muscle fibre length and consequently larger range of muscle fibres of the non-
pennate muscle has resulted in a smaller optimal isometric force than in the pennate muscle 
example. This was due to the increased range of fibre lengths described by the force-length 
relationship of the non-pennate muscle and resulted in the reference fibre length being closer 
to the optimal fibre length than in the pennate muscle example, where the reference fibre 
length was closer to the maximum fibre length. Therefore, a smaller optimal isometric force is 
calculated from the reference isometric force in the non-pennate muscle example. 
In modelling 48 muscle elements of the lower limb during the walking and stepping trials, the 
muscle model parameter optimisation was employed for each muscle element for the ranges of 
muscle belly lengths produced from each trial. The results of the muscle parameter 








pre-optimisation reference muscle model parameters; 
maximum and minimum muscle lengths from the movement trial; 
maximum and minimum changes in belly length for the movement trial; 
the extended maximum and minimum changes in belly length; 
optimised reference muscle model parameters; 
optimal fibre length, reference series elastic component length, reference 
contractile element length, physiological cross sectional area, maximum reference 
isometric force, and optimal isometric force; 
vii) the absolute maximum and minimum muscle lengths determined from optimal 
fibre length; 
viii) the maximum isometric force and corresponding muscle fibre lengths, pennation 
angle, muscle belly length, and tendon length for a range of muscle lengths 
) between the absolute maximum and minimum muscle lengths; and 
i 
ix) the number of iterations of the optimisation procedure is also given. 
For the majority of muscles modelled in the lower limb during walking and stepping, muscle 
model parameter optimisation did not change the reference muscle model parameters (Table 

















included the maximum and minimum fibre lengths determined for the movement trial from the 
changes in muscle belly lengths, reference muscle fibre lengths and reference pennation angles. 
In addition the condition placed on the maximum pennation was satisfied. However, muscle 
model parameter optimisation was still necessary to determine optimal fibre lengths and 
optimal isometric force . 
Whether the reference muscle parameters were altered depended on the relationship between 
reference fibre length, reference pennation angle and the changes in muscle belly length 
required of the movement. For non-pennate muscles, the muscle model parameters were left 
unchanged for muscles with proportionally larger fibre lengths in comparison to the changes in 
muscle belly lengths (Table 5.2.1). For non-pennate muscles with small muscle fibre lengths in 
proportion to the changes in muscle belly length, the optimisation procedure increased 
reference muscle fibre length, thereby increasing the optimal fibre length. In so doing, this 
increased the maximum and minimum fibre lengths in the force-length curve to include the 
required changes in muscle belly length. This can be seen in comparing the optimisation results · 
for Obttirator Extemus, Obturator Intemus and Quadratus Femoris (Table 5.2.2) with other 
non-pennate muscles (Table 5.2.1). 
For pennate muscles, the need to change muscle model parameters was also dependent on the 
ratio between muscle fibre length and changes in muscle belly length, in addition to the 
condition placed on the maximum pennation angle at minimum change in belly length. 
Pennation angle also influenced the maximum and minimum fibre lengths resulting from the 
changes in belly length as well as the force in the direction of the tendon and tendon length. If 
the optimal fibre length was less than the minimum required optimal fibre length in the pennate 
muscle, then the reference muscle fibre length was increased while pennation angle remained 
the same. This had the effect of increasing the sum of the maximum and minimum fibre 
lengths, determined from the changes in muscle belly length, and increasing the optimal fibre 
length. This can be seen in Semimembranosus, Biceps Femoris (long), Peroneus Brevis, 
Peroneus Tertius, Extensor Hallucis Longus, Extensor Digitorum Longus, and Rectus Femoris 
(Table 5.2.2 and Table 5.2.3). If the minimum change in belly length in the pennate muscle 
was producing an invalid pennation angle (greater than 40 degrees in the present study), 
pennation angle was reduced and the reference fibre length increased. This reduced the 
















Tibialis Posterior, Peroneus Longus, Flexor Digitorum Longus, Flexor Hallucis Longus, and 
Soleus muscles (Table 5.2.2 and Table 5.2.3). 
The optimisation procedure was repeated when the stretch in tendon length under optimal 
isometric force was greater than the amount by with the changes in belly length were extended 
to avoid zero muscle forces at maximum and minimum muscle lengths of the movement trial. 
This circumstance necessitated an increase in the changes in belly length as measured from the 
movement trial and the optimisation procedure being repeated. The optimisation procedure 
was repeated for those muscles with relatively small fibre lengths and relatively small changes 
in muscle belly length and proportionally large tendon lengths. This can be seen in the 
optimisation results of Rectus Femoris, Gastrocnemius (lat) and Soleus (Table 5.2.3). Large 
maximum isometric forces and small pennation angles also influence the force in the tendon 
and tendon stretch. This is seen in comparing the optimisation results of Extensor Digitorum 
Longus and Extensor Hallucis Longus (Table 5.2.2 and Table 5.2.3), where, with similar fibre 
lengths, changes in belly length, and tendon lengths, the greater optimal isometric force of the 
former produced sufficient tendon stretch for the optimisation routine to increase the required 
changes in belly length and repeat the procedure. A muscle such as the Tensor Fasciae Latae 
(Table 5.2.1), despite small changes in belly length and long tendon length, possessed 
sufficient fibre length so that additional increases in the required muscle belly length due to 
tendon stretch could be achieved with the existing fibre length and pennation angle. The inter-
relationship between fibre length, changes in belly length and pennation angle, and the 
response of the optimisation procedure, is also demonstrated by Plantaris and Gastrocnemius . 
With similar changes in belly lengths, pennation angles and tendon lengths, Plantaris had a 
sufficient fibre length so that alterations in muscle model parameters were not required (Table 
5.2.1). However, Gastrocnemius (med) possessed a relatively small fibre length, which the 
optimisation procedure increased, as well as decreasing pennation angle to achieve the 
required changes in belly length. Gastrocnemius (lat) also possessed a relatively small fibre 
length. However, with a lower optimal isometric force but small pennation angle, the tendon 
stretch required an increase in the belly length and the optimisation was repeated (Table 
5.2.3). The end result for the three muscles were very similar fibre lengths (0.0908 m, 0.0889 


















Table 5.2.1 Muscle elements where muscle model parameter optimisation did not alter model 
parameters. 
Muscle Fibre length -Lffielly +Lffielly Pennation Tendon length 
(m) (m) (m) (radians) (m) 
Psoas Major 0.2422 -0.0086 0.0261 0.00 0.0605 
Iliacus 0.1887 -0.0063 0.0232 0.00 0.00 
Gremellus Sup. 0.0926 -0.0296 0.0324 0.00 0.0103 
Gremellus Inf 0.0868 -0.0313 0.0304 0.00 0.0097 
Piriformus 0.1066 -0.0238 0.0331 0.00 0.0355 
Pectineus 0.1298 -0.0145 0.0217 0.00 0.00 
Adductor Long. 0.1993 -0.0253 0.0219 0.00 0.00 
Add.Mag. (ant) 0.1051 -0.0206 0.0350 0.00 0.00 
Add.Mag. (mid) 0.1833 -0.0133 0.0437 0.00 0.00 
Add.Mag. (pos) 0.2385 -0.0127 0.0492 0.00 0.0795 
Adductor Brev. 0.1427 -0.0241 0.0282 0.00 0.00 
Glut.Min. (ant) 0.0760 -0.0083 0.0288 0.00 0.0190 
Glut.Min. (pos) 0.1041 -0.0135 0.0316 0.00 0.0260 
Glut.Med. (ant) 0.0980 -0.0119 0.0275 0.00 0.0173 
Glut.Med. (mid) 0.1188 -0.0164 0.0319 0.00 0.0210 
Glut.Med. (pos) 0.1281 -0.0208 0.0334 0.00 0.0226 
Glut.Max. (ant) 0.1924 -0.0229 0.0405 0.00 0.0214 
Glut.Max. (mid) 0.1928 -0.0248 0.0447 0.00 0.0214 
Glut.Max. (pos) 0.1988 -0.0264 0.0493 0.00 0.0221 
Tensor Fasciae L. 0.0793 -0.0168 0.0190 0.00 0.4491 
Semitendinosus 0.2809 -0.0207 0.0405 0.00 0.1873 
_ Gracilis 0.2693 -0.0171 0.0279 0.00 0.1795 
Satorius 0.4549 -0.0133 0.0213 0.00 0.1137 
BicepF em. (short) 0.1087 -0.0215 0.0043 0.00 0.1328 
Vastus Lateralis 0.0543 -0.0025 0.0341 0.349 0.0578 
Vastus Intermed. 0.0585 -0.0030 0.0360 0.175 0.0826 
Popliteus 0.0680 -0.0044 0.0142 0.00 0.0170 
Plantaris 0.0908 -0.0485 0.0117 0.087 0.3631 
Tibialis Anterior 0.0735 -0.0232 0.0186 0.175 0.2826 

















Table 5.2.2 Muscle elements where muscle model parameter optimisation altered model 
parameters with one pass through the optimisation procedure. 
Muscle Fibre length -Af3elly +Af3elly Pennation Tendon 
(m) (m) (m) (radians) (m) 
pre post pre post 
Obturator Ext. 0.0720 0.1090 -0.0528 0.0213 0.00 0.00 0.0388 
Obturator Int. 0.0667 0.0698 -0.0248 0.0356 0.00 0.00 0.1001 
Quadratus Fem. 0.0720 0.0956 -0.0407 0.0308 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Semimembran. 0.0397 0.0582 -0.0232 0.0365 0.262 0.262 0.1448 
Bicep.Fem. (long) 0.0622 0.0684 -0.0295 0.0408 0.262 0.262 0.1916 
Vastus Medialis 0.0617 0.0678 -0.0018 0.0348 0.436 0.393 0.0623 
Gastroc. (med) 0.0552 0.0889 -0.0494 0.0178 0.262 0.191 0.2964 
Tibialis Posterior 0.0288 0.0748 -0.0334 0.0264 0.349 0.229 0.2189 
Peroneus Longus 0.0348 0.0677 -0.0330 0.0248 0.175 0.141 0.3196 
Peroneus Brevis 0.0476 0.0634 -0.0285 0.0242 0.175 0.175 0.2040 
Peroneus Tertius 0.0331 0.0401 -0.0153 0.0187 0.175 0.175 0.0911 
Ext.Halluc.Long. 0.0345 0.0460 -0.0200 0.0184 0.175 0.175 0.2446 
Flex.Digit.Long. 0.0381 0.0558 -0.0238 0.0247 0.349 0.283 0.2916 
Flex.Halluc.Long 0.0318 0.0619 -0.0276 0.0247 0.349 0.229 0.2295 
Results are for the first walk trial. 
Table 5.2.3 Muscle elements where muscle model parameter optimisation altered model 
parameters with more than one pass though the optimisation procedure. 
Muscle Fibre length -Af3elly +Af3elly Pennation Tendon 
(m) (m) (m) (radians) (m) 
pre post pre post 
Rectus Femoris 0.0570 0.0689 -0.0080 0.0621 0.262 0.262 0.2234 
Gastrocnem. (lat) 0.0587 0.0859 -0.0500 0.0115 0.175 0.157 0.2934 
Soleus (lat) 0.0316 0.0900 -0.0306 0.0165 0.262 0.212 0.2451 
Soleus (med) 0.0335 0.1156 -0.0275 0.0165 0.262 0.212 0.2600 
Ext.Digit.Longus 0.0494 0.0597 -0.0229 0.0184 0.262 0.262 0.3291 
Results are for the first walk trial. 
The muscle parameter optimisation equations and methods presented proved to be robust in 
allowing muscle model parameters to be determined which complied with the force-length 
relationship and range of muscle length measured for movement trials, whether the muscle was 
pennate or non-pennate, under varying relationships between reference fibre lengths, reference 
pennation angles and required changes in muscle belly length, and under varying relationships 
between muscle fibre lengths, changes in muscle belly length, optimal isometric force, 

















The present muscle model parameter optimisation procedure does not ensure that the 
maximum muscle forces attained from the muscle model are accurate predictions of a subject's 
maximum muscle forces. In the present study, maximum isometric forces at the reference 
muscle length are predicted from reference fibre length, muscle mass, muscle density, and 
muscle-specific tension. Reference muscle fibre length, mass and density are used to predict 
physiological cross sectional area. Physiological cross sectional area and muscle 'specific-
tension is then used to predict muscle maximum isometric force at the reference length. The 
accuracy of predicted maximum muscle forces in the present study will therefore be largely 
determined by the accuracy and validity of individual muscle mass and reference fibre length 
estimations. The maximum optimal isometric force that was predicted in the current muscle 
model was dependent on the optimal fibre length, the reference fibre length and the reference 
isometric force. The further the reference fibre length was positioned from the optimal fibre 
length along the force-length curve, the greater the predicted optimal isometric force. In the 
current muscle model parameter optimisation procedure, a muscle with a relatively large 
change in muscle belly length in the movement trial, as measured from the reference muscle 
position,· will result in a greater optimal fibre length, producing a greater range of fibre lengths 
described by the force-length relationship. Range of motion from the reference position and 
maximum isometric forces predicted at the reference position will influence the optimal 
isometric force predicted. The closer the reference position is to the limits of the range of 
motion, the greater the optimal isometric force, while the closer the reference position was to 
0.344 times the range of fibre lengths, the closer the optimal isometric force will be to the 
reference isometric force. In determining range of motion and subsequent changes in muscle 
belly length from the reference position in the optimisation procedure presented, it is therefore 
advantageous to use to the subject's full range of motion and not just the range of motion 
utilised in the movement trial. This will ensure a more realistic optimal fibre length and force-
length curve describing maximum isometric forces for the muscle lengths used in the 
movement trial. 
5.2.3 Muscle model: force-length and force-velocity relationship 
The dependency of fibre length, pennation angle, contractile element length, fibre series elastic 
component, muscle belly length, and tendon length in the production of muscle force was 
accounted for by the solution of simultaneous equations. Due to the highly non-linear nature 















unknowns, and each muscle model parameter given by a separate equation, each parameter 
estimate was sequentially improved by cycling though the equations and solving it in tum 
based on the current parameter estimates. The cycling continued until the magnitude of the 
change in parameters fell below a criterion value. Convergence was achieved with an 
appropriate ordering of equations and a starting estimate involving muscle model parameters 
that did not vary to a large extent from the initial values . 
Prior to implementing of the iteration procedure in the analysis of human movement, muscle 
parameter optimisation was carried out to establish reference muscle model parameters and 
optimal fibre lengths based on the changes in muscle belly lengths measured for the movement 
trial. From scaling the reference muscle model data to the subject, and from the results of 







muscle length at current joint angles and segment positions; 
tendon slack length; 
tendon cross sectional area; 
percent SO, FO, FG fibre types; 
reference belly length; 
reference pennation angle; 
vii) reference fibre length; 
viii) reference series elastic component length; 
ix) optimal fibre length; 
x) maximum isometric force at optimal fibre length; and 
xi) contractile element length at a previous instant in time for calculating contractile 
element velocity at the current instant in time. 
In the case of a non-pennate muscle, fibre length is given directly from the muscle belly length 
and the force in the direction of the tendon is the same as the contractile element force. In the 
isometric case for the non-pennate muscle, three equations result that relate tendon length, 
fibre length and isometric force. To start the iteration procedure, tendon length was first 
approximated by tendon slack length, and then, from equation 3.1.30: 
a) muscle fibre length is given from tendon length and known muscle length; 












c) tendon length is given from maximum isometric muscle force; and 
d) the iteration is then repeated. 
In the dynamic case for the non-pennate muscle, the contractile element length and velocity 
need to be determined by introducing equations for the fibre series elastic component. In 
addition, the maximum force of the three fibre types (slow oxidative (SO), fast oxidative (FO) 
and fast glycolitic (FG)) vary for the same contractile element velocity, requiring the maximum 
force to be calculated for each fibre type. To start the iteration procedure, tendon length was 
first approximated by the tendon slack length and fibre series elastic component length was 
first approximated by the reference fibre series elastic component length. Then, from equation 
3.1.34: 
a) muscle fibre length is given from tendon length and known muscle length; 
b) contractile element length is given from fibre length and fibre series elastic 
component length; 
c) contractile element velocity is given by contractile element length and known 
previous contractile element length; 
d) maximum isometric muscle force is given from muscle fibre length; 
e) maximum isometric force in each fibre type is given from maximum isometric 
muscle force and known proportions of each fibre type; 
f) maximum force in each fibre type is given by maximum isometric force in each fibre 
type and velocity of the contractile elements; 
g) maximum muscle force is given from the sum of maximum forces in each fibre type; 
h) tendon length is given from maximum muscle force; 
i) fibre series elastic component length is given by maximum muscle force; and 
j) the iteration is then repeated. 
In the case of a pennate muscle, changes in muscle belly length from the reference belly length 
are used to calculate the new pennation angle relative to the reference pennation angle. With 
the new pennation angle, a new fibre length is calculated. In addition, the force in the direction 
of the tendon is also given by the pennation angle. In the isometric case for the pennate 

















a) change in muscle belly length is given from the tendon length as well as known 
muscle length and reference belly length; 
b) pennation angle is given from the change in muscle belly length; 
c) muscle fibre length is given from the pennation angle; 
d) maximum isometric contractile element force is given from muscle fibre length; 
e) tendon length is given from the maximum isometric contractile element force and 
pennation angle; and 
t) the iteration is then repeated. 
In the dynamic case for the pennate muscle, the contractile element length and velocity need to 
be determined as well as the maximum force of the three different fibre types (SO, FO, GG) 
relative to the contractile element velocity. To start the iteration procedure, tendon length is 
first approximated by the tendon slack length and the fibre series elastic component length is 
first approximated by the reference fibre series elastic component length. Then, from equation 
3.1.33: 
a) change in muscle belly length is given from the tendon length as well as the known 
muscle length and reference belly length; 
b) pennation angle is given from the change in muscle belly length; 
c) muscle fibre length is given from the pennation angle; 
d) contractile element length is given from the fibre length and fibre series elastic 
component length; 
e) contractile element velocity is given by the contractile element length and known 
previous contractile element length; 
t) maximum isometric contractile element force is given from the muscle fibre length; 
g) maximum isometric contractile element force in each fibre type is given from the 
maximum isometric contractile element force and known proportions of each fibre 
type; 
h) maximum contractile element force in each fibre type is given by the maximum 
isometric force in each fibre type and velocity of the contractile elements; 
i) maximum contractile element force is given from the sum of maximum forces in 
each fibre type; 















k) fibre series elastic component length is given by the maximum contractile element 
force; and 
1) the iteration is then repeated. 
A modification of the above equations was used in the muscle parameter optimisation r_outine, 
and since maximum isometric contractile element force was known along with reference 
muscle model parameters, the problem was to determine fibre lengths, pennation angles and 
tendon lengths subject to this force. Muscle-tendon length was known, and in the non-pennate 
muscle, the length of the tendon was given directly from the contractile element force, and the 
length of the muscle fibre was given directly from the length of the tendon and the length of 
the muscle. Pennation angle was zero. In the pennate muscle case, an iterative procedure 
resulted, with the pennation angle at first being approximated by the reference pennation 
angle. Then, from equation 3 .1.20. 
a) tendon length is given by the pennation angle and known contractile element force; 
b) change in muscle belly length is given from the tendon length as well as known 
muscle length and reference belly length; and 
c) pennation angle is given from the change in belly length. 
In the present study, convergence was achieved for all applications of the equations, including 
muscle model test example (Section 3 .1.6) and in modelling 48 muscle elements of the lower 
limb during walking and stepping trials. In modelling 48 muscle elements of the lower limb 
during walking and stepping trials, the iterative procedures were employed to predict 
maximum muscle forces given the current muscle length and contraction dynamics. Maximum 
muscle forces were used to (i) establish the maximum moment generating capacity of muscles 
for obtaining first estimates of muscle forces; (ii) establish the muscle force limit for the 
optimisation procedure from previous activation levels; and (iii) establish current excitation 
values given current predicted muscle forces. For the first walk trial, the maximum dynamic 
muscle force predictions for the 48 muscle elements for frame 120 of the stance phase of the 
walking trial are given in Appendix G. This presents for each muscle element, the current 
muscle length, previous contractile element velocity, optimal fibre length and optimal isometric 
force from the muscle parameter optimisation, the number of iterations used to arrive at the 
maximum dynamic force, the resultant fibre length, contractile element velocity, maximum 

















tendon, and the pennation angle. The iterative procedures were also employed to give muscle 
model parameters, primarily muscle contractile element length for the current muscle force and 
length, which were used for calculating contractile element velocities at the next instant in 
time. Muscle fibre lengths, contractile element lengths and contractile element velocities for 
each muscle element, based on the instantaneous muscle lengths and predicted muscle forces, 
are presented for the first walk trial and for the first step trial in Appendix L. 
The iterative equations presented proved to be robust in that convergence was achieved 
whether the problem: 
i) was to determine maximum force for a given muscle length or to determine the 
model parameters (for example, pennation angle, fibre length) for a given. muscle 
force and length; 
ii) applied to pennate or non-pennate muscles; 
iii) applied to all muscle lengths as determined from the optimal fibre length and 
corresponding pennation angle; 
iv) applied to isometric, eccentric or concentric contraction. 
However, prior to the application of the iteration procedures to implement force-length and 
force-velocity relationships in muscle models, the muscle model parameters needed to be 
optimised to the changes in muscle belly lengths of the movement trial. This ensured that the 
force-length relationship was valid for all fibre lengths that resulted from the movement. In the 
model presented, it should be noted that contractile element force-velocity relationship used 
produced a maximum velocity of contraction of approximately 0.3 mis and that the muscle will 
still produce a force. 
5.2.3.1 Response of muscle model to varying contractile conditions 
The response of the muscle model and iteration procedures in predicting maximum dynamic 
forces and resultant muscle model parameters in varying muscle lengths and velocities are 























The relationship between individual muscle model parameters at varying maximum isometric 
forces showed consistency in predicted muscle model parameters at varying muscle lengths. 
For a given muscle length, force in the direction of the tendon determines tendon length, 
which, in turn, increases pennation angle and reduces muscle fibre length. Changes in muscle 
fibre length also change contractile element forces and influence force in the direction of the 
tendon and ultimately influence tendon length. In the muscle model test example, muscle belly 
length, tendon length, fibre length, and pennation angle are presented for a pennate and non-
pennate muscle example following maximum isometric contractions at reference muscle 
lengths (Table 3.1.6), at optimal fibre lengths (Table 3.1. 7) and following maximum isometric 
contractions at 11 muscle lengths spread over the range of possible muscle length of the non-
pennate (Table 3.1.9, and Figures. 3.1.11 and 3.1.12) and pennate (Table 6.1.10, and Figures 
3 .1.13 - 3 .1.15) muscle examples. Results also show the changes in the tendon length due to 
changing maximum isometric force in the direction of the tendon. In the non-pennate muscle, a 
non-linear relationship is displayed between muscle fibre length and muscle length, 
demonstrating the small changes in fibre length due to tendon stretch. A non-linear 
relationship was also displayed between muscle fibre length and muscle length for the pennate 
muscles due to the angle of pennation and tendon stretch. Small reductions in the force in the 
direction of the tendon due to changing pennation angles can be seen for the pennate muscle 
when compared to the non-pennate muscle at different muscle lengths. The response of the 
muscle model and iterative procedures to predicting maximum isometric forces is also 
presented in Appendix F. Here, the maximum isometric contractile element force over the 
range of possible muscle lengths are presented for each muscle of the first walk trial, along 
with corresponding fibre lengths, pennation angles, muscle belly lengths, and tendon lengths. 
The number of iterations required to achieve convergence to the maximum isometric force and 
related model parameters is also given. 
The relationship between forces in the individual fibre types at varying maximum dynamic 
forces shows consistency in the prediction of muscle forces at varying muscle velocities. In the 
present model, under maximum isometric force each fibre type contributes force in proportion 
to its percentage distribution within the muscle. With increasing velocities of contractile 
element shortening, the maximum force in the SO fibres diminishes more rapidly than in the 
FO and FG fibres, thereby changing the relative contributions to maximum force at a given 
contractile element velocity, as predicted by the force-velocity relationship (Pierrynowski & 












maximum velocities of shortening than the SO fibres. In the muscle model test example 
(Section 3.1.6), force in the SO and FG fibres, and force in the direction of the tendon, are 
presented for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples at a constant muscle length (0.25 
m) and fibre composition (50/50) but at varying muscle velocities (Table 3.1.11, Figures 
3 .1.16 and 3 .1.17). Also presented in the muscle model test example (Section 3 .1. 6) is the 
force in the direction of the tendon for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples at a 
constant muscle length (0.25 m) but varying fibre composition and varying muscle contractile 
element velocities (Table 3 .1.12, Figures 3 .1.18 and 3 .1.19). In both cases, the velocities range 
from 1.3 mis eccentric to 0.15 mis concentric. Results show the influence of SO and FG fibre 
distribution and velocity of the contractile elements on maximum predicted force. As 
previously mentioned, in the present muscle model, the maximum velocity at which SO fibres 
produce force is considerably less than that of the FG and FO fibres. The distribution of SO, 
FG and FO fibre in the present muscle model also influence the maximum contractile element 
force at different velocities of contractile element shortening. A higher proportion of FO and 
FG fibres results in greater contractile element force for a given contractile element velocity of 
shortening. 
The present model and iterative procedures predict a positive linear relationship between the 
maximum contractile element velocity of shortening at which the muscle can produce force 
and muscle length for both the pennate and non-pennate examples (Fig. 3.1.22). The model 
produced an increase in the maximum contractile element velocity of shortening with an 
increase in muscle fibre length. In the muscle model test example (Section 3 .1. 6), force in the 
direction of the tendon is presented for the pennate and non-pennate muscle examples at 
varying muscle lengths and muscle contractile element velocities, but with a consistent fibre 
composition (50/50) (Table 3.1.13, Figures 3.1.20 and 3.1.21). The muscle contractile element 
velocities ranged from 1.3 mis eccentric to 0.15 mis concentric. For varying muscle lengths, 
for both pennate and non-pennate muscles, the present muscle model predicted greater 
maximum contractile element velocities of shortening for longer muscle lengths, despite the 
isometric force varying. In addition, for a muscle at different lengths with similar isometric 
force (that is, on different sides of the force-length curve), the results showed that the larger 
muscle and fibre lengths produced greater maximum contractile element velocities of 
shortening. If the linear relationship between maximum velocity of shortening and muscle 
length (Fig. 3.1.22) is extrapolated to the muscle length corresponding to zero max.1mum 

















a) for the non-pennate muscle, this muscle length is equal to the tendon slack length 
with an effective muscle fibre length of zero; and 
b) for the pennate muscle, this muscle length is equal to the tendon slack length plus 
the reference belly length minus the proportion of the reference fibre length in the 
direction of the tendon. 
Hence, the effective fibre length in the direction of the tendon is zero. For the non-pennate 
muscle, this would suggest that the model predicts a greater maximum contractile element 
velocity of shortening as fibre length increases, but would theoretically reduce to zero when 
muscle fibre length reduces to zero. For the pennate muscle, the angle of pennation also 
influences the predicted velocity of contractile element shortening, reducing to zero when the 
pennation angle of the muscle model reaches 90 degrees and the muscle model belly length 
and fibre length can not reduce further. The linear relationship predicted is not in agreement 
with finding of Herzog (1996), which would suggest that the speed of unloaded shortening 
was similar within a range of fibre lengths. The method by which force-length and force-
velocity relationships should be combined and the dynamic responses on muscle fibres is still 
unknown (Herzog, 1996). Therefore, further application is needed of the present study on the 
implementation of the force-velocity relationship and the dynamic response of the present 
model to changes in optimal fibre length and changes in muscle length. 
5.2.3.2 Implementing force-velocity relationships in movement trials 
Maximum dynamic force is calculated for each muscle to determine maximum and minimum 
force limits from previous excitation levels for the respective muscles. In the calculation of 
maximum dynamic muscle forces in the movement trials, muscle contractile element velocity 
was calculated, but was subsequently set to zero in the iterative equations for determining 
maximum force for the current contractile conditions. All other variables in the analysis 
process remained unaltered, hence substituting maximum isometric force for the contractile 
elements for the maximum dynamic force of the contractile elements. The reason for this is 
that the contractile element velocities calculated (Appendix L) were larger than those modelled 
by the present force-velocity equations, which resulted in the maximum contractile element 
forces approaching zero when the instantaneous contractile element length was shortening. 



















contractile element velocities for the 48 muscle elements for a representative frame (frame 
120) of the stance phase of the first walk trial are presented in Appendix G. Also presented 
are the maximum contractile element forces calculated for the current fibre length, but 
substituting zero for the contractile element velocity for the 48 muscle elements modelled. 
Table 5.2.4. presents a comparison of the maximum muscle forces predicted for frame 120 
using the current contractile element velocity or zero contractile element velocity for those 
muscles whose contractile element were shortening (concentric) in the first walk trial. The 
significantly reduced maximum contractile element force found when contractile elements 
were shortening reduced the muscle force limits calculated from previous activation levels. 
This therefore reduced the maximum moments that could be generated about each degree 
freedom and altered the predicted muscle forces (see Appendix G for an example of muscle 
force prediction for frame 120 of the first walk trial with and without the use of contractile 
element velocities). A comparison of muscle forces predicted for frame 120 using the current 
contractile element velocity or zero contractile element velocity are presented in Table 5.2.5 
for a selection of muscle in the first walk trial. 
Due to the slow movements analysed in the present study, the maximum concentric force of 
the contractile elements would be expected to be close to the maximum isometric force. The 
use of maximum isometric forces in the optimisation procedure was not considered to have a 
substantial effect on the predicted forces due to the slow movement patterns and sub-maximal 
forces expected in the slow walking and stepping trials in an active and healthy subject. 
As a result of the present study, it is considered necessary to either adjust the parameters 
describing the force-velocity relationship in the current application of these equations or to 
scale a reference force-velocity curve to the maximum contractile element velocities expected 
in the application of the present muscle model. This is to avoid the model predicting 
unreasonably small maximum muscle force estimates when the instantaneous contractile 















Table 5.2.4 Maximum contractile element force, including contractile element 
velocity or assuming isometric contraction. 
Muscle CE velocity Maximum muscle CE force (N) 
(mis) Dynamic Isometric Optimal 
Iliacus -0.618 60.4 584.1 662.7 
Obturator Externus -0.021 145.2 199.2 265.3 
Quadratus Femoris -0.016 122.8 162.5 176.1 
Adductor Magnus(pos) -0.555 132.6 935.4 983.8 
Gluteus Minimus(pos) -0.463 11.2 200.5 215.2 
Gluteus Medius(pos) -0.504 19.9 292.5 311.6 
Gluteus Maximus( ant) -0.838 22.7 438.8 466.3 
Tensor Fasciae Latae -0.679 0.0 237.8 239.1 
Semimembranosus -0.014 1504.9 2077.0 2225.5 
Semitendinosus -0.356 89.5 301.8 326.0 
Rectus Femoris -0.016 1122.3 1472.8 1476.8 
Gastrocnemius(lat) -0.183 47.7 357.8 810.1 
Gastrocnemius(med) -0.344 39.6 663.6 1301.0 
Tibialis Posterior -0.220 47.8 427.7 691.5 
Peroneus Longus -0.119 98.7 612.6 708.7 
Peroneus Brevis -0.116 95.2 457.1 502.7 
Peroneus Tertius -0.040 55.9 140.8 142.4 
Ext. Digit. .Longus -0.028 340.6 560.5 636.6 
Ext. Halluc. Longus -0.027 145.9 309.3 318.4 
Flex. Halluc. Longus -0.191 41.0 350.4 514.4 
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Table 5.2.5 Predicted muscle force, including contractile element velocity or 
assuming isometric contraction. Muscles listed changed at least 3 ON between the 
two conditions 
Muscle Muscle Force (N) 
Dynamic Isometric (N) 
Iliacus** 15.0 164.8 
Adductor Magnus(pos)** 0.0 53.3 
Gluteus Minimus( ant) 234.8 157.9 
Gluteus Minimus(pos)** 1.7 48.3 
Gluteus Medi us( ant) 245.2 187.7 
Gluteus Medius(pos)** 0.0 33.0 
Gluteus Maximus(ant)** 0.0 63.7 
Gluteus Maximus(mid) 95.7 64.5 
Tensor Fasciae Latae** 0.0 37.4 
Biceps Femoris(short) 163.6 112.7 
Biceps Femoris(long) 360.3 225.2 
Gastrocnemius(lat) * * 0.0 58.5 
Gastrocnemius( med)** 18.0 197.6 
Soleus (lat) 595.4 352.9 
Soleus(med) 574.3 310.0 
Tibialis Posterior** 20.5 120.3 
Peroneus Longus** 33.3 90.1 
Peroneus Brevis** 36.3 75.8 
Flex.Digit. Longus 92.2 49.8 
Flex. Halluc. Longus** 19.7 110.0 
* * the contractile element instantaneous length was shortening. 
5.3 Muscle force optimisation 
A cost function was proposed based on the minimisation of the sum of squared muscle stress, 
and incorporated soft constraints on both maximum and minimum muscle forces. The rationale 
for this was that a more realistic muscle force distribution would result at minimum muscle 
forces when compared to the cost function of Siemienski (1992) in which soft constraints were 
placed on the maximum muscle forces. A more realistic muscle force distribution would also 
result at both maximum and minimum muscle forces when compared to the minimisation of 
the sum of squared muscle stress without soft constraints. The rationale for the use of a cost 
function with maximum and minimum soft constraints also lies in reducing the computational 
effort of the optimisation procedure. Upper and lower limits on muscle forces for each muscle 
were obtained from previous excitation levels and muscle excitation dynamics. Incorporating 




















function. Minimisation was achieved by starting at an initial estimation of muscle forces, which 
were required to meet the equipolance equation describing resultant joint moments and, at the 
same time, be a good approximation at the minimum solution. With the use of a gradient 
projection algorithm, the initial muscle force estimates are improved towards the minimum of 
the cost function. 
The application of the cost function and optimisation procedure has been demonstrated on a 
test example involving a simple joint with four muscles (Section 3 .2.1 ). Results show the 
validity on the approach where, like the cost function of Siemienski (1992), all muscle forces 
reached their respective maximum values at the maximum resultant joint moment. With the 
minimum muscle force limits included in the present cost function, unconstrained minimisation 
of the cost function resulted in all muscles reaching their respective minimum values at the 
corresponding minimum resultant joint moment. The cost function presented also places 
mathematical bounds on the muscle forces that can be used in the initial muscle forces 
estimates which are used as the starting point for the minimisation procedure. Outside of these 
boundaries, the cost function cannot be defined. For each muscle, the maximum boundary 
force is the same as the maximum force limit used within the cost function. Conversely, the 
minimum force boundary is the minimum force limit used within the cost function less the 
difference between the maximum and minimum force limits used within the cost function 
(Section 3 .2.1 ). In the cost function example, the minimum force limit for the four muscles 
was· less than half the respective maximum force limits, such that all muscle force values 
between zero and the respective maximum muscle force lay within the bounds of the cost 
function and could be used in the initial estimate, so long as the resultant joint moments were 
met. In the application of the cost function to the prediction of forces in the lower limb, the 
activation levels from the previous frame determined the upper and lower activation levels for 
the current frame. This in turn, knowing the maximum contractile element force for the current 
contraction dynamics, determined the maximum and minimum muscle force limits. 
In the analysis of slow walking and step trials, the pre-activation levels and resulting muscle 
force limits for two frames, one in the swing and the other in the stance phase,· are presented in 
Appendix G. In the analysis of slow walking and step trials, both with low muscle forces in 
comparison to predicted maximum muscle forces, the pre-activation levels of the SO fibres 
varied between zero and one but were generally below 0.5. The pre-activation levels of the FO 















With the parameters describing the activation dynamics in the present study, all pre-activity 
levels of the SO, FO and FG fibre types between zero and one resulted in a maximum 
activation levels for the single frame for all fibre types. Therefore, the maximum force limit 
was always equal to the maximum muscle force predicted from the contraction dynamics . 
Again, with the parameters describing the activation dynamics in the present study, the 
minimum activation levels for the current frame for the SO fibre varied between zero and 0.8 
but were generally below 0.3, while the minimum activation levels of the FO fibres were 
generally zero or close to zero, and the minimum activity levels for the FG fibres were zero. 
Therefore, the minimum muscle force limit was always below half of the maximum muscle 
force limit. Hence, all muscle forces between zero and the maximum force predicted for the 
contraction dynamics lay within the bounds of the cost function and could be used in the 
muscle force initial estimate in arriving at the resultant joint moments as described by the 
equipolance equations. From the initial muscle force estimates, the optimisation procedure 
would, in an iterative process, adjust the muscle force estimates to arrive at the minimum of 
the cost function given the constraints on muscle forces. 
The validity of the optimisation procedure was demonstrated on a test example involving eight 
muscles in a simple two joint system (Section 3.2.3). Optimisation was carried out at varying 
resultant joint moments. The range of resultant moments tested for each joint was determined 
by summing all the positive and negative maximum moments produced by each muscle for a 
respective joint, giving a range of +20 Nm to -15 Nm for the first joint and + 12 Nm to -15 Nm 
for the second joint. Not all combinations of moments could be met by muscle forces alone 
due to the action of two-joint muscles included in the model. In the determination of muscle 
force initial estimates, moments were balanced by non-muscle forces (ligament and bone 
contact forces) if convergence could not be achieved at the required joint moments. 
Minimisation of the cost function would then adjust muscle forces, maintaining the resultant 
joint moment as produced by the muscle forces of the first estimate. The initial muscle forces 
and resultant joint moments, the non-muscular moments assigned in arriving at the first 
estimates, the predicted muscle forces and the resultant joint moments following optimisation, 
and the difference between the joint moments resulting from the optimisation routine and the 
required resultant joint moments, are presented in the test example (Section 3 .2.3). Results 
show the routine for obtaining initial muscle force estimates was successful in providing 
muscle forces and non-muscular forces which met the resultant joint moments, and when used 



















while maintaining resultant joint moments. This example also demonstrated a continuity in 
predicted muscle forces and non-muscle forces between varying resultant joint moments in 
that no discontinuities occurred in muscle forces and all forces predicted agreed with expected 
values. 
The results of the optimisation procedure in predicting 48 muscle element forces of the lower 
limb are presented for two frames of the first walk trial in Appendix G - one :frame in the 
swings phase (:frame 80) and the other in the stance phase (:frame 120). In this more complex 
application of the optimisation procedures, the following limitations were encountered: 
i) The first problem is to arrive at the resultant joint moments that need to be balanced 
by muscle forces. In the present musculo-skeletal model, the ankle and knee joints 
were modelled as simple ball and socket joints by a single point about which resultant 
joint moments were balanced by muscle forces. Bone contact and ligament forces also 
play a role in balancing resultant joint moments. The muscle moment generating 
capacity about the anterior-posterior axes of the knee and ankle are relatively small in 
comparison to the medio-lateral axes. Therefore, small increases in the moments that 
are required to be balanced by muscles about the anterior-posterior axes will result in 
relatively large increases in predicted muscle forces. In the present study, more 
accurate models of the knee and ankle joints are needed to determine the contribution 
of bone contact and ligament forces to resultant joint moments. It would also be 
expected that in activities of high muscle force, the accuracy of joint models and the 
resulting moments required of muscle force will become more critical in achieving 
convergence to initial muscle force estimates and the validity of the muscle forces 
predicted. 
ii) The procedure for obtaining the initial muscle force estimates was only partially 
successful in predicting forces in 48 muscles of the lower limb. This can be attributed 
to either the ability to converge to the resultant joint moment in all situations, or being 
unable to produce a reasonable approximation for the global minimum of the cost 
function. In predicting initial muscle force estimates, an iterative procedure was used 
in which each iteration reduced the differences between current and required joint 
moments based on the moment generating capacity of each muscle about the 














approximately 5% of the required joint moments, however, often convergence was not 
fully met with further iterations producing little or no improvements. This was due to 
small changes in muscle force affecting the moments produced at other degrees of 
freedom and other muscle forces. The result was often a cyclic shifting of muscle 
forces between sets of muscles where one set of changes would be offset by following 
changes with no net gain in convergence. In determining initial muscle force estimates 
the iteration procedure often balanced resultant joint moments about the longitudinal 
and anterior-posterior axes of the ankle and knee by ligament forces when close to the 
required resultant joint moments in order to achieve convergence. The lack of 
convergence, and the need to include ligament forces, is expected to be a function of 
the iteration procedure used and the highly indeterminate nature of the problem (with 
48 muscles and 9 degrees of freedom) as well as the need to balance resultant joint 
moments at the knee and ankle by purely muscle forces. In the present analysis of 
walking and stepping trials, the iterative procedure was arbitrarily stopped at 50 
iterations. If convergence had not been achieved by this time, further iterations tended 
to provide little or no improvement. 
In balancing resultant joint moments of the lower limb a control strategy that has been 
used is to only balance by muscle forces, degrees of freedom that have significant 
movement and moment generating capacity (Buchanan & Schreeve, 1996; Glitsch & 
Baumann, 1997). This approach assumes that our control systems does not actively 
balance degrees of freedom possessing small rotations and moment generating 
capacity, leaving these moments to be balanced by bone and ligaments forces. Hence, 
in modelling the lower limb, abduction/adduction and internal/external moments at the 
knee and ankle joints are effectively ignored in the equipollence equations. This 
approach however does not actively check the muscle moments about these ignored 
degrees of freedom or attempt to reduce the difference between moments produced by 
muscles and the required resultant joint moments. In the present approach, the 
optimisation procedure initially attempts to balance all degrees of freedom about the 
knee and ankle joints by muscular forces. The present model of the knee and ankle 
joint did not include joint contact and ligament forces in the equipollence equations. 
As the procedure progressed towards attaining an initial muscle force estimate, those 
degrees of freedom at the ankle and knee about which we have a relatively small 















approach, although not always balancing all degrees of freedom at least reduces the 
differences between muscular and resultant joint moments about those degrees of 
freedom that have reduced moment generating capacity. 
Despite the problems encountered in achieving the desired level of convergence in the 
walking and stepping examples, the predicted muscle forces were consistent over the 
trials. The problem in achieving the required level of convergence was not present in 
the test example involving only 8 muscles and two degrees of freedom. In the 
optimisation approach of the present study, an improved method is needed to obtain 
initial muscle force estimates, either by modifying the current procedure or adopting 
alternatives such as the reductionism approach ofPierrynowski & Morrison (1985b). 
iii) Minimisation of the cost function, although successful in reducing the cost function 
from the initial estimates and maintaining joint moments, did not change muscle force 
estimates sigl)ificantly from the initial estimated values. Therefore, in predicting muscle 
force·s of the lower limb involving 48 muscle elements and 9 degrees of freedom, the 
solution of the optimisation procedure was largely determined by the initial muscle 
force estimates. This was due to two main factors: 
a) A number of muscle elements have an initial muscle force close to or at zero 
force. The optimisation procedure calculates small changes in each muscle 
force, the magnitude of which is determined by the step size, which would 
progress the cost function toward a minimum solution while maintaining the 
joint moments. The current solution to optimisation procedure was already 
limited by boundary conditions where no muscle force could be less than zero. 
For the optimisation procedure to proceed toward a minimum in this situation, 
negative muscle forces would result. In the present optimisation procedure, 
small negative muscle forces were allowed within a criteria value to permit the 
optimisation procedure to continue. At the conclusion of the minimisation 
procedure, the small negative muscle forces were set to zero. For this reason, 
the joint moments resulting from the initial muscle estimates may vary slightly 
from the joint moments calculated from the optimised muscle forces of the 
lower limb. From the muscle force optimisation results presented of the first 
















(frame 80) due to the changes in force falling below the criterion value. The 
maximum change in force for the last iteration was 0.058 N with a limit of 
0.322 N, while the largest negative force was -0.122 N with a limit of -0.643N. 
Furthermore, only three iterations proceeded for the stance phase (frame 120) 
due to the changes in force being below the criterion value. The maximum 
change in force for the last iteration was 1.762 N with a limit of 1.766 N, while 
the largest negative force was -0.775 N with a limit of-3.532 N. 
b) A local nummum is reached within a few iterations of the first 
approximation. From the muscle force optimisation results presented for the 
first walk trial (Appendix G), three iterations proceeded for the stance phase 
(frame 120) due to the changes in force falling below the criterion value. The 
cost function was initially -47.807, and following the three iterations was -
47.814, -47.821 and -47.827 respectively. The diminishing changes in the cost 
function suggest a local minimum was achieved, however, the convergence to 
a global minimum is not known. Caution must therefore be made in reaching a 
solution in a complex system as there are likely to exist a large number of local 
minima to the optimisation problem. This can lead to the possibility that 
different solutions may be obtained for muscle forces from different 
optimisation approaches that may be a local or global minimum. 
The results of the present study show that procedures developed on simple examples would 
work on more complex problems that involve a larger numbers of muscles in a highly complex 
and indeterminate problem. The results of the optimisation procedure, including obtaining first 
estimates of muscle forces, are not known for higher resultant joint moments in the analysis of 
the lower limb, where the muscle forces are closer to maximum values. This is despite the 
optimisation procedure being shown to work on the entire range of resultant joint moments 
due to all possible muscle forces in the test example (Section 3.2.3). In the analysis of 
movements of the lower limb with greater forces, muscle pre-activation states will be higher, 
resulting in higher minimum muscle force limits due to activation dynamics. As a consequence, 
bounds are likely to be placed on the range of values that can be used in obtaining an initial 
muscle force estimate as determined by the maximum and minimum boundary values that can 




















muscle force prediction, as well as the validity of the excitation dynamics, will also be more 
critical in determining upper and lower excitation values. It is also expected that improved 
models of the knee and ankle joints would be needed, along with higher resultant joint 
moments, and the contribution of ligament and bone forces would become more critical in 
estimating the moments that are required to be balanced by muscle forces. 
To summarise the results of the optimisation approach, a procedure was presented which 
successfully predicted individual muscle forces for simplified test examples. The first test 
example showed the validity of the presented cost function, involving soft maximum and 
minimum constraints, in predicting a realistic distribution of muscle forces between maximum 
and minimum resultant joint moments. The second test example showed the validity of the 
procedures used to obtain an initial muscle force estimate which met the equipollence 
equations, and to minimise the cost function presented to arrive at individual muscle forces. In 
the application of the procedures to predicting individual muscle forces of the lower limb in 
walking and stepping trials, consistency in predicted muscle forces was achieved across the 
trials. However, several limitations were encountered due to the highly complex and 
indeterminate nature of the problem. The procedure for determining initial muscle force 
estimates had difficulties in converging to the desired degree of accuracy at the resultant joint 
moments. The minimisation of the cost function was achieved without significant changes in 
the initial muscle force estimates making the results of the optimisation procedure largely 
dependent on the initial muscle force estimates. The limitations highlighted the need to 
improve the modelling the knee and ankle joints to determining moments that are required to 
be balanced by muscular forces. Equally, there is a need to improve methods for determining 
initial muscle force estimates which meet the required joint moments and are sufficiently close 
to the minimum solution to achieve convergence. 
Despite the accepted use of optimisation procedures to determine individual muscle forces in 
order to overcome the indeterminacy of the musculo-skeletal system, questions still remain as 
to the appropriateness of the optimisation procedure and the use of a cost function. These 
questions need to be considered when interpreting the predicted muscle forces, and include: 
i) the use of one cost function when many different competing strategies may exist. 
The strategies and the priority of those strategies in muscular recruitment may vary 



















ii) The appropriateness of minimising stress or energy expenditure. In analysing the 
execution of a single task, is there a high priority or even a need to minimise a variable 
that the body can adapt to in the long term, such as muscle stress or energy 
expenditure? With repeated execution of the task, the body has the ability to adapt to 
the demands and so decrease, in the long term, muscle stress and energy expenditure 
for the task. In contrast, structures such as ligaments and articular cartilage are 
relatively poor at accommodating certain loading situations such as repeated loading 
and shear forces respectively and, coupled with a poor blood supply and poor ability to 
repair, suggest criteria which protects these structures worthy of consideration. In 
addition, during tasks that involve low levels of muscular output, could there be a 
strategy of higher priority than stress or fatigue? 
iii) The relative insensitivity of the cost function used (for example, force, stress, 
normalised force, and fatigue). These cost functions are all dependent on the 
physiological cross section area and moment arms predicted for each muscle. The 
equipolance equations, involving resultant joint moments, moment arms and muscle 
forces, must still be solved regardless of the cost function. 
iv) Minimising a function based on stress or energy expenditure does not favour co-
contraction. Therefore, the optimisation is not applicable if considerable co-
contraction is known to exists (Raikova, 1999), such as in unfamiliar tasks, movement 
requiring accuracy, or in movement involving pain or pathological conditions . 
v) The appropriateness of introducing mathematical constraints or methods to 
overcome shortcomings in the optimisation procedure, such as in the use of squared or 


















5.4 Movement trials 
Segment centres of mass acceleration, moment arms and predicted muscle forces were subject 
to the largest errors in predicted values. In the following section, these three variables are 
discussed in relation to the methodologies used in the present study. Firstly, the errors seen in 
segment centres of mass acceleration are discussed with respect to the accuracy of segment 
location. Then the accuracy of predicted moment arms are discussed, including the straight-
line representation of muscle-tendon path, the location of body-fixed axes from external 
markers, and the accuracy of segment location. Finally, predicted muscle forces of the step and 
walk trials are discussed in comparison to recorded EMG and predicted moment arms. 
5.4.1 Segment centre of mass acceleration 
The acceleration of segment centre of mass for the pelvis, thigh, shank and foot in the three 
global directions were consistent across the three walk trials (Figures 4.5.10 - 4.5.21) and 
three step trials (Figures 4.6.10 - 4.5.21), indicating the repeatability of the walk and step 
movement patterns in the present subject. Overlaying centre of mass accelerations from the 
three trials also indicates the underlying pattern and contribution of errors within the 
acceleration data. In the present study however, errors in centres of mass accretion are not 
true indicators of segment accuracy of the thigh, shank and foot. The location of the centre of 
mass of the thigh, shank and foot were on the respective longitudinal axes, hence segment 
location errors about the longitudinal axis, potentially the largest errors, will not be present in 
the acceleration data for these segments. The acceleration of the centre of mass does however, 
indicate a high level of accuracy in the predicted three dimensional location of each segment 
axis origin and rotations about the medic-lateral and anterior-posterior axes. The largest 
variation in segment centre of mass accelerations across different trials was seen in the pelvis. 
This was due to the pelvis being subject to relatively large skin movement artefacts, being 
reproduced from the fewest number of external markers, and the centre of mass not being 
located on a segment axis. 
The present study demonstrates the need to analyse more than one trial to ascertain whether 
small changes in acceleration are artefact due to random measurement error or, in fact, 
repeatable occurrences. Analysing more than one trial, and the magnitude of variations that 










data. However, systematic error may also produce consistent and repeatable artefact within 
the measured data. In the case of segment position and acceleration, a consistent movement 
artefact or oscillation in soft tissue, and hence derived segment location, may occur during 
movement such as at heel strike. This would produce a small but consistent oscillation in 
position and acceleration of the segment that would be measurable across repeated trials. The 
use of multiple external markers placed around the segment will help reduce this systematic 
error, however it will not remove it entirely. Therefore, in observing consistent and repeated 
occurrences in data, such as oscillations in position or acceleration, consideration of systematic 
motion artefact needs to be considered. 
5.4.2 Muscle moment arms 
Muscle moment arms are discussed in relation to the step task, which involved going from a 
standing position to one leg support on the elevated platform, and then returning to the 
standing position on the floor. Changing moment arms during the step task are a function of 
the combined rotations about the three axes of each segment rather than resulting from 
individual axis rotations under controlled movements. Therefore, in comparing moment arms 
during the step task with moment arms of previous research (Jensen & Davy, 1975; Nemeth & 
Ohlsen, 1985; Spoor, et.al. 1990; Rugg, et.al. 1990; Spoor & Leeuwen 1992; Delp, et.al. 
1999) consideration must be given to the combined effect of segment rotations in the present 
study. The segment rotations during the three repetitions of the step task were consistent 
between trials. A brief description of the rotations and approximate angles for the three 
repetitions of the step task follows: 
For the step task, the initial mean standing thigh angle about the media-lateral axis was 
7 degrees of flexion, which increased to 69 degrees of flexion when placing the foot on 
the step. On ascent of the step, thigh flexion angle reduced to 22 degrees on standing. 
The mean initial standing thigh angle about the anterior-posterior axis was 2 degrees 
of adduction, which increased to 10 degrees of adduction when placing the foot on the 
step. On ascent of the step, thigh adduction angle reduced to 6 degrees. The initial 
mean standing thigh angle about the longitudinal axis was 1 degree of internal rotation, 
which changed to 10 degrees of external rotation when placing the foot on the step. 
On ascent of the step, longitudinal axis rotation initially increased to 14 degrees of 
external rotation before reducing to 3 degrees of internal rotation. 
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The initial mean standing shank angle about the medio-lateral axis was 9 degrees of 
flex.ion. This increased to a peak of 80 degrees flex.ion before reducing to 69 degrees 
of flex.ion when placing the foot on the step. On ascent of the step, thigh flex.ion angle 
initially increased before reducing to 17 degrees on standing. The initial mean standing 
shank angle about the anterior-posterior axis was 3 degrees of adduction, which 
changed to 4 degrees of abduction when placing the foot on the step. On ascent of the 
step, thigh anterior posterior angle initially increased to 7 degrees of abduction before 
reducing to zero degrees abduction on standing. The initial standing shank angle about 
the longitudinal axis was 7 degrees of external rotation. This increased to a peak of 14 
degrees of external rotation before reducing to 4 degrees when placing the foot on the 
step. On ascent of the step longitudinal axis rotation reduced slightly to 2 degrees of 
external rotation. 
The initial mean standing foot angle about the medio-lateral axis was zero degrees of 
flex.ion, where 92 degrees is taken as the neutral foot position. This increased to a 
peak of 11 degrees dorsi-flexion before returning to the neutral position when placing 
the foot on the step. On ascent of the step, foot dorsi-flexion angle increased to 9 
degrees before returning to the neutral position on standing. The initial mean standing 
foot angle about the anterior-posterior axis was 9 degrees of abduction, which reduced 
to 6 degrees of abduction when placing the foot on the step. On ascent of the step, 
foot abduction increased to 12 degrees. The initial mean standing foot angle about the 
longitudinal axis was 7 degree of external rotation. This increased slightly to 10 
degrees before returning to 7 degrees of external rotation when placing the foot on the 
step. On ascent of the step, longitudinal axis rotation reduced to zero degrees on 
standing. 
Muscle moment arms were extremely sensitive to measurement error and modelling methods 
and consequently, moment arms showed large relative errors which significantly affected the 
ability to predict individual muscles forces. Errors in moment arms result from: 
i) The ability to accurately locate body-fixed axes from external markers. Body-fixed 
axes are required to coincide with the reference skeletal axes from which co-ordinate 



















between the body-fixed axes and the underlying subject skeleton result in differences in 
the predicted joint centre of rotation and the actual centre of rotation, causing points 
describing muscle-tendon paths and joint centres to move; 
ii) The location of points used to describe muscle-tendon paths and the joint ranges of 
motion. When the muscle-tendon points were close, and when the errors in three 
dimensional segment location were large, the errors in moment arms were also great; 
iii) The use of straight or curved lines to define muscle-tendon paths. In the present 
study, use of straight lines underestimated moment arms in situations where tendons 
wrapped around joint capsules; 
iv) The method used to define joint centres. Moment arms of knee extensors showed a 
sudden decrease when approaching full extension and consequently, an anterior shift in 
the joint centre of rotation. Similarly, moment arms of knee flexors showed a sudden 
decrease in moment arms when approaching 90 degrees flexion and consequently, a 
posterior shift in the joint centre of rotation. These may not be adequately represented 
with a fixed centre of rotation; and 
v) Accuracy of three dimensional segment location. Large errors in segment location 
resulted in more variability in the predicted moment arms between repeated trials, as 
well as the model's sensitivity to above-mentioned errors. 
Several of the above factors, which contribute to errors in moment arms that have particular 
relevance to the present study, are discussed in more detail: 
5.4.2.1 Errors due to straight line model of muscle tendon paths 
Jenson & Davy (1975) found that the straight line approach underestimated moment arms by 1 
to12% compared to the centroid line approach. The authors also found that the moment arm 
components of about each axes can vary considerably more. The centroid line approach uses 
cross-sectional slices to define the path of the muscle centroid (Jenson & Davy, 1975; Dostal 




















i) It requires large amounts of data to represent a muscle in one joint configuration; 
ii) Difficulty in defining a transverse centroid for a broad muscle or insertion; 
iii) It is not valid for when the join configuration changes; and 
iv) Muscles under tension may follow a more direct cause from origin to insertion. 
In the present model, muscle-tendon paths have been represented by origin, insertion and 
deflection points interconnected by straight lines. The number of points defining tendon paths 
around a joint has been limited to enable the tendon path to be defined for a range of joint 
motions (see Section 5.2.1). In calculating moment arms where tendons wrap around joint 
capsules, bone or retinacula under-estimations of moment arms are expected due to the 
movement of the deflection points around the centre of rotation. This would lead to a 
reduction in moment arms as the line joining the deflection points moves closer to the joint 
centre (Fig. 5.4.1). Muscles crossing the knee joint affected would include Semimembranosus, 
Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long and short heads), Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Intermedius, 
Vastus Medialis, Rectus Femoris, Gastrocnemius (medial and lateral), Plantaris, and Popliteus. 
The sarrie limitation needs to be considered for the muscle of the hip joint, for example 
Iliopsoas, and for the ankle joint, for example, the extensors (Tibialis Anterior, Extensor 
Digitorum Longus, Extensor Hallucis Longus, and Peroneus Brevis) where retinaculae 
influence tendon path. To overcome this limitation, both curved and straight-line path 
segments may need to be included to adequately represent the path of muscle-tendon 
complexes around joints and to determine muscle lengths and moment arms from the origin, 
insertion and deflection points defined for the present study. 
joint centre joint centre 
muscle-tendon /path 
I I moment ann 
deflection point 
Figure 5.4.1 Changing magnitude of vastus moment arm of a straight line 
muscle-tendon model with fixed local points of origin, insertion and deflection 











5.4.2.2 Errors due to accuracy of segment location 
The consistency in muscle moment arms between different trials of the same movement are 
comparable with other measures such as acceleration of segment centres of mass, Cardan 
rotations and muscle lengths. This would indicate that the main source of errors seen in 
determining moment arms in the present study resulted from the present methods used to 
define the moment arm rather than the accuracy of segment location. This is demonstrated in 
later sections, where the location of muscle point co-ordinates and their changing relationship 
with the joint centre with changing joint angles result in large errors in some moment arms. 
5.4.2.3 Errors due to location of body fixed axes from external markers 
The location of the shank axes origin does not vary significantly with respect to the local thigh 
axes during the step trials (Figs. 5.4.2 - 5.4.4). The step tasks produce 80 degrees of knee 
flex.ion and a possible 5 mm inferior and 4 mm posterior relative displacement of the shank 
origin. These changes are of the same magnitude as the errors in locating the relative position 
of the shank with respect to the thigh. In the current model of the knee joint, 80 degrees of 
rotation about the medic-lateral axes, defined by a fixed point relative to the thigh and shank 
axes, would be expected to produce a significant posterior displacement of the shank relative 
to the thigh (Fig. 5.4.5). The relatively constant shank axes origin with respect to the thigh is 
likely to have resulted from errors originating from the calibration procedure in defining local 
axes from external markers. In the calibration procedure, the thigh axes origin was located at 
the hip joint centre, as defined from the pelvic axis system. The thigh z-axis (longitudinal) was 
defined by the axis origin and the mid-point of the medial and lateral femoral condyles. The 
shank axes origin was located in the middle of the tibial plateau, which in the present study, 
was located along the thigh z-axis at a distance of 104 .1 % of the thigh length, measured 
between the greater trochanter and the inferior border of the lateral femoral condyle. The thigh 
length was also scaled to the z-axis co-ordinate data of the thigh. For the present subject, the 
shank axes origin was located at (0.0 m, 0.0 m, 0.423 m) relative to the thigh axes and the 
knee joint centre was (0.0 m, -0.014 m, -0.014 m) relative to the shank axes system. An error 
in defining the local shank axes system for the subject from external markers by 1.4 cm 
superior and 1.4 cm posterior would place the shank axes origin at a position estimated to be 
the joint centre of rotation. Hence the positions of the muscle co-ordinate data and predicted 


















same amount in relation to the underlying segment. These errors could result from two 
situations: 
i) When scaling anatomical data to the subject, the ratio between thigh length and the 
distance from hip joint centre to tibial plateau (shank axes origin) may vary from 
skeletal reference data (104.1%) to that of the subject. However, variation in the 
points used to measure thigh length on the skeletal reference from the thigh length 
measured on the subject are more likely to contribute to the error in longitudinal 
position of the shank axes origin. A 1.4 cm difference can easily occur if measuring 
from the inferior, most lateral or superior margins of the greater trochanter. Any 
difference in the measured thigh length would shift the shank axes origin along the 
superior-inferior direction of the thigh z-axis relative to the underlying skeletal system 
of the subject when scaling the reference data to the subject; 
ii) When locating the middle of the tibial plateau from external markers placed on the 
femoral condyles, the mid-point may not coincide with the centre of the tibial plateau. 
Thus, differences in the mid-point of the femoral condyle markers and the expected 
direction of the thigh z-axis would shift the shank axes anteriorly, posteriorly, 
medially, or laterally relative to the model and consequently, relative to the underlying 
bone. In the present application, if the mid-point of the markers was 1.4 cm posterior 
to that expected by the model, then thigh z-axis would pass through the knee joint 
centre and the shank axes origin moved accordingly. 
In the standing position, the correctly located shank axes and translated shank axes (1.4 cm 
posterior and 1.4 cm superior) with respect to the lower limb model would produce similar 
results. Differences in measured thigh length would result in scaling the thigh z-axis and 
muscle co-ordinate data, as well as a shift in the shank axes. A posterior shift in shank axes 
would produce a slight variation in predicted knee angle and accompanying changes in 
moment arms between the two situations in the standing position. However, as the subject 
flexes the knee, the motion of the shank axes, as defined from external markers, and 
consequently moment arms, would vary considerably between the correctly located shank axes 
and one displaced both superiorly and posteriorly. In the ideal case, as the subject flexes the 
knee, the predicted shank axes would rotate about the predicted knee joint centre and the 















of angles (Figs. 5.4.5 and 5.4.6). With the displaced shank axes described previously, the 
shank axes would rotate about the shank axes origin as the knee flexes, producing erroneous 
motions of the points describing muscle-tendon paths and knee joint centre, which would 
result in erroneous moment arms (Figs. 5.4.5 and 5.4.7). Inaccuracies would increase with 
increasing knee flexion, and with the present muscle model (Figs. 5 .4. 5 and 5 .4. 7), moment 
arms would change rapidly and become meaningless beyond 7 5 degrees flexion . 
In the present study, if measurement error resulted in both a posterior and anterior shift of the 
shank axes of approximately 1. 4 cm when defining the shank axes from external markers, then 
moment arms calculated with respect to the knee joint would also be inaccurate, except near 
the full extended anatomical position, where rotations are minimal. This is expected in the 
present study, where the shank axes origin remains relatively stationary relative to the thigh 
during knee flexion. 
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Figure 5.4.4 Step trials: location of shank axes origin along thigh z-axis . 
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Figure 5.4.5 Moment arms of Biceps Femoris, Gastrocnemius (lateral) and patella 
tendon in standing position. Moment arms are A = Gastrocnemius (lateral), B = 
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Figure 5.4.6 Moment arms of Biceps Femoris, Gastrocnemius (lateral) and Patella 
Tendon at 80 degrees shank flexion. Moment arms are A= Gastrocnemius (lateral), 
B = Biceps Femoris and C = patella tendon. 
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Figure 5.4. 7 Moment arms of Biceps Femoris, Gastrocnemius (lateral) and Patella 
Tendon at 80 degrees shank flexion with rotation occuring at shank segment axes 











5.4.2.4 Step trial moment arms 
Moment arms produced for the step trial are compared with those obtained in previous studies 
in relation to segment rotations, location of local points describing muscle-tendon path, and 
possible sources of error moment arm calculation. 
Semitendinosus, Semimembranosus and Biceps Femoris moment arms (Figures 4.6.72, 4.6.70 
and 4.6.80) about the media-lateral axis of the knee in the extended position are in agreement 
with MRI measured moment arms obtained by Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). In the present study, 
moment arms in the standing position about the medio-lateral, anterior-posterior and 
longitudinal axes were 35 mm (extension), 10 mm (adduction) and -20 mm (internal) for 
Semimembranosus, 37 mm (extension), 10 mm (adduction) and -20 mm (internal) for 
Semitendinosus, and 18 mm (extension), -30 mm (abduction) and 10 mm (external) for 
Biceps Femoris. Spoor & Leeuwen (1992) measured moment arms about the media-lateral 
axis of the knee at angles between 10 and 80 degrees flexion, obtaining moment arms between 
35 mm and 40 mm for Semimembranosus, an increase in Semitendinosus moment arm from 35 
mm to 55 mm and an increase in Biceps Femoris moment arm from 15 to 25 mm. The present 
study produced a decrease in knee extensor moment arms between 7 degrees and 80 degrees 
flexion, with Semitendinosus reducing from 37 mm to 28 mm, Semimembranosus reducing 
from 35 mm to 23 mm, and Biceps Femoris showing the largest decreases in moment arms, 
reducing from 18 mm to -7 mm. The large decreases in moment arms, especially between 7 5 
and 80 degrees flexion, the greater errors in Biceps Femoris moment arm and the close 
agreement of the changes in moment arms to the pattern of knee flexion (Fig. 4.12.4), are 
consistent with a posterior and inferior displacement of the shank axes origin and the observed 
stationary displacement of the shank axes origin relative to the thigh local axes (see Section 
5.4.5.2). 
Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medialis, Vastus Intermedius and Rectus F emoris moment arms 
(Figures 4.6.83, 4.6.85, 4.6.84, and 4.6.78) about the media-lateral axis of the knee in the 
extended position are in agreement with the MRI measured moment arms of Rectus Femoris 
obtained by Spoor & Leeuwen (1992) and Duda et. al. (1996). In the present study, moment 
arms in the standing position about the medio-lateral, anterior-posterior and longitudinal axes 
were -48 mm (extension), -10 mm (abduction), 10 mm (external) for Vastus Lateralis, -48 mm 






















(extension), 0 mm, and O mm for Vastus Intermedius and Rectus Femoris. Spoor & Leeuwen 
(1992) measured moment arms about the medio-lateral axis of the knee at angles between 10 
and 80 degrees flexion, and produced a steady decrease in Rectus Femoris moment arm from -
43 mm to -27 mm. The present study produced a decrease in knee extensor moment arms 
between 7 degrees and 80 degrees flexion, with the four muscles reducing from -48 mm to -25 
mm. Despite the apparent agreement in moment arms about the medio-lateral axis with knee 
flexion, the present moment arms cannot be considered accurate. This inaccuracy is due to the 
expected errors in shank axes alignment, which altered locations of the knee joint centre and 
insertion points, and underestimated moment arms with increasing angles of knee flexion (Fig. 
4.5.7). Duda et. al. (1996), using cadaver measurements and the straight-line approach, 
obtained overall moment arms in the anatomical position of 42 mm, 43 mm, 43 mm and 46 
mm for Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medialis, Vastus Intermedius and Rectus Femoris at the knee 
respectively. This compares with 50 mm, 52 mm, 48 mm and 48 mm for the same four 
muscles respectively in the standing position in the present study. 
Spoor & Leeuwen (1992), utilising the tendon travel approach to measure moment arms, 
demonstrated a decrease in moments arms about the medio-lateral axis of the hamstring group 
when moving from 75 to 95 degrees of flexion. This indicates a posterior shift in the functional 
centre of rotation with respect to these muscles when approaching full flexion. Likewise for 
Rectus Femoris, Spoor & Leeuwen (1992) showed decreases in moments arms about the 
medio-lateral axis in moving from 30 to 5 degrees flexion. This indicated an anterior shift in 
the functional centre of rotation when approaching full extension for this muscle. The present 
method of defining moment arms by using a fixed knee joint centre of rotation would not 
predict a decrease in moment arms that may occur when approaching full extension or flexion 
for Rectus Femoris or hamstring muscle respectively. The apparent shifts in joint centre 
measured for the hamstring muscles were not present in Satorius, Gracilis or Gastronnemius 
moment arms when measured using the tendon travel approach (Spoor & Leeuwen, 1992). 
The apparent shifts in joint centre of rotation may be the result of the experimental process in 
obtaining joint movements from cadaver specimens, where the congruity of the joint may 
produce apparent shifts in moment arms as measured for Rectus Femoris and hamstring 
muscles. 
Tensor Fasciae Latae moment arms (Fig. 4.6.68) about the medio-lateral axis of the knee are 


















(1996). In the present study, moment arms in the standing position were -8 mm ( extension), -
33 mm (abduction), and 15 mm (external). Spoor & Leeuwen (1992), using the tendon travel 
approach, found an increase in moment arm about the media-lateral axis from 2 mm (flexion) 
to 22 mm (flexion) in moving from 5 degrees to 35 degrees flexion followed by a decrease in 
moment arm to 17 mm (flexion) at 90 degrees flexion. The present study produced a decrease 
in moment arm to zero (extension) before increasing to 15 mm (flexion) when the knee angle 
changed from 7 degrees to 80 degrees flexion. The difference was due to the location of the 
insertion of the iliotibial tract. In the extended knee of the present study, the insertion is 
located slightly anterior to the predicted knee joint centre as opposed to slightly posterior in 
the study of Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). In both studies, the insertion moves in a posterior 
direction relative to the knee joint centre as the knee flexes. Duda et. al. (1996), from cadaver 
measurements using the straight-line approach, obtained a moment arm in the anatomical 
position of 32 mm for Tensor Fasciae Latae at the knee, which compares favourably with 37 
mm in the present study. 
Sartorius and Gracilis moments arms (Figures 4.6.74 and 4.6.76)about the media-lateral axis 
of the knee are in agreement with MRI measured moment arms of Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). 
In the present study, moment arms about the media-lateral, anterio-posterior and longitudinal 
axes were 20 mm (flexion), 25 mm (adduction) and -22 mm (internal) respectively for both 
muscles. The present study produced an increase in both Sartorius and Gracilis moment arms 
about the media-lateral axis (20 mm to 32 mm, flexion) when moving from 7 degrees and 80 
degrees flexion. Spoor & Leeuwen (1992), produced a slight increase in moment arms about 
the media-lateral axis of both the Sartorius (28 mm to 32 mm, flexion) and Gracilis (34 mm to 
40 mm, flexion) between 10 and 80 degrees flexion. As with the other muscles of the knee, the 
agreement in moment arms does not support the accuracy of predicted moment arms at the 
knee joint of the present study, with the exception of full extension. These differences are due 
to the expected errors in shank axes alignment, which would alter the relative movements of 
the knee joint centre and insertion points with knee flexion (Fig. 5.4.7). In correcting the 
present model, the alignment of the shank axes is such that the knee joint centre is stationary 
with respect to the thigh (Fig. 5.4.6). Sartorius and Gracilis moment arms in the present study 
would then be expected to decrease for the full range of flexion approaching zero at 80 
degrees flexion. A 5 mm posterior and 20 mm anterior shift in the Sartorius and Gracilis thigh 
deflection points from the present location at the knee would correct this. The moment arms 









from 7 degrees to 45 degrees flexion, followed by a slight decrease in changing from 45 
degrees to 80 degrees extension. Duda et. al. (1996) obtained overall moment arms in the 
anatomical position of 21 mm and 23 mm for the Satorius and Gracilis respectively at the knee 
) from cadaver measurements using the straight-line approach. This is less than found the 
present study (39 mm for the both the Satorius and Gracilis muscles), and less than that 
obtained by Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). 
Gastrocnemius moment arms (Figures 4.6.88 and 4.6.90) about the media-lateral axis of the 
knee in the fully extended position are in agreement with moment arms of Spoor et. al. (1990) 
and Spoor & Leeuwen (1992). In the present study, the moment arms in the standing position 
about the media-lateral, anterior-posterior, longitudinal axis were 32 mm (flexion), 7 mm 
(adduction) and -12 mm (internal) for Gastrocnemius Medialis and 23 mm (flexion), -45 mm 
(abduction) and -10 mm (internal) for Gastrocnemius Lateralis. The small adduction moment 
arm and internal rotation moment of Gastrocnemius Medialis in the standing position is likely 
to be due to the thigh deflection point being located to close to the mid-line of the thigh . 
Therefore in the muscle co-ordinate data presented in Appendix B, a medial shift of is 
recommended of approximately 5-7 mm along the media-lateral axis the thigh of the thigh 
deflection point of the medial muscle. Spoor et. al. (1990) found a decrease in Gastrocnemius 
moment arms from 32 mm to 22 mm and 32 mm to 12 mm for the medial and lateral muscles 
respectively between 5 degrees and 75 degrees flexion. While Spoor & Leeuwen (1992) 
showed a constant moment arm of Gastrocnemius Medialis (17 mm) and a slight decrease in 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis moment arm (20 mm to 13 mm) in moving from 10 degrees to 80 
degrees flexion. The present study produced a decrease in Gastrocnemius moment arms 
between 7 degrees and 80 degrees flexion, with Gastrocnemius Medialis reducing from 32 mm 
to 20 mm and Gastrocnemius Lateralis reducing from 23 mm to -3 mm. As mentioned with the 
hamstring muscles, the larger decreases in moment arms, especially between 75 and 80 
degrees flexion, are associated with the greater error in Gastrocnemius Lateralis moment arm. 
The close agreement in the changes in moment arms with the pattern of knee flexion (Fig. 
4.12.4) are consistent with the posterior and inferior displacement of the shank axes relative to 
the underlying bone (see Section 5.4.5.2). Duda et. al. (1996) obtained overall moment arms 
in the anatomical position of 23 mm and 30 mm for the Gastrocnemius Medialis and 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis at the knee respectively. This is smaller than the 35 mm and 52 mm 




















The Achilles tendon moment arms (Gastrocnemius, Soleus and Plantaris, Figures 4.6.87, 
4.6.89, 4.6.91, 4.6.93 and 4.9.94) about the medio-lateral axis of the ankle are in agreement 
with moment arms reported by Rugg et. al. (1990) and Spoor et. al. (1990). The present study 
produced a decrease in moment arms ( 45 mm to 40 mm) when changing from the anatomical 
position (92 degrees) to 11 degrees of dorsi flexion. Spoor et. al. (1990), using the tendon 
travel approach, found a decrease in Achilles tendon moment arm (50 mm to 45 mm) when 
changing from the neutral position (90 degrees) to 20 degrees dorsi flexion. In measurements 
from MRI, Rugg et. al. (1990) also found a decrease in Achilles tendon moment arm (53 mm 
to 50 mm) when going from the neutral position (111 degrees) to 11 degrees dorsi flexion. 
Tibialis Anterior, Extensor Digitorum Longus, Extensor Hallucis Longus, and Peronius 
Tertius moment arms (Figures 4.6.95, 4.6.100, 4.6.101 and 4.6.99) about the medio-lateral 
axis of the ankle are in agreement with Spoor et. al. (1990). In the present study, the moment 
arms in the standing position about the medio-lateral axis were -20 mm, -20 mm, -23 mm and 
-13 mm for the four muscles respectively. The present study produced a decrease in moment 
arms about the media-lateral axis to -15 mm, -17 mm, -18 mm, and -11 mm respectively, 
when changing from the anatomical position to 11 degrees of dorsi flexion with 4 degrees of 
external rotation. Spoor et. al. (1990), using the tendon travel approach, produced moment 
arms in the neutral position about the medio-lateral axes of -40 mm, -42 mm, -44 mm, and -
38 mm for the four muscles respectively. They also found a decrease in moment arms to -13 
mm, -15 mm, -15 mm, and -15 mm for the four respective muscles when changing from the 
neutral position to 20 degrees dorsi flexion. It was suggested the decrease in dorsi flexion 
moment arms during dorsi flexion may be caused by the retinacula, and perhaps to a lesser 
extent, an anterior displacement of the flexion axis. In contrast, Rugg et. al. (1990) and 
Maganaris (2000) both found an increases in Tibialis Anterior moment arm ( 45 mm to 50 mm 
and 35 mm to 45 mm, respectively) in going from the neutral position to 11 degrees and 15 
degrees dorsi flexion, respectively. 
The contradiction in the changes in moment arms with dorsi flexion between the present study, 
Spoor et. al. (1990) and the studies of Rugg et. al. (1990) and Maganaris (2000) highlight the 
sensitivity of moment arms to the methods used in moment arm calculation. Different points of 
reference for the line of action of the Tibialis Anterior change the moment arm with changes in 
joint angle (Fig. 5.4.8). With a fixed ankle joint centre and shank deflection point, there exists 











5.4.8). Conversely, when defining the tendon line of action or the foot deflection point at a set 
reference ankle position, the location of the foot deflection point may produce an increase in 
moment arm with dorsi flexion and a decrease in moment arm with plantar flexion. Similarly, 
the relative position of the point may produce a decrease in moment arm with dorsi flexion and 
an initial increase followed by decrease in moment arm with plantar flexion when moving from 
the reference position (Fig. 5.4.8). 
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Figure 5.4.8 Changes in moment arms with changing joint angle. Arc A 
produces a decrease in moment arm with dorsi flexion and an initial increase 
followed by decrease in moment arm with plantar flexion when moving from 
the mid-point of A. Arc B produces an increase in moment arm with dorsi 
flexion and a decrease in moment arm with plantar flexion when moving from 
the mid-point of B. 
In the standing position, Tibialis Posterior, Flexor Digitorum Longus and Flexor Hallucis 
Longus moment arms about the medio-lateral axis of the ankle are in agreement with Spoor et. 
al. (1990). In the present study, the moment arms in the standing position about the medio-
lateral axis were 18 mm, 27 mm, and 28 mm for the three muscles respectively. The present 
study produced a decrease in moment arms about the medio-lateral axis to 15 mm, 23 mm and 
24 mm respectively, when changing from the anatomical position to 11 degrees of dorsi 
flexion with 4 degrees of external rotation. Spoor et. al. (1990) produced moment arms in the 
neutral position about the medio-lateral axes of 10 mm, 15 mm, and 26 mm for the three 
muscle respectively and found an increase in moment arms to 18 mm, 21 mm, and 32 mm for 
the three respective muscles when changing from the neutral position to 20 degrees dorsi 







respective muscles when going from the neutral position to 30 degrees plantar flexion. The 
difference in moment arms with dorsi flexion may result from the relative positions of the 
deflection points and ankle joint centre. To produce an increase in moment arms with dorsi 
flexion and a decrease with plantar flexion, the deflection point on the foot for the Tibialis 
Posterior, Flexer Digitorum Longus and Flexer Hallucis Longus would need to be moved 
approximately 10 mm posteriorly along the foot z-axis from the location presented in 
Appendix B (Figure 5.4.9). 
Dorsi flexion 
Plantar flexion 
Foot deflection point -
posterior shift 
Figure 5.4.9 Posterior shift in foot deflection point of Tibialis Posterior. 
The posterior shift will result in an increase in moment arm with dorsi 
flexion and a decrease in moment arm with plantar flexion. 
Peronius Longus and Peronius Brevis moment arms (Figures 4.6.97 and 4.6.98) about the 
media-lateral axis of the ankle are in agreement with Spoor et. al. (1990). The present study 
produced an increase in moment arms (21 mm to 25 mm and 22 mm to 25 mm, respectively) 
when moving from the standing position to 11 degrees of dorsi flexion with 4 degrees of 
external rotation. Spoor et. al. (1990) found an increase in moment arms (14 mm to 16 mm, 
and 10 mm to 16 mm. respectively) when changing from the neutral position to 20 degrees 
dorsi flexion, and in plantar flexion, found a small initial decrease in moment arms (2 mm) 
when going from the neutral position to 10 degrees plantar flexion. Thereafter, Peroneus 
Longus and Peroneus Tertius showed an increase in moment arms (12 mm to 20 mm and 8 
mm to 20 mm, respectively) when changing from 10 degrees to 30 degrees plantar flexion. 
The shorter moment arms produced in the present study for Tibialis Anterior, Extensor 
Hallucis Longus, Extensor Digitorum Longus, and Peroneus Brevis, and longer moment arms 




















joint centre being defined more superiorly in the present study than in the studies that used the 
MRI-defined joint centre or the functional joint centres of the tendon travel approach (Fig. 
5.4.10). This may be due to scaling reference data to the subject, based on external 
measurements. In the present study, the Achilles tendon and Flexor Hallucis Longus moment 
arm would not be affected to the same extent by a superior shift in the ankle joint centre due 
to the more inferior-superior line of action of these muscle at the ankle joint (Fig. 5.4.10). In 
the present study, Flexor Digitorum Longus was defined with a line of action at the ankle joint 
similar to that of Flexor Hallucis Longus. However, Flexor Digitorum Longus moment arm 
was considerably longer than that obtained by Spoor et. al. (1990). This may have been due to 
the deflection point on the foot being defined too posterior - a move of 10 mm anteriorly 
along the foot z-axis from the data presented in Appendix B would place the deflection point 
between the Tibialis Posterior and Flexor Hallucis Longus deflection points and, in so doing, 
reduce the moment arm. 
Extensor Hallucis Longus 
Extensor Digitorum Longus ". 
Tibialis Anterior 
Peroneus Tertius 
Ankle joint centre • 
Ankle joint centre + superior shift e 
® 
Achilles tendon 
Tibialis Posterior Flexor Digitorum Longus Flexor Hallucis Longus 
Figure 5.4.10 Sagittal plane line of action of the muscles crossing the ankle joint 
Gluteus Maximus moment arms (Figures 4.6.65, 4.6.66 and 4.6.67) are in agreement with 
Delp, et. al. (1999) and Nemeth & Ohlsen (1985). The present study produced moment arms 
in the standing position (6 degrees flexion) about the medio-lateral thigh axis of 50 mm 
(extension), 60 mm (extension) and 75 mm (extension) for Gluteus Maximus (ant), Gluteus 
Maximus (mid) and Gluteus Maximus (pos) respectively. Moment arms in the standing 
position about the anterior-posterior thigh axis were -10 mm (abduction), 5 mm (adduction) 








position about the longitudinal thigh axis were 25 mm ( external), 27 mm ( external) and 3 0 mm 
( external) for the three respective muscle elements. When changing from the standing position 
to 70 degrees flexion, with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of external rotation, 
moment arms about the medic-lateral axis reduced to 25 mm (extension), 30 mm (extension) 
and 45 mm ( extension) for the anterior, middle and posterior elements respectively. The 
moment arms about the longitudinal axis also reduced to zero ( external), 5 mm ( external) and 
10 mm ( external) for the anterior, middle and posterior elements respectively. Conversely, 
the moment arms about the anterior-posterior axis increased to -25 mm (abduction) for the 
anterior element, while the middle and posterior elements reduced to zero (adduction) before 
increasing to -20 mm (abduction) and -15 mm (abduction) respectively. Delp et. al. (1999) 
obtained moment arms in the anatomical position about the longitudinal axis of 23 mm 
(external), 28 mm (external) and 16 (external) for Gluteus Maximus (ant), Gluteus Maximus 
(mid) and Gluteus Maximus (pos) elements respectively. With 90 degrees of hip flexion, the 
Gluteus Maximus (ant) and Gluteus Maximus (mid) moment arms decreased to zero (external) 
before increasing to -40 mm and -7 mm (internal) respectively, while the Gluteus Maximus 
(pos) moment arm decreased to 7 mm (external). Nemeth & Ohlsen (1985) produced Gluteus 
Maximus moment arms about the media-lateral axis of the hip from radiographic images of 81 
mm and 75 mm (extension) for males and females respectively in the standing position. With 
90 degrees hip flexion, Gluteus Maximus moment arms decreased to 3 3 mm and 31 mm 
( extension) for males and females respectively. 
Gluteus Medius moment arms (Figures 4.6.62, 4.6.63 and 4.6.64) are in agreement with the 
data presented by Jenson & Davy (1975), Dostal & Andrews (1981), and Delp et. al. (1999). 
The present study produced moment arms in the standing position (6 degrees flexion) about 
the media-lateral thigh axis of O mm (extension), 18 mm (extension) and 25 mm (extension) 
for the Gluteus Medius (ant), Gluteus Medius (mid), and Gluteus Medius (pos) respectively. 
Moment arms in the standing position about the anterior-posterior thigh axis were -55 mm 
(abduction), -60 mm (abduction) and -55 mm (abduction) for the three respective muscle 
elements. Moment arms in the standing position about the longitudinal thigh axis were -35 mm 
(internal), 0 mm (internal) and 20 mm ( external) for the three respective muscle elements. 
When changing from the standing p~sition to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction 
and 10 degrees of external rotation, moment arms about the medic-lateral axis of the anterior 
element increased to -10 mm (flexion), while the middle and posterior elements reduced to 5 










axis of the anterior and middle elements increased to -55 mm (internal) and -35 mm (internal) 
respectively, while the posterior element reduced to O mm ( external) before increasing to -20 
mm (internal). The moment arms about the anterior-posterior axis reduced to -25 mm 
(abduction), -40 mm (abduction) and -40 mm (abduction) for the anterior, middle and 
posterior elements respectively. Dostal & Andrews (1981) obtained moment arms of 10 mm 
(extension), -65 mm (abduction) and -25 mm (internal rotation) about the thigh axes in the 
anatomical position from cadaver measurements using the straight-line muscle representations. 
With 15 degrees of extension, the first moment arm increased to 20 mm (extension), the 
second moment arm increased to -70 mm (abduction), and the third moment arm reduced to -
5 mm (internal rotation). With 90 degrees flexion, the first moment arm initial reduced to zero 
before increasing to -25 mm (flexion), the second moment arm reduced to zero (abduction), 
while the third moment arm increased to -65 mm (internal rotation). Delp et. al. (1999), using 
the tendon travel approach, obtained moment arms in the anatomical position about the 
longitudinal axis of-7 mm (internal), 15 mm (external) and 41 mm (external) for the Gluteus 
Medius (ant), Gluteus Medius (mid) and Gluteus Medius (pos) elements respectively. With 90 
degrees of hip flexion, the Gluteus Medius (ant) moment arm increased to -58 mm (internal). 
While the Gluteus Medius (mid) and Gluteus Medius (post) moment arms both decreased to 
zero before increasing to -47 mm (internal) and -22 mm (internal) respectively. The larger 
external moment produced about the longitudinal axis in the anatomical position of Delp et. al. 
(1999) may result from muscle element origins being defined more posterior on the pelvis than 
in the present study. Jenson & Davy (1975), from cadavers using the muscle centroid 
approach, obtained moment arms in the anatomical position of 4 mm (extension), -45 mm 
( abduction) and 23 mm ( external rotation) about the thigh axes respectively. Conversely, Duda 
et. al. (1996), from cadaver measurements using the straight-line muscle representation, 
obtained an overall moment arm in the anatomical position of 43 mm, which compares with an 
overall moment in the standing position of 65 mm, 62 mm, and 64 mm for the anterior, middle 
and posterior muscle elements respectively. 
Moment arms of Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, and Biceps Femoris (long) (Figures 
4.6.71, 4.6.73 and 4.6.81) are in agreement with Nemeth & Ohlsen (1985) and Duda et. al. 
(1996). The present study produced moment arms in the standing position about the medio-
lateral thigh axis of 35 mm (extension), 50 mm (extension) and 45 mm (extension) for 
Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, and Biceps Femoris (long) respectively. Moment arms in 

















(adduction) and 12 mm (adduction) for the three respective muscles. Moment arms in the 
standing position about the longitudinal thigh axis were -2 mm (internal), -2 mm (internal) and 
7 mm ( external) for the three respective muscles. When changing from the standing position to 
70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of external rotation, moment 
arms about the medic-lateral axis initially increased by 8 mm at approximately 3 5 degrees 
flexion before reducing to 20 mm (extension), 35 mm (extension) and 30 mm (extension) 
respectively. The moment arms about the longitudinal axis of the anterior and middle elements 
reduced to O mm (internal), 0 mm (internal) and 5 mm ( external) for the three muscles 
respectively. From radiographic images, Nemeth & Ohlsen (1985) predicted hamstring 
moment arms about the medic-lateral axis of the hip of 68 mm and 61 mm extension for males 
and females respectively in the standing position. With hip flexion, the hamstring moment arm 
increased to 80 mm for males and 70 mm for females at 35 - 40 degrees flexion. Thereafter, 
hamstring moment arm decreased to 48 mm for males and 40 mm for females at 90 degrees 
flexion. Duda et. al. (1996) obtained overall moment arms at the hip in the anatomical position 
of 38 mm, 44 mm and 43 mm for Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus and Biceps Femoris 
(long) re.spectively. This compares with an overall moment in the standing position of 36 mm, 
51 mm, and 47 mm for the Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus and Biceps Femoris (long) 
muscles respectively. 
Adductor Magnus moment arms (Figures 4.6.56, 4.6.57 and 4.6.58) are in agreement with 
Nemeth & Ohlsen (1985), while the moment arms of the anterior, middle and posterior 
elements in the anatomical position are in agreement with Duda et. al. (1996). The present 
study produced moment arms in the standing position about the medic-lateral thigh axis of -35 
mm (flexion), 0 mm (extension) and 25 mm (extension) for the Adductor Magnus (ant), 
Adductor Magnus (mid), and Adductor Magnus (pos) respectively. Moment arms in the 
standing position about the anterior-posterior thigh axis were 55 mm (adduction), 40 mm 
(adduction) and 20 mm (adduction) for the three respective muscle elements. Moment arms in 
the standing position about the longitudinal thigh axis were O mm (internal), 0 mm (internal) 
and -2 mm (internal) for the three respective muscle elements. When changing from the 
standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of 
external rotation, moment arms about the medic-lateral axis of the anterior element reduced to 
0 mm (flexion), while the middle and posterior elements initially increased to 30 mm 
( extension) and 45 mm ( extension) respectively at 46 degrees flexion before reducing to 25 





















axis increased to 10 mm ( external), 2 mm ( external), and -4 mm (internal) of the anterior, 
middle and posterior elements respectively while the moment arms about the anterior-posterior 
axis reduced to 50 mm (adduction), 25 mm (abduction) and 15 mm (abduction) for the 
anterior, middle and posterior elements respectively. From radiographic images, Nemeth & 
Ohlsen (1985) predicted Adductor Magnus moment arms about the media-lateral axis of the 
hip of 15 mm and 24 mm extension for males and females respectively in the standing position. 
With hip flexion, Adductor Magnus moment arms increased to 62 mm for males and 60 mm 
for females at 7 5 degrees flexion. Thereafter, Adductor Magnus moment arms decreased by 1 
mm for males and 3 mm for females at 90 degrees flexion. Duda et. al. (1996) obtained overall 
moment arms in the anatomical position of 73 mm 65 mm and 51 mm for the Adductor 
Magnus (ant), Adductor Magnus (mid) and Adductor Magnus (pas) and at the hip 
respectively which compares with an overall moment in the standing position of 65 mm, 40 
mm, and 32 mm for the Adductor Magnus (ant), Adductor Magnus (mid) and Adductor 
Magnus (pas) elements respectively. 
Gluteus Minimus moment arms (Figures 4.6.60 and 4.6.61) in the present study are in 
agreement with Delp et. al. (1999), with moment arms in the standing position about the 
media-lateral thigh axis of -10 mm (flexion) and -2 mm (flexion) for the Gluteus Minimus (ant) 
and Gluteus Minimus (pas) respectively. Moment arms in the standing position about the 
anterior-posterior thigh axis were -48 mm (abduction) and -48 mm (abduction) for the two 
respective muscle elements. Moment arms in the standing position about the longitudinal thigh 
axis were -32 mm (internal) and -2 mm (internal) for the two respective muscle elements. 
When changing from the standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction 
and 10 degrees of external rotation, moment arms about the media-lateral axis increased to -
12 mm (flexion) and -12 mm (flexion) for the anterior and posterior elements respectively. The 
moment arms about the longitudinal axis increased to -55 mm (internal) and -40 mm (internal) 
for the anterior and middle elements respectively while the moment arms about the anterior-
posterior axis reduced to -15 mm (abduction) and -30 mm (abduction) for the anterior and 
posterior elements respectively. Delp et. al. (1999) obtained moment arms in the anatomical 
position about the longitudinal axis of -18 mm (internal) and 30 mm (external) for the Gluteus 
Minimus (ant) and Gluteus Minimus (pas) elements respectively. With 90 degrees of hip 
flexion, the Gluteus Minimus (ant) moment arm increased to -35 mm (internal) while the 
Gluteus Minimus (post) moment arm decreased to zero before increasing to -26 mm (internal). 


















possibly resulted from the origin of this muscle element being placed more posteriorly on the 
pelvis in the study of Delp et. al. (1999) than in the present study. 
Psoas Major and Iliacus moment arms (Figures 4.6.46 and 4.6.47) are in agreement with Delp 
et al. (1999) in the anatomical position, however an increase in the internal moment arm about 
the longitudinal axis was seen in the present study compared with little change in moments 
about the longitudinal axes of Delp et al. (1999). This was due to the deflection point on the 
anterior of the hip joint capsule being fixed relative to the thigh, and with external rotation, the 
deflection point moved externally instead of sliding over the joint capsule. An alternative 
method is needed to define this deflection point, and could possibly be a curved line from the 
deflection point on the pelvis to insertion on the thigh in the sagittal plane of the pelvis. The 
present study produced moment arms in the standing position about the medic-lateral thigh 
axis of -36 mm (flexion) and -36 mm (flexion) for the Psoas Major and Iliacus respectively . 
Moment arms in the standing position about the anterior-posterior thigh axis were -2 mm 
(abduction) and -8 mm (abduction) for the two respective muscles, and about the longitudinal 
thigh axi·s, were -2 mm (internal) and -8 mm (internal) for the two respective muscles. When 
changing from the standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 
degrees of external rotatio, moment arms about the medic-lateral axis reduced to -22 mm 
(flexion) and -24 mm (flexion) for the Psoas and Iliacus respectively. The moment arms about 
the longitudinal axis increased to -15 mm (internal) and -20 mm (internal) for the two muscles 
respectively while the moment arms about the anterior-posterior axis reduced to zero 
abduction before increasing to 8 mm (adduction) and 5 mm (adduction) for the two muscles 
respectively. Delp et. al. (1999), from function evaluations of moment arms using the tendon 
travel approach, obtained moment arms about the longitudinal axis of -2 mm (internal) for the 
Iliopsoas in the anatomical position, and with 90 degrees of hip flexion, the moment arm 
decreased to zero before increasing to 4 mm ( external). 
Piriformus moment arms (Fig. 4.6.52) are in agreement with Delp et. al. (1999). The present 
study produced moment arms in the standing position about the medic-lateral thigh axis of 9 
mm (extension), the anterior-posterior thigh axis of -35 mm (abduction) and the longitudinal 
thigh axis of 25 mm ( external). When changing from the standing position to 70 degrees 
flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of external rotation, moment arms about 
the medic-lateral axis reduced to 5 mm (extension). The moment arms about the longitudinal 























obtained moment arms about the longitudinal axis of 29 mm ( external) for the Piriformus in 
the anatomical position, and with 90 degrees of hip flexion, the moment arm decreased to zero 
before increasing to -14 mm (internal). 
Quadratus Femoris moment arms (Fig. 4.6.53) are in agreement with Delp et. al. (1999), 
however a reduction in moments was seen about the longitudinal axis at hip flexion angles 
above 60 degrees in the present study. The present study produced moment arms in the 
standing position about the media-lateral thigh axis of -8 mm (flexion), the anterior-posterior 
thigh axis of 25 mm (adduction) and the longitudinal thigh axis of 15 mm (external). When 
moving from the standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 
degrees of external rotation, moment arms about the media-lateral axis reduced to zero 
(flexion) before increasing to 10 mm (extension). The moment arms about the longitudinal axis 
initially increased to 22 mm ( external) before reducing to 10 mm ( external) and the moment 
arms about the anterior-posterior axis reduced to zero (adduction). Delp et. al (1999) obtained 
moment arms in the anatomical position about the longitudinal axis of 22 mm ( external), and 
at 90 degrees of hip flexion, they found an increase in moment arm to 27 mm (external). The 
differences in moments about the longitudinal axes at hip flexion angles above 60 degrees may 
be due to external rotation of the thigh in the step trials which increases with thigh flexion 
angle. This may bring the line of action of the Quadratus Femoris closer to the line of the 
longitudinal axes the thigh. Duda et. al. (1996) obtained an overall moment arm in the 
anatomical position of 45 mm which compares with 30 mm for the moment arm in the 
standing position of the Quadratus Femoris in the present study. 
Obturator Internus moment arms (Figure 4.6.51) are in agreement with Delp et. al. (1999), 
however greater reductions in the longitudinal moments with hip flexion were seen in the 
present study. The present study produced moment arms in the standing position about the 
medio-lateral thigh axis of 8 mm (extension), the anterior-posterior thigh axis of -30 mm 
(abduction) and the longitudinal thigh axis of 15 mm (external). When changing from the 
standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of 
external rotation, moment arms about the media-lateral axis reduced to 5 mm (extension). The 
moment arms about the longitudinal axis reduced to zero ( external) before increasing to -15 
mm (internal). Delp et. al. (1999) obtained moment arms in the anatomical position about the 
longitudinal axis of 30 mm (external), and with 90 degrees of hip flexion, the moment arm 






















also seen in the Quadratus Femoris, may be due to the increasing external rotation of the thigh 
which occurs with hip flexion in the step trials. Duda et. al. (1996) obtained an overall moment 
arm in the anatomical position of30 mm, which compares with 34 mm for the moment arm in 
the standing position of the Obturator Internus in the present study. 
Obturator Externus moment arms (Figure 4.6.52) are in agreement with Delp et. al. (1999). 
The present study produced moment arms in the standing position about the media-lateral 
thigh axis of -15 mm (flexion), the anterior-posterior thigh axis of 25 mm (adduction) and the 
longitudinal thigh axis of 5 mm (external). When changing from the standing position to 70 
degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of external rotation, moment 
arms about the media-lateral axis reduced to -8 mm (flexion), while the moment arms about 
the longitudinal axis increased to 20 mm (external) and the moment arms about the anterior-
posterior axis reduced to 17 mm (adduction). Delp et. al. (1999) obtained moment arms in the 
anatomical position about the longitudinal axis of 14 mm ( external), which with 90 degrees of 
hip flexion, the increased to 26 mm (external). Conversely, Duda et. al. (1996) obtained an 
overall moment arm in the anatomical position of 31 mm, which compares favourably with 30 
mm for the moment arm in the standing position of the Obturator Externus in the present 
study. 
Satorius moment arms (Fig. 4.6.77) are in agreement with Jenson & Davy (1975) and Duda 
et. al. (1996). The present study produced moment arms in the standing position about the 
media-lateral thigh axis of -60 mm (flexion), the anterior-posterior high axis of -5 mm 
( abduction) and the longitudinal thigh axis of 25 mm ( external). When changing from the 
standing position to 70 degrees flexion with 10 degrees of adduction and 10 degrees of 
external rotation, moment arms about the media-lateral axis increased to -85 mm (flexion). 
The moment arms about the longitudinal axis increased to 3 5 mm ( external) and the moment 
arms about the anterior-posterior axis initially reduced to zero (abduction) before increasing to 
-10 mm (abduction). Jenson & Davy (1975) obtained moment arms in the anatomical position 
of -48 mm (flexion), -29 mm (abduction) and 12 mm (external rotation) about the thigh axes, 
while Duda et. al. (1996) obtained an overall moment arm in the anatomical position of 63 mm 
at the hip. An improvement in the abduction moment arm of the present study, when 
compared to that of Jenson & Davy (1975), may be made by moving the deflection point on 
the thigh laterally from +30 mm to +10 mm on the local thigh x-axis compared to the muscle 





















The present study has shown the sensitivity of moment arms to measurement errors in the 
three dimensional analysis of human movement. Therefore, improvements in accuracy of 
moment arms predicted for a range of joint motions in the present study can be made by: 
i) Improving the location of body-fixed axes defined from external markers for 
individual subjects. A possible solution may be to carry out a pre-analysis of simple 
movements or of the trial itself to determine moment arms and the relative positions of 
joint centres with respect to the local axes of the proximal segment. This would enable 
adjustments to the location of the body-fixed axes, as defined from external markers, 
to produce consistency between the skeletal model and the movements of the skeletal 
system of the subject, ensuring that the relative motion of joint centres and moment 
arms were in agreement with expected values. Hence, if the joint centre is modelled as 
a fixed point, then it would remain stationary with respect to the proximal segment. In 
the present study, this was necessary for the shank local axis system, but should also 
have been implemented for the hip and ankle joint centres to account for measurement 
errors and to achieve a functional joint centre; 
ii) Improving the accuracy of the pelvis and foot three dimensional locations in the 
present study, which could be achieved by the use of an adequate number of markers 
per segment and a greater camera numbers to reproduce the three dimensional motion; 
iii) Improvements can be made in the representation of muscle-tendon paths of the 
present study to include the use of straight and curved line segments and to improve 
the muscle co-ordinate data as suggested in the Discussion; 
iv) More research is needed to validate the moment arms reported in the present study, 
and includes comparing moment arms produced in controlled subject movements to 
expected values and to previous research data. However, little information is presently 
available on the moments produced by the muscles of the lower limb about all three 
















5.4.3 Muscle forces 
In this section, predicted muscle forces are compared to EMG data simultaneously recorded 
for selected muscles. Predicted muscle forces were consistent over the three walk trials and 
consistent over the three step trials. Therefore, in the following discussion, predicted force 
refers to the mean of three trials unless otherwise stated. Similarly the electromyographic data 
(EMG) were consistent over the three walk trials and the three step trials, and therefore EMG 
also refers to the mean of the three trails . 
5.4.3.1 Walk Trials 
The predicted Soleus and Gastrocnemius forces (Fig. 4.5.43 and Appendix L) showed no 
significant magnitude during the swing phase of the gait cycle. A small peak in force, primarily 
in the Gastrocnemius (med), muscle occurred at heel strike, followed by relative small forces 
until at 30% of the stance phase. At this stage of the gait cycle, the predicted force rose 
sharply, reaching a peak at 80% of the stance phase, and then falling rapidly to zero at toe-off. 
Soleus (lat) consistently reached the highest force values while Gastrocnemius (lat) 
consistently produced the lowest maximum force. Soleus (med) and Gastrocnmeius (med) 
showed similar maximum force values. This was supported by EMG recordings, where the 
Soleus (lat) and Gastrocnemius (med) showed minimal electrical activity during the swing 
phase. Electrical activity increased at heel strike reaching an on-set level at 30% of the stance 
phase for the Soleus (lat) which then diminished to an offset level at toe-off. EMG of the 
Gastrocnemius Lateralis showed high levels of resting electrical activity in relation to 
maximum activity, achieving the on-set and offset values for only the peak electrical activities. 
For Gastrocnemius Lateralis, the peak activity occurred at 70% of the stance phase. Soleus 
and Gastrocnemius predicted muscle forces and EMG patterns are in agreement with Winter 
(1991), Collins (1995), and Glitsch & Baumann (1997). 
The predicted Tibialis Posterior, Peroneus Longus, Peroneus Brevis, Flexor Digitorum 
Longus, and Flexor Hallucis Longus forces (Fig. 4.5.45 and Appendix L) showed no 
significant magnitude during the swing phase. All muscles produced small increases in force 
shortly after heel strike, before rising sharply at 30% of the stance phase, to reach a peak force 
at 80% of stance phase and then falling rapidly to zero at toe-off. Peroneus Longus 





















produced the lowest in maximum force. Tibialis Posterior, Peroneus Brevis and Flexor 
Hallucis Longus muscles reached similar predicted force values. These findings ae in 
agreement with the Peroneus Longus, and Peroneus Brevis EMG patterns reported by Winter 
(1991). 
The predicted Tibialis Anterior, Peroneus Tertius, Extensor Digitorum Longus and Extensor 
Hallucis Longus forces (Fig. 4.5.44 and Appendix L) all showed similar patterns across the 
three walk trials prior to and including toe-off and during the swing phase. No significant 
forces were predicted in these muscles immediately prior to toe-off, while small but consistent 
forces occurred at toe-off and for the duration of the swing phase. During the stance phase, an 
increase in muscle force was predicted for all four muscles, but considerably less than that of 
the extensor muscles and showing no distinct pattern across the three trials. Within a given 
trial, these muscles showed similar patterns, with the predicted force for Tibialis Anterior and 
Extensor Digitorum consistently being higher than that of Extensor Hallucis Longus and 
Peroneus Tertius. The predicted muscle force ofTibialis Anterior was only supported by EMG 
recordings during the swing phase, while the activity predicted during the stance phase was 
not supported by EMG data. EMG of Tibialis Anterior showed electrical activity centred at 
both toe-off and heel-strike, although some electrical activity was also seen during mid-swing. 
This was considered sufficient in the second walk trial for the muscle to be considered as 
remaining active for the duration of the swing phase. The EMG finding of that study are in 
agreement with Winter (1991) and Collins (1995) who found EMG activity during the swing 
phase which increased to a peak at heel strike. The authors reported little EMG activity during 
the middle and late stance phase. 
The predicted Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medialis and Vastus Intermedius forces (Fig. 4. 5 .41 
and Appendix L) all produced a small peak in force at toe-off which gradually diminished to 
zero by 30% of the swing phase. Zero force was predicted for the rest of the swing phase and 
at heel-strike. Shortly after heel-strike, at 10% of the stance phase, the predicted Vastus 
Lateralis force climbed sharply to a peak at 30% of the stance phase, upon which it declined 
steadily to approach zero force prior to toe-off. The pattern of predicted Vastus Lateralis 
force was similar to that of the Rectus Femoris, but became active earlier following heel-
strike, reached a lower peak force, and remained active longer during the stance phase. Vastus 
Intermedius also showed a brief period of predicted force at 40% of the stance phase. The 















majority of predicted force seen in Vastus Lateralis and little force in Vastus Medialis. In 
addition Vastus Lateralis became active after heel strike, whereas EMG suggested both medial 
and lateral muscles should be active prior to heel strike. EMG recordings of Vastus Lateralis 
and Vastus Medialis showed similar periods of electrical activity centred about heel-strike, 
with an on-set in activity at 80% of swing phase and offset at 20% of the stance phase. A 
second period of electrical activity was seen for both the Vastus Lateralis and Vastus Medialis 
at mid to late stance phase but was insufficient to produce the criteria of on-set of activity. The 
predicted vastus muscle forces and EMG patterns are in agreement with Winter (1991), 
Collins (1995), and Glitsch & Baumann (1997). The authors reporting EMG activity centred 
at heel strike and a small activity centred at toe-off, similarly to the present study, Collins 
(1995), and Glitsch & Baumann (1997) failed to predict forces for these muscle prior to heel 
strike. 
The predicted Rectus Femoris force (Fig. 4.5.40 and Appendix L) showed negligible forces at 
toe-off which remained low until 3 0% of the swing phase, where they decreased to zero and 
remained at zero for the rest of the swing phase, including heel strike. Following heel-strike, 
from between 20% and 60% of the stance phase, the predicted muscle force climbed sharply 
to a peak at 30% of the stance phase and then declined rapidly. For the remainder of the 
stance phase, small muscle forces were predicted which, by 90% of the stance phase, became 
negligible. EMG recordings of Rectus Femoris supported the pattern of predicted Rectus 
Femoris force except for the small muscle forces that were predicted in the second half of the 
stance phase. EMG of the Rectus Femoris during the first walk trial showed an on-set of 
activity at toe-off which lasted until 3 0% of the swing phase. A second on-set of activity 
occurred after heel strike at 20% of the stance phase and lasted until 50% of the stance phase. 
However, the EMG signals were insufficient to determine on-sets and offsets for the second 
and third walk trials. Rectus Femoris EMG patterns are in agreement with Winter (1991) who 
reported a major burst of following heel srike and a minor burst following toe-off. 
The predicted Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus and Biceps Femoris forces (Fig. 4.5.39 and 
Appendix L) were all zero at toe-off and during the initial swing phase. At 3 0% of the swing 
phase, the predicted force for Semimembranosus and Biceps Femoris (short) increased to 
produce a small force at mid-swing decreasing towards heel strike. All three muscle showed a 
sharp increase in force at heel strike, reaching a peak at 3 0% of the stance phase, which 

























walk trials, Semimembranosus, Biceps Femoris (short) and Biceps Femoris (long) had 
consistently higher predicted muscle forces than Semitendinosus. All predicted muscle forces 
dropped to zero at toe-off EMG activity of Biceps Femoris supported the small forces 
predicted at mid-swing and the large forces predicted at heel strike and early stance. However, 
the EMG recordings would suggest the onset oflarge muscle forces should occur prior to heel 
strike as well as a fall in activity during the stance phase followed by a small and brief rise at 
mid-stance. This is contradictory to the continued muscle force currently predicted during the 
stance phase. EMG shows a small period of activity at mid-swing but this was not sufficiently 
large to qualify as an on-set of activity. EMG also showed the predominant muscle activity 
was centred at heel strike with an on-set occurring at 80% of the swing phase and an offset at 
20% of stance phase. A third period of electrical activity was seen at mid-stance phase, but 
was only of significant magnitude to produce an on-set in the third walking trial. Biceps 
Femoris EMG is in agreement with EMG reported by Winter (1991), Collins (1995), and 
Glitsch & Baumann (1997), who reported EMG activity for this muscle from late swing to 
early stance with a peek in activity at heel strike. 
The predicted Gluteus Maximus force (Fig. 4.5.38 and Appendix L) demonstrated a rapid 
increase in force at heel strike, which reached a maximum at 30% of the stance phase, and 
thereafter decreased, at first rapidly, to reach zero force at toe-off At toe-off, and for the 
duration of the swing phase, no force was predicted for Gluteus Maximus. The predicted 
forces in the anterior element of the muscle tended to be slightly higher than those predicted 
for the middle and posterior elements. Gluteus Maximus predicted force from middle stance to 
toe-off is not supported by EMG of Winter (1991) and Collins (1995), who reported activity 
for this muscle from late swing to early stance with a peek in activity at heel strike. Similar to 
vastus and hamstring muscles the present study did not predict Gluteus Maximus force prior 
to heel strike. 
The predicted Gluteus Medius, Gluteus Minimus and Tensor Fasciae Latae force (Figures 
4.5.37, 4.5.36 and Appendix L) demonstrated a very small rise in force at toe-off, which 
approached zero again by 30% of the swing phase. For the remainder of the swing phase, all 
muscles were close to zero force. At heel strike, predicted forces in all muscle groups 
increased rapidly to a peak at 3 0% of the stance phase, after which they steadily decreased to 
zero at toe-off Gluteus Medius produced a similar force pattern to those predicted for 















successively less force. EMG recordings supported the force profile predicted for the Gluteus 
Medius, which saw a significant on-set of activity at heel strike followed by a steady decrease 
in electrical activity, and reached an offset level at 60% of the stance phase. Gluteus Medius 
predicted muscle forces and EMG patterns are in agreement with Winter (1991), Collins 
(1995). These authors reported little Gluteus Medius electrical activity during swing phase and 
a peak at heel strike which decreased during the stance phase. 
The predicted Adductor Magnus (pos) force (Fig. 4.5.35 and Appendix L) produced a rapid 
rise in force at heel strike, which was maintained during the initial stages of the stance phase 
before decreased rapidly at 40% of the stance phase. Muscle force increased again after 40% 
of the stance phase to reach a second lesser peak, which decreased gradually until just prior to 
toe-off After toe-off, the predicted force rapidly reduced to zero. At toe-off and for the 
duration of the swing phase no force was predicted for the Adductor Magnus (pos). 
The predicted Adductor Longus, Adductor Brevis and Pectineus forces (Fig. 4.5.34 and 
Appendix L) produced a rapid rise in force immediately prior to toe-off ( at 90% of the stance 
phase) to reach a peak at toe-off Thereafter, the predicted force decreased steadily to reach 
zero force at heel strike. No force was predicted for these muscles from heel strike until 40% 
of the stance phase, where forces rose to a lesser peak, were maintained before decreasing to 
zero prior to toe-off The predicted force patterns of these muscles were similar to those 
predicted for Iliacus and Psoas. The predicted Adductor Longus muscle forces at toe-off are in 
agreement with EMG recordings for this muscle made by Winter (1991). However these 
author also reported a peak in EMG at heel strike which was not predicted by the present 
study. No EMG activity were recorded for these muscles for the present study. 
The predicted Obturator Internus and Piriformus forces (Fig. 4.5.33 and Appendix L) showed 
minimal force during toe-off and the swing phase. At heel strike, the predicted forces 
increased rapidly to reach a peak at 30% of the stance phase. Muscle forces then declined 
steadily over the stance phase to reach zero at toe-off In contrast, the predicted Obturator 
Externus and Quadratus Femoris force (Fig. 4.5.32 and Appendix L) were low during the 
stance phase, but rose immediately prior to toe-off to reach a peak immediately following toe-
off at 10% of the swing phase. Thereafter, the predicted force declined steadily during the 
swing phase to reach zero force at heel strike. From heel strike to 90% of the stance phase, the 



















the gait cycle, Obturator Externus had a consistently higher predicted force than Quadratus 
Femoris .. 
The predicted Iliacus and Psoas forces (Fig. 4.5.31 and Appendix L) showed a rapid rise 
immediately prior to toe-off (at 90% of the stance phase) to reach a peak at toe-off. 
Thereafter, the predicted forces decreased steadily to reach zero force at heel strike. No force 
was predicted for these muscles from heel strike until 3 0% of the stance phase, where the 
forces rose to a lesser peak and were maintained during the remainder of the stance phase 
before decreasing to zero prior to toe-off. The force patterns of these muscles were similar to 
those of the Adductor Longus, Adductor Brevis and Pectineus muscles. 
5.4.3.2 Step Trials 
The step trial is discussed with respect to four events and three respective periods. The events 
m sequence are: 
1) First toe-off, when the foot leaves the ground; 
2) Step contact, when the foot makes contact with the step; 
3) Second toe-off, when the foot leaves the step; and 
4) Ground contact, when the foot again makes contact with the ground. 
The three phases in the stepping cycle are: 
1) leg raise, where the leg is raised from the ground to the step; 
2) stepping, during which the body is raised onto the step, pauses and is then 
lowered to the ground; and 
3) leg return, where the leg is lowered from the step to the ground. 
The predicted Soleus (lat), Soleus (med) and Gastrocnemius (med) forces (Fig. 4.6.43 and 
Appendix L) all demonstrated a rise in force at step contact, reached a peak at 20% of the 
stepping phase, and then steadily decrease to zero force at 60% of the stepping phase. A 
second lesser peak of short duration occurred at 80% of the stepping phase, but returned to 













delayed increase in force at 20% of the stepping phase that was maintained until 80% of the 
stepping phase. From there it decreased to zero force by the second toe-off event. Both 
Gastrocnemius muscles also demonstrated small forces after the first and second toe-off. The 
predicted Soleus (lat) force was supported by EMG, which showed an on-set of activity at 
first toe-off which continues until 5 0% of the leg raise phase. The predominant electrical 
activity occurred at step contact and continued until 80% of the stepping phase. A third period 
of muscle activity occurred at second toe-off which continued until 50% of the leg return. 
EMG of Gastrocnemius (lat) showed high levels of resting electrical activity in relation to 
maximum activity, but failed to producing on-sets in electrical activity for the three step trials. 
The predicted Tibialis Posterior, Peroneus Longus, Peroneus Brevis, Flexor Digitorum 
Longus, and Flexor Hallucis Longus forces (Fig. 4.6.45 and Appendix L) demonstrated no 
significant force during the leg raise and leg return phases. All muscles produced a sharp rise 
in forces at step contact that peaked at 20% of the stepping phase, which steadily declined to 
zero at 70% of the stepping phase. This was followed by a second small rise in muscle forces 
at 80% dfthe stepping phase which quickly returned to zero force by the second toe-off event. 
The predicted Tibialis Anterior, Peroneus Tertius, Extensor Digitorum Longus, and Extensor 
Hallucis Longus forces (Fig. 4.6.41 and Appendix L) all demonstrated similar patterns in the 
three step trials for the leg raise, first contact and up to 20% of the stepping phase. Small but 
consistent forces were predicted during leg raise, with a small peak in forces immediately 
preceding and following first contact. This was again followed by small but consistent forces 
for the initial period of the stepping phase. These muscle also showed similar patterns in the 
three step trials for the last 20% of the stepping phase, second toe-off and for the leg return 
phase. In the final period of the stepping phase, a rise in predicted forces was seen to a peak at 
second toe-off, followed by small but consistent forces for the leg return phase. During the 
middle of the stepping phase, brief periods of muscle force were predicted for all four muscles 
but varied between trials in their occurrence and showed no consistent pattern across the three 
trials. The occurrence of predicted force, as well as the peaks force from first toe-off to 20% 
of the stepping phase and from 80% of the stepping phase to ground contact was supported by 
EMG recordings of Tibialis Anterior. However, during the middle of the stepping phase, the 
occurrence of discrete bursts of muscle force were not supported by EMG activity, which 
suggested continuous activity. EMG of Tibialis Anterior showed an on-set of activity prior to 






















electrical activity could be seen occurring after first toe-off at 20% of the leg raise, after step 
contact at 10% of the stepping phase, at 80% of the stepping phase, and following second toe-
off at 10% of the leg return. 
The predicted Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Intermedius and Vastus Medialis forces (Fig. 4.6.41 
and Appendix L) demonstrated sharp increases in magnitude at first contact, reaching a peak 
at 10% of the stepping phase. The predicted force steadily declined to a minimum in the 
middle of the stepping phase before rising to a second peak at 80% of the stepping phase, 
before again decreasing to zero at second toe-off The peak forces were greatest for Vastus 
Medialis and smallest for Vastus Lateralis. The minimal forces at mid-stepping phase saw a 
reversal of the order, with Vastus Lateralis showing the greatest force and Vastus Medialis 
showing zero force. The predicted forces of Vastus Lareralis and Vastus Medialis are 
supported by EMG, with the exception of Vastus Medialis in the middle of the stepping phase 
where the subject is supported on one leg. In this position, the predicted Vastus Medialis force 
was zero while Vastus Lateralis continued to exert force. EMG of the Vastus Lateralis and 
Vastus Medialis showed an on-set of activity at step contact which continued until 90% of the 
stepping phase. Within the stepping phase, peak activities occurred at 10% and 80% of this 
phase, which corresponded with raising and lowering of the body. A relatively small amount of 
electrical activity occurred for the two vastus muscles at ground contact, which was only of 
sufficient magnitude to cause an on-set of activity in the first step trial. 
The predicted Semimembranosus, Semitendinosus, Biceps Femoris (long), and Biceps Femoris 
(short) forces (Fig. 4.6.39 and Appendix L) demonstrated a sharp increase in force at step 
contact which peaked at 10% of the stepping phase before falling sharply approaching zero 
force at 20% of the stepping phase. Predicted force immediately rose again to a lower level 
that was maintained until 80% of the stepping phase. It again quickly returned to zero force 
before immediately rising to a further peak which returned to zero force by the second toe-off 
event. For these muscles, no force was predicted in the leg raise and leg return phases, except 
for a brief and small forces predicted for the Biceps Femoris (short) in the first trial in the 
middle of the leg return phase. The Biceps Femoris (long) and Biceps Femoris (short) muscles 
had consistently higher predicted forces than Semimembranosus and Semitendinosus. 
Predicted muscle forces for the Biceps Femoris are supported by EMG, where an on-set of 
electrical activity occurred at step contact which continued until 90% of the stepping phase. 



















corresponded to raising and lowering of the body. For the first step trial, an on-set of electrical 
activity also occurred at 80% ofleg return and continued until after ground contact. 
The predicted Rectus Femoris force (Fig. 4.6.40 and Appendix L) demonstrated a steady 
increase in force at 10% of the leg raise phase to reach a small peak at mid leg raise before 
steadily returning to zero force at toe-off Fallowing toe-off, at 10% of the stepping phase, a 
rapid rise in force was observed, reaching a peak at 20% of this phase. Predicted force fell 
slightly during the middle of the stepping phase before reaching a second peak at 80% of this 
phase and returned rapidly to zero force before second toe-off, at 90% of the stepping phase. 
Muscle force steadily increased at second toe-off to reach a small peak at the middle of the leg 
return phase, before returning to zero force just before ground contact. Predicted Rectus 
Femoris force was supported by EMG, where an on-set of electrical activity occurred at first 
toe-off which continued until 30% of the leg return phase. Within this period, peaks of activity 
occurred at 80% of the leg raise, at 10% of the stepping phase, and at 90% of the stepping 
phase. 
The predicted Gluteus Maximus force (Fig. 4.6.38 and Appendix L) demonstrated a rapid 
increase in force at step contact to reach a peak at 20% of the stepping phase. Predicted forces 
were reduced in the middle of the stepping phase before rising to a second peak at 80% of the 
phase, where they then fell rapidly to zero at second toe-off. The reduction in forces in the 
middle of the stepping phase was greatest for the Gluteus Maximus (mid) and Gluteus 
Maximus (pos), indicating the contribution of the anterior portion of this muscle in producing 
abduction moments at the hip while standing. The predicted Gluteus Maximus (ant) force 
showed a small rise in force during leg raise and during leg return. Gluteus Maximus (mid) and 
Gluteus Maximus (pos) showed no predicted force during the leg raise and leg return phases. 
The predicted Gluteus Medius and Gluteus Minimus forces (Figures 4.6.37, 4.6.36 and 
Appendix L) demonstrated similar force patterns during the step trials. For both muscles, and 
their respective muscle elements, small forces were predicted for the duration of the leg raise 
and leg return phases. However, the predominant forces were predicted during the stepping 
phase. At step contact, a sharp rise in forces occurred to reach a peak at 20% of the stepping 
phase. Force was maintained in these muscle elements until 80% of this phase, when they fell 
rapidly to zero force by the second toe-off event. The magnitude of the predicted Gluteus 

















Medius forces were supported by EMG, where an on-set of electrical activity occurred 
following step contact, at 10% of the stepping phase, and continued until 90% of the stepping 
phase. 
The predicted Adductor Longus force (Fig. 4.6.34 and Appendix L) demonstrated activity for 
the duration of the leg raise and leg return phases, with no muscle force predicted for the the 
stepping phase. The predicted Adductor Longus force was similar to that of Iliacus and Psoas, 
but was in contrast to Adductor Magnus (pos) (Fig. 4.6.35 and Appendix L) which 
demonstrated no predicted force during the leg raise and leg return phases, but a continuous 
force predicted for the stepping phase. In the stepping phase, two sustained peaks in force 
were predicted for Adductor Magnus - the first from step contact to 40% of this phase, and 
the second from 60% to second toe-off. No significant forces were predicted for the Adductor 
Magnus (ant), Adductor Magnus (mid), Adductor Brevis, or Pectineus muscles during the step 
tasks. 
Predicted Obturator Internus and Piriformus forces (Fig. 4.6.33 and Appendix L) 
demonstrated small magnitudes for the duration of the leg raise and leg return phases, 
however the predominant forces occurred during the stepping phase. A sharp increase in force 
occurred at step contact, which were maintained for the duration of this phase before returning 
to zero at the second toe-off event. In contrast, Obturator Externus and Quadratus Femoris 
(Fig. 4.6.32 and Appendix L) were predicted to be active during the leg raise and leg return 
phases, although no forces were predicted during the stepping phase. 
The predicted Iliacus and Psoas forces (Fig. 4.6.31 and Appendix L) demonstrated activity 
throughout the leg raise and leg return phases, with Iliacus predicted as having higher forces 
than Psoas. No forces were predicted for these two muscles in the stepping phase, except for a 
small force in Iliacus during the first step trial at 60% of the stepping phase. The predicted 


















5.4.3.3 Validity of muscle force prediction 
The predicted forces of individual muscles were generally consistent in the occurrence and 
magnitude of forces during the three walk trials and three step trials. This can be seen the 
comparative plots of predicted muscle forces for the walk and step trials presented in Figures 
4.5.31 to 4.5.45 and Figures 4.6.31 to 4.5.45 respectively, in the results section, and in the 
plots of muscle forces predicted for each trial in Appendix L. Muscle elements representing a 
single muscle were also consistent in the occurrence of predicted force for the step and walk 
trials. The magnitude of forces predicted in individual elements varied with changes in the 
moment arms. This can be clearly demonstrated in the anterior middle and posterior elements 
of Gluteus Maximus and Gluteus Medius, as well as the middle and posterior elements of 
Gluteus Medius (Appendix L). Consistency was also shown in the occurrence of force in 
agonist muscles between trials, which can be seen in the predicted forces for Gluteus Medius 
and Tensor Fasciae Latae (Appendix L). 
Despite the consistency in predicted muscle forces between trials, the validity of predicted 
muscle force cannot be accepted in the present study until present inaccuracies are addressed. 
These have been discussed in previous sections and include: 
i) Accuracy of the three dimensional location of pelvis and foot landmarks; 
ii) Location of muscle point co-ordinates describing muscle-tendon paths; 
iii) Location of body-fixed axes from external markers and the alignment of 
centres of rotation; 
iv) The ability to predict maximum dynamic forces under current muscle 
contractile element velocities; and 
v) The validity of moments arms calculated from joint centres and muscle-tendon co-
ordinated data at varying joint angles. 
vi) The ability of the optimisation procedure to distribute force in accordance to 
the minimum of the cost function. 
Finally, the variability of muscle force prediction and moment arm calculation can be 
decreased by the adjustment of muscle point co-ordinates to reduce their sensitivity to error in 
reconstructing body fixed axes location. For example, the distribution of forces between 





















muscle forces, where Vastus Lateralis was predicted with relatively high forces while Vastus 
Intermedius had relatively low forces and Vastus Medialis practically none. However, in 
raising and lowering the body in the step trials, where the knee is more flexed and considerably 
greater forces are predicted than in either the step or walk stance phases, a reversed order of 
magnitude was seen in the distribution of these forces. This may be attributed to variations in 
moments arms which may have resulted from the alignment of the body-fixed axes of the thigh 
and shank during the calibration procedure. If, in the standing position, errors resulted when 
local axes were defined from external markers, such that the thigh axes was rotated a few 
degrees internally with respect to the shank axis, or the shank axes was rotated externally with 
respect to the thigh, then this may result in Vastus Lateral dominating extension moments of 
the thigh with the leg extended. In the stepping task, the knee was flexed to a greater extent 
and shank internally rotated from standing position, thus changing extension moment arms and 
producing the more even distribution of the forces seen in raising the body in the step trial. 
Consequently, if the moment arms were such that a more even distribution of forces in the 
vastus muscle were present in the standing position, then it would be expected that in raising 
the body in the step, when internal rotation of the shank was present, a more dominant force 
would be predicted in Vastus Medialis. A reduction the sensitivity of the vastus moment arms 
to errors in defining axes alignment could be achieved by a lateral shift of the Vastus Lateralis 
thigh deflection point and a medial shift of the Vastus Medialis thigh deflection point on the 
patella. This may also decrease the sensitivity of the model to distinguish between small 
changes in force distribution between the vastus muscle elements with internal or external 
rotation of the shank. However, due to the potential magnitudes and effect of measurement 
errors, the gains in reducing the variability of predicted vastus forces due to errors in axes 
alignment may outweight the losses in sensitivity of the model to distinguish small changes in 
vastus force distribution. 
In comparing predicted muscle forces with electromyographic recordings and expected values, 
the following limitations exists in the present study: 
i) The present optimisation procedure is unable to predict 'stiffening' of the joints 
through muscle co-contraction prior to heel-strike as suggested by EMG of Vastus 
Medialis, Vastus Lateralis and Biceps Femoris. Minimisation of a cost function 
involving the sum of muscle force or stress does not favour co-contraction when 


















resultant joint moments prior to heel strike, and the presence of muscle co-contraction, 
would suggest another criterion other than minimising of force or stress is responsible 
for the distribution of muscle forces during this period. Another possible criterion 
might be to minimise the rate of change of force loading on internal structures; 
ii) The reduced electrical activity in muscles of the leg during mid-stance compared to 
the predicted muscle forces may indicate a significant contribution from passive forces. 
These may include passive tension of the iliotibial tract as the pelvis drops during mid-
stance, the locking of the knee joint in the fully extended leg which inhibits internal and 
external rotation and provides support by passive bone contact and ligament forces, 
and the contribution of ligament and bone contact forces at the ankle. These factors 
are not accounted for in the present model as it excludes passive forces of the iliotibial 
tract or ligament and bone contact forces at the knee and ankle joints. The muscle 
forces predicted for Gluteus Medius, Gluteus Minimus and Tensor Fasciae Latae in 
mid-stance may be overestimated due to the absence of passive forces of the iliotibial 
tract" in the abduction moments at the hip. Similarly, the muscle forces predicted for 
Vastus Lateralis, Rectus Femoris and Biceps Femoris in the second half the stance 
phase, which were not indicated by EMG, may result from the present model balancing 
resultant joint moments at the knee during the mid-stance by muscle forces. Forces in 
the two-joint muscles would also effect the moments at the hip joint, which may also 
account for the forces predicted in Iliacus, Psoas, Adductor Longus, Adductor Brevis, 
Pectineus, and Adductor Magnus (pos) in the second half of the stance phase. The 
small and variable Tibialis Anterior forces predicted during mid-stance of the walk task 
and during weight bearing in the step task, which were not supported by EMG, may 
have resulted from limitations in the present model of the ankle joint. This joint was 
modelled as a single point without ligament or bone contact forces. Thus, in the 
present ankle and knee models, all moments, including those about the internal-
external and abduction-adduction axes that result from the action of the extensor 
muscles, were balanced by muscle forces. The muscle forces predicted in the present 
study highlight the need for accurate models of the knee and ankle joints which 
























Mathematical modelling of the human musculoskeletal system enables measurement of motion 
and forces to gain an insight into human movement. Knowledge of muscle forces will help 
understand the control of movement by the central nervous system, as well as the forces 
placed on internal structures of the body. To successfully predict individual muscle forces, the 
model must accurately reflect the structure and function of the musculoskeletal system. 
Therefore, to predict individual muscle forces, a detailed musculo-skeletal model is required, 
involving anatomical data, accurate predictions of three dimensional segment locations, 
resultant joint moments, muscle force-length, force-velocity, and excitation characteristics, as 
well as a physiologically based criterion for the distribution of muscle forces. Due to the 
complexity of the relationships between components of this system, ignoring or failing to 
account for variables will increase the assumptions and limitations of the research, thereby 
decreasing the validity of the results and the ability to draw sound conclusions . 
The aim of present study was to address the limitations in model design, anatomical data, and 
implementation of force-length and force velocity relationships for the purpose of improving 
the accuracy and validity of musculo-skeletal modelling and movement analysis. 
6.1 Outcomes 
To achieve the present aims, a comprehensive approach to three dimensional modelling of the 
musculoskeletal system of the human lower limb was developed and implemented in order to 
address current limitations in musculoskeletal modelling. As a result of the present study, the 
following were achieved: 
i) Comprehensive anatomical data were presented for the three dimensional modelling 
of the musculoskeletal system of the lower limb. The anatomical data presented were 
expressed relative to a common local body-fixed axes system and normalised to a 
common set of anthropometric measures which were defined from palpable bony 
landmarks, and included: 
• a method for defining local body-fixed axes from external body landmarks for 























• segment parameters for defining mass, inertia, centre of mass, and joint 
centres for the four segments of the lower limb were obtained :from previous 
literature. The data were expressed relative to local body-fixed axes and 
normalised to anthropometric measures; 
• muscle model parameters for defining belly length, fibre length, pennation 
angle, mass, tendon cross sectional area, and percentage fibre type for 48 
muscle elements of the lower limb were obtained from previous literature and 
where appropriate normalised to anthropometric measures. 
• Muscle co-ordinate data was presented to define muscle origins, insertions 
and deflection point suitable for describing muscle and tendon paths for 48 
muscle elements of the lower limb throughout a range of joint movements. The 
data were expressed relative to local body-fixed axes and normalised to 
anthropometric measures. 
ii) A method was presented to optimise muscle model parameters to the changes in 
muscle belly lengths as measured from a movement trial for the purpose of defining a 
force-length relationship throughout the range of muscle fibre lengths produced by the 
movement trial. The optimisation procedure adjusted reference fibre length, pennation 
angle and belly length in accordance with the maximum and minimum changes in belly 
length. The procedure obtained an optimal fibre length which would define a force-
length relationship for the fibre lengths of the movement trial. 
iii) A method was presented for implementing the muscle model that accounted for the 
inter-dependence of muscle model parameters used in determining force output and 
the highly non-linear nature of the equations describing the muscle contraction 
dynamics. The method provided a solution to the equations by combing muscle model 
geometry, force-length and force-velocity relationships in an iterative procedure 
which, starting with an initial estimate for tendon length and fibre series elastic 
component, converged to a simultaneous solution. This allowed calculation of 
maximum contractile element force and model parameters for the current contraction 























iv) A cost function was presented which involved minimisation of the sum of squared 
normalised muscle forces with soft constraints on maximum and minimum muscle 
force. This achieved a realistic distribution of muscle forces over the range of resultant 
joint moments. In addition, the form of the cost function allowed for the unconstrained 
minimisation of the cost function, providing the initial estimates of the muscle forces 
were within the muscle force boundaries defined by the cost function. 
v) An optimisation procedure was presented that combined the equipolance equations, 
muscle excitation and contraction dynamics and muscle force limits in the minimisation 
of the cost function. A procedure was also presented for obtaining initial muscle force 
estimates for the optimisation procedure that were based on the moment generating 
capacity of the muscles. The initial muscle force estimates were required to meet the 
equipolance equations and to give a reasonable approximation of the minimum of the 
cost function. 
vi) The data and the methods presented were implemented in the three dimensional 
analysis of the lower limb during a walking and stepping task. The implementation 
produced a comprehensive description of the musculoskeletal system of the lower 
limb. The descriptor included relative joint rotations, acceleration of segment centres 
of mass, resultant joint moments, muscle moment arms, muscle lengths, muscle forces, 
and muscle model parameters of fibre length, pennation angle, tendon length, 
contractile element length, and fibre series elastic component length. Implementation 
of the anatomical data and methods developed in the three dimensional analysis of the 
lower limb allowed for validation of the procedures as well as identifying limitations 
and errors in the present study. 
Limitations and recommendations for further study 
The limitations of the present study were: 
i) Significant oscillations in the acceleration of segment centre of mass occurred which 
corresponded to frames at which there was a change in the number of segment 
markers use to reproduce pelvis and foot three dimensional location. As a result, it was 




























accurately reproduce the locations of the pelvis and foot consistently during the 
movement. Additional markers on the foot and pelvis would be required, and 
additional cameras were also necessary to adequately reproduce the three dimensional 
location of these segments during movement; 
ii) The accuracy of the present study was not sufficient to determine muscle and 
contractile element velocities. Therefore, the current experimental set-up and achieved 
accuracy was not sufficient to determine muscle contraction dynamics which relied on 
muscle contractile element velocity to determine maximum dynamic muscle forces; 
iii) The muscle co-ordinate data presented were able to describe muscle-tendon lengths 
and moment arms in the standing position. However, with changes in joint angles, 
large errors in moment arms were seen for some muscles due to the sensitivity of 
moment arm calculation that were a result of the following errors: 
• accurate location of body-fixed axes from external markers. Differences in 
the model joint centres of rotation and underlying skeletal segments of rotation 
significantly affected moment arms during joint rotation; 
• the relative motion of muscle point co-ordinates and the joint centre; 
• the use of straight line as opposed to curved-line tendon paths; and 
• accuracy of three dimension segment location during the movement trial. 
Origin and insertion points alone were not adequate to describe muscle-tendon paths 
and moment arms for the majority oflower limb muscles over a range of joint angles. 
In the present study, it was concluded that the errors in moment arms were largely due 
to the inaccuracy in defining body-fixed axes from external markers and the relative 
motion of muscle point co-ordinates and joint centres throughout changing joint 
angles. A smaller influence on errors in moment arms was attributed to errors in three 
dimensional segment location during the movement trial, due to the consistency of 
predicted moment arms across trials in comparison to the large errors seen in the 
calculation of some moment arms with changes in joint angles. Therefore, in the 
present study, improvements in moment arm prediction could be made with the use of 
pre-trial functional evaluations of predicted centres of rotation and by improvements in 


























evaluations would involve analysing simple movements and subsequently adjusting the 
location of body-fixed axes defined from external markers to ensure that the predicted 
model centre of rotation agreed with the skeletal centre of rotation. Further 
development is needed to improve the ability of the muscle point co-ordinates 
presented in this study to predict muscle lines of action at varying joint angles. As 
previously suggested, changes in point locations and the use of curved lines for tendon 
paths would both enhance the validity of the moment arms predicted by the model. 
iv) Muscle model parameter optimisation to changes in muscle belly length was 
essential in developing the force-length muscle characteristics so they could be applied 
in the muscle model to a range of muscle lengths. Muscle model parameter 
optimisation methods presented proved to be robust, in that muscle model parameters 
were determined which complied with the force-length relationship and range of 
muscle lengths, when applied to all modelled muscles over all trials analysed in the 
present study. 
It may be more appropriate to optimise the muscle model parameters to the range of 
muscle lengths determined by the end-range of motion instead of the motion within a 
specific trial. This would achieve a move realistic optimal fibre length and force-length 
relationship by considering the current change in fibre lengths within the context of an 
approximation of the maximum and minimum fibre lengths . 
Optimisation of muscle parameters to maximum and minimum changes in muscle belly 
length does not ensure that the magnitude of the maximum isometric forces predicted 
are valid. In the present study, maximum isometric force at the reference muscle length 
was predicted from reference fibre length, muscle mass, muscle density, and muscle 
specific tension. Reference muscle fibre length, mass and density are used to predict 
physiological cross sectional area, which is then multiplied by muscle specific tension 
to give a predicted muscle maximum isometric force at the reference muscle-tendon 
length. The accuracy of the predicted maximum muscle forces in the present study will 
therefore be largely determined by the accuracy and validity of individual muscle 





















v) The iterative procedures and equations presented for combining the muscle 
geometric model with force-length and force-velocity relationships proved to be robust 
in that convergence and consistent results were achieved, whether the problem was: 
• to determine maximum force for a given muscle length or to determine the model 
parameters (for example, pennation angle, fibre length) for a given muscle force 
and length; 
• applied to pennate or non-pennate muscles; 
• applied to all muscle lengths as determined from the optimal fibre length and 
corresponding pennation angle; 
• applied to all muscle forces up to the optimal isometric muscle force; or 
• applied to isometric, eccentric or concentric muscle contractions. 
In the isometric case, the approach showed consistency in the predicted muscle model 
parameters at varying muscle lengths and corresponding maximum isometric forces. 
The validity of the maximum forces predicted by the force-length relationship 
depended on the optimal fibre length, obtained from the optimisation of the muscle 
model parameters to the measured changes in belly length, and the estimations of 
PCSA. 
In the dynamic case, the approach also showed consistency in the prediction of forces 
in SO, FG and FO fibre types at varying muscle contraction velocities. With increasing 
maximum velocities of contractile element shortening, the maximum force in the SO 
fibres diminished more rapidly than in the FO and FG fibres, thereby changing the 
relative contributions to maximum force at a given muscle contraction velocity. The 
FO and FG fibres were therefore able to produce force at a higher maximum velocity 
of shortening than the SO fibres. The maximum contractile element force for a given 
contractile element velocity of shortening was directly dependent on the proportion of 
FO and FG fibres. In the present model, an iterative procedure for obtaining force 
length and force velocity relationships predicted a positive linear relationship between 
muscle length and the maximum contractile element velocity of shortening at which 
force can be produced, where the maximum contractile velocity of shortening 
increased with muscle fibre length. The linear relationship predicted was not in 


























unloaded shortening was similar within a range of fibre lengths. However, the method 
by which force-length and force-velocity relationships should be combined, and the 
dynamic response of muscle fibres, is still unknown (Herzog, 1996). Further research 
is therefore needed on the implementation of the force-velocity relationship and the 
dynamic response of the muscle model developed in the present study to accommodate 
changes in optimal fibre length and changes in muscle length. 
When applying the model to the analysis of human movement, the contractile element 
velocities calculated were larger than those modelled by the present force-velocity 
equations, which resulted in the maximum contractile element forces approaching zero 
when the instantaneous contractile element length was shortening. In the present 
application of the force-velocity relationships, there is a need to scale a normalised 
force-velocity curve to the maximum contractile element velocities. 
vi) A cost function was proposed based in the minimisation of the sum of squared 
muscle stress, and incorporating soft constraints on both maximum and minimum 
muscle forces. Validity of the optimisation approach, including cost function, initial 
muscle force estimate and minimisation routine, was demonstrated on test examples 
involving both a simple one-joint, four-muscle system, and a two-joint, eight-muscle 
system. In both cases, the model produced the expected distribution of muscle forces 
between maximum and minimum resultant joint moments. In applying the optimisation 
approach to predicting forces in 48 muscle elements of the lower limb in walking and 
stepping trials, consistent muscle forces were achieved across all trials. The 
optimisation procedure, with few exceptions, produced muscle forces in agreement 
with EMG and previous research. However, due to the highly complex and 
indeterminate nature of the problem, two limitations were encountered when applying 
the optimisation procedures to the model of the lower limb: 
• the iterative procedure for determining initial muscle force estimates had 
difficulty in converging to the resultant joint moments with the desired degree 
of accuracy; and 
• minimisation of the cost function, although successful in reducing the cost 
function from the initial estimates and maintaining joint moments, did not 
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made the results of the optimisation procedure largely dependent on the initial 
muscle force estimates. 
vii) In the application of the optimisation procedures to the model of the lower limb, 
the following improvements are proposed to overcome inaccuracies in the present 
musculoskeletal model: 
• increased accuracy of the pelvis and foot three dimensional locations; 
• improve the validity of the knee and ankle joint models used in determining 
moments that are required to be balanced by muscular forces. In the present 
model, bone contact and ligament forces were not included in the equipolance 
equations. With the inclusion of ligament and bone contact forces, a reduction 
in the moments about the medio-lateral and longitudinal axes that are to be 
balanced by muscle forcest is expected. This would increase in the ability of the 
iterative procedure used to obtain initial muscle force estimates to converge to 
the resultant joint moments with the required accuracy as well as reduce the 
muscle forces predicted by the optimisation procedure; 
• improved location of muscle point co-ordinates as well as the use of straight 
and curved line segments to describe muscle-tendon paths; 
• improved location of body-fixed axes from external markers and the 
subsequent alignment of centres of rotation; 
• improved ability to predict maximum dynamic forces under current muscle 
contractile element velocities, which includes implementation of force-velocity 
relationship and validity of the muscle model parameters to predict maximum 
isometric and dynamic muscle forces; and 
• improved methods for determining initial muscle force estimates which meet 
the required joint moments and are sufficiently close to the minimum solution 
to achieve convergence to a global minimum. 
The performance of the optimisation procedures in the analysis of movements 
involving higher muscle forces is not known. In this situation, the accurate prediction 
of maximum muscle forces, modelling of joint passive forces, and excitation dynamics 
becomes more critical. With an increase in muscle forces, there will also be an increase 
in the minimum muscle limits for each frame as determined from the excitation 


























boundary conditions on the muscle forces used in the cost function which must be 
satisfied by the initial muscle force estimates. Higher minimum muscle force limits may 
also affect the ability of the optimisation procedure to meet the resultant joint 
moments and the continuity of predicted muscle forces. 
These limitations and sources of inaccuracies should be addressed in future studies to 
improve the validity of the moment arms, muscle forces and muscle model parameters 
predicted in the present approach to the modelling of the musculoskeletal system. 
The results of the present study show that procedures developed on simple examples are not 
assured of working on more complex problems that involve a larger numbers of muscles in a 
highly complex and indeterminate system. In order to validate procedures intended for the 
analysis of the musculoskeletal system, there is a need to apply them to the analysis of actual 
human movements and compare the results to experimental data. 
6.3 Conclusion 
The present study highlights the complexity of developing a valid model of the 
musculoskeletal system. Limitations in the model design, and inaccuracies in data used in any 
phase of the modelling process, will effect the accuracy and validity of the results of the 
musculoskeletal model. Methods have been presented and implemented in an attempt to 
improve the accuracy and validity of a musculoskeletal model of the lower limb. It is hoped 
this model will provide a basis for further research into the three dimensional modelling of the 
musculoskeletal system, including further research into anatomical data describing joint centres 
and muscle-tendon paths, more information on modelling muscle excitation contraction 
dynamics, and refinement of the optimisation approach to predicting individual muscle forces 
in human movement. 
Previous models have tended not to address the complexity of the musculo-skeletal system 
through failing to simultaneously addressing the combined effects of anatomical design and 
constraints, muscle mechanics, and modelling techniques. The present model attempts to 
achieve this aim, and while it succeeds in many respects, its succeeds most in identifying the 
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